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ABSTRACT
PIRACY AND COUNTERFEITING:
THE FREEDOM TO COPY vs. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RLGHTS
Since 1980, many countries have passed new intellectual property laws, or
revised their laws. The same period witnessed the birth of more trade
associations which work to combat unauthorised copying. Nonetheless, it is
estimated that piracy and counterfeiting still account for about 5% of world
trade. National responses to piracy and counterfeiting are often determined by
how deeply local interests are affected either way. Since the intellectual
property repertoire of most developing economies is usually much smaller than
that of industrialised economies, the costs to the former and the loss to the
latter often polarise the globe into the strong advocates of the intellectual
property system and those who advocate a freedom to copy.
This thesis which focuses primarily on Nigeria and the UK, suggests that the
concept of intellectual property is not alien to developing economies because
many pre-literate societies had recognised and protected intangible rights which
bear some semblance to the intellectual property system. Now, irrespective of
any influence the system may have had on economic growth in any country,
intellectual property has assumed ever greater economic significance - as a
trade issue within the context of GATT. Any country wishing to benefit from
GATT must respect the intellectual property rights of others. Fears that an
intellectual property system makes possible the abuse of a monopoly (that may
be created by virtue of intellectual property rights) are not justifiable because
of various measures, including rules of competition or anti-trust that can be
used to check any abuse of monopoly.
The thesis attempts to categorise infringers, demonstrates the harm caused
and suggests additional new criteria for liability particularly for those in a quasi-
fiduciary relationship with right holders such as licensees, agents, employees
and former business associates. It highlights some of the difficulties involved
in criminalising intellectual property infringements and suggests improvements.
It examines issues like the suitability of criminal sanctions to the breach of
unregistered marks or patents, the relevance of presumptions, the onus of proof
of a guilty mind and private prosecution.
The thesis explores some of the substantive and procedural aspects of TRIPS,
reveals gaps which may cause problems and recommends changes. The
procedural issues discussed include: inspection and seizure orders, border
control measures, the privilege against self-incrimination, and the absence of
specific obligations to grant Mareva orders or create special procedures or
courts for intellectual property. TRIPS' standards for patents, trade marks and
copyright are addressed primarily in the light of the pharmaceutical and
computer software industries.
Irrespective of good laws, effective action can only be taken if right holders, law
enforcement agents, judges, governments, WIPO and the World Trade
Organisation demonstrate a positive response to the intellectual property cause.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1980, Stephen Stewart QC prophesied that the next challenge which
international copyright will face in the 80's
"is one which goes to the very root of copyright. It is a doctrine which is not new
but which assumed much greater importance in the 1 960s and the 1 970s and will,
I fear, gather strength in the 1980s as the economic recession develops. It is
known as "consumer politics." Applied to copyright, the doctrine means the
consumer should have the widest possible access to all copyright material at the
lowest possible cost and, in many cases, free".1
Four years later, in a similar vein, Gillian Davies stressed that intellectual
property rights are under attack not only from
"the challenge presented by technical developments, but also from a political tendency - supported
by consumer groups - to believe that it is in the public interest to provide free access to cultural
materials, and that the interests of the right owners should take second place".2
Echoing similar views a year later, David Ladd said that
"ready, cheap and often free access is a demand increasingly apparent in debates
and law suits over copyright policy. And support for this demand frequently arises
both from those with commercial interests who believe those interests to be
affected if they have to pay for the use of protected works, and from public or
public-supported constituencies who are understandably concerned that the works
of authorship secure maximum use. This debate has emerged in international
meetings I have attended. It appeared in blunt form in the United States in the two
opinions- the majority and the dissent in the Betamax case 3 and in the current
Stewart, Stephen, "International Copyright in the 1980s", 28 Bull. of the Copyright Soc'y, 351
at 369 (1 980-81).
2 Gillian Davies, "New technology and copyright reform", [1984] 12 EIPR 335 at 337.
Sony Corp. of America v Universal City Studios, Inc., 104 S.Ct. 774, 78 L.Ed. 2d.574, 220
USPQ 665.
1
U.S. legislative debates.4
"Consumer politics" is the modem version of the ancient doctrine that the public
interest is paramount in considerations for law making. 5 "Consumer politics"
fits into the framework of the intellectual property system because of the
conception that
"the exclusive rights which are granted by national copyright, patent, trade mark
and design laws are granted because it is in the public interest to grant them"6
Consumer politics or the freedom to copy, is sometimes premised on "public
service": that it is in the public interest to provide similar products at cheaper
prices particularly to poorer consumers and poorer nations; that all intellectual
property is developed from ideas and information which were originally public-
owned. Hence, the claim to free access to the resultant products.
Similar claims are made in respect of trade marks and patents: there should be
a freedom to copy, and exploit the rights of others, in many cases, without
paying compensation. It is a challenge which has laid an axe at the root of
"Securing the future of copyright: A humanist endeavour", tIC V.16 1985 p.76 at 79. The
1983 US Copyright Office Report on s.1 08(i) Photocopying Report illustrates the increasing demand
in the copyright field. The call for freedom to copy has been made for trade marks and patents.
For patents, see the ongoing developments in the US Senate especially Senator Bumpter's report
on the Profits of Drug Companies.
Milton - Samson Agonistes, line 865
"That grounded maxim
So rife and celebrated in the mouths
Of wise men; that to the public good
Private respects must yield"
Cicero - "The good of the people is the chief law" - De Legibus Ill, iii.8. Both Milton and Cicero
were cited by Davies, Gillian, Copyright and the Public Interest, IIC Studies, Max Planck Institute,
Munich, Germany, pp.2-3, 1994. This recent study by Davies was prompted by the growing
concern over the "consumer politics" doctrine. See also, Ringer, Barbara, "Two hundred years of
American copyright law", in 200 years of English and American Patent, Trademark and copyright
laws" (1976) 117 at 118-119.
6 Hon. Mr. Justice Whitford, Copyright and Designs Law, Report of the Committee to Consider
the Law on Copyright and Designs, March 1977.
2
intellectual property rights. Unauthorised copying of intellectual property rights
on a commercial scale, sometimes referred to as piracy and counterfeiting 7 is
fuelled by consumer politics, or the freedom to copy doctrine.
Piracy and counterfeiting can cripple the interests of rights owners and parties
deriving benefit from them. Providing "like-products" but not necessarily "like-
quality", is economically beneficial to the pirates and counterfeiters, who
invariably avoid development costs such as research, promotion and advertising
costs. Hence the products are often cheaper than the original. Cheaper prices
may be preferred by consumers regardless of what impact this may have in the
long term.
The response of nations is often determined by how deeply local interests are
negatively affected by piracy and counterfeiting, essentially a question of trade.
The intellectual property repertoire of most developing economies is smaller
than that of industrialised economies. Consequently, the adoption and
effective administration of the intellectual property system means that
developing economies are liable to pay more licence fees as against the fees
they can derive from the system. This is sometimes considered as a loss to
developing economies and a gain to industrialised economies and it arouses
different attitudes to the intellectual property system. Similar differences in
attitudes are sometimes displayed between consumers and right owners: the
former argue for a bigger scope to copy freely while the latter argue that the
scope of copying should be reduced.
These differences often generate controversies and debates for the reform of
intellectual property laws. Some developing economies claim that they cannot
afford to protect intellectual property rights at their stage of development.8
See chapter 4, para.4.1 for definitions of piracy and counterfeiting.
8 See for example, Kalu, Onwuka Chief, Copy technology as the bedrock for gradual
technological take-off , Managing Intellectual Property, No.6, March 1991, p.48; Oddi, A. Samuel,
The international patent system and third woild development: Myth or reality", (1987) Duke Law
3
However, the argument in favour of freedom to copy cuts across both
developing and developed economies. For instance, as recently as 1992, UK's
National Consumers Association issued a report calling for freer access to
copy. 9 Economists and jurists have also strenuously debated the relevance
of the intellectual property system. They sometimes argue for changes which
may substantially increase the freedom to copy.'°
In spite of such claims, intellectual property rights are being strengthened
around the world. Since 1980, many countries have introduced intellectual
property laws where they were absent, or amended them where they were
ineffective, either as a result of external trade pressures or internal lobby. This
period has also witnessed the birth of many agencies set up to ensure effective
enforcement of intellectual property rights. 11 The concern of right owners and
industrialised economies in particular is reflected in the inclusion of Trade
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in the latest GAIT
Agreement.12
Most economies have witnessed increased recession in the 1990's. However,
the new technologies and modern communications have generated a huge
demand for goods protected by intellectual property. If, according to Stephen
Journal 831 at 855 ; Verma, S.K., "The international patent system and the transfer of technology
to developing countries - a critique", in Sangal, P.S., & Singh Kishore, eds. Indian patent system:
Legal perspectives, Delhi; Ashoka Printers, 1987, 21-32, at 31; Greer, Douglas F., "The case
against patent systems in Less Developed countries", (1973) 8 Journal of International Law and
Economics, 223.
International Trade and the Consumer: Working paper 6: Intellectuat Property - the consumer
view of patents, copyrights trade marks and allied rights, London: National Consumer Council,
1991.
10 Notable amongst these are Machlup,F. and Penrose, E., "The patent controversy in the 19th
century", 10(1) Journal of Economic History 1 (1950); Penrose, E., The economics of the
international patent system, Baltimore: John Hopkins, 1951.
Apart from groups like the International Federation of Phonographic Industries IFPI and the
International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition, (1978) the following were set up during the 1 980s: the
Anti-Counterfeiting Group of UK in 1980, The International Intellectual Property Alliance of USA in
1984; AIM, European Association of Owners of Branded Products; and the International Chamber
of Commerce's Counterfeiting Intelligence Bureau.
12 One of the main reasons for including TRIPS in GATT is the increase in piracy and
counterfeiting: see note 1 chapter 4 below.
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Stewart QC, the challenge of consumer politics has a tendency to gather
momentum during economic recession, then the fact that recession has grown
through the 80's and 90's raises an interesting question: how will the balance
between the claims for freedom to copy and intellectual property right owners
be affected by the changing economic condition?
Dr. Jeremy Phillips opines that the present economic recession has brought the
problem to a head. In particular, measures against counterfeiting may not
significantly affect the trade in counterfeits in countries whose economies are
severely affected. This is because consumers often prefer products that seem
to offer them some budgetary savings. 13 In many regions, despite the
advent of new laws and enforcement agencies, piracy and counterfeiting appear
to be increasing, rather than being curbed. These developments are
encapsulated in the observation of Singaporean Mr. Justice Sinnathuray who
said
"As we all know, when it comes to enforcement of the laws in any one country
that is dictated by priorities relevant to the socio-economic and political
considerations of the particular country. Therefore, we as judges may often
wonder why ills that today in many countries of the world, notwithstanding the
existence of laws for the protection of intellectual property, there is a flagrant and
massive plunder of the world's intellectual property".14
Essentially, this thesis attempts to offer some answers to two questions which
are of concern to intellectual property owners and practitioners today: "Why is
the scale of piracy and counterfeiting increasing despite the increase in the
number of nations which have passed 'more effective' laws ?" and "What is
13 Driving Counterfeits off the Streets, Euromoney Publications plc, London 1992 p.2. He posits
that right owners have cut advertising and marketing costs, and reduced overheads and so have
been able to cut prices. Consequently, the lower prices of legitimate goods, has reduced the
differential between fake and genuine merchandise. Yet he argues, the same lack of spending
power which led the right owners to embark on cost saving measures has drawn the consumer's
attention to budgetary savings, thus affecting attitudes to counterfeit goods.
14 Sinnarthuray, "The laws relating to intellectual property and their applications in Singapore"
in the Intellectual Property Colloquium of ludges in Asia and the Pacific, WIPO (1986), p.239 at 242.
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the likelihood that TRIPS and the new World Trade Organisation (WTO - set
up pursuant to the GATT Agreement), will make a difference to this trend?".
This enquiry proceeds on the hypothesis that piracy and counterfeiting are
influenced by legal, economic and social factors. Hence any attempt to curb
these activities ought to have a multi-dimensional approach.
Whilst commending the efforts which culminated in the GATT TRIPS
Agreement which deals primarily with the legal factors affecting unauthorised
copying on a commercial scale, this study suggests that economic and social
factors have not received sufficient attention. Law reform simpliciter, is
insufficient to curb piracy and counterfeiting. There must be a corresponding
"will to fight" - displayed by national governments, law enforcement agents and
judges whose responses are influenced by their perception of the relevance of
the intellectual property system. Right holders also have a significant role to
play.
Chapter 1 suggests that attitudes in some developing economies often differ
from those in industrialised economies partly because, to them, intellectual
property rights primarily serve foreign interests. This often leads to the
perception that intellectual property laws are of no value to developing
economies. However, it is argued that the concept of proprietary rights in
intangibles is probably indigenous to most cultures, and intellectual property
systems should not be seen as alien to developing economies. Indeed, the
attitudes of developing countries to intellectual property seems to become more
positive as indigenous creativity increases.
Chapter 2 focuses upon the justifications for intellectual property rights which
are assumed in discussions on piracy and counterfeiting. Whilst challenging
some of the arguments in support of the system, it concludes that in a post-
GATT era, any country wishing to benefit from the advantage of the new world
trade order is now obliged to protect the intellectual property rights of other
6
nations. A major bias against intellectual property rights - the belief that they
are monopolies which can be abused forms the subject of chapter 3. It is
argued that intellectual property rights are not often monopolies in themselves,
though they can lead to monopoly situations. In such situations, it is suggested
that national governments should adopt checks within and outside the system
to prevent or punish the abuse of monopoly.
In chapter 4, an attempt is made to categorise different types of pirates and
counterfeiters and to understand how and why they operate. The study
suggests new criteria for liability of certain pirates (former
agents/distributors/associates) based on a quasi-fiduciary duty which is
arguably owed to right holders or licensees. Of all the justifications advanced
for free copying, one of the most potent is that protected goods are not
available in some markets where they are in demand or where available, they
are being sold at prices which cannot generally be afforded particularly as some
currencies have been greatly devalued.
Basic economic theory supports the view that where the demand for goods
protected by intellectual property exceeds the supply, either because of non-
affordable prices or scarcity of the goods, attempts to stamp out piracy and
counterfeiting may be futile. This theme is taken further in chapter 8 where it
is stressed that right holders need to take a further look at this significant
problem. Certainly, laws which cannot meet the expectations of people by
satisfying reasonable demands will always be undermined.
In chapters 5 and 6, some of the problems with the procedural and substantive
regimes are examined in the light of TRIPS' minimum standards and
recommendations are made to fill the gaps TRIPS leaves. Some problems
occasioned by technological advances which make laws out-dated or
unpredictable are also highlighted. Chapter 7 focuses on the problems
associated with the application of criminal sanctions to the breaches of
intellectual property rights.
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Chapter 8 reiterates the significance of the uwill to fight" irrespective of good
laws. Where strong laws are passed, it takes an equally strong will on the part
of government, right owners, law enforcement agencies and the public to give
effect to the laws. Unless the demand for goods protected by intellectual
property is reasonably met, the will to enforce will be lacking and the public
good which is supposed to be paramount will be undermined. Suggestions
which may increase incentives to enforce the laws are put forward.
This study concedes that the adoption of minimum standards prescribed by
TRIPS' should improve the "laws in the books" and thereby address the legal
factors militating against the curbing of piracy and counterfeiting. It is, however,
argued that corresponding attention should be given to the "law in the streets",
the economic and social factors which may influence effective enforcement of
the laws in a post-TRIPS' era.
This study will have a comparative approach: primarily a developing economy,
Nigeria, and an industrialised economy, the United Kingdom.
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)Chapter 1
ORIGINS AND GROWTH OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1.0 Introduction
Piracy and counterfeiting, the commercial infringement of intellectual property
rights accounts for 5% of world trade. 1 This chapter establishes inter -alia,
that these activities are as old as the intellectual property system and that the
growth of the system has in the main, been induced by the need to protect
industries from unfair competition by pirates and counterfeiters.
The chapter comprises of three parts. Part I reviews the development of
intellectual property - 'IP' laws in some industrialised economies, "lEs". It
demonstrates that the laws were only passed to meet significant social needs
in lEs, at different points in time. 2 The laws have therefore been relevant
and appreciated in lEs. In particular, they have protected local interests who
lobbied for the laws and the Crown or States, which used the laws to regulate
trade, and influence technological progress, in their territories. Eventually,
national lP laws were extended to protect foreigners, giving birth to international
protection of intellectual property. International protection was precipitated by
the desire to prevent the undermining of the trade in the local industry's
products abroad. Although these developments are to a large extent, well
documented, the purpose of highlighting them in some detail below, is to aid
in the comparative analysis with the developments in some developing
economies whose response to the intellectual property system is less
enthusiastic. This is a theme which cuts across this thesis. Secondly, a brief
narration of these developments will also aid the comparison with the pre-
See note 1 chapter 4 infra. For the definition of piracy and counterfeiting, see paragraph 4.1
below.
2 Cornish W.R. Prof., "The International Relations of Intellectual Property", cambridge Law
Journal, 1993, p.46, argues that when countries are on the verge of industrialisation, they accept
intellectual property as a legal underpinning of that process.
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literate era in Nigeria and some older societies as highlighted in Part Ill of this
chapter.
Part II considers whether those developments are comparable with the
evolution of modern intellectual property regimes in developing economies
within the Commonwealth. It reveals that the introduction and adminstration of
the copyright and patent system in most commonwealth countries with
developing economies was primarily to foster foreign interests. It contrasts this
with the introduction and adminstration of the trade mark system which was
seen to be directly relevant to local interests.
It concludes that weak foundations were laid for the intellectual property system
in these countries; hence, the laws are not well understood and seemingly
remain irrelevant to the social needs. It suggests that this is probably one of
the reasons for the negative response to intellectual property in some
developing economies. Unless sufficient local interests are enhanced by the
regimes, the intellectual property system will continue to be regarded with
suspicion and seen as being irrelevant to social needs in developing
economies. Certainly, such perceptions will not augur well for the growth of the
system, in a post-TRIPS era, when it is expected that some zeal will be
displayed in passing effective intellectual property laws and enforcing them.3
Part Ill examines some activities in some pre-literate societies, in particular:
pre-colonial Nigeria and among the Aborigines of Australia. It reveals that there
have always been certain forms of proprietary rights (often communal) in
intangibles in those societies, It suggests that the regimes, are to a limited
extent, comparable with modern intellectual property protection. Hence, the
latter is not "alien" to those societies. Hopefully, this revelation will serve as the
basis for future research which may assist in changing the perception in many
developing economies, that intellectual property concepts are tools of foreigners
For more consideration of the response of governments and law enforcement agents to
intellectual property and the effect this can have on the enforcement thereof, see chapter 8 infra.
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to maintain their market dominance.4
PART I
1.1	 Industrialised Economies
Intellectual property laws in industrialised economies were founded on sound
policies. They evolved to resolve challenges faced by traders, guilds and the
governments in different territories. Almost every trade was regulated and
controlled by a guild. Their goal was to foster the interest of the trade by
controlling the activities of members inter se, and lobbying for measures which
could guarantee their monopoly over the trade. "People of the same trade
seldom meet together, even for a merriment or derision, but the conversation
ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise
prices".5
In many parts of medieval Europe, no person could exercise any trade unless
he had previously served apprenticeship of at least seven years. Newcomers
had to undergo this probationary period and then join a relevant guild to which
thye must submit. 6 It was impossible to engage in any trade without the
approval and support of the guilds. The powers and influence of the guilds was
endorsed by the State. As such, only the State could grant privileges to non-
members of guilds to engage in the same trade as the guilds, or any trade at
Kunz-Hallstein, Hans Peter, "Patent Protection, Transfer of Technology and Developing
Countries", 6 IIC 427 (1975): that many developing economies condemn the system and transfer
of technology as a "subtle means of domination, a new form of predatory capitalism and slave
trade"; Oddi, A. Samuel, "The International Patent System and Third World Development: Myth or
reality", (1987) Duke Law Journal 831; Mukubwa, G. Tumwine, "Patents and Technology Transfer
to Under-Developed Countries", 1975-77, Zambian Law Journal, 1;
Smith, Adam, The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, chapter X, cited by Prescott, Peter, "The
Origins of Copyright: A Debunking View" [1989] 12 EIPR 453;
6 A Statute of Apprenticeship was passed in the 5th year of Queen Elizabeth I which gave
statutory backing to this practice. Smith, supra. records that such laws were common in most of
Europe.
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all, without undue interference by the guilds. 7 During this period, the States
found it convenient to regulate trading activities through the guilds, and by so
doing, State revenue from trade was also guaranteed. States with growing
economies and technological prowess became a model to others. This led to
the adoption by neighbouring states of measures and incentives adopted in the
"model" states.
1.2	 Copyright
1.2.1	 Earliest Forms
Authors of the Greco-Roman times, were not always content with the glory and
fame that attached to their manuscripts. They opposed unauthorized copying
of their works either for economic or moral reasons.
The first application of the term plagium, (the crime of stealing a human being),
to literary property, was made by Martial. 8 The charges and counter-charges
of theft levied against plagiarists strongly suggest that monetary rewards were
at stake and not mere recognition for the works, as believed. 9 Public opinion
The resilience of the influence of the guilds in medieval Europe is confirmed by the fact that
even in 20th century, they still exercise control on many trades and professions, in England. See
"The Livery - working for consumer protection", Cityview, Issue No.12, April 1993,p.5; where the
role of some guilds in regulating trade and the statutory backing given to them, is reviewed. It
should be noted, however, that the monopoly of some of the guilds has been eroded by the Office
of Fair Trading and the Monopolies and Mergers Commission. A case in point is the Chartered
Institute of Patent Agents, whose members until of recent, had exclusive rights to act as patent
agents. This has been altered by the Copyright, Patents & Designs Act, 1988.
8 Streibich, Harold C., "The moral right of ownership to intellectual property: Part I - From the
beginning to the age of printing" 6 Memphis State University Law Review (1975) 1 at 6.
Streibich op. cit., suggests monetary rewards such as; receiving payments for seats i.e. the
gate takings for the performance or recitations of works; the ghost-writing of speeches or orations;
patronage for outstanding work from the wealthy and influential; teaching; blackmailing; and the
copying, duplicating or publishing (not in the sense of printed copies). See also Putnam, G.H.,
Authors and their public in ancient times, 12, 3rd ed. rev. 1896, which was cited by Streibich.
Copying and duplication of manuscripts had developed into a profitable business in the 1st century
B.C. Publishers or booksellers entered into contracts with authors for an exclusive licence to
reproduce, in return for a fee. Thereafter, publishers then paid extraordinary prices to slaves who
were scribes, to copy the works for them. Thus, the publishers were interested in making returns
on their investments.
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stigmatized plagiarism as a crime, although very little evidence of enforcement
of this 'crime' is available. 10
On moral grounds and to protect their reputation, the authors prevented slavish
copying, which wrongfully bore the names of persons other than the correct
authors. Authors also opposed copies which made alterations and distortions
which could damage the reputation of the authors. During this period, it was
also important for authors to be named in order to trace them if the work was
considered incorrect or unfair.11
The development of copyright in Europe has its roots in the invention of printing
and engraving. 12	As the reading populace grew, the printing technology
made commercial publishing more profitable.	 Conversely, unauthorised
copying, which was not totally uncommon before the invention of printing,
became easier and more profitable. 13 The printing technology also
engendered another problem. It made it easier to produce seditious, immoral
and heretical and forged works. It therefore became imperative to create a
regime which could encourage and protect the book trade from piracy, and
simultaneously censor the press.
'° Streibich, supra at 6, citing Putnam, notes that in Alexandria, during the reign of Ptolemies,
an entry which was not the best at a literary contest was selected as the winning entry because the
others, which were better, plagiarised the works of some famous authors. The losers were
sentenced as robbers and thrust out of the city.
' Dock, Marie-Claude, "The Origin and Development of the Literary Property Concept", Revue
Intemationale du droite d'Auteur, 126 (1974) lists examples of pecuniary profits made from
manuscripts.
12 Dock, op cit. invented in Germany, the art of printing was gradually introduced to various
countries in Europe either by citizens who had received training abroad, or by printers from other
European countries.
13 According to Dock, note 3 supra, "Piracy was born, so to speak, with the art itself".
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1.2.2	 England
As the number of printers increased in England, 14 the regime initially adopted
was a system of royal privileges. These grants had two objectives: the
censorship of the press, by repressing the publication of forged, scandalous,
heretical, and seditious publications; 15 and secondly, to prevent further loss
to the trade by the importation of cheap substitutes.16
As a further measure, a charter was issued to establish a guild called the
Company of Stationers in 1557.17 Under the charter, only members of the
guild who had registered their books could print or import books. Membership
was conditional upon the right of the Company to search, seize and burn
prohibited books. Erring members could be imprisoned. Under the
adminstration of this guild, the Crown achieved three goals: a better system
of press censorship, a good check on piracy and the removal of the need to
grant individual royal privileges.
With the transfer of power from the Crown to Parliament following the
Cromwellian Revolution, the charter of the Stationer's guild which was issued
by the Crown, became void. Appreciating the usefulness of the Stationers in
14 William Caxton who set up a printing press around Westminster some time after 1471, is
reputed to be the first. But according to Ricketson, Staniforth, The Law of Intellectual Property, The
Law Book Company, Sydney, 1984, p.58, footnote 5, there appears to be another claim that
Corsellis, a Dutch printer, printed the first English book in 1468. Ricketson cited the Appendix to
Donaldson v Beckett (1774) 4 Burr. 2413, 98 E.R. 257 at 263, in support of this.
15 Stewart, Stephen, "Two hundred years of English Copyright Law", Copyright July/August
1977, 225: Censorship was used to protect the status quo, to ensure that acceptable religious
doctrines, philosophies, scientific theories etc., were not undermined by opposing revolutionary
ideas.
16 An early statute of Richard Ill, which encouraged the printing of books and permitted their
importation was repealed on protectionist grounds, to prevent cheap imports from competing with
the trade of the indigens, who had laboured to acquire the art of printing and had invested in the
business. 1 Ric.3,c.9(1483), cited Skone James, E.P., MummeryJ.F., Rayner James, J., & Gamett,
Kevin, Copinger and Skone James on Copyright, Sweet & Maxwell, 13th edn., para 21.
17 The original charter recited that books were printed daily 'spreading great and detectable
heresies against the [Roman] Catholic doctnne of the holy Mother Church'.
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press censorship and checking piracy, Parliament reaffirmed their functions by
a series of Licensing Acts, from 1662.18 The Licensing Act was renewed
periodically, but Parliament refused to renew it after it expired in 1694 owing to
pressure from the freedom of the press lobby which was led by John Locke.19
Given the expiration of the legislative backing to their functions, the Stationers
found it increasingly difficult to continue press censorship, monitoring the book
trade or checking piracy. 2° Thus flourished the piracy of English books.21
For about 15 years, the Stationers fought for Parliamentary backing to protect
their trade. In response, in 1709, the first Copyright Act, the Statute of Anne,
was passed.
18 As if appreciating the role of the Stationers, the Long Parliament issued an Ordinance in
1643, complaining of works published 'to the great detriment of religion and government ... and
notwithstanding the diligence of the Company of Stationers'. Thus by 1662, the Parliament passed
a Licensing Act (13 & 14 Car.2, c.33). It had a long title: 'An Act for preventing the frequent abuses
in printing seditious, treasonable, and unlicensed books and pamphlets'. This Act effectively
reinstated the position of the Stationers to license the printing/importation of books and to seize
books printed or imported without license of the Stationers or the author, or which contained
matters hostile to the Church or government. It required the pnnter of every book to print a
certificate on the book that it contained no writing "contrary to the Christian faith, or the doctrine or
discipline of the Church of England or against the State and government of the realm ... ":Stewart
note 16 supra, at 226. Penalties for breach of this Act included forfeiture and a fine of 6 shillings
and 8 pence for each copy, half to the king and half to the owner.
19 Stewart, note 15 above, p.226.
20 In the first place, non-members were not bound by their rules. The only remedy was to issue
a writ, but by common law, a bookseller could recover no more costs than he could prove damage,
a task which proved most difficult. According to WiVes J. in Miller v Taylor (1769), 4 Burr. 2303,
at 2318, this was one of the grounds of petitions to the Parliament. It was difficult to prove such
damage because of the difficulty of detecting how many copies had been pnnted. The other
complaint was that the defendant was always a pauper and could not pay the costs; but this has
been challenged by Prescott, Peter, in "The Origins of Copyright: A Debunking View", [1989] 12
EIPR 453. Prescott found no record of any case supporting the claim by publishers that defendants
were often paupers. He suggests that this second complaint was unfounded.
The efficacy of the enforcement mechanisms for members also diminished, in the absence of
legislative support.
21 Note the suggestion by Prescott that the impending and eventual union of England and
Scotland at the beginning of the 18th century, and enormous level of piracy of English books by
the Scots in a region where the Stationer's writ did not run, was another contributory factor to the
Stationer's lobby. See Prescott supra note 20, at 455; See the following citations by Prescott:-
Christian, A Vindication of the Universities, Cambridge, 1814, at 13 and Fisher, Thomas, Literary
Property Considered, Gentleman's Magazine, November 1813, at 522.
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The aims of the Act are clear from its preamble: to outlaw piracy of books; by
so doing, preventing a practice detrimental to British authors; "for the
encouragement of learned men to compose and write useful books" and to
balance the interest of authors, publishers with the public interest in the supply
of cheap books.
The Statute of Anne 1709,23 created exclusive rights similar to those of the
Stationers, for a shorter period. The Act vested the right in the author and not
the publisher, and reference to membership of the guild of Stationers became
irrelevant. It created property rights in literary works as distinguished from the
materials on which they were published.24
Time and again, strong pressure was exerted for the extension of copyright
protection to other areas, as various sections of the British industry grew and
felt the impact of pirac 5 to the detriment of legitimate trade. Indeed, all the
changes from the Statute of Anne to the 1988 Copyright Act (which is now
applicable in the UK), were occasioned by the need to protect and encourage
indigenous interests, and to align UK laws with UK's international
agreements.26
The universities lobbied and secured an Act 27 which established perpetual
22 Hence initially, a clause which could check over-pricing of books was part of the Act, but it
was repealed after strong lobby from publishers - Stewart S., op cit. at 227.
23 8Annec.19.
24 Briggs, W.M., The law of literary copyright: Part I to IV on the origin, history and nature of
copyright, London: W.B. Clive, 1900 at 53-4; Patterson, L.A., Copyright in Historical Perspective,
Nashville (Tenn.) Vanderbilt University Press, 1968, at 8.
25 Which had become more profitable due to advancements in technology.
The creation of sound recording, cinematograph films, broadcast and performers rights
were necessitated by the inventions relating to the rights. See Copinger op. cit. c.2, for a good
narration of these developments.
27 15 Geo.3, c.53.
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copyright for unpublished books acquired by them, or bequeathed to them28
to avoid the implications of the view that the Statute of Anne extinguished
common law copyright in published books.29
Some of the needs were given statutory recognition because of the efforts of
men who took a personal interest in the matter and were sufficiently famous
and eloquent to achieve their objectives among a moderately interested
Parliament.30
For example, through Hogarth, copyright was extended to protect engravings
by the Engraving Copyright Act 1734.31 Being a painter designer and
engraver he persuaded the Parliament to protect the engraver only if he was
a designer, leaving engravers whose works derived from the original designs
of others without any protection. The Engraving Copyright Act, 177632
remedied the oversight.	 A year later, another Act was passed which
enlarged the remedies against piracy of such works. 	 The extension of
copyright to dramatic pertormances by the Dramatic Copyright Act, 1833
28 Copinger & Skone James op cit., para.30.
One of the interesting questions posed by the Act (which is not directly relevant to this
discourse), was whether there a common law copyright which was superseded by the Statute of
Anne, or which continued thereafter? Millar v Taylor, supra, held that there was a common law
copyright and that this was not taken away by the Act.. But the House of Lords in Donaldson v
Beckett 4 Burr. 2318 held the Act extinguished common law copyright, at least upon publication.
Copinger & Skone James on Copyright 12 ed. para.30, suggest that Donaldson v Beckett decided
that common law copyright was only extinguished upon publication, but that common law in
unpublished works unaffected. Compare this with Howard B. Abrams, "Historic foundation of
copyright law", 29 Wayne Law Rev. 1119 (1983) and 17 Pan. Hist. Eng. 953 (HL 1774), who
suggested that the decision in Donaldson was that common law copyright never existed. Note that
opinion was divided between the lower court judges who were asked to opine by the judges who
decided Donaldson: 22 to 11.
Stewart supra, at 228.
31 8 Geo. 2, c. 13.
7 Geo. 3, C. 38.
Copinger & Skone James on Copyright, 10th ed. para.33.
17 Geo.3, c.57.
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followed the lobby of the industry led by the writer Bulwer Lytton, hence it was
popularly referred to as the uBulwer Lytton's Act".
Between 1837 and 1842, there were moves to extend the duration of protection
beyond the life of the author. This culminated in the Copyright Act 1842,36
which extended the term to author's life plus seven years or a term of 42 years,
from publication.
The extension of copyright to performances, sound records, films, broadcasts,
the protection of foreign works and indeed the whole development of copyright
in the UK has been primarily in pursuance of the needs of many indigenous
industries. 37 Hence, the relevance of the copyright system has been
appreciated in the UK because of its substantial economic significance as the
foundations of many industries which would not otherwise operate.
1.2.3	 France
Authorities in France realised quickly that the system of privileges helped them
in censoring the press. 39 	Like England, the Crown also, initially granted
The conflict between Talfourd, the mover of the Bill for the 1842 Copyright Act and Lord
Macaulay (one of the most eminent authors of his time), who opposed it, is reported in Stewart S.,
"Two Hundred years of English Copyright Law", 1977 Copyright 225 at 228; Hansard, Vol. 56,
1841, at 342 et seq. Macaulay argued that copyright being a tax on the public should not be
allowed a day longer than is necessary, whilst Talfourd argued for author pIus 60 years. Hansard,
op cit. Vol.65, at 348 and Copinger & Skone James para 32.
5 & 6 Vict. C. 45.
See for example, the following for a more detailed discussion:- The Board of Trade Report
of the Copyright Committee, October 1952 HMSO, London, Cmd. 8662, hereafter called the
Gregory Report; The Copyright and Designs Law Report of the Committees to consider the Law
on Copyright and Designs, Chairman, The Hon. Mr. Justice Whitford, March 1977, HMSO, London,
Cmnd. 6732, hereafter called the Whitford Report.
See the statement of the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry in introducing the 1988
Bill to the House of Lords - Hansard, House of Lords Official Report, Vol. 489, No.34, Thursday 12
November 1987 at 1476.
Stewart, S., International Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, 2nd. ed. London: Butterworths
(1989), para.2.04
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privileges as non-exclusive rights and later as exclusive rights for a limited
period, to print and restrain third parties from printing 40. This developed into
a guild of book trade. This served as a good means of State surveillance of the
materials which were published, that is, to prevent the dissemination of
seditious materials. With the French Revolution, the system of privileges was
abolished. To curb piracy of French authors, statutory protection was given by
Parliament in 1789. Since then, the development of copyright in France, has
been in response to needs of local authors and pursuant to international
agreements, which have been found to be relevant to France.41
1.2.4	 United States of America
The first federal copyright law in the USA was passed in 1790.42 The 1790
Act was passed pursuant to Article 8 of the US Constitution, "to promote the
progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and
inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries".43
The 1790 Act only offered protection to citizens or residents. As such, it has
been rightly asserted that the USA has been one of the most parochial of
° Dock M-C, note 11 supra.
41 Matthysen Jean "Copyright Law Schemes in France during the Last Century", IV RIDA 13
(1954); Ginsburg, Jane C., "A Tale of Two Copyrights: Literary Property in Revolutionary France
and America", 147 RIDA 125 (1991)
42 1 Stat. 124 of May 31, 1790. Prior to this many states of the USA, had passed state
copyright laws which only protected residents of the particular state. Some of the states gave
unconditional protection to residents of other states of the Union irrespective of whether their native
state granted such protected to residents of other states. See Fenning, "Copyright Before the
Constitution", 17 J.Pat. Off. Soc'y 379 (1935); Selberg, "Copyright Reform: Legislation and
International Copyright", 14 Notre Dame Law, 343 354-355 (1939).
Patterson, L.R., Copyright in Historical Perspective Nashville, vanderbilt University Press,
1968, at 193, suggest that the dominant idea in the minds of the framers of the Constitution
appears to be the promotion of learning.
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nations as far as copyright is concemed.	 Piracy of foreign books indirectly
fostered the growth of the American publishing industry.45
Another feature of the US law which until recently, survived criticism over two
centuries, is the manufacturing clause which has its origins in a 1534 Statute
of King Henry VII "for the protection of printers and booksellers" who "having
no other faculty wherewith to get their living, be destitute of work and likely to
be undone, except some reformation herein be had". 46 As in England,
copyright in the USA went through several stages which were prompted by
technological improvements and were debated by opposing interest groups.
It was not until 1988 that the USA acceded to the Beme Convention multi-
lateral treaty on Copyright. The decision to join Berne was precipitated not by
the desire to protect foreign interests, but by the need to expand the number
of countries where works of US origin can receive protection.47
1.3	 Trade Marks
In France, it was customary for printers to use marks on their books. In 1539,
the king issued an ordinance requiring printers and booksellers to have a mark
on their books. The purpose was twofold; to enable purchasers know the
origin, that is, where the books are printed and sold; and to suppress heresy
Henn, Harry G., "The Quest for International Copyright Protection", 39 Cornell Law Quarterly
43. The 1790 statute provides that nothing therein shall be construed "to extend to prohibit the
importation or vending, reprinting or publishing within the United States, of any map, chart, book
or books, written, printed, or published by any person not a citizen of the United States, in foreign
parts or places within the jurisdiction of the United States".
Ringer, Barbara, "Two hundred years of American Copyright law", in 200 years of English
and American patent, trade marks and copyright laws, (1976) 117; Clark A.J., The movement of
International Copyright in Nineteenth Century America, Washington: Catholic university of America
Press, 1960 at 27-8. American publishers then argued that foreigners could obtain protection by
becoming American citizens p.351.
See Stewart supra, note 15 at 227.
Ricketson, "US Accession to Berne: an outsider's appreciation"(Part2) 8(1) IPJ 87.
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and piracy by being able to monitor the origin of publications.48
 On the pain
of having their right hand cut off, manufacturers of Flemish tapestries were
required to put marks on their goods. The use of marks was not, however,
required in all trades. Imitators of marks were open to civil or criminal liability.
After the French revolution, a formal system of trade mark registration was
adopted and it became a criminal offence to imitate marks49.
Following the pattern in Europe, most guilds in England required the use of
marks. The use of marks during the period was based on three objectives: to
prevent unlicensed goods from being produced or circulated; 5° to cause
goods to be traced when there was a shipwreck (either on account of sea
pirates or natural disasters); 51 and thirdly to trace badly manufactured goods.
The marks were initially used as guild marks to prevent the circulation of goods
which did not belong to members of the guild, as only members of a guild were
allowed to trade in the line of goods dealt with by the guild. 52 Later individual
marks evolved to which goodwill attached, a development which Schechter
claims to have originated from the cloth and cutlery industry.
In 1862, the first UK Merchandise Marks Act was passed, which made
infringement of marks a criminal offence. In 1875, the first UK Trade Mark
Registration act was passed. One of the goals of the 1875 Act was to
ameliorate the difficulties which proprietors experienced in proving their case
through the use of presumptions based on the registration system. Formerly,
Schechter, Frank Isaac, The historical foundations of the law relating to trademark, New
York: Columbia University Press, 1925 at 68; Rogers Edward S., "Some historical matter
concerning trade marks", 9 Michigan Law Review 29 at 33 (1910).
Rogers E., op cit, at 33-5.
5° This also included goods which were produced and passed off, hence Royal intervention in
1365 in the cutlery and ammunition industries - Schechter 104-5.
51 Schechter at 26-9 states that a 1353 statute in England provided for the restitution of such
goods to their owners without resort to common law.
Schechter	 at 38; Diamond, S., "The historical development of trademarks" 65 TMR 265
(1975).
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litigants had to prove an association between the mark and his goods whenever
a defendants put him to strictest proof. This had to be established by
witnesses, yet the cost of proof may not be recoverable against a defendant
who was a man of straw. Nonetheless, this process of proof had to be
repeated in every act of infringement which was contested.
1.4	 Patents
The point has been made that in medieval Europe, most activities were
controlled by guilds. 53 The opposition of the guilds and the dangers
encountered by non-member of guilds who sought to introduce new inventions
was well illustrated in the words of the court in the Clothworkers of Ipswich
Case where the court observed as follows:
"But if a man hath brought in a new trade within the kingdom in peril of his life and
consumption of his estate or stock, etc., or if a man hath made a new discovery
of anything, in such cases the King of his grace and favour in recompense of his
costs and travail may grant by charter unto him that he shall only use such a trade
or trafique for a certain time, because at first people of the kingdom are ignorant,
and have not the knowledge and skill to use it. But when the patent is expired the
King cannot make a new grant thereof".
Consequently, those who had useful inventions had to be given State privileges
to work their inventions, without any impediment by the guilds. 55	These
privileges were written as open letters bearing the seal of the State. The word
'letters patent' derived from the nature of these letters as being opened and not
See para.1.1 above.
Godbolt 252, cited by Falconer, 0., Aldous, W., & Young, 0., Terrell on the Law of Patents
12 ed. London: Sweet & Maxwell, (1971), para.5. This was the first judicial pronouncement on the
validity of patents for inventions at common law.
Macleod, C., Inventing the Industrial revolution, Cambridge University Press, (1988) at 38.
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sealed.56 The importance of patents is confirmed by the consensus reached
by legislative history of many nations on the economic necessity of patents as
stated in the preamble to their laws.57
1.4.1	 Venice 58
As a leading financial and commercial centre, 59 Venice encouraged the
naturalisation of foreigners who had inventions and set up a special privilege
fund in favour of inventors. The Venice Patent law of 1474, was the first in the
world. It was borne out of the need to encourage innovation and the emigration
into Venice, of innovative men. 6° It had the attributes of modem patent laws
with rules guiding the grant of the privileges.
The invention had to be useful, and worked within a certain period, else it could
be forfeited. 61 Privileges were not granted where prior knowledge of the art
existed in the territory. The privilege was limited in time, was susceptible to
They were addressed to 'whom it may concern', or to guilds. By being open, guilds or those
who challenge the new corners easily see the authority backing their new trade, before they caused
the new corner any mischief.
Beier, F.K., "The significance of the patent system for technical, economic and social
progress" 11 IIC 663 (1980); Prager, Frank, D., "A history of intellectual property from 1545 to
1787", 26 Journal of the Patent Office Soc'y, 711 (1944).
Mandich, Giulio, "Venetian Patents 1450-1550', 30 Journal of the Patent Office Soc'y, 166
(1948) and Prager note 57 supra.
In the 14th and 15th centuries.
° It recites that "There are in this City and its surrounding, attracted by its excellence and
greatness, many men of divers odgin, having most subtle minds and apt to imagine and discover
divers ingenious artifices. And if it were to provide that others may not make or take unto
themselves to increase their own honour the works and artifices they may have seen so discovered
by such men, such men would use their minds, and would discover and make things which would
be of no little utility and advantage to our state". Further, it provided that "whoever will make in this
City any new and ingenious artifice, not made previously in our state, will be obliged to register it
at the office of our proveditors of the Commune, as soon as it will be reduced to perfection, so that
it will be possible to use and apply it. It shall be forbidden to anyone else in any our land and place
to make any other artifice to the image and similarity of that one without the consent and licence
of the author during the term of ten years". Cited in Greenstreet, C.I-1., "History of Patent Systems",
Liebesny, Felix, ed. Mainly on Patents, Butterworths, London, 1972 p.3-4.
61 This seems to be the origin of the local working requirements of patents.
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State compulsory license use and was transferable inter vivos and mortis
causa. The guilds sometimes insisted that the claims of an inventor should be
examined to confirm its usefulness, which is the basis for the privilege and the
state permitted incursion.62
With the demise of Venice, its artisans were absorbed in other Italian city-
states, in Germany, Holland, Belgium, France and England.63
1.4.2	 England
In England, privileges and monopolies in form of letters patent were granted to
persons who introduced new and useful skills. 64 These privileges (which
could be annulled for non-compliance), stipulated the time production must
commence, the quantity to be produced and the level of training Englishmen
must be given to acquire the new skills. 65 The privileges protected skilled
foreign workers from interference by the guilds and from competition from the
guilds. Unlike Venice, the system of granting royal privileges adopted in
England had no guiding principles, hence it was abused. The Crown used such
grants as an avenue to make money from applicants, and many were granted
62 This is perhaps the origin of the examination procedure in the patent system.
Although Antwerp, Holland replaced Venice as the leading European commercial centre, the
first patent (After the demise of Venice), was granted by France, to Mutio, an Italian, for glass "a
Ia facon de Venise". See Anderfelt, Ulf, International Patent Legislation and developing Countries,
The Hague, Martinus Nijhotf, 1971 at 6; Frumkin, Maximilian, "The early history of patents for
invention", (1947) Transactions of the Newcomen Society, 47 at 53 and Neumeyer, Frederik, "A
contribution to the history of modern patent legislation in the United States and in France", (1957)
Scandinavian Economic History Review 126 at 140.
Phillips Jeremy, "The English Patent System as a reward for invention: The importation of
an idea", [1983] 2 EIPR 41, suggests that it was the practice to use patent monopoly to encourage
the introduction of new manufacture into UK. One of the earliest records was an attempt by
Elizabeth I to discourage the sale of wool to Flanders in exchange for the importation of cloths at
higher prices. A patent of 1315 was issued for the introduction of the art of cloth manufacture from
Flanders. See Vaughan, Floyd L., The United States patents System, Legal and economic conflicts
in American Patent History, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1956.
65 Stnngham, Emerson, ed. Patents and Gebrauchmuster in International Law, Madison,
Winsconsin: Pacet Publications, at 208, 1935.
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for objectionable causes and to favourites.66
Further, there was a controversy between the Crown and Parliament as to who
had rights to grant such privileges. Some 20 patents were thereupon revoked
by proclamation and others left for trial in courts. 67
 This led in 1602 to the
celebrated case of Darcy v AIIm in which the court ruled that one of such
objectionable monopolies, which was the subject matter of the dispute, a
monopoly for importing, manufacturing and selling playing cards, was against
common law, as it was lacking in invention.69
Eventually, Parliament passed the Statute of Monopolies in 1623, declaring all
monopolies to be void except those granted for patents for inventions. These
were granted for a limited term of fourteen years or less, reflecting two terms
of seven year periods of apprenticeship to enable Englishmen learn the new
art.7° Patents could only be granted to inventors for any manner of new
manufacture but patentees were prohibited from using their patents to raise
prices or cause mischief to the State. From then onwards, patent laws in
England developed, with changes compelled by industrial needs. In UK, the
Crown continued to grant patents until 1883 when the Patents Office was set-
up and the grants were made by the Office following the 1852 Act.
Falconer et al. note 54 supra, para. 3; Davenport, Neil, The United Kingdom Patent System -
A brief history, Kenneth Mason, 18-9, 1979; Vaughan supra note 64 at 14.
67 Falconer note 54, para. 6; Davenport, Neil, The United Kingdom Patent System - a brief
history, Kenneth Mason (1979) at 19; Mandich note 58 supra at 168.
1 W.P.C. 1; Noy 173; Moore K.B. 671; 11 Co.Rep.84b. There is a composite report in
Gordon, J.W., K.C., Monopolies by Patent, London, 1897, cited in Terrell on Patents op cit.
69 In 1610, the Crown made a proclamation commonly referred to as "The Book of Bounty'
which declared that monopolies were contrary to law, that they would no longer be granted except
they were for inventions. This was confirmed by the Courts in the Clothworkers of lpswich Case,
where the court held that only monopolies granted for inventions were legal. These
notwithstanding, the King, James I, continued to grant objectionable monopolies much against
growing protest from within and outside the Parliament.
° See s.6 of the Statute; Cornish, Intellectual Property (1989), para.3-003.
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1.4.3	 France 71
Unlike Venice which had procedures and non-arbitrary rules governing the grant
of patents, privileges were granted in France according to the wishes of the
King or his delegates. The French King in Lyons, granted privileges and
offered protection to foreign workers, imported to work the invention. Loans,
other aids and tax holidays attached to these privileges in return for a royalty
to the king. However, after the revolution, and loss of power by the Crown,
patent grants could no longer be in the form of royal privileges hence in 1791,
a patent law with a philosophy of property in invention was passed.72
The passage of the French patent law of 1791 followed an attempt by France
to improve the standard of living by copying the English patent system, a
system believed to be responsible for the english industrial revolution.73
Patents were granted under the French 1791 law for limited periods of 5,10, or
15 years to applicants who filed an affidavit that they had a useful invention and
would work the invention. Financial assistance was offered to inventors to work
their inventions and the patent could be forfeited on grounds of non-use without
reasonable excuse.
US enacted its first patent law in 1790. The Americans had also copied the
European system in an attempt to achieve the level of industrial development
in Europe, which had been attributed to the patent system.
From the foregoing, it is apparent that the patent system developed in
71 See Frumkin supra note 63; Prager supra note 57; and Neumeyer supra note 63.
72 The preamble stated that "every novel idea whose realisation or development can become
useful to society belongs primarily to him who conceived it, and it would be a violation of the nghts
of man in their very essence if an industrial invention were not regarded as the property of its
creator".
See Neumeyer bote 63 supra at 146-7 for the report of the French Assembly recommending
the copying of the English system. But see para.2.2 below.
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industrialised economies in response to economic and political necessity.74
1.5	 International Intellectual Property Protection
It has been established that the intellectual property system in industrialised
economies arose out of the need to protect local interests from piracy and
counterfeiting. As such, the need to extend protection to foreigners was not
immediately evident until the 18th century.
With the social and economic changes of the 19th century and the rise in the
number of those educated, reading ceased to be a privilege of the ruling class.
As trade, travel and communication increased, export markets grew and more
goods crossed national borders. Although some goods did not physically cross
national borders in large numbers, their reputation did, through commerce and
travel. This led to the piracy and counterfeiting of these goods abroad, a
development which affected national interests and needed attention. Given that
the protection offered to national interests did not extend beyond national
borders, these activities were legitimate, abroad.
Even if the principle of sovereignty of nations permits the extension of laws by
State A, beyond its national borders to States B to Z, breaches of such laws in
State B, could only be remedied in State A, where the right owner is protected.
The general rule of double actionability of torts would prevent copying which
was not unlawful in State B, to be actionable in State A where the act was
unlawful: (Phillips v Eyre (1870) L.R.6 Q.B. 1, 28-29). Further the enforcement
of the judgement against the wrong doer in State B would raise other issues of
conflict of laws, which are beyond the scope of this study. The best option was
to extend the protection of national laws to foreign interests, in the hope that
foreign countries would reciprocate the gesture.
Oddi, note 4 supra; Mohammed, Assefa, E., Intellectual Property Legal Development in
Ethiopia: An Analysis within the framework of a proposed policy for non-industrialised countries, an
unpublished Ph.d Thesis, University of London, February 1993, p. 171.
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1.5.1	 Copyright
France led the way in 1810, when it extended copyright protection to foreign
authors irrespective of their nationality. This was not unconnected with the fact
that French authors were popular in the continent and the piracy of their books
was rampant. 75 Similarly, the extension of laws to foreign authors was
followed by Denmark in 1828, Prussia in 1836 and England in 1837.
Eventually, this process culminated in the signing of the multi-lateral Berne
Convention in 1886,76 and the Universal Copyright Convention, UCC in 1952,
both being the most important of the multilateral copyright treaties.
The main principles of Berne are the national treatment principle (member
states should give the same rights as they give to their citizens, to work
originating from other member states); a minimum term of protection of 50
years (measured from the end of the year in which author dies, or in which the
work was first published); the protection of moral rights of authors (the right of
authors to protect the paternity and integrity of their works after the transfer of
their economic rights of exploiting the works); and the principle copyright
protection without any formality.77
Unfortunately, the USA did not become party to the Berne until 1988. The two
main excuses were given: the adoption of the Berne requirement of no
formality for protection would lead to a dismantling of the US copyright
registration system, a prerequisite to protection in the USA; and that the moral
rights principle in Berne would conflict against the commercial interests of the
industry. Thus, through the United Nations, another multi-lateral agreement,
Ricketson, Sam, The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 1886-
1986, Centre for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary & Westfield College: Kluwer, 1987, at 18-
19, suggests that this was motivated by the piracy of French authors on the continent. By 1852,
the piracy of works of foreign origin was a crime in France.
76 The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. By January 1994,
105 States had become party to the Beme Union: Co pyri ght, January 1994, pp.7-9.
Articles 5(1), 7(1) & 6bis (1) of the Beme Convention.
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the Universal Copyright Convention, UCC, was concluded in 1952.78 It
should be noted that whilst the USA remained outside the Beme Union, many
works of American origin benefited from the Union by virtue of simultaneous
publication in member states such as Canada and the UK.
The Universal Copyright Convention provided that the existence of a copyright
notice was sufficient for subsistence of copyright in member states (including
the USA, meaning that a work originating from other member states of the UCC
could be protected in the USA provided it has the notice. A Copyright notice
consists of the name of the author, the year of publication beside the (c) sign.
The term of protection under the UCC was 25 years plus the life of the author
or year of first publication.
1.5.2	 Industrial Property
Before 1883, 69 bilateral agreements had been reached between many nations
on the protection of industrial property, 79 all in response to the piracy and
counterfeiting of their products abroad. By 1883, the first major multilateral
industrial property treaty, the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property (Paris Convention), was signed. The principal features of the Paris
Convention are: the principle of national treatment; the protection of trade
marks, patents and designs; and a right of priority to foreigners from member
states who had applied for a registration of their rights in another member state.
1.5.3	 Failure of the Conventions
Despite the fact that these Conventions were being revised intermittently to
accommodate growing needs, the Conventions have failed to make meaningful
78 As of December 1994, 94 States had become party to the UCC: Copyright, January 1994,
p.16.
Ladas, S., The International Protection of Industrial Property, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1930 54.
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impacts on piracy and counterfeiting for the following perceived reasons:8°
1. Member states had discretionary powers to disallow inventions
such as pharmaceuticals and chemical substances from being
patentable. In states where this discretion was exercised, the
unauthorised copying of unpatentable inventions was not
illegitimate. Yet patents are very important particularly to these
two industries.8'
2. No minimum term is stipulated for patents, hence some states
grant as little as 5 years, while others grant 20 years. A shorter
term means earlier access to copy legitimately.
3. Neither the Berne or the UCC offer satisfactory cover for the
protection of neighbouring rights, hence the signing of the Rome
Convention in 1961 82 The lack of recognition and protection
of these rights mean that no law is breached when they are
copied.
4. The principle of national treatment seemed irrelevant in countries
which failed to provide sufficient bundles of rights even for their
80 The Existence, Scope and Form of Generally Internationally Accepted and applied
Standards/Norms for the Protection of Intellectual Property, GAIT Doc. MTN.GNG/MG1 1/W/24,
(June 1988); *Dam "The growing importance of international protection of intellectual property",
21 INT'L LAW 627 (1987); "US framework proposal to GAIT concerning intellectual property
rights" 4 Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA)1371 (Nov.4 1987); International Intellectual Property Alliance, US
Government Trade Policy: Views of the Copyright Industries Washington D.C., the International
Intellectual Property Alliance, (1985).
81 See paras. 6.3 & 6.3.2 infra.
The International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and
Broadcasting Organisations. See Arnold, Richard, Performing Rights, Sweet and Maxwell, London,
(1990); Sodipo, Bankole, "Nigeria Accedes to Rome Convention: Is the Rome Satisfactory for
Nigerian Performers?", 1994 1 Ent.L.R. 20.
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nationals.	 Foreigners could not complain if nationals had no
protection.
5. There was no requirement that compulsory licensees had to pay
reasonable fees.
6. The situation in the last twenty years are somewhat similar to
what obtained just before the Paris and Beme Conventions were
signed. Through improved means of communication, easier trade
links has developed a global market. Simultaneously, there was
an increase in the share in the world market of intellectual
property based products. The trade in these goods were
adversely affected by easier means of copying through improved
technology. Most of the territories where goods were being
copied without authorisation did not offer adequate protection,
neither were they committed to the enforcement of the laws.84
7. Although the Berne and Paris Conventions were administered by
WIPO, while the UCC is administered by UNESCO, neither body
could penalise member states who failed to establish the required
standards, or enforce them. Further, there was no dispute
resolution system among member states. The only option was
for member states to apply to the International Court of Justice
which has its limitation.85
For instance, nations like Ghana and India did not provide for product patents for
pharmaceuticals either for nationals of for foreigners. See chapter 6 below.
Gadbaw, Michael R., "Intellectual Property and International trade: Merger or Marriage of
Convenience?", 22(2) vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 223 (1989).
85 Rosenne, A. The Law and Practice of the International Court 125-62 (1985). The
enforcement of the judgements can either be through voluntary cooperation of affected member
states, or through a referral to the Security Council of the UN. In practice, an offending member
state could choose not to cooperate and the Security Council may be unwilling to enforce a
judgement on intellectual property bearing in mind that according to Abbott, only one attempt had
been made by the Council up to 1989, to enforce any judgement of the International Court of
Justice: Abbott, Frederick, M., "Protecting First World Assets in the Third World: Intellectual
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1.5.4	 The Bilateral Option
To resolve these difficulties, states whose repertoire were being affected had
to look beyond the framework of the Conventions. To secure better protection
for her works abroad, the US adopted an ad-hoc bilateral strategy, using the
intellectual property system as a trade issue. Foreign countries which did not
offer sufficient protection for US products were identified and threatened with
trade retaliatory measures often by way of higher tariffs on the exports from
those nations. The procedure under section 301 of the US Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act, 1988 and s.337 of the Tariff and Trade Act, 1930
provided that such nations identified by the US Trade Representative, (USTR),
would be listed on a watch list and trade retaliatory measures would be
considered unless moves were made to change and enforce their !aws.86
Given that the US is a major export market for some nations which disregard
intellectual property protection, the imposition of higher tariffs for their goods,
the complete ban thereof or the use of a fast track method of prosecuting
importers of infringing goods was effective. Unfair as this seemed, many
nations in Latin America and the Far East amended their laws to protect US
rights and made commitments to enforce the laws. 87	Thus intellectual
Property in the GATT Multilateral Framework", 22 (4) Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, 689
(1989), at note 35; Das, Bal Gopal, "Intellectual property dispute, GATT, WIPO: of playing by the
game rules and the rules of the game", 35(2) IDEA 149 (1995); Kunz-Hallstein, Hans Peter, "The
United States proposal for a GAIT agreement on intellectual property and the Paris Convention
for the protection of industrial property", 22(2) Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 265 (1989).
See Balraj, Solomon, "GAIT: The effect of the Uruguay Round Multilateral Trade
Negotiations on US intellectual property rights",- 24 Case W. Res. J. Int'l L. 63-88 (1992); Davis,
Theodore H., "Combatting piracy of intellectual property in International Markets: a proposed
modification of the special 301 Action" 22(3) VANDERBILT J. TRANsnational L. 505; Miserage,
Thomas, "The carrot and the stick: protecting US intellectual property in developing countries" 17
Rutgers Computers & L.J. 421 (1991); Vickers, Judgson, "Congress attacks process patent piracy -
but who walks the plank" XIV BROOK J of INT L. 615 (1988); Zaphirim, George, "Transnational
technology protection", 40 Ame.J.Com . L. 879 (1992). See para.8.5.2 below.
87 Some nations complained that these measures breached the GAIT Agreement and filed
complaints: "United States isolated as it resists call for probe of tariffs on Brazilian goods", Jan-
June Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) 23 (Jan. 4 1989): "US accepts GAIT panel to study sanctions on
Brazilian Pharmaceutical goods", Jan-June Int'l Trade Rep. (BNA) 238 (Feb. 22 1989); Lee,
Roberts & Hull, John, "Technology, trade and world competition" [1990] EIPR 3. A Thai official
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property became a key trade issue. The EC also has a similar mechanism,
Regulation 2641/84, but has rarely used it.
1.5.5	 The GATT-TRIPS alternative
Since the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, (GAIT) has a dispute
resolution mechanism, a proposal to extend GAIT to intellectual property led
to the introduction of an anti-counterfeiting code into the Uruguay Rounds in
1986. Despite opposition by developing economies, this was extended to cover
other aspects of intellectual property under the Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property (TRIPS), section of the GAIT which was concluded on
December 15 1993 and became open for ratification on April 14 1994.
Essentially, main features of TRIPS interalia, are: the extension of patents to
all inventions irrespective of areas of technology (addressing the possibility of
excluding chemical and pharmaceutical inventions under the Paris Convention);
a minimum term of twenty years for patents (harmonising the disparity in the
terms allowed by Paris Convention); criminal sanctions against infringements
(which no Convention had made direct provisions on); the principle of national
treatment; the possibility of exempting moral rights; the payment of reasonable
fees for compulsory licences; the protection of neighbouring rights, (at least to
the standards of the Rome Convention); and a better dispute resolution and
enforcement mechanism.
maintains that this strategy is unfair and compared it to an outsider who informed a father that he
would punish the other daughters of the father, because one particular daughter misbehaved:
"Counterfeiting in Thailand - some personal remarks" Trademark World Issue 4 December 1986,
p.45.
OJ EC 1252/1 (20.9.84): Lewinski, "The role of copyright in modem international trade law",
161 RIDA 5 (1994); Gielen, New copyright law of Indonesia - implications for foreign investments"
[198814 EIPR 102; Antos, C., "Intellectual property law in ASEAN countries: a survey" [1991] EIPR
78; for its use against Indonesia, see Notice of Initiation, the commission Decision suspending the
procedure and the Commission decision terminating the examination procedure in OJ EC Li 36/3
(21.5.87), L335/22 (25.11.87) and L123/51 (17.5.88) respectively; for its use against Thailand, see
Notice of Initiation of the examination procedure concerning Thailand in OJ EC C189/26
(20.7.1991).
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The adequacy or reasonableness of the TRIPS provisions are discussed in the
chapters that follow.
PART II
1.6	 Developing Economies
Part I demonstrated that the growth of national and international intellectual
property protection in developed economies was propelled by local lobbyists,
to protect and enhance local trade interests against piracy and also as a form
of patronage and censorship.
For the purpose of this historical discourse, developing economies DEs, have
been classified into three groups. DEs with a common law background, the
former colonies of Britain - Gi; DEs with a civil law background, the former
colonies of European countries with a civil law regime - G2; and other DEs,
which were never colonised - G3. Only Gi countries are discussed in this
chapter. As former colonies of the UK, they exhibit a common trend in the
introduction and administration of intellectual property laws. It must be noted,
however, that the conclusions reached may not be fully applicable to all Gi
nations.
1.7	 Copyright
Common law copyright was first introduced to some Gi nations through
Ordinances which imported the common law of England. 89 In the second
decade of this century, the English Copyright Act, 1911, became the first
copyright legislation to be extended to most parts of the Commonwealth.9°
89 
eg Nigeria: Ordinance No.3, 1863.
° It was extended to most parts of the Commonwealth by Orders pursuant to ss.25-28 of the
1911 Act. Some more developed economies of the Commonwealth, had earlier copyright laws.
States constituting Australia had copyright statutes before the 1911 Act, the Commonwealth of
Australia adopted the 1911 Act by virtue of the Copyright Act, 1912: Ricketson, Staniforth, The Law
of Intellectual property, The Law Book Company, 1984 at 49-50; Indian's first copyright statute -
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While some Gi nations continue to apply the 1911 Act, 9 ' some others apply
the 1956 Copyright Act of the U K.92
Whatever form of writing, art or music that prevailed in G1 nations at that time,
it appears that "local piracy" never became an issue especially in the absence
of local commercial publishers and local music recording companies. There is
no evidence (available to the author) that the economy of any Gi nation had
opened up to the extent that piracy of local works by foreigners ever became
an issue early in this century. Thus, there was no urgent need to make laws
protecting local authors from local or imported copies.
It therefore follows that the 1911 Act was not initially aimed at protecting local
publishers or other local copyright interests from piracy in Gi nations. Rather,
the extension of the 1911 Act was primarily aimed at protecting the trade in
British books, art, music, films and broadcasts, which constituted reasonable
trade interests in Gi nations as a result of the assimilated British culture.93
This is a marked departure from the pattern in developed economies, where
copyright was introduced as a vehicle for press control and to protect local
publishers from piracy from home and abroad.
Copyright Act 1914, is a replica of the 1911 Act - Narayanan, P., Copyright Law, Eastern Law
House, 1981, at 7. The first statute in New Zealand was an 1842 Ordinance which was followed
by a series of amendments culminating in the adoption of the 1911 Act by New Zealand's Copyright
Act, 1913: Brown & Grant, The Law of Intellectual Property In New Zealand, Butterworths, 1989 at
226-228.
The following territories - Anguilla, British Antartic Territory, Channel Islands, Pitcairn Islands,
Turks and Caicos Islands, still apply the 1911 Act. Although Israel was never a British colony, the
1911 Act with modifications is the applicable law. Trinidad & Tobago applied the 1911 Act until
1985. For a consideration of the implications of the extension of the 1911 Act to Singapore before
the new Copyright Act of Singapore, see Wright, Shelley, "Copyright in Singapore: Some recent
developments", Malayan Law Journal cvii, (1986).
The British Indian Ocean Territory, 1956 Act; The British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands,
Falklands Island, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, (with modifications), the Isle of Man, (with local
modifications), Montserrat, Saint Helens and dependencies, South Georgia and the South Sandwich
islands.
This is not to say that the rights of local persons were not protected. The point being made
is that the protection of local rights was not the paramount aim of the extensions of the Act.
However, it appears that copyright laws eventually served as a guarantee for multi-nationals to
invest in promoting local talents in Gi nations.
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Given the technological changes and the industry's dissatisfaction which led to
the revisions of UK's 1911 and 1956 Acts, 94 it is regrettable that there have
been no changes to the 1911 and 1956 Acts in some G1 nations. Two
reasons may be suggested for this development. Either these Gi nations
found the law to be sufficient to curb piracy, or trade has not been sufficiently
impeded by piracy to warrant lobbying for changes. But it is doubtful whether
any nation could have found the laws to be adequate to deal with increased
levels of piracy, given the short-comings of the 1911 and 1956 Acts.95
What is more plausible is that the low level of, or the absence of, piracy of
local authors in GI nations led to the to failure to appreciate the need to
revise or enforce copyright laws.96 This derives from the pattern drawn in
industrialised economies where the laws were revised in answer to the call of
the local industry against piracy, which affected their trade prejudicially. It
would therefore appear that, a major prerequisite to a better response and
appreciation of copyright in most developing economies, is not just external
trade pressure. More positive responses will be displayed if local talents are
developed and their works are commercialized such that being trade
commodities, protection from pirates will be a necessity. This assertions are
supported by events surrounding the development of intellectual property in
Nigeria.
Part I ante.
Though infringement of copyright was actionable under the Acts, certain provisions made
them unsuitable to combat an increased wave of piracy. The low criminal penalties could not be
deterrent, neither could injured parties be satisfied with such penalties. Civil liability for infringement
of performers was wanting, sound recordings were not protected under the 1911 Act -See the
Gregory and Whitford Committee Reports.
Note: there may be a high incidence of piracy of foreign authors. Rwezanra seems to
suggests that since the Tanzanian Copyright Act 1966 was not passed in recognition of the needs
of the local industry, the Act had not been judicially interpreted by 1988. In addition, a general
ignorance of the implications of copyright pervaded the industry: Awezanra, B.A., "Legal protection
of intellectual property in Tanzania", 1988 4(1) Lesotho Law Journal, 239, at 241-242.
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1.7.1	 Copyright in Nigeria
Copyright is governed in Nigeria by the Copyright Act, 1988. Previously,
the Copyright Act, 197098 which repealed the 1911 Act, 99 governed copyright
matters in Nigeria. 100 Nigeria acceded to the UCC on February 14 1962101
and a decade later, made a Copyright Reciprocal Extension Order, 1972
extending the 1970 Act to 26 UCC countries. On September 14 1993 and
October 29 1993, Nigeria became party to the Berne and Rome Conventions,
respectively. 102 Although the 1970 Act has been repealed, the 1988 Act
preserved the 1972 Order.103
The genesis of the 1988 Act is unique because unlike the revision of copyright
laws in many developing countries, it was not driven by pressure from foreign
governments or trade associations. Rather, it was borne out of the lobby of the
No. 47 1988 Laws of the Federation, now Cap. 68, 1990 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria,
which became effective on December 19, 1988.
98 Act 61 of 1970, which became operational from December 24, 1970, and was repealed by
s.40(1) of the 1988 Act. For more information on the various attempts to review the 1970 Act, see,
Sodipo, Bankole "The Reform of the Nigerian Copyright Law", an unpublished paper delivered to
the Nigerian Law Reform Commission on October 18 1988, in Lagos.
The 1911 Act became applicable in Nigeria from June24 1912, by Order-in-Council No. 912
of 1912, dated June 24 1912. made under section 25 of the Act. The 1956 UK Copyright Act, was
not applied to Nigeria and so the old and repealed 1911 Act continued to apply in Nigeria until
1970, when the Copyright Act, 1970 was enacted. See also, Hon. Dr. Olakunle Orojo, Nigerian
Commercial Law and Practice, vol. 1 p.1128, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 1983.
'°° Presumably, as suggested by Professor Uvieghara, common law copyright was applicable
before the 1911 Act by virtue of the importation of the principles of English common law to Nigeria
in 1862. See the Supreme Court Ordinance No. 3 of 1862; see also Uvieghara Egerton E.,
"Copyright Exceptions - Rational", Copyright Law and Administration in Nigeria, Uvieghara Egerton
E. (ed.) Ibadan: Y-Books (1992), p.73 to 74. Britain administered Nigeria for a little over a hundred
years (about 1862-1960).
International Conventions and Copyright/Neighbouring Rights Legislation, International
Federation of Phonographic Industries, London 1983.
102 Copyright, WIPO, January 1994.
103 Sodipo, Bankole "The Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988 as it affects the entertainment
industries", [1993] Ent.LR 17, at 19.
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indigenous copyright industry.'°4
The agitation for a new law began in the early eighties when the level of piracy
reached such a level that the business of indigenous authors, publishers,
composers, recording companies and performing artistes was being
jeopardised. A national policy to promote indigenous artistes had successfully
changed national attitudes to local talents who did not compose or perform
traditional music. 105 This led to a boom in the indigenous music industry in
the late seventies.
Simultaneously, the publishing industry witnessed a boom. A Free Primary
Education Scheme was in operation whereby, primary school education was
free. Books were given free to pupils, having been purchased by the
government. Thus, the book and music industries became very profitable. This
boom attracted unscrupulous businessmen who competed unfairly by piracy.
By then, Nigeria had witnessed a change, a good proportion of the books used
in primary and secondary/high schools in Nigeria were authored by Nigerians
(and not by foreigners), so the piracy affected not only the multinational
publishers but in addition, the local authors.106
104 Sodipo, Bankole "The Reform of Copyright Law In Nigeria", note 98 supra; Trade loses due
to piracy and other market access barriers affecting the U.S. copyright industries, The International
Intellectual Property Alliance, 1989, p.51; IFPI newsletter, Vol 7 No. 1 January 1989 p.5. However,
there was some input by WIPO, IFPI and UK's publishers' Association which helped in crossing the
't's. But this is not to say that the 1970 act was impotent, see Sodipo, Bankole, "Copyright
Enforcement in Nigeria", in Sodipo, Bankole & Fagbemi, Bunmi, eds., Nigeria's Foreign Investment
Laws and Intellectual Property Rights, Common Law Institute of Intellectual Property, CLIP and
Queen Mary and Westfield College, QMWC, London, 1994 at 178.
105 Prior to this Nigerians preferred to patronise foreign music and a few artistes who composed
and performed Nigerian traditional music. Artists and composers who wrote in completely western
styles were not well accepted. However, as a result of this policy, Nigerian broadcasting stations
played more local music irrespective of the style.
106 Akin Thomas, "Problems of Book Publishing and Copyright in Nigeria - Measures to Combat
Piracy", Copyright December 1991 p.276; Ojiji, C.O., "The development of intellectual property and
book piracy" in Uvieghara ed., Copyright Law and Administration note 99 supra p.179.
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The local industry lobbied hard for many years.'° 7 In November 1987, a
National Planning Committee which was constituted to make a comprehensive
review of the law, commenced sitting. Membership of the Committee included
representatives of the Ministries of Justice, Education, Trade, and Information
& Culture, the Nigerian Publishers Association, the Recording Industry,
prominent authors, broadcasters, the Performing Musician Association of
Nigeria (PMAN), theatre practitioners and other interest groups within the
industry. In March 1988, this Committee, organised a national seminar
attended by the industry, eminent judges and lawyers, and Shahid Alikhan, a
deputy Director-General of WIPO. A Copyright Drafting Law Committee108
was set-up to synthesize the recommendations at the seminar. The Drafting
Committee sat in April 1988 and submitted a draft law to the Minister of Justice.
On November 30, 1988, the composers, performing artistes, and musicians
(PMAN), held a nation-wide protest march as part of their lobbying
strategy. 109 True to the promise made by the Government to PMAN during
the march, the law was passed three weeks later.
Given the level of local interests affected by piracy, it is not surprising that the
copyright cause has been taken seriously in Nigeria. This development bears
some semblance with the growth of the system in industrialised economies
where the system was initially evolved to protect local interests.
Since it was constituted in 1989, the Nigerian Copyright Council NCC, has
107 Prominent among the attempts to review the old Act were the Copyright Bill in the Senate
in May 1982, see Gazette Vol.69, No.24, 20th May, 1982. See further reference to this in Aminu
Tijani, intellectual Property Law", Nigerian Commercial Laws Problems and Prospects, ABU Zaria,
1984; and the December 1987 (proposed) Copyright Decree, which never materialised. See Official
Doc. Copyright etc., (Miscellaneous Provisions) Decree 1985. This draft law was already in print
at the Ministry of Justice but had to be halted to give room to a more comprehensive reform. The
former sought to grant more rights to broadcasting organisations, while the latter sought to increase
penal sanctions and allow a statutory inspection and seizure order.
108 The author was a member of both committees.
109 The author addressed the rally before the march commenced. See IFPI newsletter op cit
for a brief report of the march.
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succeeded in winning public sympathy for the copyright cause, raising
awareness about the law and its usefulness to the nation, persuading the
government to accede to the Beme and Rome Conventions and to provide
better enforcement mechanisms.° The Council has also arranged
exchange programmes for Nigerian judges with European and American judicial
colleagues. Unlike the 70s and early 80s, when it was not unusual for Nigerian
lawyers to advise clients that there were no copyright laws in Nigeria, 11 ' the
average Nigerian today, cannot plead that he is ignorant of general
implications of copyright. 112 This is because of the anti-piracy campaigns
mounted by the NCC to ameliorate the harm occasioned by piracy to Nigerian
copyright owners. It is uncertain whether the will to revise and enforce
copyright based on the piracy of foreign works would have met with similar
success in Nigeria, had the piracy not affected local interests.
The chances are that a developing economy would see good reason to pass
and enforce strong copyright laws if it has a local copyright industry to protect.
This protection will likely be extended to foreign countries to enhance the trade
in the local industry's products abroad. As further discussed in chapter 8, one
of the best ways forward towards genuine international commitment by
developing economies in the copyright system, is for a concerted effort to
promote local works in developing economies.
110 The NCC is the governmental organ established to administer copyright. See Uvieghara,
Egerton E. Professor, "Copyright Protection in Nigeria - New Trends and Prospects", in Sodipo &
Fagbemi ed. at 158-162; Sodipo, Bankole "The Nigerian Copyright Council and the Administration
of Copyright in Nigeria", Copyright World, July/August 1993, Issue 32, p. 37.
In the 70's and early 80's it was a common experience for Nigerian intellectual property
lawyers to be informed by clients that other lawyers had advised them that there were no copyright
laws in Nigeria. In Yusuf Ladan v Sha Kallo Publishers [1972] NCLR 428, the judge and counsel
applied the English 1911 Act and held that there was no local statute on copyright. Apparently,
there were ignorant of the 1970 Act. Such ignorance of a new law tells how irrelevant copyright
was taken to be.
112 The average person may not appreciate the full implications of the Act but they are now
conscious that the law forbids the reproduction of books, music, films and the like.
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1.8	 Patents
An examination of the development of patents in most Gi nations will reveal
that many of them were not in the process of developing a modem patent
system before a system of re-registration UK patents was imposed on them by
the UK.
The difference in the pattern of development of the patent system in medieval
Europe and Gi nations, may have had significant effects on the response to
the system. As shown in Part I, the patent system in Europe was essentially
an exchange between a sovereign state and an inventor. The grant prevented
competition, vesting exclusive rights to the patentee. This obliged the patentee
to work the invention within a certain period (under the threat of forfeiture) and
also teach the art of working the patent to two sets of apprentices. Some
states even offered funds to encourage the working of inventions.
When the patent system was first introduced in some Gi nations in the late
19th and early 20th century, the laws had elaborate substantive and
administrative procedures for granting patents in fully fledged patents
offices. 113 However, these were not implemented. The enactment of such
laws in some Gi nations aroused the mistaken belief that the laws were
actually implemented.
For instance, it has been suggested that in Nigeria, under the earliest Patents
113 patent system was introduced to the province of Southern Nigeria by Patents Ordinance
No. 17 and the Patents Ordinance No. 27 of 1900. It was introduced to the province of Northern
Nigeria by the Patents Proclamation Ordinance No. 12 of 1902. See, the Working Paper on the
Reform of Industrial Property Law, Nigerian Law Reform commission, 1990 (hereinafter called the
Nigerian working paper), para 151-152. For Ghana, the Patents Ordinance No.1 of 1899; Malaysia
and Singapore, which formerly constituted the Straits Settlements (Singapore, Penang, Province
Wellesley and Malacca) had patent laws in November 1871, following the Indian system: see Nijar,
Gurdial Singh, "A critique of the Patents Act, 1983: A third world perspective", June 1986, Malayan
Law Journal, cxcvii.
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Ordinances, applications were to be made to the Registrar, 114
 implying that
the administrative procedures were implementedJ' 5	This is contrary to
popular opinion." 6 It is inaccurate and there is no authority for such
assertions. There is no record available to the author that any Gi nation in
Africa ever administered a fully fledged patent system before the turn of this
century.'17
Surprisingly, the move by the UK to abandon proposed autonomous systems
in some Gi nations and opt for re-registration systems almost completely
escaped the attention of commentators. 118 The reasons for the adoption of
the re-registration system probably includes the apparent lack of skilled
examiners, and the huge capital outlay fully fledged patent offices could
incur. 119 These excuses would have seemed to be more justifiable had
attempts to operate such offices failed in some Gi nations where they had
been tried. At least the trade mark system established in most Gi nations had
autonomous registries and local grants. Further, autonomous patent systems
114 Okany M.C., Nigerian Law of Property, Fourth Dimension Publishers, Enugu, 1986, p.353.
Okany did not even specifically mention the Ordinance he was referring to. Contrary to views that
the patents were granted by the High Commissioner on behalf of the Crown, it was the Governor
which had such rights under the Ordinance which was not implemented. In fact, there was no High
Commissioner in the colonial era. Finally, it should be noted that he was careful about his choice
of language. He never asserted that patents were granted. He only stated that applications were
to be made. This language is commonly used when discussing the procedure under any statute.
It does not mean that such a statute or that part of the statute was actually implemented the same
way.
115 Allan, Marlies in her article, "Not the PCT - a case study of patents in Nigeria", MIP, Issue
No.29, May 1993, p.43. also erroneously suggested that the administrative and substantive
provisions of the 1901 Act were implemented with the appointment of Registrars for the territories
of Lagos, Southern Nigeria, and Northern Nigeria.
116 Nigerian Industrial Property Working Paper, op cit., para 151.
117 Note that Burrell's account of the developments in South Africa is not clear: Burrell, T.D.,
Burrell: South African Patent Law 2nd. ed. Butterworths (1986).
118 But see Yankey, G.S., International Patents and the Transfer of Technology to Less
Developed Countries: the Case of Ghana and Nigeria, Aldershot: Avebury, 1987; Ntabgoba, "In
search of the relevant technology for Africa" (1988) Lesotho Law Journal 63.
119 Yankey op cit, at 115-6 cites the Report of the Draft Patents Ordinance, 1916 by the
Attorney-General of Nigeria, dated 18.2.1916, in C.O. 583,44 Despatches (Jan-Feb), Nigeria 1916,
pp. 540,541 and 546. See also, Ezejiofor., "The law of patents in Nigeria: A Review", African Law
Studies, No.9 p. 39 (1973).	 42
succeeded in other commonwealth nations like Australia, 120 Canada,'2'
New Zealand and operatesing in South Afnca.'
Another reason could be the perceived feeling of low local level of
inventiveness to justify the expense of autonomous patent offices. Though this
excuse appears to be sound considering the fact that today, in most developing
economies, Gi nations inclusive, the level of local patents is less than 10% of
foreign filings. But as the comparatively low level of local trade mark
applications did not prevent the establishment of autonomous trade mark
offices, this argument is not totally convincing.
It is revealed below, 124 that there was inventive activity, before and during the
colonial era. There is evidence that the inventive activity in the West African
mining industry influenced the colonial adminstration to establish a patent
system in Ghana and Nigeria.125
Two reasons may be suggested for the low level of patenting in Gi nations
other than the lack of inventive activity. Where a re-registration system still
obtains, the level of patenting may be low because of the high costs of first
obtaining a UK patent and the administrative hurdles to procure foreign
exchange to pay for the services of a foreign patent agent.126
120 Ricketson, Staniforth, op cit, at 867-868.
121 Fox, Harold G., Canadian Patent Law and Practice, 4th ed., Carswell, Canada, 5-10.
122 Brown and Grant op cit. at 483.
123 Burrell note 116 supra, at 4-7.
124 Part Ill of chapter 1.
125 See Yankey, op cit. at 104-109, for a detailed account of the correspondence between the
local administrators and the Foreign Office in UK.
126 Yankey at op cit., 136.
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Moreover, there was no training of local patent agents or education of inventors
on the importance of the patent system when it was introduced. Although
many professional disciplines were introduced in G1 nations, even at present,
patent agents (with a scientific background similar to those of developed
economies), rarely exist and solicitors are rarely trained to write patent
specifications and apply for patents. It is doubtful whether any patent system
can be successful in the absence of appropriately qualified patent agents or
patent attorneys/lawyers.
1.8.1	 Structure of Re-registration Systems
Under the re-registration system, patents which were already granted in the UK
could be automatically registered 127 and enforced in most Gi nations as if
they were directly granted by the Gi nations. Up to date, some Gi nations still
operate a system of re-registration of UK patents. 128 But some others now
have a completely autonomous patent system.129
The provisions of such laws were uniform:° there is a local registration office
where the certified true copies of the original grants are re-registered. The re-
registration should take place within three years of the UK grant and the term
127 Without any formality, other than filing.
128 At the time of writing, the following Gi nations/territories, patents can only be granted if they
have been first granted in the UK (or sometimes if they are European Patents or the Patent
Convention Treaty Patent designating UK:- Barbados, Act. No. 31 of 1903, amended 1908; Falkland
Island, Ordinance No.2 April, 1930; Gambia, Ordinance No.8 of 1925; Ghana, Patents Registration
Ordinance, Cap 179 1951 Rev.; Hong Kong, Ordinance No.42, 1932, Registration of UK patents,
1979, UK; Jersey, Patents (Jersey) Law, 1957; Kenya, Patents Registration Act, 1933; St.
Helena, Reg of UK patents Act 1950 as amended by that of 1956; Sierra Leone, Ordinance No.21
1924, No.10, 1932; Singapore, Registration of UK Patents Act, 1937 as amended (Singapore is in
the process of revising the system to an autonomous local registration system; Solomon Islands,
Registration of UK Patents Act 1924. See also, Belize, Patents & Designs Chapter 215 in force
on September 15, 1958; Bermuda, Patents & Designs Act, 1930; Fiji, Ordinance No.3 of 1879;
St. Lucia; St. Vincent; & the Seychelles.
129 Ntabgoba supra note 118, shows how some national patent offices in Africa changed from
the system of re-registration of colonial patents to local registration.
°. See Cap. 179, 1951 Laws of Ghana and Cap. 182, 1959 Laws Of the Federation of Nigeria.
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is determined by the term in the UK. Although the re-registration made the
patent effective locally on the date of the UK grant, infringements could only be
pursued for actions committed after the date of re-registration of the patent.
There is no requirement of local working under the re-registration system, least
of all, penalties for non-working. Neither is there any requirement to teach the
working of the art of the invention to local artisans.
A re-registration system shows the low value placed on patents. The patent
system in most Gi nations can hardly develop unless it becomes what it ought
to be: an exchange between a sovereign state and an inventor - exclusive
rights in exchange for a disclosure and local working of an invention. A system
where the local inventors can obtain local protection by first obtaining a UK
patent can hardly encourage local innovation or research and development.131
Little wonder why patents have been widely misunderstood and regarded with
suspicion in many DEs, 132 until recent moves by WIPO to educate and train
personnel from Gi countries, on the patent system. It confirms that a weak
foundation was laid for the system. Given these considerations
particularly in the light of the developments in Nigeria and Ghana, it seems that
the purpose of the patent system as introduced to most Gi nations, was to
protect the business of owners of UK patents.
131 Ntabgoba, note 118 supra. Compare with Osita C. Eze, "Patents and the transfer of
technology - with special reference to the East African community", 5 East African Law Review 127
at 136 (1972), who suggests that the re-registration system saves costs which can be applied
elsewhere and has nothing to do with sovereignty; Bentley, J.G., "Patents, trade marks and
designs in West Africa" Proceedings and Papers of the Sixth Commonwealth Law Association,
1980: Lagos.
132 See note 3 supra.
133 Nijar supra note 113 at cxcix, notes that the re-registration system in Malaysia was a weak
foundation which failed to provide a good infrastructure for the administration of the patents system.
'Juma & Ojwang, in a 1989 study on the Kenyan Patent system of re-registration argued that
such a system was only beneficial to the UK - Juma C., & Ojwang O.B., eds. Innovation and
Sovereignty, African Centre for Technical Studies, Nairobi, 1989; See also, Rama Pai who posits
that the introduction of the patent system into India was to extend British manufacture and not to
foster India's interests; and Ntabgoba, note 117 supra.
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1.8.2	 Patents in Ni geria and Ghana
The governing law on patents in Nigeria is the Patents and Designs Act,
1 97O.'	 It is the first Act which makes provision for directly granting patents
in Nigeria without recourse to the UK patent office. Prior to this, the
Registration of United Kingdom Patents Ordinance, 19251 was applicable.
The patent system in Ghana is a re-registration system governed by the
Patents Registration Ordinance, 1925,137 and the Patents Registration
(Amendment) Decree, 1972', which essentially excludes pharmaceutical
products from patentability and cancelled all such prior patents.
The bias against the patent system in Gi nations such as Nigeria and Ghana,
appears to have been fuelled by the fact that despite the sovereignty of the
nations, they could not like the English Crown, grant compulsory licences under
the re-registration of UK patents system.
In 1965, lkpeazu J in Rhone Poulenc and anor. v Lodeka Pharmacy 139 held
that although UK patents could be registered and enforced in Nigeria, the
limitations and obligations imposed on the patentee under the UK Patents Act,
1949 to allow the patent to be used for the services of the Crown, did not apply
in its entirety to Nigeria. The court held that the re-registration laws did not
permit the Nigerian government, to exercise the Crown prerogative under the
1949 Act for compulsory licence to allow the defendant supply a drug patented
135 No. 61, 1970 Laws of the Federation, now Vol. XIX, Cap. 344, Laws of the Federation of
Nigeria, 1990. It became effective on December 11971.
136 No. 6 of 1925, Cap. 182, 1958 Laws of Nigeria and Lagos. This statute only provided for
the re-registration of UK patents in Nigeria. The Patents Ordinance, 1916, No. 30 of 1916, Cap.
141, 1923 Laws of Nigena, predated the 1925 Act but the two statutes were on all fours with the
exception of their title.
137 Cap. 179 as amended.
138 NRCD81.
139 (1965) LLR 9.
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by the plaintiff. This decision was not welcomed by the Nigerian government
who responded by passing the Patents Rights (Limitation) Act, 1968.140 It
granted the Nigerian government and its agencies, powers similar to those
vested in the Crown under s.46 of the UK Patents, 1949, to grant compulsory
licences for Crown use. Similar powers can also be found in Nigeria's 1970
Patents Act.
In Ghana, a similar situation occurred about seven years later, involving the
same pharmaceutical conglomerate (Phone Poulenc) as in the Nigerian case.
Rhone Poulenc S.A. v The Ghanian National Trading Corporation 141 involved
a claim for patent infringement by importation against the defendant, a
government organ. Again, the court held that the UK Patents Act of 1949 was
not applicable in respect of the Crown user requirements. A month later, the
Ghanian government responded by passing the Patents Registration
(Amendment) Decree which granted the Ghanian government and its agencies,
powers similar to those vested in the Crown under s.46 of the UK Patents,
1949, to grant compulsory licences for Crown use. Furthermore, section 1 of
the law excluded pharmaceutical products from patentability and annulled all
previous pharmaceutical patents.142
Like the re-registration systems in 01 nations, that of Nigeria and Ghana had
provisions that the patentee had privileges and rights (but did not mention
obligations) relating to the invention similar to the rights under the UK 1949 Act.
The Ordinances provided that these rights could be subject to local laws but no
local laws to limit these rights and subject them to State user were ever
passed.
The two cases show one of the failures of the patent system as introduced in
140 No. 8 of 1968.
141 [1972] 2 GLR, 109.
142 Yankey at pp.138-143.
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Gi nations. In the first place, patents were not granted by sovereign states,
rather, patents were extended to them from abroad. This negates the very
essence of patents, an exchange between a state and an inventor. Under the
re-registration system, owners of UK patents could enforce their rights in Gi
nations. Yet the re-registration system did not permit Gi nations to force UK
patentees to work their invention locally neither could the states revoke the
patents. Secondly, the absence of a Crown user provision means there is no
balance between the private and public interests in the patent system as
introduced. It is rather unfortunate that the position remains the same in many
Gi nations today.143
What is most unfortunate is that while UK patents could only be re-registered
locally within three years of the UK grant, the patentee in the Nigerian Rhone
Poulenc case registered its patent in Nigeria, in July 1957, almost six years
after it was granted in the UK in December 1951.144 Such a patent should
not have been granted in the first place and it is a shame that it was enforced.
The registration of such a patent brings the system into disrepute. However,
the fact that the counsel for the defendants failed to raise this, coupled with the
fact that the issue has escaped the attention of commentators is a reflection of
the different understanding and appreciation of the patent system in Nigeria.
Given this background, it is not surprising that the adoption by Nigeria of an
autonomous patent system in 1970 has not made any significant impact on the
relevance of the patent system in Nigeria. The Registry is administered as a
department of the Ministry of Commerce. Not being independent, it has
limitations on its budgetary and policy formulating powers despite the
143 For a consideration of the difficulties posed by the continuous administration of the re-
registration system after the repeal of the UK 1949 Act by the UK Patents Act, 1977, see
Pendleton, M., op cit. at 236-240; the implications in Brunei - Blackburn v Boon Engineering [1991]
FSR 391; in Hong Kong - Smith Kline & French v Attorney General [1966] HKLR 498. It should
be noted that Singapore and Hong Kong are currently considenng introducing independent patent
systems. For reasons which have not been ascertained, the revocation of the patent system was
not adopted. See para.2.15 below for possible reasons.
144 Rhone Poulenc v Lodeka supra, at 10.
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considerable income it generates 145 and it is expected that if the reforms
suggested by the Law Reform Commission are adopted, the Registry will be an
independent organ of govemment with wider powers. The absence of qualified
examiners and duly trained patent attorneys leaves a vacuum - inventors and
innovators are unable to appreciate and utilise the system optimally.
To effect a change, there must be a complete re-orientation on the relevance
of the patent system." 6 This can only be effected by the joint efforts of
governments, private bodies, local and international. Definitely, the failure to
do this will have an impact on the battle against patent piracy and the will of the
governments of countries which see the laws as being irrelevant, to enforce the
laws.
1.9 Trade Marks
Unlike the introduction and administration of copyright and patents, the trade
mark system in Gi nations had a better groundwork. Trade mark laws
fashioned on the English Trade Marks Act of 1875 and registries with powers
to grant local rights were created. 147 But the regime in most Gi nations
today, is based on the UK Trade Marks Act, 1938.1 The trade marks
position is a remarkable contrast to the re-registration of UK patents system.
Marks were registered giving rights which could be exercised within the
145 Jegede, E.O., "The impact of the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Registry on Technology
Acquisition in Nigeria", an unpublished paper delivered at the Federal Government of Nigeria/WI P0
seminar in Lagos, October 1989 on "Transfer of technology through Foreign Investments".
146 Ntabgoba, note 118 supra.
147 Note that Hong Kong had a registered trade marks system in 1873, before the UK
introduced the system - Wilkinson, C.D., A History of, and Treatise on, the Law in Hong Kong
Relating to Trade Marks, cited in Pendleton, M., The Law of Intellectual and Industrial Property in
Hong Kong, Butterworths, 1984 at 55-58.
148 Note that according to Narayanan, P., Trade marks and passing off, 3rd. ed., p.4, India did
not have a statutory law relating to trade marks before the Indian trade Marks Act, 1940, which is
fashioned on the UK 1938 Act.
territories of the granting state, displaying the autonomy of the states.
Resources such as manpower and finance were not allowed to be an
impediment to the running of fairly well established independent local trade
mark systems. Not only did the system protect foreigners, local traders
benefitted from it. Further, it served as an instwment of consumer protection.
As will be shown by a discussion of the development of modem trade marks
laws in Nigeria, the law became immediately relevant and appreciated locally,
thus enhancing and promoting local response to the trade marks system.
1.8.1	 Trade Marks in Nigeria
Since 1863, the common law action for passing off could be instituted in
Nigeria. 149
 However, the first trade mark statute in Nigeria was the Trade
Mark Ordinance of 1901. The Ordinance allowed marks from any part of the
world to be registered, but gave priority to marks which had been registered in
Britain.' 50
 Since then, trade marks could only be obtained and enforced by
registration in Nigeria. A 1914 Trade Marks Registration Ordinance 151 was
passed when Southern and Northern Nigeria were amalgamated. Today, the
Trade Marks Act 1965,152 a replica of UK's Trade Mark Act, 1938, is the
applicable law.153
149 Ordinance No.3 of 1863.
150 This may be compared with China where the first trade mark laws were drafted by
foreigners primarily for foreign interests, thus making it easier for the latter to register than for
locals: Floum, Joshua A., "Counterfeiting in People's Republic of China: Part 2" Trademark World,
August/September 1994.
151 Cap. 199 Laws of Nigeria, 1958. Hence, the view that the first trade mark statute in Nigeria
was the 1914 Trade Marks Registration Ordinance, Cap. 199 Laws of Nigeria, 1958, is inaccurate
to an extent. Orojo, op cit. It is observed that the same error was repeated by Olugboyega
Kayode, 'Trade Mark Law in Nigeria", Managing Intellectual Property: Trade Mark Yearbook, 1993,
p. 83. The 1914 Ordinance was not the first of such statutes in Nigeria but it was the first after the
amalgamation of the provinces of Southern and Northern Nigeria. A number of minor amendments
were made to the 1914 Ordinance before it was eventually repealed.
152 No. 29 of 1965, now Vol. XXIII, Cap 436 1990 Laws of the Federation.
Unfortunately, the 1965 Act did not come into force until two years later. The Trade Mark
Regulations Order, 1967 provides for administration of the system. Notwithstanding Nigeria's
membership of the Paris Union (date), no reciprocal Order has been made, listing convention
50
In contrast with the system of re-registration of UK patents, a local applicant
need not first obtain a registration in the UK before applying in Nigeria. But this
is not to say that this had any significant impact on the level of local trade mark
applications as against local patent applications. That there was no impediment
of first obtaining a UK registration shows that the trade mark system as
introduced was not solely aimed at protecting UK trade.
Consequently, the trade marks system has been relevant and appreciated in
Nigeria. It serves as an instrument of consumer protection and also protects
the goodwill of businesses. Apart from foreigners who are doing business
directly, their local agents and other local businesses benefit from the trade
mark system which prevents counterfeiting. In fact, as early as 1912, Nigerian
courts had affirmed that, the function of trade mark was for
"protecting not only a vast illiterate population little acquainted with pictorial
representations, but also the pioneers of trade who have earned a reputation
among these illiterate folk by the quality of goods associated with some
recognised mark such as a particular bird, animal, tree or other object".1
Given the need to protect consumers in particular and traders in general from
countries, after two decades of administering the 1965 Act. See Kayode, Olugboyega, "The
Practice of Intellectual Property Law In Nigeria: Problems and Solutions", an unpublished lecture
delivered to the Nigerian Law Reform Commission on October 18 1988; it is noted in the Working
Paper on the Reform of Industrial Property Law, Nigerian Law Reform Commission, 1990, para
494..
per Osborne C.J in the Houtman's case, 1912, unreported but referred to in W.B. Maclver
& Co Ltd v Campaign Fraicaise de L'Afrigue Occidentale 3 NLR 18 at 19. See the following cases
- Lagos Stores Ltd. v Blackstone & Co., unreported, but cited in the Maclver case; Seixo v
Provezlude L.A., 1 Ch. 192; Johnson v Orr Ewing L.A., 7 A.C.,291; John Holt & Co Ltd. v J.J.W.
Peters & Co., unreported but cited in Maclver; in 1912, Houtman case unreported but referred to
in W.B. Maciver & Co. Ltd v Campaign Francaise de L'Afrigue Occidentale 3 NLR 18 at 19; G.B.
011ivant & Co. Ltd. v John Christian, trading as J. Christian & Co. 6 NLR 102; Voorheen Van
Bercekel & Co. v Netherlands Distilleries 8 NLR 48; United Kingdom Tobacco Co. Ltd v Carreras
Ltd. 16 NLR 2; In re British American Tobacco Company NLR 45; G. Gottschalck & Co. Ltd v
Spruce Manufacturing Co. Ltd (1956) FSC 42; De Facto Works Ltd. v Odumotun Trading Co.
1959 L.L.R 33.
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the increased spate of counterfeiting in Nigeria, the following laws have been
passed recently and special bodies have been established to enforce the laws:
the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs Act, 19891	 and the Trade Maipractices
(Miscellaneous Offences) Decree, 1 992.1	 A Consumer Protection Council
has also been established. 157 These laws demonstrate the relevance of trade
marks to Nigeria.
While the trade mark system may not be completely without opposition in Gi
nations,	 its relevance to the consumers and traders in such nations is
more obvious than that of patents and copyright.159
PART Ill
1.10 Intellectual Property in the Preliterate Era
In considering the differences between developing economies and industrialised
economies it is not uncommon for researchers to disregard the past as if there
were no proprietary rights in intangibles in developing economies before
modern intellectual property laws in the western sense was introduced to these
155 Aiyegbo A., "Fighting Counterfeiting and Faking of Drugs: the story so far" in the
proceedings of a national conference on Ideas, Inventions, Manufacturers and Financing Intellectual
Property, organised by the law firm of Chief G.O. Sodipo & Co, Lagos (December 1991). A copy
of the unpublished proceedings are available at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, Lagos.
The conference was directed by the author during the course of writing this dissertation. See also,
Essien, E., "Drug adulteration- the Nigerian experience" Trademark World February 1988 p.48;
Adams, Stuart, "Fighting counterfeiting in Nigeria - We can win!" in Sodipo & Fagbemi eds.,
Nigena's foreign Investment Laws and Intellectual Property Rights London: Queen Mary & Westfield
College (1994), p.132.
' No.67 of 1992.
157 Consumer Protection Council Decree No.66 of 1992.
158 Bull, WHliam H. Jr., "The attitude of developing countries to trademarks" 74 TMR 160(1984);
O'Brien, P., "The international trademark system and developing countries" 19 IDEA 89 (1978).
159 See chapter 2 for a discussion of the claims of the contributions of the intellectual property
system.
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societies.' 6° In this regard, this dissertation departs from most discussions
about the relevance and role of intellectual property in developing economies.
This section identifies some activities and works of the pre-colonial age in
Nigeria, which alludes to the fact that the recognition and protection of
proprietary rights in intangibles occurred before the introduction of modem
intellectual property. 16' Similar patterns of recognition and protection of
proprietary rights in intangibles among Australian Aborigines and some older
societies are also highlighted.
Hence, the intellectual property system, though introduced by foreigners, does
not establish completely "foreign" concepts. Earlier proprietary rights in
intangibles vested exclusively in groups such as families, clans, age or sex
groups, cults, professional guilds, or individuals such as particular elders of
chiefs or the kings. The enforcement of these rights was based on magical or
religious beliefs, or punishments administered by the groups.
1.10.1	 Copyright
Before the advent of Europeans, many works and activities which could have
been eligible for modem copyright protection were in use in Nigeria. Folklore
(folk songs and tales) were particularly important because they were used to
160 Suchman, Mark C., "Invention and Ritual: Notes on the interrelation of magic and intellectual
property in preliterate societies", Vol. 89 1989 Columbia Law Review 1264. Suchman argues that
this unfortunate approach is caused by the failure to distinguish intellectual property in itself from
the document-intensive, governmentally administered regime of the West; that on the contrary, IP
actually pervaded such societies in the complex of magical beliefs etc.
161 This discourse cannot be a comprehensive analysis of Nigeria's history as no definitive
work exists. Presumably, the authors of the materials relied on did not have intellectual property
concepts in mind when they carned out their research. As has been observed by a leading
Nigerian historian, Saburi Biobaku, "The definitive history of Nigeria is yet to be written. Scholars
have started to nibble at it dating from the bold and necessarily sketchy attempts of colonial
administrators-turned-historians, to the more systematic, in-depth but inevitably piecemeal efforts
of doctoral dissertations emanating from Nigerian universities and elsewhere": Biobaku, Sabun, The
living culture of Nigeria (ed.), Lagos: Thomas Nelson, (1976) p.10. To my knowledge, no other
study which refutes Biobaku's assertion has beçn made since 1976.
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build the African character - virtues like loyalty, honesty, industry, etc.'62
Drama sketches, sculptures, drawings, designs on pots, clothes,' leather,
wood, calabashes and those done with raffia, were common.' TM In Ghana,
each fabric design had a name which connoted a religious, social or cultural
event or concept.'
Apart from entertainment, music served as a means of recording history.
Information about past important events was preserved in music. 1	Music
played a vital role in rituals and festivities.' 67 It served as a medium for
communing with dead ancestors and spirits; as a palliative in healing mental or
physical illnesses by preparing the mind for healing acts; to provoke riots, or
prepare for fights and battles; and as social commentary, to criticise, or check
abuse of govemment.	 Dance formed a basis of other performing arts169
162 Adewa, E.A. "Qualities of African Folklore", (1938) 15 Nigerian Magazine 210. Each
community was divided into age groups, sexes and the like and the type of folklore used in each
group was different. For instance, in order to deter children under ten years from playing in the
rain, it was common practice to tell folk tales on the consequences of such acts. Such folk tales
are passed down over the ages and it is a joint communal responsibility to prevent children from
playing in the rain. See also Beier, Ulli, "Yoruba folk operas", (1954) 1 Journal of International
Library of African Music 12, where the use of folk operas to teach virtues and deal with virtues is
discussed.
163 Euba, Titi "Dress", The living culture of Nigeria op cit., p.29.
164 Wagboje, Irein, "Arts and Crafts", The living culture of Nigeria op cit. p.17 at 18.
165 Mould-lddrisu, Betty Nah-Akuyea, "Industrial Designs - the Ghanian Experience", MIP 1991,
April/May, No.7/8 p.29.
166 Euba, Akin "Music", The living culture of Nigeria, op cit. p.20, observed that "to paint a
complete picture of history of music in Nigeria is a near impossible task, for we lack adequate
documentary evidence of how it evolved over the centuries". Music is still used for praise singing
and narrating the history of a people or a person.
167 Lane M.G.M. "The music of P" (1954-57) 1 Journal of International library of African music
12.
168 Up, Meki "Folk music in Nigeria: A Communion" [19801 Vol.6, No.1 Journal of international
library of African music 6. Music is still a very powerful tool in criticising governments in modern
Nigeria. Since independence in 1960, Nigerian composers and musicians have been imprisoned
or threatened by governments whenever they perform songs which make governments unpopular.
See Up, Meki "Ese music: Honours for the dead: Status for the sponsor" (1987) 6 Journal of
international library of African music 90, for a narrative of how music informed about a funeral and
rituals.
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and had strong links to religion.'70
Drama was linked to rituals, religious festivities and activities. 171	Wall
paintings, rock paintings were a common feature and they were often
symbolic.172
Among the Aborigines,' 73 painting was and is still used to remember and
record the dreaming rituals of the tribe. It is believed to conjure the spirit power
of the tribe. Painting is very closely associated with associated with an affinity
with the land, an affinity which is the essence of their religious beliefs.
Paintings are used to educate members of the community in their rituals, they
are vital in preserving important customs. Their works reveal their tribal
origins. Some Aboriginal practices such as wall painting and bark, are of great
antiquity.
The paintings, sculptors, designs and drawings, would probably have been
susceptible to copyright protection today as artistic works. The dramas,
dances, folk songs, folktales, and music which would probably have qualified
as literary and musical works (under a modern copyright system), may fail the
test of fixation as there is no record of any means of recording of such works
in those times.174
169 Harper, Peggy "Dance", The living culture of Nigeria op cit. p.25.
170 Atimowo D.E., "Masquerade among the Itsekiri", (1938) 15 Nigeria Magazine 238.
171 Rotimi, Ola "Drama", The living culture of Nigeria op cit., p.33.
172 Beier, Ulli, Contemporary Art in Africa, Pall Mall Press (1968); Fagg, B.E.B., "The rock gong
complex today and in the pre-histonc times" (1956-59) 1 UP 27. Most of them have been
destroyed and replaced by roads or buildings.
173 For a good expose on Aboriginal art, see Golvan, Cohn, "Aboriginal Art and Copyright: The
Case for Johnny Bulun" [1989] EIPR 346; Golvan, Cohn, "Indigenous Cultural Rights" [1992] EIPR
227; Yumbulul v Reserve Bank of Australia & ors. (1991) 21 IPR 481.
174 Note, however, that it may be contested that writing and reading of Arabic had already been
introduced to some parts of the north through Arabic Scholars before any contacts were made with
Europeans.
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It has been strongly suggested that many old societies had concepts of literary
property.' 75	Obviously, sound recordings, cinematographic films and
broadcasts being inventions of this century were irrelevant in those days. The
importance of such performances and Nigeria's folklore is underlined by the
performer's rights and folklore regime of Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988.176
1.10.2	 Trade Marks
It has been observed that no systematic study of the history of trade marks has
been conducted. 177 This author hopes that this section of this study, will
receive the attention of cultural anthropologists in the nearest future who
through their study of this aspect of ancient life, can aid our understanding of
how the use of marks in medieval developing economies really developed.
To a limited extent, marks had been in use in Nigeria before any contact with
Europeans. Marks gave information such as: the origin of a product or a
person, the status or group a person or product belonged, or events in a
person or group's life.
Marks were used to identify agricultural implements and local industrial
products, eg. woven cloths of particular manufacturers in certain parts of the
country were distinguishable by the signs woven into them. 178 For instance
175 Dock, Marie-Claude, op. cit. See also Wincor, R., "From rituals to royalties", An Anatomy
of Literary Property, (1962) 20-22, who suggests that literary property was originally bound up with
magic and in the case of every mystery cult, with secret information.
176 See Bankole Sodipo, "Nigeria Accedes to Rome Convention: Is Rome satisfactory for
Nigerian performers?" [1994] Ent. L.R. 20. Nigeria's performer's right regime protects performers
whose underlying material is not a fixed literary, artistic or musical work. Performers can restrain
third parties from performing (imitating), or adapting their performance. Note the different approach
on Ghana's performer's rights regime as discussed in the article.
177 Diamond, note 52 supra. Legal commentaries on the issue derives directly or indirectly from
the writings of archaeologists and anthropologists who did not have trade marks in mind when
conducting their studies. To my knowledge, nothing has since been written on the subject which
adds to the information given by Diamond.
178 Kayode note 151 supra.
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a Ghanian writer confirms that Kano cloth (from Nigeria) could and can still be
identified by its deep blue/indigo characteristics.' 79 Tribal marks were
applied on human beings to designate their ethnic origin or area. Tribal marks
are still in use today but the practice is unpopular among the educated
Nigerians. Tattoos were very much in use either as designs per Se, or to give
information about the status or origin of the person wearing them.'8°
Many works of art in brass, bronze, gold, clay or wood had characteristics
which were used to identify their origin i.e., the part of the country they were
made. 181 For instance, those from the Nok region, often two holes made in
the head while those from Ife had two or more heads at the top of the work and
both were naturalistic in form. 182 In the south eastern part of Nigeria, stone
carvings of antiquity exist with the characteristic of being carved in low relief
with human features and a protuberant navel.
Some products or paintings had the insignia of the cults, designating that the
owners or wearers belonged to particular cults. For example, the left fist with
a thumb concealed over the right fist for the Ogboni; the sixteen birds in a
circle around a central bird for the Osanyin; the double headed axe and gourd
rattle of Sango.' The double headed axes are thought to represent the
thunderbolt hurled from the sky by Sango, the god of thunder and unearthed
by his worshippers wherever lightening had struck.
Pottery and other handicraft from producing areas of the country could be
179 Mould-Iddrisu, note 165 supra at 29.
180 They are still in use.
181 Asein, John, "Consumer Literacy and Confusing Similarity of Pictorial Trademarks in
Nigeria", 84 TMR 64 (1994) at 67.
182 Fagg, B.E.B., "The Nok culture in pre-history" (1 956-59) UP 260.
183 Picton, Sue, "The visual arts in Nigeria", Niqenan History and Culture Olaniyan, R., ed.
London: Longman (1985) P. 254.
184 Picton note 183 supra, at pp.257, 259, 262.
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identified by various characteristics. Cotton woven in different areas could also
be identified and distinguished by the characteristic features. Depending on the
designs and the materials used, cloths sometimes had political, ritual or social
significance. Some were used to decorate shrines, some to bury the
dead, others for coronation of kings or chiefs, or to signify status in the society.
The type of pottery at a deceased's grave could depict the class of society he
belonged. 186 Ere ibeii which was a very common wood carving among the
Yorubas was a carving of twins. Many traditions were and sometimes still
attach to Ere ibeji which was carved (when a family loses their twins or one of
them), in the belief that it will ensure continued fertility of the mother and health
of the surviving twin. 187 Such a carving in any house gave information to
visitors about twins or the loss of twins.
The use of marks in commerce probably did not develop to any level of
sophistication because of the nature of the market. Goods were purchased
directly from the producers who sold them directly through their family or group
or through middlemen, or particular markets. Hence, the origin of quality or
defective products could easily be traced. Reputations for particular products
or skills lay in the groups, middlemen, sections of the community, or ethnic
groups which were noted or had exclusive rights to deal in them at least to the
extent described below.
1.10.3	 Patents
The evidence available negates any impression that technology was lacking in
185 Picton p. 272.
186 The Dakakan people for instance gave exclusive rights to women in particular families to
make grave sculpture: Picton p. 263.
187 Picton, p. 267.
Asein, op cit. at 67.
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pre-colonial Nigeria and Afnca. Minerals like gold, bronze, copper and the like
were being mined. Indeed, the mining activities are of some considerable
antiquity. It was even suggested that tin mining has been practised in Nigeria
since the first century AD.' 89 As noted above, the mining industry in West
Africa persuaded the colonial administration to introduce the patent system.'9°
Interestingly, locally produced guns and other ammunition were being used by
some communities. Although it is not impossible that the guns were copied
from other technologically advanced cultures,' 91 copying could not have been
accomplished without some form of local technology.
The loom used to weave textiles varied in size and shape from one part of the
country to the other. 192 Among the lgbirra people of the middle belt, virtually
everyone, from the King to the commoners, was engaged in cotton-spinning,
while some compounds (families), in the old city of Egbado had as many as
eight or ten looms. 193 Excavations in different parts of the country show
craftsmen of those times with considerable technical virtuosity, artistic
imagination and high level of metal working. 	 Some of the musical
189 Davies, 0. West Africa before the Europeans, Maltman, London, p.235. Davies suggests
that the technology was imported. For more reading on the evidence of advanced technology in
those times in Nigeria and West Africa, see Cairocoress, D. & David, Nicholas "radiocarbon and
Thermoluminescence dates for West Africa" 20 Journal of African History (1979) p.1; Sutton, J.E.G.
"Archaeology in West Africa: A review of recent work and a further list of Radiocarbon dates"
Journal of African History 23 (1982) 291. Pole L.M. in an article, "Decline or survival ? Iron
production in West Africa from the seventh to the twentieth centuries" Journal of African History
23(1982)503, gives a good account of the types and volume in terms of production which was
experienced in the iron industry in those times. See also Soper R.C. "The Stone Age in Northern
Nigeria" (1 964-67) 2 UP 175.
190 See Yankey, op cit. for a detailed account of the correspondence between the local
administrators and the Foreign Office in UK.
191 This has been suggested by Richards, W.A. in "The importation of firearms into West Africa
in the eighteenth century", Journal of African History XXI (1980) p.43.
192 Picton, p.273-4.
193 lsichei, Elizabeth, A History of Nigeria 58, Longman, London, 1983.
194 See the discovery of the lgbo-Ukwu in Northrup, David Trading without rulers Clarendon
Press Oxford, p.20.
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instruments were so novel and peculiar, that they could have been
patented. 195
There were traditional doctors who based their practices primarily on herbs.
Indeed, almost every traditional society of those times had herbalists and native
doctors, who were held in high esteem by their communities. 196
 Although
there is no written record of how the trade was done in those times, modern
practice is a good source of information, as it derives from knowledge and
practices passed down through the ages.
1.11	 Protection in Preliterate Era
Indeed, the absence of the modern intellectual property system did not prevent
protection from being sought and given to some of these works. There were
two main classes of laws, royal decrees and taboos. Royal decrees were made
by the king on the advice of his governing council. The king or the rulers of the
communities were regarded as sacred persons representing the gods of the
people on earth. They could make and repeal laws, pardon or punish offenders
(even by death), declare war or peace, liberate slaves or suspend titled chiefs
and execute or expel offenders.197
195 Lo-Banjoko J.N. "Classification of lgbo musical instruments" 1987 6. Journal of international
library of African Music 19. "The talking drums of the Yorubas" supra. "The music of P" supra.
196 Dr. J.O. Mume, Traditional Medicine in Nigeria, Jom Native Centre, Warn, Nigeria, p.28.
See chapter 5 op cit which shows the division of their practice, into the following eight categories:-
Herbalism, Hydrotherapy, Massage, Cupping/Blood Letting, Faith-Healing, Surgery, Fasting and
Heat-Theraphy. Herbalism involved the use of herbs for a myriad of diseases like anaemia,
rheumatism, skin disorders, menopause sexual troubles, sexually transmitted diseases, wounds,
and ulcers. Hydrotherapy is the treatment of diseases by the application of water in different
temperatures. With massages, fractured bones were reset. Blood-letting is the abstraction of
impure blood through the use of horns or abstraction cups. It was best used for rheumatism and
other morbid condition of blood. Traditional surgery was particularly useful in removing bullets and
poisonous arrows and other forms of internal surgeries.
' Justice Mason Begho, in his book, Law and Culture in the Nigerian and Roman World,
Benin-City, Nigeria, 99, suggests that the administration through the laws made by kings was
similar in some Nigerian pre-colonial communities, to the old Roman empire. Egharevba, J.U.,
cit. discussed royal powers.
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According to Justice Begho, a taboo is
"a system, engendered by superstitious belief, by which certain objects and
persons are set aside as sacred or accursed. It may also be described as a
political, social or religious prohibition webbed in superstition. It is believed that
failure to observe it bnngs the anger and curses of the gods against the offender
or even against the whole community. That is the sanction of taboo. In some
places, it instils a greater fear in the minds of men than the fear of going to prison
when a criminal offence is committed".198
Indeed, what made traditional society unique was the reliance on traditional
norms for the ordering of behaviour. 1	In contrast with modern societies,
"the conformity of the individuals tends to reflect his membership in a particular
age-grade, clan, or caste; he learns to understand and appreciate patterns which
have endured for centuries, and are modified but slightly as generations succeed
each other... Little energy is directed toward finding new solutions of age-old
problems to which people are acculturated'.20°
In the course of investigating how the proprietary rights in intangibles were
enforced, I identified three systems of enforcement of norms in traditional
societies:- the family/age/clan/king, religion/cults, and guilds.
1.11.1	 The family/age/clan/king
Most communities were divided into groups of families or clans, which had
leaders. There was a dynamic system of social stratification. A family of two
parents and a number of children, while the larger family comprised of the
brothers of the father. The larger family also had a leader. Family houses
198 Begho op. cit. at 100. See also the classical works of Talbot, P. Amaury, The Peoples of
Southern Nigeria, Oxford University Press, 1926, particularly, Vol. Ill, chapter XXIX.
199 Oloko, Olatunde, "The impact of advanced technology on the social structure of traditional
societies", (1964) 16 No.1 Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies 23.
200 Riesman, David The Lonely Crowd, Yale University Press, (1962) p.11.
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were built around each other in the same neighbourhood. All fathers were
accountable to the head of the family, on traditional matters. The head of the
larger family was in turn accountable to the head of the village or clan. The
head of the clan was accountable to the ruler of a number of villages, who
could be a chief. Chiefs were accountable to the kings in each region. In most
cases, there was also a division into age groups. Each age group had a leader
to whom all the members of the group are accountable. Each group leader
was accountable to the older groups, who are in turn accountable to the chiefs
or the king.
Certain works could only be made by certain sections of the community
organised as clans, families or age groups. Though all the Dakakari women
(people of south western Sokoto in northern Nigeria), could make domestic
pottery, the exclusive rights to manufacture grave sculpture were held by
women of particular families, usually one per family. 201 Depending on the
occasion, the recitation of oriki, a praise singing poetry among the Yorubas,
was the exclusive preserve of certain families or certain members of the
family.202 It was a taboo for other members of the community who did not
belong to the group to make such activities.
The breach of a tradition could be punished by the head of the family, or clan,
or by members of an age group.203 Erring members could be disciplined by
the head of the larger family, who may order a fine of items like local gin,
goats. etc. or a sacrifice. Pressure is brought to bear on any offender who fails
to pay his fine or repeats the offence. His wife would plead with him often to
avoid the long term repercussions (bad luck) which such offence will bring to
201 Sue Picton op cit. p. 263-4. Alan Bassing, "Grave monuments of the Dakakari", African Arts,
VI (4), 1973.
202 Kingslake, The Rev Brian "Musical Memories of Nigeria" (1957) 1 Journal of international
library of African music 20. The texture and tone of their voice made them peculiar.
203 Adewoye, The 'udicial system in southern Nigeria 1854-1954 London: Longman (1977).
For a discussion of how the "ebi" (family) system helped the system of enforcement of laws in the
government of the 0yo empire (western Nigeria) of the 18th century, see Akinjogbin l.A., "Oyo
empire in the 18th Century - A Reassessment"964-67) 3 JHSN 449.
his immediate family. The offender's wife would be coerced by members of her
original larger family to press her husband to conform. Other members of the
larger family may also coerce an offender into paying his fines to avoid
repercussions on their family.
Further disobedience could lead to the family being ostracised by the larger
family, or the entire community. This was often the worst kind of punishment.
The community would not buy from him or sell to him and members of his
immediate family. If he was still obstinate, (depending on the offence), he
could either be banished from the community or he would leave of his own
accord because he would not be able to bear the shame. Such exit usually
must be for a distant community. This is because neighbouring communities
would probably know that the new corner is an offender from another
community. He would be seen either as bringing ill luck, or as a danger to the
new community since he may be disobedient and cause an uprising in the new
community.
Traditional doctors protected their trade by a system of trade secrets, magical
beliefs, magical practices, and tricks. The trade secrets were maintained
because, in most cases, only members of their families were trained. This
helped reinforce the belief that only that lineage had magical powers to heal.
They demanded things like goats, chickens, kolanuts, yams and often offered
sacrifices before administering the healing. It was believed that such sacrifices
had positive metaphysical influences on herbal preparations. They wielded
great influences which were used to fight or kill those who breached the
norms. 204 This ensured that their art was protected.
At the age group level, offenders dared not refuse to pay their fines or repent.
Members of an age group would never sing the songs or wear the traditional
204 Dr. Mume cites an occasion when he was in training and his master quarrelled with another
herbalist over land. The two of them swore to kill each other by their charms. Dr. Mume's master
appears to have succeeded in killing his competitor because the man died within the seven days
limit p. 14-15 supra. Such metaphysical powers were exercised over competitors.
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cloths, or engage in the trade or activities of another age group.
1.11.2	 Guilds
The protection of proprietary rights in intangibles was often in form of
monopolies maintained by guilds. For instance, Benin art forms are often
internationally referred to as "court art" because of the specialist guilds of
craftsmen maintained by the king. They only provided for his ceremonial needs
and for religious festivities.205
Guilds were a common feature in many communities before contact was made
with Europeans. They were usually organised in small family or age groups
with a system of hierarchical administration. The guilds were identified by the
products or skills, or industrial groupings such as soap making, black-smithery,
ceramics, carving, and textiles. 206 The head of the guilds took large orders
and represented the guild before the rulers of the community.
Members of a trade were often initiated into a guild with a god or ancestral
spirit which protected them and which it was believed would punish erring
members or interfering outsiders.207 Given the religious belief discussed
below and the fear of the ancestral spirit which protected members of the guild,
it was inconceivable for non-members of the lineage or families in the guild to
undertake their activities.208
Among the Aborigines, only certain people could be artists yet only certain
205 Picton, note 183 supra, p. 255.
206 Falola, C., The political economy of a pre-colonial African State: Ibadan, 1830-1900, 96-100,
University of Ife, 1984.
207 Talbot op cit. p.772, narrates how this operated among some Ibos of south eastern Nigeria.
208 Picton, op cit p. 259; Perani, Judith, "Patronage and Nupe craft industries", African Arts,
XlIl(3), 1980. Nadel,S.F., in his book, A Black Byzantium, Oxford University Press, 1942, (chapters
xxiv-xxv), discusses the organisations of guilds in mid-twentieth century Nupe Kingdom of Nigeria's
middle belt. This may be a fair picture of the organisation of guilds in the pre-colonial period.
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artists within each tribe, based on their status are permitted to depict certain
designs. The right to depict the design does not give the artist the right to
permit the reproduction of the design the artist depicts. Only the community
can grant the right to reproduce the design depicted to the purchaser thus, the
artist has to obtain the consent of the community before a third party can
reproduce the design. Hence, even when an aboriginal art work is sold today,
only the material on which the painting is made is considered as transferred.
The title in the painting does not change. The designs of a tribe are the most
important possessions of the community. Unauthorised reproduction of a
painting is regarded as an act of theft in the spiritual and material sense. It
may cause the injured artist to stop painting. Due to the position of painting in
religious ceremonies, leading artists often play significant roles in their
communities and the notions also extended into other spheres of aboriginal
life.209
Regimes similar to the Aboriginal patterns have also been identified among
some native Americans.210
1 .11 .3	 Religious Beliefs! Cults
As has been demonstrated, religion played a vital role in all aspects of
community life. Religion was so important that it was not unusual for some
communities to have a shrine in every house. 211 Religious beliefs about the
origin of a people, their king, and the exclusive nature of various activities and
209 Note 173 supra. It was reported in the Evening Standard of Thursday November 18, 1993
p.20, that Aborigines were greatly offended when the pop star Madonna was seen in Sydney,
carrying a didgeridoo, a traditional instrument that only Aboriginal men were allowed to play. The
almost five foot tube-like wind instrument is only played by their men because of its phallic
connotations and the fact that Madonna is a westerner made no difference.
210 Greene, Candice S., & Drescher, Thomas 0., The Tipi with Battle Pictures: The Kiowa
tradition of intangible property rights 84 TMR 418-433 (1994).
211 Egharevba, J.A., A short history of Benin 4th ed (1968), Ibadan University Press; Goodwin
A.J.H. in "Archaeology and Benin Architecture (1956-59) UP 65, confirms this of the Benin.
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trades were instrumental in the administration of the communities.212
This influence developed a belief of causation in most communities. The belief
that the breach of a particular norm brought the wrath of a particular god was
prevalent and enhanced obedience and conformity. 213
 From childhood,
folklore was used to impress a causal link between breaches of norms and
events which are regarded as punishments, a teaching which was so revered
that it was unquestionable. Most trades and families had supervisory ancestral
spirits or gods which deterred interterence by non-members of the trade, and
punished erring members.
For instance, some activities could not be undertaken by any member of the
community unless the king gave the go-ahead. 214 In neighbouring Ghana,
the King - Ashantehene was the custodian/trustee of copyright in all new
designs of fabrics and he would either reserve these for himself or allow
prominent royals or dignitaries to copy the designs for their own use.215
212 See Evim, Evim 0. "Religion and state in pre-colonial Idoma" [1986] No. 30 ODU 98, for
an account of how religion performed this function among the Idoma people of the middle belt of
Nigeria. See also, Simpson, George "Selected Id rituals:1964" (1965) 7 NJESS 311. The belief
among the Ibos of south eastem Nigeria that the gods had ordained the Arochukwus among them
to act as middlemen in trade and as herbalists caused others to refrain from interfering or
participating in those activities: Hodder, B.W., & Ukwu, U.l., Markets in West Africa: studies of
markets and trade among the Yorubas and Ibos, Ibadan University Press (1969).
213 This -concept is still strong in some communities today. Sodipo J.O. "A note on the concepts
of cause and chance in Thought - Second Order ?" An African Journal of Philosophy vol II No.2
July 1973. Alo, Oladimeji & Gbadegesin, Segun "The theme of causation in Nigerian World-View:
Some Implications for Contemporary Attitude To Work" (1987)31 A Journal of West African Studies
ODU p.15.
214 Babayemi S.0. in "Bere festival in Oyo" (1 973-75) 7 UP 121, showed that no one dared cut
grass for thatching of their homes or any other purpose before the Bere ceremonies were
performed by the king who cuts the first fresh grass of the season, to mark the end of a planting
season and thanked the gods. It was a strong belief that violators of this custom would be
punishable by the gods. His larger family would probably have their own punishment too.
215 Mould-lddrisu, Betty Nah-Akuyea, Op. Cit. at 29.
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Some musical instruments were exclusively dedicated for the use of some
cults.216 The production and use of some metals in some communities were
also restricted to certain cult groups. The most notable of these is the Ogboni
society among the Yorubas of western Nigeria. 217 Membership was counted
as a thing of honour, wielding influence, power and the envy of non-members.
The cults were feared and non-members would abandon the streets whenever
there was any outing of the cults. 218 The cults were so powerful that they
could destabilise kings. It is on record that the colonial administration had
difficulties because of opposition by cults in those parts of Nigeria where the
cults wielded strong influence. 219 It was inconceivable that anyone who was
not a member of the cult would engage in making their drums, dressing like
them, singing their songs, using their insignia or engage in any of their
exclusive activities. Even in modem Nigeria, non-members do not interfere with
cult activities.° There is also some evidence that in Ghana, (and there are
reasons to believe that to some extent the same obtained in Nigeria), gold was
regarded as the proprietary rights of the occult, that it was alive and ambulatory
with powers over good and evil. 	 The beliefs were strong enough to deter
216 The drum, bate, was dedicated to the worship of Sango - "The talking drums of the Id"
(1954-57) 1 Journal of international library of African music 29. For an account of the events in
Ghana, see Arorgbedor, Daniel "The construction and manipulation of temporal structures in Yeye
cult music: A multi-dimensional approach" 1987 6 Journal of international library of African music
4.
217 Sue Picton op cit. p. 255
218 Udo, Ema "The Ekpe Society" 1938 Nigerian Magazine 314.
219 Talbot, P. Amaury, op. cit p.755. Chapter XXXI gives a good description of the operation
of cults.
° As discussed by Kalu, Ogbu "Missionaries, Colonial Government and Secret Societies in
South Eastern lgboland" (1977-79) 7 UP 75, they still had considerable influence up to this century
and they had to be outlawed for to enhance colonial administration in some areas. See Ranger,
Terrence "Territorial cults in the history of Africa" Journal of African History XIV 4 (1973) p.581, for
further reading on roles of cults in some other parts of Africa. Amadi, Elechi, in his book, Ethics
in Nigerian Culture, Ibadan: Heinemann Educational Books (1982) in chapter 2 demonstrates the
influence of the cults by citing the fact that in the late 70s, the Federal Military Government of
Nigeria had to ban cults to reduce their influence.
221 Pennbam, Marie "The political organisation of traditional gold mining:The western Loby,
c.1850 to 1910" JAH 29(1988) 437. See Herbert, Eugenia, Red Gold of Africa: Copper in pre-
colonial history and culture Madison: university64 Wisconsin Press (1984), chapter 10.
third parties who were not involved with the cults.
The absence of the modem intellectual property system did not prevent local
communities from developing their own means of protection. Magical beliefs,
ostracism, fines and death were some of the sanctions that attached to copying
of the art. There was a system of trade secrets passed along only to members
of the clans concerned, their families and sometimes to apprentices. For their
own purposes and until recent times, this system of protection was sufficient
and perhaps more effective than the patent system in terms of protecting
works.
Interestingly, sanctions attached to any breach. According to J.U. lnneh,
punishments ranged from fines (like a goat, some chickens and a bottles of
local gin), to being ostracised or put to death. 2 Mythical beliefs often
shrouded these works to the extent that such were deterrent enough to
dissuade any breach. The effectiveness of the system derived primarily from
the repercussions and the belief that the gods would detect and punish.
These features of protection of proprietary rights in intangibles are also typical
of some older cultures. 2	The rights are often transferable, for instance,
magic users sometimes extract fees/royalties for transferring some of their
powers to others.224
222 In an interview with the author in February 1993 in Benin. Chief lnneh, the lnen'igun of
Benin, Uzaman'ibe is the head of the blacksmiths community in Benin. The author was directed
to him from the King's palace as the King's spokesman on such crafts.
For instance, it has been strongly suggested by Wincor, A., "From rituals to royalties", An
Anatomy of Literary Property, (1962) 20-22, that literary property was originally bound up with magic
and in the case of every mystery cult, with secret information.
Privileges conferred by spirits were believed to be transferable - Lowie, A., Primitive Society,
(1920) 238; Johannes, "Many Medicines in One: Curing in the Eastern Highlands of Papua New
Guinea, 4 Culture, Med. & Psychiatry (1980) 43, at 52; Atkinson, "The Effectiveness of Shamans
in an Indonesian Ritual", 89 Am. Anthropoloqist 342, 347, (1987).
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1.12 The indigenous system and the IP system compared
It is clear that the pre-literate system of recognition and protection of proprietary
interests in intangibles, did not of its own accord evolve into the modern
intellectual property system. Although a comprehensive analysis of this issue
is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the following reasons are suggested:
1). The pre-literate system functioned satisfactorily and met the needs of the creators
and the society in general. There is no evidence that the modern intellectual
property system is better than the pre-literate system.5
2). The indigenous system was based on communal or group ownership, hence the
difficulty to adopt a modern system of individual ownership. No need arose to
change the system of ownership.
3). No other society could have copied the laws of medieval Europe without knowing the laws
or appreciating how the system had achieved these goals in Europe. The need to copy
the modern system could only have arisen after contact was made with Europe and if it
was evident that the modern system is better.
4). A modern copyright system could not have emerged in the absence of local
technological advancements (like printing) which was the major event that gave
rise to copyright in medieval Europe.
5). Most artistic works were not produced for sale or export. It was not until the first contact
with the Portuguese in Benin that the blacksmiths and sculptors began to make goods for
sale. 6 Before then, it was customary to make such only for the king, or for religious
festivities or rituals.7
6). Most artistic works and activities relating thereto, declined during the colonial era because
Greene & Drescher, note 210 supra argue that the native American rights in intangibles are
stronger than copyright in that the regime protects facts which were not in the public domain and
the rights are perpetual. Under the indigenous Nigeria system, there was a collective marks regime
which is absent under the present Act.
Picton op cit., at 255.
Ekpo, Eyo, "sculptor", The living culture of Nigeria, p.15 rightly points out that nearly all of
the extant art traditions in Nigeria have their roots in religion.
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of Christian beliefs against idolatry. Consequently, there was a decline in the existing or
potential forms of protection.228
7). Although marks could be used to detect the origin of goods, marks were not so used
because the market structure featured the sale of goods either through markets or
middlemen. As such, the goodwill attached to the middlemen or markets more than the
marks themseIves.	 Thus the role of marks were essentially different.
8). The use of a mark belonging to another community was rare. It often indicated that the
community copying the mark was being influenced by the owners, a sign of superiority of
the latter. The use of such marks by members of the community was never objected to,
unless the user did not belong to the group involved with the trade described under the
copyright section above. Such marks were regarded as communal property. It therefore
makes good sense when the Nigerian Law Reform Commission recommended that Nigeria
should have a collective marks regime.23°
9). A patent system could not be developed in the absence of skills for writing, documentation
and administration.
10). Competition from foreign goods and works in many instances, led to the demise of the
local industry: thus there was no incentive to develop any protection. Unlike medieval
European nations which prevented such competition within national borders, most pre-
literate communities had lost their sovereignty with the advent of Europeans, so they could
not prevent the influx of foreign goods.231
The control of ideas and certain activities conferred substantial benefits to
228 See Wagboje, "Arts and craft", The living culture of Nigeria, p. 17. cf. Chabot, Maria "The
marketing of art products" (1938) 15 Nigerian Magazine 216, who highlights how the French and
the Belgians assisted craftsmen in the territories they governed. They chose crafts which were
commercially viable and supported them.
Hodder & Ukwu op cit.
230 Working Paper p.159.
231 See Flint J.E. in Ajayi & Crowther's History of West Africa ed. Volume 2, London, 1974,
where it is suggested for instance, that the indigenous mining industry collapsed because of foreign
competition by 1800. However, it has been forcefully argued by Goucher, that the view is not
necessarily correct. Goucher suggests that European imports were not necessarily better and that
other reasons such as deforestation, desiccating climate shifting and the like are responsible. See
Goucher C.L. "Iron is iron till it is rust: Trade and ecology in the decline of West African Iron-
smelting" JAH 22(1 981) p.179.
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certain people in pre-literate societies, whose interests were protected. I am
not here concerned with comparing the effectiveness of the protection they
offered with that offered by modem intellectual property systems. Suffice it to
say that strong beliefs in the importance of magic/spiritual components in
marks, technology and the creative arts created a fear of detection by the
spirits and the gods. The societal stigma that attached to punishments coupled
with the possible expected spiritual repercussions served as sufficient
enforcement mechanisms.
1.13 Legal Recognition of Communal Ownership
Property in intangibles in pre-literate societies was usually vested in the
community as a whole or the section of the community concerned. This raises
the question of the non-recognition of communal property in intellectual property
by the common and civil law. 232 Communal ownership of real property is
recognised in Nigeria. 2 Unless attention is given by the international
community to the recognition of communal intellectual property ownership by
the modern system, similar rights in preliterate societies will be prejudiced.2
The Mataatua Declaration on the Cultural and Intellectual Property Rights of
232 The same suggestion was made by Golvan, Cohn, "Aboriginal Art and Copyright: The Case
for Johnny Bulun" 2 [1989] EIPR 346 at 347; & Golvan, Cohn, "Indigenous Cultural Rights" [1992]
EIPR 227 at 229-230.
233 James, R.W., Modern Land Law in Nigeria University of Ife Press, (1973) pp.21 & 35.
234 Contrary to the views that the law does not recognise communal ownership of proprietary
rights, this form of ownership is recognised in some jurisdictions notably Africa and Australia. In
Foster v Mountford, 1976 29 FLR 233, the Federal Court of Australia recognised the rights of
custodial owners of tribal secrets to protect those secrets under the principles of breach of
confidence. In Onus v Aloua of Australia, 1981 449 CLR 27, an Australian High Court held that
representatives of tribes had a locus standi to institute an action as custodians of their relics of
cultural and spiritual significance to restrain a contravention of the Archaeological and Aboriginal
Relics Preservation Act (vic.) 1972. It may also be argued that tribal owners of intellectual property
rights, though not recognised as legal owners should at least be able to institute actions as
equitable owners provided the legal owner is joined - see Golvan, Colon, "Indigenous Cultural
Rights", note 173 supra, who argues that this procedure could have been adopted in the Yumbulul
case note 173 supra.
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Indigenous Peoples (June 1993), could be of assistance. The Declaration
concluded that the existing mechanism are insufficient to protect the intellectual
property and cultural rights of indigenous peoples and recommended the
promotion of indigenous regimes. To this end, the move by some nations to
create a regime of folklore is to be commended.2
1.14 Summary
The examination of the growth of intellectual property in industrialised
economies reveals that it was predicated on the need to protect and encourage
the growth of local industries. On the other hand, intellectual property has had
a stunted growth in most of the developing economies of the Commonwealth,
the Gi nations. It has been demonstrated that this is not unconnected with the
manner of introduction and administration of the system in Gi nations which
was more for the protection of the imposing nations. The absence of viable
local industries which the system is supposed to protect makes the system
seemingly irrelevant. To make the system more useful and relevant to Gi
nations, there must be a corresponding move to stimulate the growth of local
industries.
But this is not to say that the modern intellectual property system has
introduced completely foreign concepts to most Gi nations as it is probable that
sometime in their past, like some pre-literate societies, the recognition and
protection of proprietary rights in intangibles was part of their culture. Studies
on the practises during the pre-literate era must be conducted in Gi nations to
foster positive responses to the intellectual property system. Simultaneously,
the modern system must be willing to accommodate some of the concepts of
the older system such as communal ownership.
235 See Phillip McCabe, "Conference considers IP Rights of Indigenous Peoples", BNA World
Intellectual Property Report, November 1993 p.303-4.
236 Eg. Nigeria where the folklore regime is administered by the Copyright Council on behalf
of the communities that own them. The Council can sue on behalf of these communities for a
breach of the re9ime.
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Chapter 2
JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM
2.0 The Controversy
In the previous chapter, it was revealed that the introduction of the intellectual
property system in industrialised economies coincided with the growth of
industry, publishing and commerce. It therefore seems logical to infer that the
system was the motivating factor for these developments. However, the validity
of the inference is challenged by the fact that the system does not seem to
have made much impact to technological progress in many developing
economies. On the other hand, there has been significant technological
progress in the Far East where piracy and counterfeiting is rife, where until of
recent, there has been disregard for the intellectual property system.
Four fundamental issues arise from these:
can the technological progress in industrialised economies be attributed to the
system?;
if so, why did the system fail to influence technological advancements in
developing economies?;
are there better ways of encouraging technological progress, other than the
intellectual property system?;
are the regimes, and proprietary rights created by the system justifiable?.
Today, no teacher, user, owner, or practitioner involved with the intellectual
property system can afford to ignore these issues. 1 The issues are relevant
1 Prof. Cornish suggests that No serious student of intellectual property law can today afford
to ignore the economic arguments for and against the maintenance of these rights": W.R Comish,
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:Patents, Copyright, Trade Marks and Allied Rights, 2nd ed., Sweet
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in the context of any detailed discussion which takes a position against piracy
and counterfeiting since such analysis must necessarily proceed on the
assumption that the intellectual property system is justifiable.
This chapter attempts to address some of these issues, while issues of over-
pricing, excess costs, restrictive practices and other abuses which may
undermine the relevance of the system are addressed in chapter 3.
The underlining assumption of the intellectual property system is as follows: that
in order to improve man's standard of living, - authorship, creativity, inventions
and commerce, must be promoted; that these can only be achieved if
incentives are given to skilled men. This assumption is acknowledged and
enshrined in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 2 which
provides:
"(1) Everyone has a right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community,
to enjoy the arts and to share in the scientific advancement and its benefits.
"(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author".
2.1	 Traditional Justifications
Various theories have been advanced to support the intellectual property
system. Common themes for patents and copyright include the incentive
argument, the reward argument, the economic argument, and the natural justice
& Maxwell, London 1989, para. 1-016; See also: Aguda, Akinola, "The Nigerian Copyright Law
and its Relevance to Social Change", in Uvieghara E.E., ed., Essays on Copyright Law and
Administration in Nigeria, Ibadan: V-Books p.3 at 4, (1992); Brett, Hugh "The patent system - What
future role in the creation of wealth" [1983] 4 EIPR 83; and, the report of the Nairobi & Geneva
Conferences on the Paris Convention [1983] EIPR 040.
2 The assumption is implicit in the preamble to many old laws including the Statute of Anne,
1709, see chapter 1, paras.1.2 & 1.2.2 ante, and Art.8 of the US Constitution.
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argument. Another theme supporting the patent system is the exchange for
disclosure argument.
Although support for the trade marks system can be found in these arguments,
the principal functions of trade marks are the information they give about the
origin, quality, and status of the products to which they are applied. These
functions are for the benefit of consumers (to avoid confusion), and the benefit
of industry, (to protect the reputation and goodwill of businesses).
The reward argument proceeds on the premise that it is fair that authors and
inventors are rewarded for the result of their skills. 3
 The incentive argument
takes the view that no invention or copyright work will be made without the
incentives given by the system. The economic argument posits that no
investment to commercialise an invention or copyright work will be made
without intellectual property protection. 4
 Derived from natural law, the natural
justice argument is predicated on fair play - that it is only fair that the creator
or inventor is enabled to determine who and how he wants his work to be
commercialised. Hence he should be able to restrain third parties from
exploiting his work. 5
 The exchange for disclosure argument assumes that
The US Supreme Court held that "Sacrificial days devoted to ... creative activities deserve
rewards commensurate with the services rendered" - Mazer v Stein, 347 US 201,219; "It is
certainly not agreeable to natural justice, that a stranger should reap the beneficial pecuniary
produce of another man's work" - per Lord Willis in Millar v Taylor (1769) 4 Burr. 2303 at 2318.
Art. 8, US Constitution; Goldstein, Paul suggested that "absent subsidy, creators and
investors will only invest if they can prevent unfair competition" - Goldstein, Paul, Copyright
Pnnciples, Law and Practice, Boston: Little Brown & Co., (1989), Vol.1, para. 1.1; Ljungman
suggests that it is not enough to argue that creativity results from inward compulsion, that there are
those who have to choose between creativity and other means of livelihood and without copyright,
the choice would not be creativity: Ljungman, S., "The function of copyright in present day society:
Some reflections with reference to the Nordic situation", 88 RIDA, 51, at 56 (1976).
"It is just, that an author should reap the pecuniary profits of his own ingenuity and labour.
It is just, that another should not use his name, without his consent. It is fit that he should judge
when to publish, or whether he ever will publish", per Lord Mansfield in Millar v Taylor 4 BURR.
2334; Saunders, David, "Purposes or principles? Early Copyright and the Court of Chancery',
[1993] 12 EIPR 452 cites Tonson v Collins 1 Black W. 332, 96 Eng. Rep. 184 where Blackstone
acting as counsel for plaintiffs said that the old cases "... shew the uniform opinion of that Court,
that a copyright may, and does subsist, independent of the Statute of Anne"; The Nigerian
Supreme Court seem to have adopted this theory as a justification for copyright in Plateau
Publishing Co. v Chief Chucks Adophy [1986] 4 (pt.36) NWLR 205; Yen, "Restoring the Natural
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without the patent system, no inventor will share the art of working his invention
with the public.
2.1.1 The Reward Theory vs the Guarantee Theory
The reward argument: that the system rewards creators, inventors,
entrepreneurs and investors for their time, efforts, skills and risks taken, is
capable of more than one interpretation, It is clear that it does not mean that
such persons are given national honours or recognition. But it could be
interpreted to mean a reward in terms of a guarantee of economic returns for
the efforts. But the system offers no such guarantee. The intellectual property
system does not provide a formula for the automatic success of any creative
venture in the market place. 6 The reward is merely a guarantee against unfair
competition, an assurance that if money and time is invested, the possibility of
recouping the same will not be thwarted by copyists.
There seems to be some unfairness in this system of rewards. There is no
guarantee that profits for educational textbooks and scientific inventions which
are very important to man's technological progress, will be comparable to those
of novels and less significant, but commercial inventions. A further means of
genuinely encouraging creators, inventors and investors, is the adoption of a
system of compensation for those whose products significantly contribute to
technological progress, where the economic returns made from the work is
insufficient. A reward against unfair competition is inadequate for this class of
persons.
Law: Copyright as Labor and Possession", (1990) 51 Ohio St. L. Rev. 517. The moral rights
doctrine, the right of an author to claim authorship and prevent the integrity of his work takes root
in the natural justice argument.
6 The fact that a book has been written or an invention been patented, or that a trade mark has
been chosen and registered does not mean that the book will ever be published or if published will
ever yield high sales figures; neither does it mean that the invention will be ever be commercially
exploited, or if exploited may not yield high sales figures; nor does it mean that the use of a mark
necessarily mean that the products it is applied on will yield high sales figures.
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Although it is arguable this is beyond the traditional goal of the intellectual
property system it is submitted that the system must be dynamic to sustain its
relevance. To this end, perhaps, the establishment of a body to identify such
products and determine when economic returns from the exploitation of the
product is insufficient. The onus of establishing the insufficiency of economic
returns should be on the applicant whose grounds will be considered by the
body. A fresh example is that of the extension of term by way of supplemental
protection certificates for pharmaceuticals where the economic returns are
inadequate.7
2.2	 Historical Links with Technological Progress
Legislative history reveals a broad consensus on the economic necessity for
introducing the intellectual property system. 8 Time and again, the rationale
offered include the traditional justifications highlighted in section 2.1 above.
The practice seem to be that when one nation introduced an intellectual
property regime which seemed to be responsible for its technological progress,
similar measures were adopted by other nations. 9 There is also a broad
consensus in the literature available today, that the technological progress of
medieval Europe and the United States can be attributed to the intellectual
property system.
It is noted that the supplemental certificates are not exactly a guarantee that sufficient
economic returns will ever be made, but it is a gift for patentees of pharmaceuticals which
presumably are important to mankind hence further opportunity to make more economic returns is
given. Another example of the extension of the term of copyright in the EEC to 70 years is based
inter alia, on the premise that most authors have not made adequate economic returns. Adams,
John, "Supplemental protection certificates: the challenge to EC Regulation 1768/92" [1994] EIPR
Cook, Trevor, "The supplemental protection certificate - how is it working in practice" - Patent
World February 1994 p.29; Tootal, Christopher, "Second tier protection" [1994] 12 EIPR 509.
8 Chapter 1, para.1 .1 - 1.4.3 ante; Beler, F.K., "The significance of the patent system for
technical, economic and social progress", 11 IIC 663 (1981); The dwindling export trade of
Netherlands between 1884 and 1904 has been attributed to the cancellation of the patent system
in the Netherlands between 1869-1912, see Ravenshea, A.F., The Industrial and Commercial
Influence of the English Patent System, 1908, cited in The British Patent System: Report of the
Committee to Examine the Patent System and the Patent Law HMSO, 1970 p.11 hereinafter called
the Bank's Report.
Chapter 1, PART I ante.
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Thus, the assumption that the system had a positive influence on development
remains logical at least, until some new and reliable historical material which
refutes (and not just challenges) the assumptions are published. On the other
hand, it is not conclusive that the intellectual property system as developed in
industrialised economies will have the same influence on developing
economies.
Yet, the growing importance of the system is substantiated by the increase in
the amount of patents and trade marks registrations world wide; 1 ° the
enactment of intellectual property laws where they were absent and their review
where they are already established; 11 and the challenges of technology to
copyright especially in the areas of software, digital technology and
telecommunications.
2.3	 Categories of Critics
The author has identified four categories of critics of the intellectual property
system. 12	The "improvers", who support the system but call for
improvements, or more limitations to be in place to accord with realities of our
modern world.' 3	No serious person involved with the system does not
10 Braun, Ferdinand "The economic role of industrial property" [1979] EIPR, p.265 refers to
WIPO statistics in 1976 that the number of registrations was over 4m registered in the world and
1/2m in EEC. The WIPO annual Industrial Property statistics of registrations obtained for patents
trade marks and designs reveals that there is increasing use of the intellectual property system.
' See the introduction to this thesis ante.
12 This is not a water-tight classification.
13 According to Beler, proponents of the system have taken the point that as most of the laws
were passed just before, or at the beginning of the industrial revolution and there has been
significant scientific developments, there may be need for changes: Beier Freiderich-Karl, "Future
Problems of Patent Law" 3 hG 423-450 (1972). Note that during the intensive hearings held on the
review of the British Patent system in 1970, no alternative was to the patent system was proposed
to the Bank's Committee Report, note 8 supra. Rather, some improvements were suggested. Up
to date, the main concerns include the cost of litigation, the cost of maintaining the rights the costs
of administration, etc. Hayhurst, William L, "Dreamers and the patent system", [1983] 10 EIPR
263, suggests that the patent system can be better suited and adapted to the needs of developing
economies (thus admitting the unsuitability of the system at the moment). Finally, Brett, Hugh,
"The patent system - What future role in the creation of wealth", [1983] 4 EIPR 83, also agrees
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consider the question of improvements or further changes, at least in the light
of modern technology.
A second set, "partial supporters", only support the trade marks system of all
the intellectual property rights.14
A third set of critics, the "abolitionists", argue that the system has no positive
influence on technological progress today and call for the abolition of the
system.' 5 Some alternatives are sometimes proposed. They are incentives
in the nature of state patronage, and other mechanisms of free competition,
such as the lead time the company which first commercialises a product has,
or anti-copying devices. Unfortunately, the alternatives have not been tested
that no system can survive if it does not revitalise itself; Adams and Averley suggest that the
question as to whether or not the patent system could be improved or supplemented is very much
alive: Adams, John N., & Gwen Averley, "The Patent Specification - The Role of Liardet v
Johnson", 1986 7(2) Journal of Legal History 156.
14 Kalu, Onwuka, "Copy technology as the bedrock for gradual technological take-off", 1991
MIP, No.6 p.48: suggests that only trade mark laws should be protected. The National Consumer
Council report - International Trade and the Consumer: Working Paper 6, Intellectual property -The
consumer view of patents, trade marks and allied nghts, London (1991) also favours trade marks.
15 Contrary to the views expressed by Beier, F.K., "The significance of the patent system for
technical, economic and social progress" (1980)11 lIC 663, that even the harshest critics of present
day patent systems do not suggest a complete eradication whether they come from industrialised
or developing economies, some critics advocate the repeal of the system. Beier himself admits that
some 19th century economists advocated the repeal of the patent system. See the following critics
from who question the relevance of the system to developing economies:- Osita-Eze, "Patents and
the transfer of technology: with special reference to the East African Community", (1972) East
African Law Review 127 at 138; Oddi, Samuel, "The international patent system and third world
development: myth or reality?" (1987) Duke Law Journal 831 at 855; Kalu, Onwuka, "Copy
technology as the bedrock for gradual technological take-off, MIP, 1991 No.6 p.48: suggests that
industrial property laws should be relaxed to allow developing countries to copy; Verma, S.K., "The
international patent system and the transfer of technology to developing countries - a critique in
Sangal and Singh (1987) p.31; Kunz-Hallstein argues that many Developing economies condemn
transfer of technology as a "subtle means of domination, a new form of predatory capitalism and
slave trade" especially as developing economies find it difficult to adapt patent system to their
economies: Kunz-Hallstein, Hans, Peter, "Patent protection, transfer of technology and developing
countries" 6 IIC 427(1975); Patel, Surendra, "Trade marks and the third world (1979) 7 World Dev.
653, suggests that in order to avoid the practice of passing advertisement costs to consumers, the
trade mark system should be abolished. Some do not suggest an outright abolition of the system
but they are repulsed by the system. Vaughan opines that patents were only introduced to foster
the division of colonies into markets forever: Vaughan, Floyd L., The United States Patent System,
Legal and Economic Conflicts in American Patent History, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press
1956: 139-140.
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in any country in the circumstances prevailing today. 16 They remain theories
which are difficult to verify.
The contention of the abolitionists is often that the rights granted by the system
are greater than what is needed, or that there are other ways of compensating
owners. Implicit in such contention is an acknowledgement that there must be
some form of compensation to creators. Since according to them,
compensation is a must, but their means of compensation is untested, the
intellectual property system has had a long established place in law as being
the only legal formula for enabling inventors, authors and investors derive the
benefits of their skills and investments.'7
The fourth set is the "no-reward" group. They attract little attention because
they advocate that the recognition and protection of proprietary rights in
intangibles is unnecessary or unreasonable. These rights were recognised and
protected in some preliterate societies. 18 Even in the former socialist
republics, while providing public access, the inventor's certificate system offered
some form of recognition and compensation to inventors. 19 Hence, the
argument that "no-reward" should be given to creators and inventors finds little
to commend itself in a modern capitalist society.
16 Plant and Breyer supports the lead time theory: Breyer, "The uneasy case for copyright: A
case study of copyright in books, photocopies, and computer programmes 43 1970 Harv. I. Rev.
281; Plant, A., "The economic aspects of copyright in books" 1 Economica (n.S.), No.167 (1934);
But see the following who oppose it: Tyerman, Barry W., "The economic rationale for copyright
protection for published books: A reply to Professor Breyer" 1970-71 18 UCLA Law Rev 1100; and
Reichman, Jerome, "Beyond the historical lines of demarcation: competition law, intellectual
property rights and international trade after the GATT Uruguay Round", XX(1) BROOK J. INT'L L.
75 (1994). Plant supra atso suggests a system of state rewards. It should, however be noted that
theories such as Kingston's Innovation Warrants do not belong to this category: Kingston, William,
Direct Protection of Innovation, Kluwer (1987). Kingston may be classified as an improver, or at
least a partial-supporter as he is not against the trade mark system.
17 Richard K. Gardiner, "Industrial and intellectual property in the EEC" (1972) 88 LQR 507.
18 See chapter 1 ante.
19 Caenegen, W.A. Van, "Inventions in Russia: From Public Good to Private Property", Aust.IPJ
Nov.93 V.4 No.4 p.232.
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2.4 Why increase in attack
The increase in the attack against the system is understandable. The
challenge has come from users of the system, primarily the public or
consumers, and the 'south' (developing economies) who are more of users of
the system than the 'north' (industrialised economies), who are more of right
owners.
2.4.1 Increased Areas Needing Protection
Owners have lobbied for the extension of the rights to other areas thus limiting
public access to exploit the rights without compensation. 2° Owners have also
called for longer terms of protection.21 Owners have raised the traditional
justifications for intellectual property rights in support of their increasing needs.
The grant or maintenance of these rights makes a demand on the public to pay
for their use or to refrain from such use. The social contract theory demands
that to balance the interests of owners with those of the public, the legislature
should investigate the "claims" of the intellectual property system.22 If the
issues are not raised directly by the legislature, they are examined by consumer
20 Cornish, note 1 chapter 1 supra. Examples include: the extension of trade marks to shapes,
scents and sounds and to classes other than those for which marks are registered; the extension
of copyright to typographical arrangements, sound recordings, computer software and the problems
posed by multi-media; and the extension of patents to computer software, animals and plants.
21 See for example the recitals to the Council Directive 93/98/EEC harmonising the term of
protection of copyright and certain related rights, for the arguments for increasing the copyright term
from 50 to 70 years which has been adopted by the European Copyright harmonisation Directive.
Karjala, Dennis, "Comments of US copyright law professors on the copyright office term of
protection study" [1994] 12 EIPR 531.
In debates leading to the review of intellectual property laws, it is fashionable to set up
committees to consider the merits, demerits, and relevance of the system: Machiup, F., An
Economic Review of the Patent system (Senate Judiciary Comm., Sub-comm. on Patents,
Trademarks, and copyright, Study No. 15, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. (1958); the Bank Committee
Report note 8 supra; the Nigerian Law Reform Commission Working Paper on the Review of
Industrial Property Law, Lagos (1991). The Canadian study conducted by the Department of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs: Working Paper on Patent Law Revision, June (1976) set out to
investigate whether "it is in Canada's best interests to continue to maintain a patent law".
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associations, 23 the owners themselves, 24 independent research institutes,25
or interested academics and economists.
2.4.2 Questionable Im pact of System in UDESII
The slow technological progress of developing economies who administer
intellectual property systems is another reason for the attack on the system.
Some view the system as a mechanism for fostering economic dependence on
industrialised economies. 26 The question is, why has the system not
influenced technological progress in those countries?. Developing economies
pay a price for administering the system. The system forbids unlawful copying
without compensation to the owners who are invariably foreigners. The cost
of compensation for the use of the rights is prohibitive for most developing
economies who are debt-ridden especially in a global recession. Thus, the
option of piracy and counterfeiting which would obviate the need for royalties
are illegal and cannot be pursued as national policies. The argument that the
system can encourage foreign investments and transfer of technology has also
been challenged.
2.5 The Problems with Economic Analysis of the System
Although the most potent criticisms levied against the system have an
economic basis, there are at least four reasons why conclusions of such studies
should be received with some trepidation.
23 See the National Consumer Council report note 14 supra.
24 eg. the UK Publishers Association and the International Federation of Phonographic
Industries, International Piracy: a threat to British Copyright Industries; the US' International
Intellectual Property Alliance, US Government trade policy: views of the copyright industries,
Washington DC., (1985)
25 See for example, the following reports of the Common Law Institute of Intellectual Property
CLIP, now the Intellectual Property Institute IPI: Phillips, Jeniffer, The Economic Significance of
Copyright; Silberstone, Audrey, The Economic Significance of Patents (1989)
26 Kunz-Hallstein; and Mukubwa, note 4, chapter 1 supra.
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2.5.1 Statistics and Equivocal Premises
Economists have yet to find a unanimous way of dealing with intellectual
property in economic theory. 27 Despite the amount of research based on
econometric methods, conclusions derived from a particular data by one
researcher can often be refuted by another researcher who either proves that
no such claim is established by the data or that a completely opposite
conclusion can be drawn from the data.28
Some conclusions are based on equivocal premises, or are hastily drawn.29
For instance, the conclusion is often drawn from statistics, that since most
patents and trade marks in developing economies are owned by foreigners, the
system is irrelevant to such economies. This conclusion does not readily follow
from the premise. Local inventors may make little use of the patent system for
various reasons. For instance, in Ghana and other commonwealth nations with
a re-registration of UK patents system, local inventors may be unable to obtain
sufficient foreign exchange to obtain a patent in the UK before re-registering it
locally.30
Some suggest that the system is not good, drawing conclusions from statistics
27 Ewing A.F., "UNCTAD and the Transfer of Technology", 10 J.W.T..L. (1976) p.197
Professor Peston points out that "economists have had difficulty reconciling the need for efficient
allocation of the use of the property once it has been created with the need to provide incentives
for its creation and its discovery"- Peston, Maurice "The patent system - an economists view",
Public lectures in honour of the centenary of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents, cCLS, IP
Law Unit, Queen Mary & Westheld College, University of London, 1991 p.18.
28 Peston, Maurice op cit, p.18.
An example is the result of a study at Harvard business school- if you are told to choose one
and that the other will be cancelled, then trade marks are more important because patents are for
shorter terms and because many countries no not protect patents. See Brymer, Chuck, "Better than
patents? - Trademarks in the pharmaceutical industry", June 1988 Trademark World 19.
3° Yankey, G.S., International Patents and Technology Transfer to Less Developed Countries:
The case of Ghana and Nigeria, Avebury: 165-168 (1987); Cheong, Ella and Mirandah, G.,
"Success in Singapore - can IP take credit?", Issue 24, November 1992, Managing Intellectual
Property, 7-12.
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that many inventions are never exploited, 3' whereas, other factors such as
the size of the market and other trading conditions which are highlighted in
paragraphs 2.9.1 to 2.9.3 below, are often ignored.
2.5.2 Inconclusive Evidence
Secondly, some studies lack the requisite information/evidence that can be
used to analyze the subject matter or reach the conclusions drawn. 32 Hence,
one of the most incisive studies of the relevance of the patent system to the
USA concluded that
"None of the empirical evidence at our disposal and none of the theoretical
arguments presented either confirms or confutes the belief that the patent system
has promoted the progress of the technical arts and the productivity of the
economy". At best the studies warn against overstating the importance of patent
protection", because in most cases, they neither prove a positive nor a negative
influence.
2.5.3 Differences in Nature of Rights
Thirdly, it is difficult in practice to estimate the value of the system as there is
a difference between the goods and services protected by each intellectual
31 O'Brien for instance, cites 9 countries - Argentina, Chile, Columbia, cuba, India, Lebanon,
Mexico, Peru & Tanzania - where only 0.3 - 10% of patents granted are used: O'Brien Peter,
"Developing countries and the patent system: an economic appraisal", (1974) 2 (9) World Dev 27.
Greer argues that attacks on patent systems in developing economies lack
empirical/evidential support and have been disregarded in some of these nations; and that it is
difficult even in industrialised economies to obtain adequate data to assess the importance of
patents - Greer D.F., "The case against patent systems in Less-Developed Countries (1973) J. mt.
L & Econ 223; Prof. Silberstone note 25 supra, admitted that more evidence than was available
to him is needed in order to make final conclusions for his study on the role of the patent system;
In a continental appraisal of the patent system in the 1988 Lesotho Law Journal, none of the papers
written by the African experts contained a thorough analysis of the relevance of the system to
respective African nations before passing condemnatory remarks on the system. Their remarks
were based on some abusive practices which chapter 3 infra, suggests, that the intellectual property
system has in-built mechanisms to check.
Machiup, note 22 supra.
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property right.	 For instance, the value of patents to the pharmaceutical or
engineering industries differs, making it difficult to reach conclusions on the
relevance of the patent system, which is applicable to all industries.
2.5.4 Differences in Each Country's Circumstances
Finally, it is difficult to conclude that the results of a study are necessarily
applicable in other countries. Other factors such as population, level of literacy,
skills, industrial policy, political stability and the like could alter what would have
been a logical conclusion. This difficulty was perceived by Machiup when he
stated that the results of his findings may not be the same in a country which
is smaller than the USA, on which his study was based.36
2.6	 Stimulation of Creativity , Inventiveness or Commerce
The traditional justifications are sometimes combined to suggest that without
patents or copyright, creators and inventors will not create or invent. 37 That
Braun note 10 supra.
Prof Silberstone note 25 supra, argues that patent statistics say nothing about the realistic
importance of different patents in terms of the usefulness and value of the inventions they present.
Nor do they say anything directly about our present concern - the extent to which a given industry
is affected in the absence of a patent system. According to him, in an attempt to assess the
economic importance of patents, industries which can automatically be classified as patent
industries cannot be definitely listed p.11; Again, in the Reform of the Patents Act 1953: proposed
recommendations, New Zealand, February 1992 chapter 1, it is reported that a longer term of
patent is not of essence to many industries as they do not all continue to renew. The importance
of trade marks on pharmaceuticals to consumers is different from their significance in luxury and
designer goods. Cornish and Phillips suggest that when considering the significance of trade
marks, consumers may not mind the absence of marks for some products, meaning that they have
to keep testing the products, each time they make purchases, they will, however, not take risks on
drugs: Cornish W.R. and Phillips Jeniffer, "The economic function of trade marks: an analysis with
special reference to developing countries" 13 lIC 41(1982).
Machlup, note 22 supra.
"Without a patent system, the range of goods available and the processes for their
production wou'd likely be narrower because there would be reduced innovation": Reform of the
Patents Act 1953: proposed recommendations, New Zealand, February 1992 p.3; Brown argued
that few persons know or are aware of the connection between underdevelopment and lack of
intellectual property protection: Brown, Richard Nicholas, "The little recognised connection between
IP and economic development in Latin America 22 lIC 348 (1991).
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without trade marks, commerce will be stifled. That is, the intellectual property
system stimulates these activities. But a few arguments may be advanced to
challenge these assertions.
2.6.1 Activities preceded the system
The first is that these activities preceded the first intellectual property Iaws.
This contention is simplistic. Though the activities are of considerable antiquity
in comparison to the laws, it has been strongly suggested that the recognition
and protection of intangibles is itself an ancient tradition in some cultures,
perhaps as old as the activities themselves. 39 Further, it is only logical to infer
the systems's positive influence as these activities began to flourish better since
18th and 19th century Europe and America, with the introduction of intellectual
property laws.4°
2.6.2 Studies Challenge Correlation Between
the System and Activities
Secondly, since the debate on the role of the system in developing economies
began in the sixties, 41 it has been doubtful if local inventors or creators are
encouraged by the system. 42 Many developing economies have standard
intellectual property laws, yet the laws have not been an impetus to create or
Chapter 1 ante, shows that the first laws only were passed in medieval Europe.
See chapter 1 paras. 1.10- 1.12 ante.
4° See Beier, and Ravenshea, note 8 supra
41 Ladas, Stephen in Industrial property as a factor in technical development and economic
progress 7 WIPO, Geneva , 1973 that the discussions on the role of the system in developing
economies started with the report of the UN Secretary General in 1964.
42 O'Brien, Peter, "Developing countries and the patent system: an economic appraisal", (1974)
2 (9) World Dev. 27.
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invent.43 Even in developed economies, the question whether the system has
stimulated commerce, inventiveness, or creativity is inconclusive. 44 The
inaccuracy of the conclusion that without strong patent protection, inventiveness
will be discouraged, is shown by the Swedish pharmaceutical industry which
thrived without patents.45
2.6.3 Activities inherent in man: no stimulant needed
Thirdly, it may be argued that invention and creativity are natural instincts
inherent in man and they are activities which will continue in the absence of the
system.46 For example, it is not unusual for inventors in academic institutions
not to be concerned about patenting their inventions. 47 Their primary aim is
often to publish the result of their findings. They are content to be given
recognition and promotion for their publications and inventions. Some creators
are more anxious about the fame and prestige that attaches to their creation,
Murdoch, H.J.P., Invention in the Irish Patent System, University of Dublin Administration
Research Bureau, 1971 at 85, shows that the patent system in Ireland did not increase local
inventing.
Machlup, note 22 supra
Thomas Field Jr. "Pharmaceutical and intellectual property: Meeting Needs Throughout the
World"- 1990 IDEA v. 30 no.1 p.3., citing David Schwartzman, The Expected Return from
Pharmaceutical Research, 11(1975).
The British Patent System: Report of the Committee to Examine the Patent System and the
Patent Law HMSO, 1970 p.12 hereinafter called the Bank's Report; Peston, Maurice op cit., p.19;
This is contrary to the suggestion by Dr. Johnson that "no man but a blockhead ever wrote except
for money" in Boswelt, Life of Johnson (L.F. Powell's revision of G.B. Hill's edition), at 19, 5 April
1776, cited by Davies, Gillian, copynght and the Public Interest, Max Planck Institute Munich, at
11; Stewart suggests that a book may be written to subvert the cause of justice, for political or
religious reasons without money in mind: Stewart 5, international Copyright and Neighbouring
Rights para. 1.03., 1983 ed.; Finally, one may add that inventions on explosives and the like do
not need stimulation by the intellectual property system, especially where the explosives are meant
to fight for a cause.
'' Beier confirms that academics sometimes consider applying for patents as unethical, hence,
the patent system may not influence inventiveness in this sector: "Government Promotion of
Innovation and the Patent System" (1982) 13 lIC 545. However, this attitude may be informed by
other considerations such as lack of sufficient funds, their contract of employment which gives rights
to State, their poor knowledge of the patent system, insufficient funds to apply for patents, and the
unsuitability of university administration to the patent system.
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than equitable monetary compensation.	 However, the use of this category
of creators and inventors to challenge the validity of copyright and patent in
encouraging inventiveness and creativity is inapposite for two reasons.
On initial consideration, this category of creators and inventors appear to
disprove the rule. But the rule will only be disproved in respect of these people
if the intellectual property system ofters monetary considerations only.
Fortunately, this is not so. Not only does the system prevent third parties from
earning economic benefit through unfair competition, it prohibits third parties
from making any false claims to authorship, or inventorship.
It is suggested that authors and inventors who are not interested in making
money will be happy to rely on the system to restrain false claims by third
parties. If creators can be satisfied by the reputation or promotion derived from
being identified as the creator of the product, false claims may deprive creators
of this satisfaction. The intellectual property system can be used to prevent
false claims.
Secondly, the reactions of a creator who is not interested in monetary benefits
may change if a third party derives economic benefit from their creation, whilst
the creator gets nothing. 49 Even in the Greco-Roman times when there was
no intellectual property system as we know it today and authors derived
Authors write for prestige or promotion: Plant note 16 supra. Hence, they may be prepared
to sign agreements with unfair terms provided it makes it possible for them to become successful
in the sense of being published or recorded.
' For example, Hubert Ogunde, the doyen of Nigerian theatre, in reply to a question I asked
at a Copyright Symposium in Lagos in 1988, said he does not mind the use of his songs by third
parties, since he regarded other theatre practitioners as his "children. He, however, stated that
his first film "Aiye could not be pirated because he had some religious/metaphysical" security
which would prevent this. In my estimation, the reason for being magnanimous with his other works
is because the unauthorised use of his songs or plays by third parties may not affect the economic
gains from his performances, that is, not direct competition. It was recorded by Clark, Ebun, Hubert
Oqunde: The making of Nigerian theatre Oxford University Press (1980), that Ogunde objected to
third party production of counterfeit tickets for his plays in nineteen fifties. This suggests that his
magnanimity did not extend to allowing third parties to earn undue economic benefits even where
the activities of such third parties increase Ogunde's audience.
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satisfaction from fame, there is some evidence that false claims and undue
economic benefits were restrained.50
2.7 System Encourages Investments
Even if creativity and inventiveness are driven by natural instincts alone and not
external incentives, the investments needed to commercialise these activities
cannot be stimulated by natural instincts alone. Therefore, rather than
asserting that creativity and inventiveness cannot be advanced in the absence
of the intellectual property system, the claim should be that without the system,
the investment which is a sine qua non to the advancement of the activities, will
be lacking.51
A zealous author may write despite being uninspired by the system. He may
not even bother about compensation for his rights but no publisher will publish
his book unless the opportunity of recouping the publishing investment by
preventing competition is guaranteed. 52 Such author's zeal cannot be
sustained if his works are not published. Similarly, if the economic rights in an
invention are not guaranteed, investors will either not fund research, or they will
not exploit inventions commercially with the result that inventors will not be
known for the product53. The publishers of the journals which academics who
5° See chapter 1 para.1.2.1 ante.
51 Goldstein note 4 supra.
Although Breyer argues that publishers will still publish in the absence of copyright protection
due to the lead time advantage publishers have over their competitors, it is doubtful whether this
is practicable: Breyer supra note 16; See Tyerman note 16 supra, who joined issues with Breyer.
Beier argues that the significance of the system is to the investor (not necessarily the
inventor), the importance of being able to licence and assign the rights: Beier, F.K., "The
Significance of the Patent System" (1980) 11 lIC 663; Field suggests that intellectual property
functions as a means of recouping risk capital: Field, Thomas, Jr., "Pharmaceutical and intellectual
property: Meeting Needs Throughout the World"- 1990 IDEA v. 30 no.1 p.3; Frost argues that "the
patent system encourages competitive effort of a kind that would not otherwise take place": Frost,
George, "The Patent System and the Modern Economy, at 76, Study No. 2 of the Senate Sub-
Comm. on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights of the Comm. on the Judiciary (1957), cited by
Field.
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prefer to publish rather than patent their invention will probably not publish the
journals if they can be pirated by other publishers without any redress.
2.7.1 Patents Stimulate Research and Development R & D
Again, it is often asserted that patents stimulate R & D. But the records
show that most multi-national corporations do not usually conduct research in
developing economies, even where the intellectual property system is
reliable55. Although reasons such as infrastructure, policy of centralised
research centres and the like may be offered as reasons for the failure of multi-
national corporations' failure to conducte R & D in developing economies,
records do not show a correlation between the adoption of a patent system in
a developing economy and the stimulation of R & D therein. With the exception
of the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, patents are not necessarily a
consideration in industries when decisions about R&D are being taken.56
Policies which encourage the conduct of R&D, such as the 120% tax rebate in
Nigeria for monies spent on R&D locally, do not seem to have altered the
practice of multinational companies in Nigeria. 57 It appears that further
measures may have to be taken to encourage substantial funds to be spent on
R&D in developing economies, since this will create jobs and contribute to the
building of an industrial base.
' Greif, Siegfries, "Patents and Economic Growth", 18 hG 191 (1987) concluded from a
German and American study that R&D is enhanced by patent protection.
The Science Policy Research Unit of the University of Sussex, The transfer of Technology
to Latin America: Summary 32, Department of Scientific Affairs, USA, 1972, pp29-33; Mukubwa,
G. Tumwine, "Patents and Technology Transfer to Under-Developed Countries", 1975-77, Zambian
Law Journal 1; Setal, Bethuel P., "The role of patents in economic development", (1988) 4 Lesotho
Law Journal 27.
Taylor, C.T., and Silberstone, Z.A., The economic impact of the patent system: a study of
the British experience London: Cambridge UP, Dept of Applied Economics (1973) at p. 346;
Chandler, P.A., The Modem Revision of the International Patent System in Favour of Developing
Countries: Analysis and Effects, 1985 (unpublished Ph.d Thesis, University of Southampton.
Note that the author could not obtain reliable data to confirm or refute this. See the Nigenan
Companies Income Tax Act.
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2.7.2 Tigers of the Far East Challenge Relevance of System
In the recent past, the Tigers of the Far East, Singapore, Hong Kong, South
Korea and Taiwan, have had little regard for the intellectual property system.58
Yet technological progress in that region of the world has been made in the
absence of adequate enforcement of intellectual property laws. 59 It appears
that the moves made in the Far East to enforce intellectual property laws and
revise them to align with the demands of developed economies are reactions
to prevent trade retaliation (from industrialised economies) as the nations of the
Far East attain a measure of industrialisation.6°
However, it must be emphasised that this study does not boast of adequate
information about the developments in the region to reach any final conclusions.
The developments only suggest that the proposition that intellectual property
system is a prerequisite to technological progress may not be entirely accurate.
2.8	 Intellectual Property as a Trade Issue
The trends in the Far East suggest that intellectual property becomes significant
to nations who have a substantial repertoire of local products. The system
becomes a trade issue in the sense that producers need protection for their
goods against unfair competition locally or internationally. The mechanism
internationally recognised for such protection is the intellectual property system,
hence the need to adopt the system to protect trade.
The above suggestion is corroborated by the developments in Nigeria's
Kalu, Onwuka	 at p.48, in citing this example, suggested that Nigerian needs to relax
her patent laws to allow for copying of technology.
Antos, "Intellectual property law in ASEAN countries: a survey" [1991] 3 EIPR 78; O'Neil,
Thomas N. Ill, "Intellectual property protection in Thailand: Asia's young tiger and Americas's
growing concern" 11 Univ of Penn. J. of Int'l Business Law 603 (1990).
° Antos; & O'Neil, note 59 supra
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copyright industry, as discussed in chapter 1 above. The need to have a better
law and enforce same became important in the light of the increased wave of
piracy of the local repertoire in the early eighties, a trade issue which caused
loss of income and jobs.
A trade issue is still involved where industnalisation is attained primarily through
the piracy and counterfeiting of foreign products as against the development of
indigenous products. A substantial proportion of these products have to be
exported unless the local market is large enough to purchase the products.
Export is a trade issue. The foreign markets may successfully use the piracy
and counterfeiting of their products as a trade issue against the newly
industrialising nation.
In fact, this is the basis of the carrot and stick compromise. 61 Developed
nations, being big export markets for developing economies, are able to bargain
with nations which export substantial pirated and counterfeited products. The
export markets stretch out a carrot and stick to the producer nation and the
bargain seems to be "take the carrot, that is protect our intellectual property
rights, or we give you the stick, which represents trade sanctions which will
prevent the exports altogether'. To protect their export trade and preserve
jobs, most nations that disregard intellectual property rights prefer to adopt the
system when under external trade pressure to do so. The option is to continue
to disregard the system and suffer trade losses by virtue of embargoes that
may be placed on exports from those nations.
For instance, some developing economies do not protect pharmaceutical
patents because of the belief that such protection may slow down their capacity
to copy and develop similar inventions and because of the practice of patentees
to use their rights to prevent the importation of cheaper products. 62 Hence,
61 See the following articles in note 86, chapter 1 supra: Balraj; Davis,; Miserage; & Vickers.
See para.1 .8.2 chapter 1 ante and paras. 6.3 & 6.3.2 infra.
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individual developing countries seem to have responded to US bilateral
pressure63 to introduce more effective intellectual property laws in proportion
to their overall export dependence on the US market.M
While it is inconclusive whether the level of India's exports to America is
relevant, American pressure alone has been ineffective in inducing changes to
India's policy on the pharmaceutical patents. However, world trade was an
overriding national issue to India. 65 Thus the Indian government considered
it futile to opt out of GAIT and conduct bilateral negotiations with each of the
116 countries signatory to GAIT so the solution was to amend the laws but
seek some concessions, whilst simultaneously preparing to introduce a law
which it believed was not in the interest of India.
Nigeria's dedication to the TRIPS cause is demonstrated not only by her
membership to GAIT. Since November 18 1960, in the main, her intellectual
property laws align with the TRIPS minimum standards.
2.9	 Stimulates Foreign Investments and Technolo gy Transfer
It is sometimes argued that the intellectual property system stimulates foreign
investments and technology transfer. 67 The premise on which this is based
63 See chapter 1 para.1.5.4 ante.
64 Godbaw & Richards (eds), Intellectual property rights - Global consensus, global conflict?
Westview Press, Bulder-London (1988)
65 Redwood, Heinz, New Horizons in India: The consequences of pharmaceutical patent
protection, Suffolk: Oldwicks Press, p.39 (1994). Redwood demonstrates the politics behind
pharmaceutical patents in India; Ganesan, 1993i.
See para.6.3.2, chapter 6 infra. The compromise was the ten year transitional period for
implementing the products patent protection, India also benefitted from the textiles package in
GATT: Economic Times, New Delhi, November 20, 1993.
67 Brown note 37 supra. It is now accepted that it is difficult for any country to survive without
foreign investments. Virtually all investments today rely strongly on the system. No business can
survive without using trade marks or service marks. For some technology based businesses,
patents are important, while copyright is a prerequisite for most copyright based industries.
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is that right owners will not transfer technology or invest in a foreign country
which does not protect intellectual property rights.
	 Furthermore, that the
technical progress which all countries seek can only be attained in an
environment where intellectual property rights are effectively protected.
Although many countries can be cited which have strong intellectual property
regimes and substantial foreign investments, there is insufficient evidence that
the foreign investments were stimulated by the system. 69
 The evidence
whether good intellectual property regimes attract foreign investments is
inconclusive. 70
 Similarly, the evidence that the system stimulates technology
Cornish and Phillips suggest that if foreign marks are eliminated, foreign owners may go
away, there will be loss of jobs and technical know how, which have were introduced as a result
of the use of the marks: note 35 supra; Gabay M., "The role of trademarks in consumer protection
and development in developing countries", Ind. Prop. March 1981, p. 102.
69 Greer suggests that though the system may affect decisions to transfer technology, in
developing economies, patents are not an incentive for introducing foreign technology: Greer D.F.,
"The case against patent systems in Less-Developed Countries (1973) J. Int. L & Econ 223; Greer
cited Katz, "Patents, the Paris Convention and Less Developed Countries" 67 Yale University
Economic Growth Centre, Discussion Paper 190, November 1973 who investigated 102 patents
of multi-national corporations in Argentina. Of these, 15 were locally worked, 29 used to protect
imports and 58 were not used at all. Greer also cited Hiance & Plasseraud who demonstrated that
no more than 2% of technology transfer agreements are effected through patents, though disregard
for the system coupled with trade barriers discourage technology transfer; O'Brien Peter,
"Developing countries and the patent system: an economic appraisal", (1974) 2 (9) World Dev. 27 -
cites the Economic Council of Canada's Report on Intellectual Property Ottawa, January 1971,
p.75, that 45% of companies questioned claimed that the existence of the patent system was of
little or no significance to decide on production in Canada. Lall suggests that most industries do
not bother with patenting at all and transfer of technology is totally unrelated to the patent system:
Lall, Sanjaya Lall, "The patent system and the transfer of technology to less -developed countries",
1976 10 J.W.T.L. 1.
° According to Yankey op cit. at 168-171, despite the abolition of product patent protection
for pharmaceuticals in Ghana in 1972, there has been an increase in foreign pharmaceutical
company investments and local exploitation as against importation since then. But Ghana also
witnessed a decline in patenting as pharmaceutical patents formed a greater majority of patent
granted before 1972. The UNCTAD 1981 Report p.33, shows that in spite of removal of product
patent protection for pharmaceuticals in Brazil in 1969, between 1971 & 1979, the industry rose
from $11 .4m to $646.5m; Kirium suggests that in the absence of pharmaceutical patents, the
amount of foreign investments in Turkey's pharmaceutical sector rose considerably: Kirium,
Areman S., (1985), "Reconsidering patents and economic development: a case study for the
Turkish pharmaceutical industry" 1985 World Development, vol., 13, No.2. p.226; Ahudja argues
that this has not been seen as a disincentive for foreign investments: Ahudja, Sudhir D., "GATT and
TRIPS - the impact on the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry" Patent World September 1994 Issue
65 p.28; seel also Saxena who corroborates this view, note 3 chapter 6 below. See the following,
the evidence that the intellectual property system stimulates foreign investments is inconclusive:
Mukubwa, G. Tumwine, "Patents and Transfer of Technology to Under-Developed Countries, 1975-
77 Zambian Law Journal 1; vaitos, C., "Patents revisited: Their Functions in Developing
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transfer is inconclusive.7'
2.9.1 "Extra-Intellectual Property Considerations"
It is sometimes falsely assumed the intellectual property system by itself alone
can stimulate foreign investments and technology transfer. 72 However, other
considerations such as the size of the market, the ease to repatriate money, a
stable government, a stable economy, the safety of foreigners, a guarantee
against expropriation of investments, cheap labour, tax incentives, a reasonable
level of skilled labour, good local infrastructure (electricity, communications) and
the like have influenced foreign investments more than intellectual property
protection.73
The increasing rate of foreign investments in China, Eastern Europe and the
countries emerging from the former USSR, 74 despite the weak frame work for
Countries"in Charles Cooper, ed. Science Technology and development: The Political Economy
of Technical Advance, London: Frank Cass, (1978) p.72; Vermon, Raymond, "The international
patent system and foreign policy", A Study report for the United States Senate committee on the
Judiciary, 8th Congress, 132 Session, Washington D.C., (1957) p.16.
71 Grundmann, 1-lelge, "Foreign Patent Monopolies in Developing Countries: An empirical
analysis", Journal of Dev. Studies, Vol.12 186-1 96 (1976); Chandler note 56 supra.
72 Beier also admits that the fact that most European countries advanced technologically about
the time of patent protection is not conclusive evidence that the progress is due to patent
protection: Beier, F.K., "The significance of the patent system for technical,economic and social
progress" (1980) 11 IIC 663.
' Oddi, A. Samuel, "The international patent system and third world development: Myth or
reality", (1987) Duke Law Journal 831 at 849; Twinomkunzi, Charles, "The international patent
system - a third world perspective" (1982) 22 Indian Journal of International Law 31, at 59; While
stating the importance the intellectual property system to foreign investors in the pharmaceutical
sector, Stanford stressed the importance of these other factors: Stanford, Edgar, "A Foreign
Investor's Perspective", in Sodipo and Fagbemi (eds.), Nigeria's Foreign Investment Laws and
Intellectual Property Rights, London, 0MW and CLIP, p.150.
' It was reported by Dr. Alex von Funer (a German patent agent at the ESC conference on
International Patent Practice in Munich, Germany in March 1993) that the number of trade mark
and patent applications in old Russia has increased since the parestroika, notwithstanding the
inadequate intellectual property and administrative regimes. He offered three reasons for this: (1).
There is a big market which can be developed; (2). It has become fashionable. If leading
companies in any field of business move into these territories, their competitors will do likewise;
(3). Many American companies have used their intellectual property rights as security for loans in
the USA. It is a condition of the loans that the companies will maintain its rights all over the world
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the protection of intellectual property rights suggests that some other factors
may be more important to foreign investors than the intellectual property
system.
Three of such factors appear to be, a large market, the liberalisation of trade
and a commitment to make capitalism work in those regions. However, this
suggestion is inconclusive since it does not benefit from reliable studies. It is
fair to say that despite the fact that initial foreign investments may not be
predicated on the system, the protection of intellectual property has become a
trade issue in these countries, at least in the sense that the investors and their
foreign markets are calling for effective intellectual property protection.75
Further, it is easier to benefit from the intellectual property system, when the
goals of the system are understood and the system is well administered.76
An adequate base in research and development, engineering, natural sciences,
management, and the services and goods industry;77 an economic base
committed to the manufacturing and production sectors, the readiness to take
risks, good educational policies with emphasis on basic scientific research and
applied science, 78 are other factors which can stimulate the growth of national
industries.
especially by renewals, hence, many companies have continued to apply for renewals despite the
fact that the status of the system in these territories is uncertain.
See for example, the reports in note 24 supra.
76 Chapter 1 para.1 .8 to 1.8.2, suggests that the intellectual property system is not understood
and is seen as being irrelevant in some developing economies. Setai note 55 supra, suggests that
the patent offices in many African countries are merely record offices. See Ntabgoba note 118,
chapter 1 supra, for suggestions on revitalising the system in Africa.
Kameal Khan, Law and policy in Petroleum development pp.51-55, cited by Momodu, Kassim
Momodu, "Transfer of technology in the petroleum industry: the Nigerian experience" 22 J.W.T.L.
4 (1988); Matsui, Shoji "The transfer of technology to developing countries: Some proposals to
solve current problems", (1977) 59 JPOS 612; Pretnar, Bojan "Industrial property and related trade
policy in less-developed countries:econornic appraisal of legal concepts" hG Vol 21 p.782.
78 Hansen, Barbara, "Economic Aspects of Technology Transfer to Developing Countries", 4
hG 429 (1980).
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The relevance of these Nextraintellectual property considerations" in attracting
or dissuading foreign investments and technology transfer in Singapore, and
Nigeria is briefly considered below.
2.9.2 Singapore
That intellectual property protection was not initially one of the attractions for
foreign investments in Singapore is confirmed by the fact that there was
disregard for intellectual property protection in Singapore before 1 980. Most
of the technology initially introduced were labour intensive, to create jobs.
Rather, other incentives based on a policy of free-trade boosted foreign
investments. For instance, for many years, Singapore had no laws restricting
or regulating the flow of technology, neither were there any anti-trust laws.
Parties could contract on a free market basis. Foreigners could hold equity of
100%, could repatriate profits, and investors had generous fiscal incentives,
pioneer tax holidays. Industrial areas with utilities, such as transportation and
communications were also developed hence, investors did not face the
difficulties caused by lack of facilities or administrative bureaucracy faced in
other developing economies. The importance of intellectual property only
increased in Singapore with the move from labour intensive production stage
of manufacturing to high technology industries, whose technology-based
products include a substantial amount of research and development.80
2.9.3 Nigeria
Despite Nigeria's fairly effective intellectual property laws, 81 there is no study
Cheong & Mirandah, note 30 supra.
° Cheong and Mirandah note 30 supra.
81 See the following articles: Sodipo, Bankole, "Copyright Enforcement in Nigeria", p.178;
Iivieghara, Egerton, "Copyright Protection in Nigeria - New Trends and Prospects", p.158; Adams,
Stuart, "Fighting Counterfeiting in Nigeria - We Can Win!", p.132; Kayode, Olugboyega,
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that either confirms or refutes the assertion that the system stimulates foreign
investments in Nigeria. There is no record of any noticeable increase of foreign
investments in the copyright industry in Nigeria since the new Copyright Act,
1988 was passed. On the contrary, two of the largest recording companies,
Polygram and EMI, have divested themselves of all their interests and left
Nigeria.82 Any consideration of the annual reports of the National Office of
Technology Acquisition, NOTAP will reveal that trade marks and patents have
not been a major consideration in investment contracts involving foreigners,
registered with NOTAP.83
Other factors such as the nationalisation of foreign investments, 84 trade
barriers against foreigners in some sectors of the economy, 85 the difficulty of
repatriating money, 86 administrative bureaucracy, 87 poor infrastructure and
"Enforcement of Industrial Property Rights in Nigeria", p.120; Jegede, E. Oladele, "Obtaining and
Maintaining Trade Mark, Patent and Design Rights in Nigeria", p.109; Koroye-Crooks, "Piracy of
Sound and Audio Visual Recordings - Practical Measures to Counter It", p.163, all in Sodipo,
Bankole and Fagbemi, Bunmi, (eds.), Nigeria's Foreign Investment Laws and Intellectual Property
Rights, supra.
Piracy was not one of the reasons for divesting. Rather, the poor economic climate was
responsible.
83 While the contracts registered with NOTAP are a good source for reliable study, it should
be noted that conclusions cannot be based on them because some contracts are not registered.
In Beecham v Esdee 1985 3 NWLR 12, the failure of the plaintiffs to register the trade mark licence
for LUCOZADE was held not to be a defence against an infringement of the mark by Glucose-Aid.
For some analysis of this case and the problems with this registration process, see the following:
Osunbor, O.A., "Law and policy of the registration of technology transfer transactions in Nigeria"
(1987) 21 J.W.T.L. 5; Fagbemi, O.A., "Registration of technology transactions in Nigeria: another
view" (1988) 22 J.W.T.L 95; Ubezonu, Chukwudifu, The law, policy and practice of technology
transfer to Nigeria, unpublished Ph.d Thesis, University of London, (1990) pp.214-217. Most so
called transfer of technology agreements involved the sale of machinery or the building of a plant
without reference to the system.
Ake, Claude, "Indigenisation: problems of transformation in a neo-colonial economy", in Ake,
Claude, ed. Political Economy of Nigeria, Longman, 1985; Biersteker, Thomas J., Multinationals,
the State and Control of the Nigerian Economy, Princeton University Press, New Jersey, 1987.
85 Between 1972 and 1989, foreigners could only hold 40% or 60% equity in certain sectors
of the economy while other sectors were reserved for Nigerians. See the Nigerian Enterprises
Promotions Acts, 1972 and 1977. See also, Ake note 84 supra and Biersteker, note 84 supra.
The Naira, was not convertible on the international market. The Exchange Control Act,
No.16 of 1962 made it illegal to transact any business involving foreign exchange without the
permission of the Minister of Finance, through the Central Bank of Nigeria.
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a military dictatorship, have militated against intellectual property being a
stimulant for foreign investments in Nigeria.
Nigeria's economy which is predominantly oil-based, suffered from the decline
of oil revenue in the mid-seventies. An indigenisation policy which commenced
in 1972, compulsorily divested foreigners of ownership in some companies and
led to a flight of foreign investors.88
Appreciating the disincentive caused by these factors, Nigeria has undertaken
a number of reforms to attract foreign investments. 89 They include trade
liberalisation, 9° ratification of international guarantee schemes against the
appropriation of foreign investments, 91 reduction of administrative bottle-
necks, 92 the establishment of export processing zones 93 and for a while,
87 Foreigners needed several permits before engaging in business in Nigeria. These permits
had to be obtained from different Ministries, and some over-lapped in functions. See Abdullahi and
Taiwo, Doing Business in Nigeria Lagos: Academy Press (1993)
Sodipo & Fagbemi op cit. p.3.
89 See the following, Adamu, Hassan, "Nigeria: A Profile" p.15; Akpamgbo, Clement, "The legal
and administrative framework for technological and economic development in Nigeria", p.28; Lawal,
Razak T., "The Nigerian capital Market and the foreign investor", p.83; all in Sodipo and Fagbemi
Op cit..
9° Apart from banking, insurance, petroleum, and broadcasting, foreigners can now engage in
100% equity in any sector of the economy if the capitalisation of the company is over N20 million.
Otherwise, foreigners may only engage in sectors which are not listed as being exclusively reserved
for Nigerians. See the Nigerian Enterprises Promotions Act, 1989, NEP Act. Just as the author
was preparing to bind this dissertation, the Nigerian government announced further trade
liberalisation measures (as part of the 1995 budget), such as the repeal of the NEP Act, 1989 and
the Exhnage Control Act, 1962 but the enabling laws and regulations are yet to be published.
91 Nigeria has ratified the Convention Establishing the International centre for the settlement
of Investment disputes (ICSID) and the Convention Establishing the Multilateral Investments
Guarantee Agency MIGA. MIGA offers insurance against risks of a non-commercial or political
nature. See Akpamgbo, note 89 supra at p.39; and Sihata, Ibrahim F.I., MIGA and Foreign
Investments: Origins, operations, policies and basic documents of the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency, Nordrecht: Nijhoff (1988).
A body known as the Industrial Development Coordinating Committee was established to
process aR the permits needed by foreigners, rather than going to various ministries, this body
handles everything and can process the permits within a month. See the Industrial Development
Coordinating Committee Act, 1989.
9° See p. 38 of Sodipo & Fagbemi op cit.
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easier means of repatriating money.94
2.10 Failure of Influence of System in Developing Economies
Many factors are responsible for the failure of the intellectual property system
to have significant positive impacts in developing economies. However, this
issue is one that calls for an in-depth study which is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. Moreover, the reasons may vary from one country to another.
Nevertheless, a few points which can be understood in the context of the
developments in Nigeria as discussed above, are highlighted.
1. As argued in chapter 1, the manner of introduction and
administration of the system in some developing economies,
(particularly of the commonwealth), was to protect foreign
interests and not necessarily to foster the growth of local
industries. 95 If the initial purpose of the system was not to
influence technological progress locally, the impact and relevance
of the system will invariably be hampered.
2. When the patent system was introduced in medieval Europe,
there was no discrimination in the types of incentives for
inventors, foreign or local. 96 In fact, many letters patents were
During the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), as administered from 1986-1993,
Bureaux de Change were established where Naira was convertible without any ceiling and the
foreign exchange could be repatriated in cash. Although I reported a change as a result of the
1994 budget: Sodipo, Bankole, "Postscript - The return of the military, the 1994 budget and
changes in policy", in Sodipo and Fagbemi at p.(a), policies have once again been changed
to ease repatriation pursuant to the January 1994 budget.
See para.1 .8 - 1.8.2, chapter 1, ante; Yankey, G.S., International Patents and the Transfer
of Technology to Less Developed Countries: the Case of Ghana and Nigena, Aldershot: Avebury,
1987; Nijar, Gurdial Singh, "A critique of the Patents Act, 1983: A third world perspective", June
1986, Malayan Law Journal, cxcvii; Ntabgoba, J.H., "In search of relevant technology for Africa",
(1988),4(1) Lesotho Law Journal, 63.
Phillips, Jeremy "The English patent system as a reward for inventions: The importation of
an idea" [1983] 2 EIPR 41; Beier F.K., "The significance of the patent system" confirms that "The
guiding purpose was to overcome the technical gap separating them from others, initially by
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granted to inventors on the condition that the manner of new
manufacture was introduced, and the art was transferred to
locals. Today, however, many developing economies place
restrictions on the equity holding for foreigners in certain sectors
of the economy. 97 In addition, other factors, such as political
instability, infrastructure, limitations on remittance of profits,
appropriation of foreign businesses and the like are disincentives
to investments.98 It is doubtful if right owners will be
encouraged to willing to license their rights or divulge their know-
how in such circumstances.99
3. Some of the agreements referred to as technology transfer are no
more than a sale of machinery and training on how to use and
maintain the equipments.'°° Once the equipments become
obsolete, the technology may become obsolete 101 since the
original manufacturers of the equipments may no longer be
making the spare parts for the equipments once they are faced
out.102
4. Some of the extra-intellectual property considerations highlighted
importing and using foreign technology and subsequently by gradually developing an indigenous
technology".
For Nigeria, see Akpamgbo, note 89 supra at 35 & 41.
See paras. 2.9 to 2.9.3 above.
Pretnar argues that the system can only thrive and effect changes in any country if certain
other conditions are present such as free trade: Pretnar, Bojan "Industrial property and related trade
policy in less-developed countries:economic appraisal of legal concepts" IIC Vol 21 p.782.
100 Ubezonu, note 83 supra.
101 Kayode 0., "The law and transfer of technology to developing countries", (1989) 2 GRBPL
No.5 84.
102 Kalu, note 15 supra, cited the Ajaokuta Steel Rolling Complex scheme which instead of
transferring technology to Nigerians, has drained money, remains unfinished and the Russian
licensors refused to divulge their know-how. Kalu failed to mention mismanagement by Nigerians
which is the root of the problem: Newswatch March 6 1995.
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above may also have been absent in some countries. These are
conditions which can stimulate the adaptation or transfer of
technology, such as a good understanding of how the system can
be used to achieve the goals of the system, an adequate base in
research and development, engineering, natural sciences,
management, and the services and goods industry; an economic
base committed to the manufacturing and production sectors, the
readiness to take risks, good educational policies with emphasis
on basic scientific research and applied science.
2.11 Trade Marks - Tools of Information
From its early uses, marks have been tools of information. The information
given can be about the ownership, origin, or quality attributes of the products,
or the status of the owner of the products on which the marks are applied.
2.11.1	 Origin or Ownership
Marks sometimes serve as indicators of origin of the goods on which they are
applied. In medieval Europe, marks were used to identify ownership, 103 to
detect the origin of defective goods, 104 or seditious publications.105
Given the growth of modern licensing and merchandising, it is inaccurate to
hold that trade marks are indicative of the origin of the goods on which they are
applied. Certainly, the use of "Jurassic Park", "Teenage Ninja Turtles", or
"Flintstones", on any products arising from the merchandising of these marks
103 Illiterate clerks at the ports and also to enable the relevant authorities trace and identify the
owners in case of a shipwreck or piracy, or to confiscate foreign goods which did not bear the guild
marks: Schechter, "Rational Basis for trademark protection" Har. L.Rev. 812; Diamond note 52
chapter 1supra. This function is less significant today unless the relevant goods are offered for
sale. However, marks could still help to distinguish the goods of A from those of B.
104 Schechter supra
105 Para.1 .3, chapter 1 supra
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does not indicate that the products originate from Universal Studios.'06
Ordinarily, the application of a mark to goods is at least a consumer assurance
that the goods emanate from authorised sources.
The origin function of trade marks essentially means that there is an authorised
connection or association between users of the mark. That goods with the
same marks emanate from the same, possibly anonymous - source authorised
by the proprietor of the mark as certain of the goods that have already given
the consumer satisfaction that bear the same mark 107. It does not
necessarily signify country of produce or the producer'°8.
2.11.2	 Quality Assurance
Trade marks serve a quality assurance function. 109 Although a trade mark
gives no assurance that the quality of a product is good because of the mark,
it contributes to the homogeneity of goods by assuring consumers of some
106 Note that trade marks do not offer an entirely satisfactory means of identifying the origin
of products even less does it provide guarantee of quality: Evans, A.C., "Trade marks and
consumer interests in the EEC law" ICLQ vol.132 p.210. Judicial recognition of the transformation
caused by licensing and merchandising is reflected in the fact that consumer knowledge of the
producer is irrelevant in infringement cases, especially as consumers are often indifferent and do
not ascertain the exact producer: see F.Hoffman-La Roche & Co. A.G. vs. D.D.S.A.
Pharmaceuticals Ltd 1972 RPC at 20 at 21 where Harman L.J. said "Goods of a particular get-up
just as much proclaim their origin as if they had a particular name attached to them and it is well
known that when goods are sold with a particular get-up for long enough to be recognised by the
public as goods of a particular manufacturer it does not matter who the manufacturer is"; Trebor
Nigeria Ltd. vs. Associated Industries Ltd. 11972] NCLR 471 at 489; Powell vs. Birmingham Vinegar
Brewery Co. ltd. 13 RPC 235,250 (1896), Per Lord Justice Lindley - "Persons may be misled and
mistake one class of goods for another, although they do not know the names of the makers of
either. A person whose name is not known, but whose mark is imitated, is just as much injured in
his trade as if his name was known as well as his mark. His mark, as used by him has given a
reputation to his goods. His trade depends greatly on such reputation. His mark sell his goods".
107 Schechter supra; Gabay argues that trade mark licensing arrangements ensure that
property marked products marketed by a licensee inform the consumer that such goods are
manufactured under the authority of the trade mark owner: Gabay M., "The role of trademarks in
consumer protection and development in developing countriesmd. Prop. March (1981) 102.
106 Kamperman-Sanders, A., & Maniatis, S., "A consumer trade mark: protection based on
originality and quality" [1993] EIPR 406 at 407 suggest that trade marks sometimes denote concrete
ongin in the sense of the identity of the producer, ownership of the mark, the conglomerate or group
producing the good, or abstract origin in the sense of the link of quality with the mark.
'° Martino, Antony, & Ullah, Werner, "The role of trade marks" Solicitors Journal Vol. 134 no.
23 1990.
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degree of uniformity in the characteristic and features of the product. Marks
act as ciphers for linking the product with what is expected, known and
associated with the mark either by way of experience, reputation or advertising
hype'1°
However, trade marks are ill-adapted to fulfil this function for two reasons:
proprietors are not obliged by law to maintain the same quality and consumers
do not have a direct right under trade mark laws to sue when the quality
changes or deteriorates.
The Colgate Palmolive case illustrates this point. The case involved a
parallel importer into UK from Brazil of Colgate toothpaste which was sold for
the Nigerian market. The quality of the toothpaste being manufactured by an
international conglomerate in USA and the UK differed from the quality being
manufactured in Brazil (and presumably, in Nigeria), yet all the products were
being sold under the same COLGATE trade mark and by the same related
group. It is unfair to use the Colgate mark in Brazil and Nigeria and benefit
from the international reputation and goodwill of the mark if the characteristics
of the product on which the COLGATE marks are applied are different.
Perhaps it is time for trade mark regulations to impose duties on proprietors to
maintain the characteristics of their marks 112 or face some penalty.113
110 Aracama Zorraquin, "Industrial Property Rights as instruments of consumer protection" -;
Cornish and Phillips note 35 supra According to Schecter supra, all the proprietor is asking is the
preservation of a valuable, though possibly anonymous link between him and his consumer that
has been created by his ingenuity and the merit of his wares or services.
'' Colgate Palmolive v Markwell Finance Ltd [1988] RPC 283; [1989] RPC 497
112 Evans note 106 supra.
113 Marks, Alfred "Trade mark licensing - Towards a more flexible standard 78 TMR 641 (1988),
argues that violators of trade mark licensing rules are not always subjected to retribution or losing
their marks but suggests that it is unnecessary for trade mark owner to continue to supervise quality
control in area of merchandising. Hanak, E.W. Ill, "The quality assurance function of trade marks",
65 TMR 318 (1975), cites examples where such decline in quality has caused proprietors to forfeit
their marks in the USA; Cooper, l.P., "Unclean Hands" and "Unlawful use in commerce":
Trademarks adrift on the regulatory tide, 71 TMR 38 (1981).
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2.11.3	 Origin or Quality
Opinion is divided on whether the quality assurance function of trade marks is
distinct and independent of the origin function. Some argue that "If he [the
consumer] is interested in origin, it is normally because origin imports an
expectation about quality", 114 others hold that "the mark fulfils a quality
function to the extent only that it guarantees to the consumer a constant source
of originY' 5 This debate is of little practical significance and will not be dwelt
on.
2.11.4	 Index of Status
Marks also serve an unseemly social function - indicating the status of
consumers. 116 This follows from the fact the human nature, of making
general assessments based on outward appearance more than the inward.117
The make of the clothse, watches, or perfumes we wear, the make of the food
we eat, the make of the car we drive give others a kind of perception about us.
Marks played this role even in pre-literate societies where only certain persons
could use or wear goods bearing certain marks.8
2.11.5	 Consumer Protection or Consumer Benefit
Generally, products may be divided into those that can be searched before
purchases are made (search goods) and those that cannot be searched
114 Cornish & Phillips supra note 35 at 43.
115 Beier F.K, "Territoriality of trademark Law and International trade", 1 lIC 45 at 66 (1970).
See also Martino & Ullah note 109 supra; Greer, Douglas F, "The economic benefits and costs of
trademarks: Lessons for the developing countries, 1979 7 World 0ev. 699.
116 Plasseraud, Y., "Counterfeiting, a social phenomenon" Trademark World October 1988 p.42.
See I Samuel chapter 16, verse 7 in Bible.
118 See para.1.10.2 chapter 1
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(experience goods)." 9 Those that can be searched, give consumers a fair
idea of what is being purchased since they are subject to scrutiny and
inspection. For those that cannot be searched, consumers can only rely on the
experience and recommendation of third parties who have used the products.
Where this information cannot be obtained from third parties, consumers face
a risk with their choice and decisions will only made in the future, based on the
experience consumers have with the unknown product.
The use of trade marks on goods save consumers time and costs by making
it unnecessary to rely on search or experience.' 20 Without marks, marketing
will be impeded and quality standards may fall given that producers may have
an excuse not to maintain standards.'21
Marks also serve as instruments of consumer protection especially in
developing economies where consumer protection laws are lacking. But
the weakness of this proposition is demonstrated by the failure of most
countries to provide consumers with a specific and direct right of action when
deceived 1 .
Consumer deceit is of three types. Deceit that the mark used is registered in
a particular place, or that it belongs to a particular entity, which place or entity
imports good quality. Deceit by the unauthorised use of a mark of a third party;
and thirdly, deceit by the authorised use of a mark on products which have a
119 Martino & Ullah, note 109 supra.
120 Kamperman & Maniatis, note 118 supra.
121 Akerlof, G.A., "The market for 'Lemons': quality, uncertainty and the market mechanism"
[1970] Quarterly Journal of Economics 488.
122 Cornish & Phillips note 35 supra
123 Shanahan, Dan, "The trademark right: consumer protection or monopoly?" 72 TMR 233
(1982). The position has since changed in Nigeria with the formation of a consumer Protection
Council which can institute actions of behalf of consumers, but provision is found in the Consumer
Protection Council Decree, 1992 and not under the Trade Marks Act.
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lower quality than those on which the mark attained its reputation. Given the
absence of direct civil rights, it is assumed that consumers cannot sue even
when deceived.124
2.11.6	 Protection of Manufacturer's Goodwill
The protection of trade marks enhances industrial development 125 by creating
an atmosphere for competition in a number of ways - by deterring careless
manufacturing, enabling competitors to identify their goods and promote sales
based on the goodwill that attaches to their goods and encourages new
products being introduced with the same mark given the assurance that goods
will be recognised and accepted based on the goodwill that attaches to the
mark from previous products.126
2.11.7	 Advertising & Marketing
Trade marks have a psychological hold on consumers, a selling power which
is utilised in advertising and marketing. 127 Trade marks make advertising
possible.	 Trade marks also aid producers to break into markets.
124 It is, however, arguable, extending the authority in Rickless v United Artists [1987] FSR 362,
that where a statute in the bid to protect certain persons, makes the doing of an act an offence, the
persons sought to be protected by the statute may have a right to civil remedies, notwithstanding
the absence of special provision to that effect. But see the following: Shanahan note 123 supra;
Zorraquin argues that trade mark laws are unfair as they lean in favour of IPR owners rather than
consumers by specifically allowing the former and not the latter to sue Zorraquin, Aracama E.D.,
"Industrial Property Rights as instruments of consumer protection". Beier, [1976] GRUR Int 125
at 127 translated and cited by Kamperman & Maniatis supra, argued that where consumers have
a right to sue, manufacturers may not be able to change the quality of their products. It is
suggested that where the change is an improvement, there should be no right of action other than
an obligation on the proprietor's part to indicate such changes in all adverts and on all products.
Shanahan also alludes to this point and suggests that courts are ill-equipped to adjudicate over
questions of quality, a rather subjective issue.
125 Gabay note 107 supra.
126 Braun, Ferdinand "The economic role of industrial property" [1979] EIPR 265; Gabay note
107 supra.
127 Schecter supra
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Advertisement is part of the information function of trade marks,1
strengthening the ability of the marks to indicate origin, quality or status.
2.12 The importance of patent information
Patent specifications have had a very important information function since the
first specifications was filed in the eighteenth century.' This includes
information about the patentee, the inventor, dealings with the patent, the scope
of monopoly claimed and how to work the invention. Of all the information
provided, the last two, the scope and how to work the invention are the most
important, forming the basis of granting patents, the exchange for disclosure
theory.
The theory posits that in exchange for the information given, the state should
give the patentee certain rights for a certain period. The purpose is to ensure
that the public can work the invention after the expiry of the patent; to enable
third parties to improve on invention through further R&D; to indicate to the
world, what is protected; and to prevent efforts which only amount to
128 Nelson, P., "Advertising as Information", [1974] 82 Journal of Political Economy 729;
Kihlstrom, R.E. & Riordan, M.H., "Advertising as a Signal", [1984] 92 Journal of Political Economy
426.
' Beler & Straus, Joseph, "The Patent System and its Information Function - Yesterday and
Today", 8 IIC 388(1977): Historically, the considerations for granting patents can be deduced from
the recitals of petitions for patents. They include the following:- "to mitigate poverty, "to create
employment, ... to reward inventors for their time and skills, "to secure the memory of this
invention" and to "make certain that the knowledge of it should remain known to our people";
Davies, D. Seabome, "The early history of the patent specification" [1934] 50 LQR 86, 260. There
is a controversy among some wnters as to whether specifications were demanded at the suggestion
and benefit of the grantee as suggested by Hulme 13 LOR 313, or for the convenience of the
Crown or public, as suggested by Davies. Unless some new historical fact which settles the debate
either way is unveiled, it may be unwise to be dogmatic about why the specification requirement
was inserted in Nasmith's grant. Nasmith's patent of 1711 was the 1St specification. The Crown
did not consistently require a specification after Nasmith's grant until 1734, when it became
compulsory. Whatever conclusions one may draw, specifications became compulsory and have
functioned as sources of information; Dublin argues that the fact of adding to knowledge that
justifies patents as a monopoly: Dublin, Jacques M., "Statutory design-rights: Solution to the unfair
competition of piracy" 56 TMR 159 (1966); As Dr. Alan W. White pointed out, when specifications
became a prerequisite even before claims were required, the main purpose of specifications was
to describe the invention to others in such a way as to allow them to work the invention when the
patent expires: "The function and structure of patent claims" [1993] 7 EIPR 243.
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reinventing the wheel.' 3°	 Indeed, every patent would be against the
principles of law were it not for the public advantage derived from it.131
Hence, the rule that patent specifications should contain information which
would enable the average person skilled in the art to be able to work the
invention.
In its origins, patentees were obliged to teach two sets of apprentices, the art
of working the invention introduced to a granting nation by virtue of the patent.
With time, specifications aimed at giving information which would have been
used by apprentices were introduced. The importance of patents as sources
of information cannot be overemphasised. 132 Yet it is doubtful whether this
role is appreciated in many countries.
It is estimated that the EC wastes 20 billion pounds annually by repeating
research already published/patented by other companies. There is a
record of a British company which embarked on intensive research to solve
some technical problems, only to discover that it had previously obtained a
patent which resolved the problem. If this can happen in the UK, it is not
difficult to imagine what will happen in developing economies where the patent
documentation system is usually poor.
It follows that in order to raise the level of appreciation and relevance of
patents, the role of patent information has to be stressed. The art of using
130 Beier and Straus note 129 supra.
131 As per Ashurst J. in Turner v Winter (1787)1 T.R. 602, at 173, citing Ex Parte Hoops (1802)
6 Ves. 559.
132 Niklasson, Sten, "Patent information and documentation:a perspective of the 21st century",
1990 World Patent Information 12; Arnot R.M.G. "The future of the British patent classification"
(BPC) 8 CIPA 287 at 381: Arnot emphasised the importance of good classification over examination
process and the appointment of officials which can ensure a waste of resources. If a weak patent
is granted, good indexing can help easy identification and invalidation. A weak patent may also
be unfair to the bargain which the state gives that is, information for monopoly.
133 Blake, Ted "Patents as sources of information - Billions are lost by companies not checking
patents", Future and the Inventor, October 1991, p.3.
134 Blake, Ted note 133 supra. The report of the information section of the UK patent office.
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patent information should be taught, patent libraries must be estabIished,1
while the patent registries must be better organised. It may also be wise to
consider publicising and coordinating R&D in research institutes.'
2.12.1	 Index of Patentee or Information on Working Invention?
It has been suggested that the role of patents have changed, from teaching
persons skilled in the art on how to work the patents, to being merely
indications of ideas, an index of licensors of the latest advancements and
where to obtain them.' 37 This view is dubious, an attempt to negate the
public's quid pro quo for the inventor's monopoly. 1 It should not be
condoned.
In rejecting the view, some laws specifically provide that the specification must
describe the invention in such a manner as it will be sufficiently clear to an
average person skilled in the art, how the invention should be worked.139
It is conceded that in some cases, specifications do not contain sufficient
information to enable the working of the invention. Invariably, such patentees
135 Ntabgoba note 118, chapter 1 supra; Aderibigbe M.R., "The Nigerian patent system and the
new industrial policy", 1990 12(2) World patent Information 95; Aderibigbe M.R., "Libraries, patent
specifications in research and development", unpublished paper delivered at the national
conference on ideas, Inventions, and Financing Intellectual Property", organised by the law firm
of Chief G.O. Sodipo & Co., Lagos, Nigeria, 1991 December; Smith discussed how a regional
library in the UK publicises the importance of specifications and teaches members of the public how
to use same: Smith, Henry J., "Publicity for Patents in a UK Public Library", 1994 16(2) World
Patent Information 98.
136 Subbaram, N.R-., "Intellectual Property Protection in the Council of Scientific and Industrial
research (CSIR), India", 1994 16(2) World Patent Information 101.
137 Beier & Straus, note 129 supra.
138 Eisenschitz, Tamara S, "The information function of patents", 1987 4 Trademark World
p.38.
139 Art. 83 of the European Patent Convention specifies that an "Application must disclose the
invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a person skilled in
the art"; The Indian Patent Act, 1970 provides that "Sufficient information to permit the
understanding of the description of the material or the instruction for the working of the invention
by those persons in India possessing average skill and knowledge to work the invention"
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either stand the risk of losing their patent for insufficiency, or even the refusal
of the grant of a patent.14°
Moreover, Article 29 of TRIPS clearly prohibits this practice by providing that
"Members shall require that an applicant for a patent shall
disclose the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete
for the invention to be carried out by a person skilled in the art
and may require the applicant to indicate the best mode for
carrying out the invention known to the inventor at the filing date
or, where priority is claimed, at the priority date of the application"
(emphasis added)
Inventors who are only interested in attracting licensees but not to describe the
working of their inventions sufficiently should not be granted a monopoly in
exchange for nothing. To do otherwise is to cause the patent system to fall into
disrepute by removing the very basis of the state granted monopoly.
2.13 Intellectual Property and Property Concepts
The justification for creating proprietary rights in intellectual property has been
challenged on the basis that they do not conform to the traditional theories of
property: scarcity, labour and natural law. Space will not permit a detailed
analysis of this debate. All intellectual property laws treat the rights as
property concepts in the sense that they can be owned, transferred and
exploited.
2.13.1	 Scarcity
Scarcity is sometimes used as a criterion for creating property rights, on the
'° Nigeria: ss.9(1 )(b) & 3(2), Patents and Designs Act, 1970; UK: s.72(1 )(c) Patents Act, 1977.
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premise that such rights should only be created only in inherently scare
resources, which are never enough to satisfy universal demands, hence the
need to exclude it from others. Thus the creation of proprietary rights over land
is justifiable because it is not sufficient to meet universal demands and it is
necessary to exclude from third parties, in order to be able to possess it.
Since intellectual creations are based on information and ideas, it has been
argued that information is the anti-thesis of property 141 . This contention is
based on the following premises:
that information is capable of universal possession.; that a person
can transfer information to an infinite number of others, and yet
retain the whole of it for himself; that it is never used up; that it
never becomes scarce; that in order to possess it, it is never
necessary to exclude it from the possession of anyone else.142
The fallacies in these premises are immediately evident. Information is
valuable because it is scarce. Invariably, the value of information diminishes
when it is universally possessed. Thus is inappropriate to argue that the owner
of information can retain the whole of it despite the transfer of information. The
value of what is held after the transfer is reduced. In order to retain value, the
owner of information must be vested with powers to restrain its use or transfer.
The questions on an examination paper contains information capable of
universal possession. Yet it remains scarce before the examination hence
valuable. It loses value once it is copied or the information is transferred before
the exam. In order to possess it, it may therefore be necessary to empower
the owner of the information to exclude third parties from dealing with it before
141 Roberts R.J., "Is information property? IPJ 209.
142 Roberts note 141 supra.
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the exam.'43
The same example applies to patents, copyrights trade marks and designs.
They are valuable because they are scarce, containing information in a form
which the public did not possess prior to its creation. Once appropriated by
third parties, the information is used up, or at least loses some value. It follows
that if it is right for proprietary rights to be created on the basis of scarcity,
intellectual property rights have a sound justification.
2.13.2	 Labour
The labour theory proceeds on the premise that as the sweat of a man's brow
is rewarded, so should the fruit of his brain. On the other hand, critics
argue that the creation or modification of property rights or compensation
should not be a reason to treat authors or inventors differently, solely on the
labour expended; 145 that there is no reason to reward authors more than the
reward for other kinds of workers; and that workers are not paid to the value
of their work but in the amount necessary to persuade them to pertorm their
work, plus any premium resulting from the scarcity of similar workers.'46
Nevertheless, the labour theory could be justified by the principle of fairness.
It is unfair to allow third parties who did not have anything to do with the
original creation or commercialisation of an intellectual property product, a right
to exploit the same products.
143 See paras. 7.7 - 7.7.2, chapter 7 infra.
144 Plant, note 16 supra; Copinger & Skone James, 11th ed. p.4.
145 Breyer, 84 Harvard L. Rev. 281 (1970)
146 Light, Sheldon N., Tarody, Burlesque and the Economic Rationale for Copyright", 11
Connecticut Law Rev., No.4, 619 (1979).
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2.13.3	 Natural Law
The proponents of the natural law theory as justification for supporting
intellectual property rights as property are often attacked on an historical basis.
It is contended that it cannot be natural law, because did the system is of
recent origin unlike other property rights and the system evolved through
statute, rather than common law. Using the same yardsticks, that is antiquity
and common law, it is submitted that these criticisms miss the point. The right
to life, the right to dignity, the right to equal treatment and similar rights
accorded to Blacks and the freedom won from slavery are of recent origin and
they were derived thorough statutes and not the common law, yet they are
natural rights!
2.14 Alternatives
Some alternatives suggested in place of the system: the lead time theory; the
use of anti-copying devices; and state patronage are briefly discussed below.
2.14.1	 Lead Time for First to Market Product
It has been suggested that businesses can function effectively without the
intellectual property system. This view is premised on the lead time advantage
businesses which are the first to market a product have over their
competitors. 147 The argument is that the investments can still be recouped
by businesses which are the first to market a product with good marketing
strategies.
The example given to support this contention is the American publishing
industry in the 19th century. There is evidence that despite the fact that
English author did not have copyright protection in the US, American publishers
still paid English author royalties. 	 It was suggested that this was made
147 Plant, Arnold, The economic theory concerning patents for inventions (1934); Breyer note
16 supra and the reply to Breyer by Tyerman, note 16 supra.
148 Plant note 16 supra at 84; Breyer, note 16 supra.
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possible by the lead time initial publishers had over others.
This example is inapplicable today for two reasons. Unlike the technology of
the 19th century, copying is easier and faster today and the lead time is
reduced in some industries and virtually non-existent in others.' 49 Hence, the
theory of lead time is inappropriate to modem businesses. Secondly, the
proponents of the theory failed to mention the unwritten custom (among big
American publishers of the period), not to pirate a book which had been placed
on the market by another publisher - this secured a form of exclusivity which
coupled with the difficulties of transportation and communication made it less
attractive to copy publishers with such "exclusive rights".' 50 It is possible that
those publishers recouped their profits because of the unwritten custom and not
because of the lead time.
2.14.2	 Anti-Copying Devices
It has also been suggested that in the absence of intellectual property rights,
reliance may be placed on anti-copying devices such as scrambling of signals,
use of decoders, viruses in computer software and holograms. 151 This would
have been reasonable had it not been that technology is often developed to
counteract the devices, or produce similar devices like holograms and
decoders. 152 The only option left to industry is a law which prohibits the
production of similar devices, or devices to counteract them.' 	 Additionally,
149 Reichman, J.H., "Beyond the historical lines of demarcation: competition law, intellectual
property rights, and international trade after the GATT Uruguay Round", XX(1) BROOK J. INT'L
L.75 (1993)
150 Ringer, Barbara, "Two hundred years of copyright law in America in 200 years of American
and English patents, copyright and trademarks (1976) at 124.
151 Palmer, Tom G., "Intellectual Property: a non-Posnenan law and economics approach", 12
Hamlin Law Rev., 261 at 288.
152 See para.6.4.3 infra for an analysis of the propriety of anti-copying devices in the computer
industry.
' See s.296 & 297A UK copynght, Designs and Patents Act, 1988.
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the costs of these devices may be prohibitive to small scale companies within
any industry, leaving them with no protection, a form of prejudice.
Consequently, anti-copying devices are no substitute for the intellectual property
system.
2.14.3	 State Patronage
In place of the intellectual property system, it has been suggested that a
system of state patronage, that is, awards and prizes can be administered to
give an all inclusive compensation to creators and inventors, in appreciation of
their contribution. 1M The difficulty and impracticability of this regime in a
modern capitalist set-up is obvious. Adam Smith rightly argued that it will be
bedeviled by favouritism' 55 and it will sufter from a continuous challenge to
any test adopted to identify and compensate adequately. Moreover, it will be
contrary to recent privatisation policies of most governments.
2.15 Implications of Abolishing
the Intellectual Property System
Given that there is insufficient evidence that the intellectual property system has
contributed to technological development (particularly in developing economies),
and the abusive practices based on the system, the suggestion is often made
to abolish the system. 1 It is therefore imperative to consider some
implications of abolishing the system. It must, however, be stressed that a
detailed analysis of these implications is beyond the scope of this study, hence
only a few points are highlighted. The conclusion is that any attempt to abolish
Plant note 16 supra. As shown in chapter 1 supra, early monopolies were based on state
patronage. The English Parliament gave Crompton a reward of £5,000 since he got very little
commercial reward for his invention - the spinning jenny: Montoux, The industrial revolution in the
eighteenth century (1961) pp.237-238.
' Campbell, R.H., & Skinner, A.S., Adam Smith: An inquiry into the nature and causes of the
wealth of nations, p.754 (1976).
' For example, Kalu note 15 supra.
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the system in any country may be unreasonable.
2.15.1	 Diplomatic and Trade Sanctions
As between industrialised and developed economies, such a move will attract
diplomatic and trade sanctions from the former.' 57 	It will upset complex
international economic relations in the industrial fieId. 	 Further, aid which
is important to some economies would probably be channelled to other
countries.159
This is because the system is now a trade issue, at least in most industrialised
economies. 160 If the system is abolished in developing economies, the
revenues earned by the government and private sector, the job security derived
from the system will be adversely affected. Pirated and counterfeited products
from developing economies will compete unfairly with original products, under-
cutting profits. Consequently, trade and diplomatic sanctions against any
country which abandons the system is to be expected.
More importantly, attempts to abandon the system will be most unreasonable
in a post-GATT era. Any nation party to GATT TRIPS which attempts to
disregard the system, will incur the wrath of the international community through
the enforcement mechanisms of TRIPS. 161 Such nations will not receive the
157 Penrose, E.T., The economics of the international patent system, Baltimore: John Hopkins,
1951 - 116-8; Twinomkunzi, Charles, "The international patent system - a third world perspective"
(1982) 22 Indian J. of Int'l Law 31 at pp. 67-68: (diplomatic pressures); Oddi, note 15 supra, at
855; Verma, note 15 supra at 31.
158 Government of India, Ministry of Education, Symposium - International Copyright: Needs of
Developing Countries, pp. 18-9.
159 Sayasuriya, D.C., "Pharmaceutical, Patents and the Third World", (1988) Vol. 22 5
J.W.T.L.1 17; Miserage, note 86, chapter 1 supra.
160 See para.2.8 above.
161 The World Trade Organisation which will administer GATT-TRIPS, was launched with 81
countries comprising of 53 developing economies, 25 industrialised economies and three former
socialist economies; 49 other countries are in the process of joining: GATT-WTO News, January
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most favoured nation treatment and their exports will attract heavy restrictions
and tariffs. Trade sanctions can also be imposed on a nation which is not party
to GATT, which disregards the system.
Although it is inconclusive that the system attracts foreign investments, 162 any
nation which abandons the system will probably loss foreign investors to other
nations where the system is effectively administered.1
2.15.2	 Consumer Deception! Loss of Goodwill
Despite any negative reactions to trade marks, their information functions
cannot be refuted in any economy' M It reduces the time that would have
been spent in describing or examining products before purchases are made.
It serves as an instrument of consumer protection (especially in developing
economies where consumer protection laws are inadequate).' 65 It protects
the goodwill established in a business. All these would probably be lost if the
system is abandoned. The probable consequences are consumer deception
and loss of goodwill. The inherent dangers cannot be over-emphasised.
Counterfeiting can endanger lives, businesses, jobs, national revenue and
reputation 166
4 1995.
162 See para.2.9 above.
' Cornish and Phillips, note 35 supra.
164 See para.2.11 - 2.11.2 above.
165 Cornish & Phillips, note 35 supra. See also the National Consumer Association note 14
supra, and Kalu, note 14 supra, who support the trade marks system, despite opposition to the
patent and copyright system.
166 See para.4.O, chapter 4 infra.
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2.15.3	 Effect on Local Industries
While the evidence in on the positive effects of the system industrialised
economies is inconclusive, it will be irresponsible to recommend abolishing the
system, since the evidence does not support such a move. 167 Evidence
does not support the view that the alternatives suggested (in place of the
system) will have a better effect on technological growth.
There will probably be a loss of profits, a loss of jobs, a loss of income in all
economies, if the system is not administered, at least with respect to local
interests. Traders will suffer because of unfair competition by third parties who
sell products which counterfeit their get ups and marks. For instance, the
Indian film and music industries and the Nigerian music and publishing
industries will suffer1.
2.16 CONCLUSION
Though the evidence that the technological progress made in industrialised
economies was derived from the intellectual property system is inconclusive,
it still appears logical to argue (in absence of conclusive evidence to the
contrary), that the progress was at least partly influenced by the system.
The system has had little impact in most developing economies due to other
factors such as the manner of introduction of the system, a poor understanding
of the role of the system, the size of the local market and impediments to trade,
like restrictions against foreigners, instability and poor infrastructure. Some
attention must be given to these issues before the system can achieve its
objectives in developing countries. Without addressing these factors, it may be
inappropriate to examine the impact of the system to developing economies in
167 Machlup supra.
168 With respect to how the local industry in Nigeria suffered from piracy, see para.1 .7.2,
chapter 1 ante.
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a vacuum.
The theories which have been canvassed as alternatives to the system have
been shown to be questionable and probably unworkable. The proprietary
rights created by the system have been shown to be reasonable, at least on
the grounds of fairness: as a means toan end and not an end in themselves.
Nonetheless, claims such as the intellectual property system's propensity to
encourage creativity, inventiveness, foreign investments cannot withstand
critical analysis in all situations.
However, a sound justification for the intellectual property system is trade. Any
country seeking to participate in the new world trade order to be effected
through GATI must necessarily administer the system and protect foreign
works. Refusal to do so may attract diplomatic and trade sanctions.
Developing economies opposed to the system and who profit by pirating and
counterfeiting the products of others states may soon see their profits diminish,
as the nations which are their primary exports market place may restrictions
and high tariffs on their exports, or refuse to give more aids in future. Thus,
piracy and counterfeiting may no longer be wise policies on the economics of
scale, in a post-GATT era.
But this does not allay the fears of consumers and many developing economies
on the issue of "monopoly", the ability to raise prices unreasonably, or engage
in other abusive business practices for which holders of intellectual property
rights are noted. Such practices may undermine the justifications for the
intellectual property system. The next chapter focuses these other issues and
the need to balance the interests of right owners with those of the public.
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Chapter 3
MONOPOLY AND THE FREEDOM TO COPY
3.0. General
In the last chapter, the significance of the intellectual property system for
technical and economic development was discussed. It was concluded that the
system raises trade issues: any nation wishing to enjoy a favourable treatment
in world trade would have to a considerable extent protect the intellectual
property rights of foreigners particularly in a post-TRIPS era. This is
irrespective of the views proffered by the developing economies' lobby 1 and by
the consumer interests lobby2 about the limited extent the system has
influenced, or can influence each nation's development.
This chapter considers the apprehensions of consumers and developing
economies on the propensity of right holders to abuse the intellectual property
system. Such abuses may cause scarcity of goods, the unreasonable raising
of prices and stifle competition and progress. It is argued that there are
mechanisms within and outside the system which seek to and can be used to
balance the interests of right owners and consumers.
This chapter challenges the view that intellectual property rights are monopoly
rights. An attempt is made to identify the features of monopolies and the extent
to which intellectual property rights subscribe to those features. It is argued
that even if they are monopolies, intellectual property rights are not odious
1 See the following articles in chapters 1 & 2 below: Kunz- Hallstein, Oddi, Mukubwa, note 1;
Nijar, note 113, Yankey, Ntabgoba, note 118; Osita-Eze, note 131 all in chapter 1. Kalu, Verma,
Patel, , Vaughan, note 15, Greer, LaD, note 69; Grundmann note 71; Twinomski note 73;
Sarasunya, note 159, all in chapter 2.
2 International Trade and the Consumer: Working paper 6, Intellectual Property - The
Consumer view of Patents, Copyrights, Trade Marks and Allied Rights, London: National Consumer
Council, 1991.
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monopolies. They should be tolerated as monopolies in themselves are not
inherently bad. It is at least arguable that the benefits derivable by the public
through the system outweigh the disadvantages of any monopoly the system
may create.3
This chapter ofters three justifications for condoning any intellectual property
right which is a monopoly. The first is the benefit the intellectual property
system is capable of bestowing. Secondly, there are limitations imposed by
the system by way of territory, duration, permitted acts and unprotected subject
matter. These limitations can be explored by consumer groups and developing
economies to expand the scope of their freedom to copy in a post-TRIPS era.
Thirdly, there are mechanisms to check abuse of power. The checks are of
two types, those within the system: involuntary licences, revocation, forfeiture,
or cancellation and those outside the system: the principle of non-derogation
from grant, transfer of technology and licensing regulatory mechanisms, anti-
competition regimes and price-control mechanisms.
However, space will not permit an exhaustive treatment of the issues raised
herein or the viability of any of the regimes mentioned. It must be reiterated
that the issues are only discussed in the wider context of balancing the
interests of right owners and the public's freedom to copy against a background
of piracy and counterfeiting. The intention is only to highlight how some of the
regimes have been used to check the abuse of monopoly, or expand the scope
of the public's freedom to copy.
See for example: the House Report on the 1909 US Act, House of Representative Report
No.2222, 60th Congress, 2nd Session, at 7 (1909); The British Patent System: Report of the
Committee to Examine the Patent System and the patent Law, HMSO (1970); the Canadian study,
note 22 and the New Zealand report, note 37, both in chapter 2 supra. Those who contend that
the evidence of the contribution of the system is inconclusive will accept the role of the system as
a trade issue; see chapter 2 paras. 2.8 & 2.15.1 ante, where it is argued that some developing
economies are improving mechanisms to fight piracy and counterfeiting because of the overall
national interests to obtain trade concessions.
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3.1	 Balancing Conflicting Interests
To sustain its relevance, the intellectual property system must continue to strive
to maintain the delicate balance between the private-public or producer-
consumer interests and the industrialised-developing economies' interests as
enshrined in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 4 In
giving their imprimatur to the Declaration, many national laws are founded on
the philosophy that in order for the public to benefit from the technological and
economic progress which the system seeks to achieve, certain private rights
have to be created and protected.5
Intellectual property rights are exclusive private rights which can restrain the
public from doing certain acts in relation to the things subject matter of
protection. The negative nature of the rights causes tensions because they are
protected on the premise that the protection can stimulate holders to produce
goods. Such goods are beneficial to the public whom the rights are meant to
Dworkin & Taylor op cit p.3; cornish, Intellectual Property op cit. para.3-01 1; Stewart, S.M.,
International Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, Butterworths, London (1989); Davies, Gillian,
Copyright and the Public Interest, Munich: Max Planck Institute, pp.2-3 (1994).
See paras. 1.1 - 1.4.3, chapter 1 supra. See Aguda, note 1 chapter 2 supra. Note,
however, that this was not motivating factor for introducing the intellectual property system to some
developing countries when they were under colonial administration: chapter 1, paras.1 .6-1.9.1
supra. See chapter 2 ante, where the validity of this aspiration is discussed. See also Article 8 of
the Constitution; H.R. REP. No.2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., 7, February, 1909, accompanying the
bill embodying the US Copyright Act approved on March 4, 1909, effective July 1, 1909 - cited in
Latman, Alan Howell's Copyri ght Law, rev. ed., BNA, 1942 p.ix - "The Constitution does not
establish copyrights, but provides that Congress shall have power to grant such rights if it thinks
fit. Not primarily for the benefit of the authors, but primarily for the benefit of the public, such rights
are given. Not that any particular class of citizens, however, worthy, may benefit, but because the
policy is believed to be for the benefit of the great body of people, in that it will stimulate writing and
invention to give some bonus to authors and inventors". Goldstein, Paul, Copyright Vol. 1, Little
Brown & Company, 1989 pp.4-6; Twentieth Century Music Corp. v Aiken 422 U.s. 151, 186
U.S.P.Q. 65 (1975) where the US Supreme Court held that "The limited scope of the copyright
holder's monopoly, like the limited duration required by the Constitution, reflects a balance of
competing claims upon public interest: Creative work is to be encouraged and rewarded, but private
motivation must ultimately serve the cause of promoting broad public availability of literature, music
and the other arts"; The Whitford Committee subscribes to the view that "the exclusive rights which
are granted by national copyright, patent, trade mark and design laws are granted because it is in
the public interest to grant them": Hon. Mr. Justice Whitford, Copyright and Designs Law, Report
of the Committee to Consider the Law on Copyright and Designs, March 1977; see the speech of
Lord Macaulay in Hansard, vol. 56, 1841, 342 et seq.
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restrain.
There is also an inherent tension between the system and the need to promote
competition.6 Given their negative nature, that is, to prevent third parties from
doing certain acts, intellectual property rights appear prima facie anti-
competitive, yet they seek to be prima facie pro-competitive by encouraging the
production of goods and services. But abuses leading to anti-competitive
results may occur when the economic and social objectives of the intellectual
property system are jeopardized by right holders, for instance, the use of a
trade mark to circumvent free enterprise and unbridled competition. However,
public policy dictates that the rights should be kept within their proper bounds.7
In setting out the objectives of TRIPS, Article 7 recognises the importance of
balancing these interests in order to foster world trade and economic
development. It provides that:
"The protection and enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights should
contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer of
technology to the mutual advantage of producers and the users of technological
knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare and
to a balance of rights and obligations". (emphasis added)
The essence of TRIPS as seen in Article 7 is that the intellectual property
system should be administered in such a way that it achieves its expected
ends. The system should stimulate authorship, innovation, transfer of
technology and foreign investments. It must also fulfil other functions such as
6 Mellor, James and Alexander, Daniel, "current Developments in EC Law", 1994 43 I.C.L.Q.
212; Whaite, Robin, "The draft technology transfer block exemption", [1994] 7 EIPR 259;
Macfarlane, N., Wardle, C., & Wilkinson, J., "The tension between national intellectual property
rights and certain provisions of EC Law" {1994] 12 EIPR 525.
Davis supra note 86, chapter 1, at 506; Roffe, Pedro, "Abuses of patent monopoly: a legal
appraisal" (1974) 2(9) World 0ev. 15; United States v Timken Roller Bearing Co 83 F. Supp. 284,
316, 31 US 593, 89 USPQ 462 (1951).
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giving information and protecting consumers and businesses. 8 The private
rights of intellectual property owners should be balanced against their
obligations to the public.
In fact, the preamble to TRIPS show the following intentions:
a) 10 ensure that measures and procedures to enforce intellectual
property rights do not in themselves become barriers to legitimate
trade", whilst
b) "Recognizing the underlying public policy objectives of national
systems for the protection of intellectual property, including
developmental and technological objectives", and
c) Recognizing also the special needs of the least-developed
country Members ... in order to enable them to create a
technological base".
Consequently, Article 8 of TRIPS allows Members to adopt measures
consistent with TRIPS, which are "necessary to protect public health and
nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to the
socio-economic and technological development" or to "to prevent the abuse of
intellectual property rights by right holders or the resort to practices which
unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of
technology".
Private interests, that is, the interests of right holders and producers sometimes
coincide with those of industrialised economies where most of the intellectual
8 See chapter 2 infra.
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property rights are held. 9 Private interests usually call for the boundaries of
the rights to be expanded, to more areas, for a longer duration, in all countries
and without any restrictions. The private interest lobby seek measures which
can ensure greater profits and the possibility of maintaining a stronger position
in the market in the interests of right owners.
On the other hand, public interests, 10 that is, the interests of the consumers
and users of the rights, sometimes coincides with those of developing
economies who are primarily users and consumers, rather than right owners
and producers. The public interest lobby demand for less protection, or for
freedom to copy at minimal costs, or no costs at all. 11 The minimum benefit
that can accrue to the public is the availability of products protected by the
system at affordable prices. 12 Where the opposite obtains, the system is
undermined and cannot be justified because "the good of the people is the
chief law". 13 Private interests must yield to the public good. 14 It therefore
Hence the division between developing countries (Group 77) and industrialised economies:
see note 1 supra; Anderfelt, UIf, International Patent System and developing Countries, Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, (1971); Kunz-Hallsetin, Hans Peter, "Patent protection, transfer of technology and
developing countries" 6 IIC 427 (1975); LalI, S, "The patent system and the transfer of technology
to less-developed countries" (1976) 10 J.W.T.L. 1; Balraj, C., "The economics of intellectual
property and the GAIT, a view from the South" 22(2) VANDERBILT J. INT'L L 243; Kostecki,
M.M., "Sharing intellectual property between the rich and the poor" [1991] 8 EIPR 271; Worthy,
John, "Intellectual property protection after GAIT" [1994] 5 EIPR 195.
10 Note the extent of the scope of public interest under Article 8 of TRIPs: Reichman, J.H.,
"Beyond the historical lines of demarcation: Competition law, intellectual property rights, and
International Trade after the GATT's Uruguay Round", BROOK J.of INT'L. L 75 at 104.
See the Introduction to this dissertation ante.
12 Macaulay Hansard, Vol.56, 5 February 1841, for instance, argued that the purpose of
copyright is to reward men of letters liberally, to encourage them to produce books in order to
ensure that the cost of books will be affordable. But see chapter 2 paras. 2.6 - 2.6.3 on how sound
this assumption is.
13 Cicero in De Legibus Ill, iii.8. Both Milton and Cicero cited by Davies, Gillian, Copyright and
the Public Interest, Munich: Max Planck Institute, pp2-3 (1994).
14 Milton note 13 above -
Samson Agonistes, line 865
"That grounded maxim
So rife and celebrated in the mouths
Of wise men; that to the public good
Private respects must yield"
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becomes imperative for each nation to identify and correct any defect in the
system which tilts the balance unfairly.15
3.2	 The Balance of Interests and Monopolies
Some reasons for the increasing attack on the system have been highlighted
earlier.' 6 Two points sum it up: that some of the expected goals of the
system such as transfer of technology and stimulation of technological
progress, foreign investments have not been achieved; 17 and that the rights
are often regarded as monopolies in a loose sense by judges and leading
writers.'8
Monopolies are often regarded with suspicion. 19 According to Adam Smith,
monopolists should be checked because they can keep the market constantly
under-stocked, by never fully supplying the effectual demand and by selling
their commodities above reasonable prices by reason of lack of competition2°
Fritz Machlup lists the vices of monopolists as follows:
"Pick pockets of consumers by charging too high prices; cut the throats of small
15 Macaulay argues that "The system of copyright has great advantages and disadvantages,
and it is our business to ascertain what these are, and then to make an arrangement under which
the advantages may be as far as possible secured, and the disadvantages as far as possible
excluded": Macaulay note 12 supra, at 346.
16 Chapter 2 paras. 2.4 - 2.4.2 ante.
17 See chapter 1 paras. 1.2 - 1.4.3 infra, for a narration of how these goals were attained in
medieval Europe.
18 This can easily be confirmed by a quick reference to many books, articles and judicial
pronouncements on intellectual property, yet hardly is the proper use of the term "monopoly"
analysed. McCarthy, Thomas, "Compulsory licence of a trademark: remedy or penalty 67 TMR
197(1977) traced the first use of the term "monopoly" in trade marks to Blanchand v Hill 2 Atk 484,
26 E.R. 692 (1742).
19 This is not unconnected with the history of monopolies, which were originally State or Crown
grants as rewards to favourites or traders which enabled them to prevent competition.
20 Campell R.H., & Skinner A.S., Adam Smith: An Inquiry into the nature and causes of the
wealth of nations, p.78 (1976).
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independent businessmen by ruthless local price-cutting; exploit their workers and
suppliers of raw materials by iniquitous hiring and buying techniques; reduce
national product through uneconomic allocation and inefficient use of productive
resources; jeopardize social stability through concentration of economic control;
use all sorts of pressure to influence government policies in behalf of their own
interests, preventing possible improvements of the standard of living by
suppressing the adoption of superior production techniques; aggravating economic
depressions by maintaining inflexible prices in the face of falling costs and fall in
demand; obstruct sustained recovery by chocking revived demand through
unwarranted price increases; create permanent unemployment by restricting
production and resisting expansion; cause deflationary drains of purchasing power
by accumulating idle cash surpluses, and threaten the existence of free enterprise
and democratic government".21
It has been suggested on behalf of the public interest lobby, that the intellectual
property system creates a foundation for these vices and that right owners
indulge in practices that stifle competition. These vices include the unjustifiable
raising of prices; under-stocking of the market; and uneconomic allocation and
inefficient use of productive resources.
If right owners indulge in these vices without being checked, the balance would
be tilted unfairly in their favour, against public interests. Where the public
suffers from these abuses, it becomes difficult to make a case against piracy
and counterfeiting which could be seen as a reaction to the abuse by right
owners. This raises a number of queries:
21 Machlup, Fritz, The Political Economy of Monopoly: business labour and government
policies, Baltimore: John Hopkins Press pp.3-4 (1952).
See the articles in note 1 supra. Gadbaw in explaining the view of developing economies
cited Industria Farmaceutica Latino-Amencana: Ia Rambonomlo en Accion, year 5, no.9 29 (June
1986). Patents, with the monopoly they provide for imports, would eliminate the local production of
raw materials which has arisen in various countries of the region, worsening the balance of trade
by several billion dollars, and therefore, would reserve the markets of the region for exports from
the United States a and other developed nations at prices higher than international price levels:
Gadbaw, Michael R., "Intellectual Property and International Trade: Merger or Marriage of
Convenience?", 22(2) Vandebilt Journal of Transnational Law 223 (1989); See also Adams,
Stanley, Roche versus Adams, London: Jonathan Cape (1984).
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a) what exactly is a monopoly?;
b) are intellectual property rights monopolies?;
c) if they are, should they be condoned?.
3.3	 What is a Monopoly?
The word "monopoly" is derived from two Greek/Latin words "monos" meaning
alone, and "polein", meaning sell. Lord Justice Coke combined the two words
and defined as monopoly as:
"an institution given by the King, by his grant, commission, or otherwise, to any
person or persons, bodies politic or corporate, of or for the sole buying, selling,
making, making working or using, of any thing whereby any person or persons,
bodies politic or corporate, are sought to be restrained of any freedom or
liberty that they had before, or hindered in their lawful trade" 23 (emphasis
added)
Three features can be identified in this definition. Firstly, it is a sole right to
buy, sell, make, work or use a thing (which presumably, includes goods and
services). Secondly, it is a grant by the King. Thirdly, it seeks to restrain third
parties from a freedom or liberty which they had before, or hinder their lawful
trade.
3.3.1	 Sole Right
To adopt Coke's description of monopoly as the sole right to deal with any
product or service is to make nonsense of the word. Invariably, A, the owner
of Blackacre or a car MX has the sole right to sell and use Blackacre or "X".
23 Coke, Edward, Institutes the Laws of England 181, (London, M. Flesher 1628).
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Strictly speaking, A's right is not a monopoly, else, we are all monopolists,
since we have the sole right to our clothes, toys, and the like. Nevertheless,
in a loose sense, A may be said to have a umonopolyN over Blackacre or his
car "X". However, where A is the only one who sells that kind of car, or
property in his area, A's right may be properly regarded as a monopoly.
This suggests that it is not the sole right per Se, that should be used as
criterion. Rather, the test - "which sole rights can be regarded as
monopolies?", should be determined by the position of the right owner in
relation to the market for a particular product or service. A sole right becomes
a monopoly when the products or services over which the rights are exercised
are difficult or impossible to substitute. It is the sole power to supply goods or
services which do not have comparable substitutes that enable the monopolist
to abuse his position and raise prices or indulge in other anti-competitive
practices. These features are missing in Coke's definition.
Hence, the anti-competition policy in the EU, articulated in Article 86 of the
Treaty of Rome (which deals with monopolies), stresses a dominant position
in the market. This is "a position of economic strength which enables an
undertaking to prevent, or at least hinder, an effective competition being
maintained on the relevant market by giving it the power to behave to an
appreciable extent independently of its competitors, customers and ultimately
of its consumers " .24 In the UK, a "monopoly situation" is defined as one in
which at least a quarter of the goods or services of a particular description are
supplied to the UK by or to one and the same persons, or by or to members
of the same interconnected corporate group. 25 In the USA, monopolies are
considered under the Sherman Act as the power to control prices and exclude
24 Continental Can [1972] CMLR Dli; Michelin v EC Commission [198511 CMLR 282; Tele-
Marketing v CLT and IPB [1986] 2 CMLR 558.
25 Raybould, D.M. & Firth, Alison, Comparative Law of Monopolies, London: Graham &
Trotman, 416 (1993). See Ss.6,7 & 8, Fair Trading Act, 1973.
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competition which arises from the market power of the right owner.26
A big market share or a dominant position can only be determined in the
context of the ease to substitute the goods or services concerned in a relevant
market and the market share of the party concerned.
(I)	 Ease to Substitute
The extent to which any good or service can be substituted is a question of
degree. The line is difficult to draw. Where easily substitutable, it is difficult
for anyone with the sole rights for a particular product or service to raise the
price of his products without due regard to competition or consumer spending
power. Consumers will probably have a choice and switch to other products
or services where the latter can serve as substitutes for products which are
scarce or expensive. The degree of substitutability may be measured by the
cross-elasticity of demand - that is, to what extent will a change in the price of
one product affect the demand for the other. If an increment in the price of a
product which had a larger market share causes a relative shift by consumers
to another product, then the products belong to the same market and can be
substituted 27
Monopolies may not arise where the products concerned are easy to substitute.
This is because, consumers may switch to other products if the right owners
engages in anti-competitive behaviour such as unreasonable raising of prices.
But this criterion is not without its short-comings. Hence, no generalised
categorical answer can be given. The substitutability of any product has to be
determined by the facts of each case.
26 Cellophane: US v E.l du Pont de Nemours and Co., 351 US 377 (1956); Berkey Photo v
Eastman Kodak 603 F.2d 263 (2nd Cir., 1979); see also s.2 of the Sherman Act.
27 Frazer, Tim, Monopoly, Competition and the Law, Herttordshire: Harverster Wheatsheaf,
p.15 (1988).
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It must be noted that the switch by consumers to other products, (due to a raise
in price), does not necessarily indicate suitability of the substitute. The switch
may be occasioned by the spending power of consumers. Consumer
preference may also be informed by other factors which may affect consumer
willingness to take risks such as the type of good, the use to which the good
is meant, and the reputation of the substitute. Consumers may take risks with
washing powders which are offered as substitutes to ones which have patented
chemicals.28 On the other hand, consumers will probably not take the same
risk with patented pharmaceuticals and their substitutes.
However, customer dependence on a product can be a determining factor for
substitutability. Thus in Hugin/Liptons, 29 the Commission found that Hugin,
which had a 12% share of the market for cash registers in the EC did not enjoy
a dominant position for cash registers per se. However, the Commission found
Hugin enjoyed a dominant position with respect to the supply of the spare parts
to the cash registers because Hugin's parts were mostly not interchangeable
with those of other competitors. Consequently, customers who had purchased
Hugin registers had to rely on Hugin's maintenance and repair services.
3.3.2	 Monopoly: by Grant or by Growth?
The transformation from the monarchy of the days of Coke to modem
democracy warrants the extension of Coke's definition from being a grant by
the Crown to include a State grant. Historically, State or Crown granted
monopolies were made by way of commissions, licenses, charters and letters
patent. 3° Examples of modem grants are state owned corporations for the
provision of services or the sale of goods and professional regulatory bodies.
28 Cornish and Phillips note 35 chapter 2 supra.
[1978] 1 CMLR Dig.
° See chapter 1, paras. 1.4 - 1.4.3 ante.
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If a feature of a monopoly is the sole right to buy, sell, use or make a product
or offer a service, then such powers may be acquired otherwise than by Crown
of State grant. It can be realized through the growth of a business or business
arrangements with some other parties. A non-granted monopoly may develop
in either of two ways. It can ensue from the growth of a single person or group
through efficiency, resulting in the person or group control of a major part of the
market share of particular product. 31 It may also develop from the action of
one or more persons to reduce competition by entering into restrictive
arrangements or schemes, such as tie-in clauses etc.
3.3.3	 Monopoly: A Removal of Vested Public Rights?
The third feature of Coke's definition is that monopolies seek to remove the
freedom or liberty that the public had before, or hinder their lawful trade. If all
monopolies have this feature, then they should not be condoned because they
will be unfair. The influence of this definition was reflected by the US Supreme
Court in United States v Dubilier Condenser Cor p ., where it was observed that
"Though often so characterized, a patent is not, accurately speaking, a
monopoly.....Thus a monopoly takes something from the people. An
inventor deprives the public of nothing which it enjoyed before his discovery,
but gives something of value to the community by adding to the sum of human
knowledge'1 32
Edmund Burke also seems to have been influenced by this definition when he
said that a "monopoly is an odious term... [but a patent] ... is not making a
monopoly of what was common. It is the direct reverse, for the condition of the
31 See Black's Law Dictionary 1007(6th ed. 1990) West Law publishers defines it as "a privilege
or peculiar advantage vested in one or more persons or companies consisting in the exclusive nght
(or power) to carry on a particular business or trade, manufacture a particular article, or control the
sale of the whole supply of a particular commodity. A form of market structure in which one or
more persons or only a few firms dominate the total sales of a product or service".
* 289 U.S. 178 at 186 (1933).
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patent, compelling a discovery, making that common which was private
before".
It is, however, suggested that this third feature of Coke's definition is an
inappropriate test for determining what a monopoly is. A person who
manufactures a new product which is not easy to substitute does not
necessarily debar the public from doing what they could before. Yet because
of his market share, such person may be said to have a monopoly. The
manufacturers of compact discs (CDs), do not exclude others from doing what
they could do before, yet the UK Fair Trading Office determined that they have
a monopoly. Consequently, this third feature of Coke's definition will not be
given further consideration. It only remains relevant for determining what unfair
and illegal monopolies are, in the light of the Statute of Monopolies, which
confirmed Parliament's displeasure with such monopolies.35
The consideration should be that the products constitute a big percentage of
the relevant market and that the goods are not easily substitutable. These are
the features which enable a person (who has the sole right to deal in certain
goods) to raise prices or engage in anti-competitive practices.
3.4 A New Definition of a Monopoly
Based on the foregoing analysis of Coke's definition I have offered the following
as a working definition of a monopoly for the purpose of this thesis:
"A monopoly results whenever a person or group of persons have an exclusive
J.H.C. XLVIII, 1793, pp.761,766,785,807,815,821, cited in Dutton, H.I., The patent system
and inventive activity during the industrial revolution 1750-1852, Manchester University Press, 1984.
' Dune, R., "The price of compact-discs" [1993] 4 ENT.L.R. 124.
Rich, Giles, S., (Judge), "Are letters patents grants of monopoly?" 15 W.New ENG.L.R. 239
(1993) suggests that Coke was only dealing with the definition of illegal monopolies pursuant to the
Statute of Monopolies.
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right or privilege to buy, sell, use or make a product or offer a seMce, which
(product or service), is difficult or impossible to substitute and which places the
right owner in a position to dictate the market terms irrespective of consumers
or competitors. It can either be procured by Sovereign or Crown grant or it can
be realized through growth and business arrangements. 37
 A monopoly is
unfair (and should be prevented), if it curtails the freedom of the public to
engage in or to continue to engage in a line of business the public had
previously been engaged in the sense of closing doors to competition rather
than opening it"
3.5	 Are Intellectual Property Richts Monopolies?
Judges and leading writers often refer to intellectual property rights as
monopolies without attempting to define a monopoIy. The underlying
assumption is appears to be that the rights constitute monopolies because third
parties are restricted from dealing with the rights without the permission of the
right owners. But as was argued above, the sole right (per se), to deal with a
product is not by itself a sufficient test for determining what a monopoly is.39
As suggested in my definition, each product should be examined in the light
of its relevant market, the type of rights which attach to it and the ease to
substitute such a product.4°
The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Vol II, Claredon Press,
Oxford, 1973 defines it as the "exclusive possession of the trade in some commodity", an
"exclusive privilege conferred by the sovereign or state of selling some commodity or trading with
a particular place or country", the "exclusive possession, control, or exercise of something". See
Black's Law Dictionary's the definition in note 31 supra.
Contrary to the ancient views that monopolies are Crown grants, they can now be granted
by the State or result through mergers, and other business practices, hence the establishment of
regulatory bodies in most nations such as Securities & Exchange or Monopolies & Mergers
Commissions.
Note 18 supra.
See paras. 3.1 - 3.la supra.
° It should be noted that the regulations against abuse of monopolistic conduct in Europe
under Articles 85 & 86 and in the US under the Sherman and Clayton Acts (and the Draft
Guidelines issued by the US Department of Justice on August 8 1994) do not regard intellectual
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3.5.1	 Patents
Two main factors account for the classification of patents as monopolies. The
origin of many monopolies derived from the grant of letters patent, as did patent
for inventions. Further, the Statute of Monopolies cited patent grants as an
exception to the rule which outlawed other monopolies, that is, patents were
regarded as lawful monopolies. 41 But these factors by themselves alone are
inconclusive premises for classifying patents as monopolies.
The important test is whether in addition to a patent being a sole right, a
patented product is easy to substitute. Patents are peculiar in that they are
sole rights to prevent third parties from dealing with the ideas embodied in an
invention. Substitutability of a patented product depends on the extent to which
a product which achieves a similar end can be made without infringing the
patent.
Chemical and pharmaceutical patents illustrate the point well. It is often difficult
but not impossible to get suitable substitutes to these patents. As such, not
all patents are monopolies but some can lead to monopolies.
Suffice it to say that if a patentee cannot maintain a major share of the market
by inducing a remarkable difference in the higher pricing of his goods (in the
absence of price control mechanisms), it may be inaccurate to describe him as
a monopolist.
3.5.2	 Trade Marks
The owner of a trade or service mark has the sole right to use and apply the
mark in connection with the goods or services. But this right cannot be used
property rights per Se, as monopolies. For a brief discussion on this, see paras. 3.8.4 7 3.9 et seq.
below.
41 See chapter 1, para. 1.4.2	 Q.
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to prevent third parties from selling similar goods or services, provided marks
are not thereby infringed or businesses passed off. Except to the extent that
there is a patent on a good, it is often easy to provide substitute goods and sell
them under another mark. Hence in most cases, trade marks are not, strictly
speaking, true monopolies. However, there is a unique issue where the
goodwill vests in the shape and scent, or where the shape or scent is used as
a trade mark. If the attractive force in a product is its shape or scent, it may
be difficult to substitute, without passing oft the business or infringing the mark.
Thus the Jif Lemon, a plastic lemon shaped and coloured container for lemon
juice in Reckitt and Coleman v Borden Inc. and others, 42 acquired goodwill,
the shape and colour being the attractive force behind the goods. Despite the
fact that there were other lemon juice on the market, the plaintiffs were able to
dominate the market because of the shape and colour of their products. The
defendants who had been marketing their lemon in bottles with marginal profits
were restrained from adopting plastic lemon shaped containers where the
profits were three times higher. Not having a good substitute, the plaintiffs sole
right to market lemon in plastic lemon shaped containers was a defacto
monopoly. That the prices of the plaintiff's products were three times higher
suggests that they could increase prices unreasonably and engage in other
abusive practices.
3.5.3	 Copyright
The chronology of copyright, a child of the monopoly of the Company of
Stationers, provides one possible reason why copyright is still being referred to
as a monopoly.43 Copyright does not protect ideas per Se, but the form in
which the ideas are expressed. It is a sole right to deal with a form of
expression.
42 [1988] FSR 601.
See chapter 1, para. 1.2.2 ante.
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It is not difficult to get or arrange substitutes for most copyright goods.
Moreover, copyright owners are not usually in a position to maintain a
remarkably higher price over substitutes, else, they may lose their market
share. The holder of the copyright in a textbook on criminal law may not have
a monopoly. Another text may be written by another author which can compete
on the market." Therefore, depending on the facts of the case, copyright
may be, or may not be a monopoly.
For example, most collecting societies are monopolies because they often hold
a big market share of the rights in the type of works they administer. 45 No
user may exploit the rights without their permission. If a society refuses to
license any user, the business of the user may be jeopardized since there may
not be suitable substitutes.
Lord Templeman's reference to the plaintiff's copyright as a monopoly in the
British Leyland46 case is also correct. In that case, the plaintiffs were the
copyright owners to the drawings of the exhaust pipes of the cars they
produced, hence the exhaust pipes could only be legally produced by the
plaintiffs or their licensee. No other exhaust pipe was a suitable substitute to
match the cars. Thus the plaintiffs could increase their licence fees, while
under-cutting the price of their licensees' end products. They could refuse to
licence third parties and hinder competition. They had a big share of the
exhaust pipes market for their cars, from their direct or indirect production.
' A good example is the competition given to the leading text on Copyright - Copinger & Skone
James on Copyright, by Laddie, Prescott & vitona, Modem Copyright Law under the UK 1956 Act.
The former was the "Bible on copyright for many decades in the UK and the Commonwealth.
Hence the mechanism for checking abuse of power and ensuring that fees are reasonable.
Freegard, Michael J., "Quis Custodiet? The Role of Copyright Tribunals [1994] 7 EIPR 286.
British Leyland v Armstrong [1986] RPC 279 at 365-6.
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3.6 Should Monopolies be Condoned?
Given the abuse of power for which monopolists are noted, 47 a monopoly
should only be condoned on two grounds: if there is any justification for its
existence and if there are mechanisms to check any abuse of power.
3.6.1	 Justification for Monopoly
A monopoly may be justifiable because it is the most efficient way of conducting
a business or dealing with a right.
The grant of monopolies and charters to traders who successfully undertook to
establish a new trade with distant nations, at their own risk and expense in
medieval Europe, was said to be justifiable. Adam Smith argued that it was the
easiest and most natural way they could have been compensated "for
hazarding a dangerous and expensive experiment, of which the public is
afterwards to reap the benefit".48
Again, until the privatisation schemes of the late eighties and early nineties,
most services were provided by monopoly state corporations in capitalist
economies. Most professional bodies monopolise the practice of the
professions. The marketing by many developing economies of most
commodities was also monopolised initially by marketing boards. 49 While
they lasted, their justification lay in the convergence of all funds and powers in
one body which fostered the growth of the industries and professions
concerned.
See para. 3.2 above. These include restriction of competition, the reduction of efficiency,
the raising of the price of goods (beyond what competition in the market forces would allow), or the
refusal or failure to supply a market.
cambell & Skinner note 20 supra, at 754.
The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC is a good example of the
marketing of petroleum by some countries.
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3.6.2	 Justification: IP Monopolies
Various arguments have been posited to justify intellectual property rights. The
last chapter examined these in some detail. They include the reward theory for
the labour and investment expended, the stimulation of creativity, inventiveness,
transfer of technology and foreign investments and the guarantee against unfair
competition arguments. 5° Despite the short-comings, the system is still the
most efficient mechanism for rewards and guarantees. 5' This is sufficient
justification.
While it is arguable that there is insufficient evidence to justify the continued
existence of the intellectual property system, it must be conceded that the trade
perspectives of the system is sufficient justification. In a post-TRIPS era, any
nation wishing to enjoy a most-favoured-nation status should protect the
intellectual property rights of other nationals. The alternative is to engage in
rampant piracy and counterfeiting and suffer trade embargoes or liability under
the enforcement mechanisms of the World Trade Organisation established
under GATT.
3.6.3	 Checks Against Abuse
Given the dangers of abuse, monopolies were outlawed in England and most
parts of the Commonwealth by the Statute of Monopolies in 1624.52 That
5° See the Clothsworkers of lpswich case, Godbolt 252 and chapter 2, para. 2.1 - 2.1.1.
' Plant suggested a system of State prizes: Plant note 16 chapter 2 supra. But Smith rightly
argues that such a system will be bedeviled by nepotism etc., and it is difficult to be precisely
proportioned to their invention: Campbell & Skinner note 20 supra p.754. In terms of efficiency,
the UK's Monopolies and Mergers Commission in their report Collective Licensing Cm.530 (1980)
HMSO, held that copyright collecting societies, though monopolies, are the most efficient way of
administering the rights to the advantage of users and right owners. The European Court of Justice
has also ruled that there is nothing intrinsically objectionable to collecting societies: Case 127/73
BAT v SABAM [1974] ECR 313, [1974] 2 CMLR 238.
The Statute of Monopolies, 1624. This is still applicable in some parts of the Commonwealth
by virtue of national laws which imported Statutes of General Application which were in force in
England by 1900 or 1960. For Nigeria see Obilade A., Nigerian Legal System, London: Sweet and
Maxwell (1979). See also Onagoruwa v Inspector General of Police [1991] 5 NWLR 593 on the
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monopolies are still a feature of most economies, alludes to the fact that they
are invariably "necessary evils".
However, some nations try to prevent abuses, by creating bodies such as the
Monopolies & Mergers, Securities & Exchange Commissions, Office of Fair
Trading and the like. 53 These offices are endowed with powers of inspection,
investigation, prosecution, to prevent abuse of monopoly power, or even the
growth of monopolies. A discussion of the workings of such bodies can be
found elsewhere. Suffice it to say that rather than prevent these "necessary
evils", they are accommodated for two reasons. There is no better feasible
alternative and the abuses can be checked. From these premises, it can be
safely argued that provided there are no feasible alternatives to monopolies,
they should be accommodated provided that abuse of monopoly can be
checked.
Several mechanisms exist for the prevention of the abuse of power of an
intellectual property right holder. They include the intra-system checks such as
compulsory licensing, licenses of right and revocation or cancellation, transfer
of technology and licensing regimes and extra-system checks which are
applicable to any non intellectual property abuse of monopoly such as the
Monopolies and Mergers Commissions, and competition laws. These are
discussed below.
3.6.4	 IP Monopolies Should be Condoned
It has been established that intellectual property rights are not always
monopolies. Where they amount to monopolies, they should be condoned at
test for determining whether a statute in force in England on the 1St of January 1990 is one of
general application in Nigeria.
See for instance the Nigerian, Security and Exchange Commission Act, 1988; UK's Fair
Trading Act, 1973; Monopolies and Mergers Act, 1965.
See the annual reports of such bodies.
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least for four reasons: i) they are justifiable, 55 ii) the system seeks to balance
the conflicting interests between the public and the owners of the rights, iii)
certain limitations are placed on the system which permit third parties to deal
with the rights without obtaining the consent of the right owners and iv) the
abuse of monopoly power in the rights can be checked. As the justifications
for the system have been discussed in chapter 2, the discussion that follows
only deal with the limitations and the checks against abuse, from the point of
view of balancing conflicting private and public interests.
3.7	 Limitations on the System
Most intellectual property rights have: limitation of time, territorial boundary
limitations, permitted uses limitations and the type of products protected
limitation.
3.7.1	 Limitation in Time
One of the limitations imposed on intellectual property rights is the duration of
the rights. They subsist for a number of years, fall into the public domain, and
become available to be copied by all. But this limitation does not apply to
registered marks which can be perpetually renewed.
Although there is a temptation not to view intellectual property rights as
monopolies by virtue of the limitation in time, duration has little to do in the
consideration of what a monopoly is. What is relevant is the substitutability of
other products. Some medieval monopolies created at the instance of the
State or Crown were also limited in terms of time, they had to be renewed.56
If duration were relevant, then the fact that trade marks can be renewed
Some pre-twentieth century economists who were noted for condemning monopolies agreed
that patent and copyright monopolies should be condoned because of their utility: Mill, John Stuart,
Pnnciples of Political Economy, 1848, Book v Cap.X; Adam Smith, note 20 supra.
paras. 1.2 - 1.4.3, chapter 1 supra.
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perpetually would make them monopolies.57
Limited duration can only be a good consideration for condoning any intellectual
property right which is a monopoly. To exploit this limitation, national or private
studies should be conducted from time to time to determine the works for which
there is a freedom to copy legitimately, because the protection has expired, or
whether there is a need for an extension of term. To avoid licence fees,
developing economies can use materials in which copyright has expired as
teaching materials in the humanities. But this suggestion may be of more
limited value in the sciences.
A major problem is that the value of some products protected by intellectual
property laws diminish with time, making the limitation by time, of little or no use
to the public. Such products would probably have become irrelevant to the
market in the course of time. This is true especially in the case of computer
software, spare-parts, and electrical goods, which usually become obsolete
after five years.59
Before TRIPS, national laws could legitimately discriminate between inventions
by giving very short terms for certain patents. 6° The Paris Convention was
lenient in that no minimum standard of patent duration was prescribed for
member states. The Convention only required that all member states must
accord foreigners with the same term for patents as the term granted to their
But see para.3.5.2 supra where it is argued that trade marks are not monopolies in many
cases.
Dworkin, G., & Sterling, A., "Phil Collins and the Term Directive" [1994] 5 EIPR 187; Karjala,
Dennis S., ""Comments of US copyright law professors on the Copyright Office term of protection
study" [1994] 12 EIPR 531; Kurlantzick, Lewis, "Harmonisation of Copyright Protection" [1994] 11
EIPR 463.
Taylor, C.T., & Silberstone, Z.A., The economic impact of the patent system: a study of the
British experience London: Cambridge UP Dept. of Applied Economics (1973).
° Yankey, op cit. p.229; Reichman note 10 supra.
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citizens. 61 With the advent of TRIPS, however, national laws must provide
a minimum term of 20 years from the filing date for all patents irrespective of
the type of invention, in fulfilment of their obligations under TRIPS.62
TRIPS also introduced minimum terms for the duration of copyright and
neighbouring rights. Under the UCC, the minimum copyright term member
states were required to provide was author or year of publication plus 25
years. 63 TRIPS requires signatories to GATT to provide a minimum copyright
term (as under Berne), of author's life or year of publication plus 50 years.
Hence, to fulfil GATT obligations, countries which are party only to the UCC
but not the Berne and countries which are not even party to either Convention,
must have the Berne standard 50 year term for copyright.65
Further, since only 45 countries are party to the Rome Convention, 66 most
countries of the world are not obliged to recognise neighbouring or related
rights. 67 Notwithstanding, TRIPS requires GATT signatories, not only to
recognise neighbouring rights to the extent provided by the Rome Convention,
it requires that the minimum term for performers rights and phonograms should
be 50 years,68 while broadcasts should be 20 years. TRIPS' requirement for
the duration of performers rights and phonogram rights, is an increment of 30
61 Article 3, Paris Union.
62 Article 33 of TRIPS.
Article IV(2) of UCC.
Article 12 of TRIPS; Article 7 of Berne.
65 See para.1 .5.1 of chapter 1 ante for more discussion about the Berne and the UCC.
Copyright World, January 1994, p.11.
67 WIPO Glossary of terms of the law of co pyri ght and neighbouring rights Geneva: WIPO
(1980) describes neighbouring rights to be the rights to protect the acts of performers, producers
of phonograms, or broadcasting organisations in relation to their activities in connection with its
public use or communication to the public.
From end of the year in which the performance first took place and from the end of the year
in which the phonogram was first made, respectively.
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years over the Rome Convention's minimum requirement of 20 years.
The increment in the term of rights, particularly, of copyright and patents may
cause considerable hardship particularly on developing economies and the
public especially in countries where laws must be changed to align with
TRIPS. 69 Moreover, article 70(2) of TRIPS obliges parties to offer the
TRIPS' minimum term even to subject matter which was not protected in the
member state prior to TRIPS (and which has not fallen into public domain) but
is required to be protected pursuant to TRIPS. It means a longer period to
wait for the rights to fall into the public domain. Yet it seems to be in the
interest of the public that the term of protection for some goods be shortened
in order to maintain a fair balance with the private interests of the right owners
by giving the public an early access to copy. The importance of some works
or inventions could have depreciated before the term expires. 7° The only
exception is where the subject-matter has fallen into public domain in a member
state before TRIPS becomes binding the state.71 In monetary terms it means
licence fees must be paid for a longer period (at least all through the TRIPS'
minimum term), a possible cause of economic strain on the public, particularly
developing economies.
To resolve this dilemma, most nations being desirous of enjoying the most
favoured nation treatment for their trade, under the GATT Agreement, may
choose simultaneously to consider how they can enlarge their freedom to copy
within the framework of TRIPS. This can be done by adopting restrictive
policies on the duration of rights pursuant to the transitional and other
69 Is it possible to ascertain the countries or the numbers for each change? Although trade
marks continue to be potentially renewable perpetually, before and after TRIPS, there was no
internationally recognised standard term for trade marks before TRIPS. Since the Pans Convention
has no standard most countries had initial terms of 5, 7, or 10 years and renewal terms of 5, 7, or
10 years. TRIPS strives to align the term to an initial 7 years renewable perpetually: Article 18.
70 Cohen-Jehoram, industrial Designs" the 1994 Herchel Smith Lecture, Queen Mary &
Westfield College, University of London.
71 Member states are not obliged to restore protection to such works: Article 70(3).
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mechanisms.
While developed countries are obliged to align their laws with TRIPS within a
period of one year after TRIPS takes effect, developing, least-developed and
former socialist countries may rely on the transitional provisions to delay the
date when TRIPS will become binding on them.72 By so doing, some works
or inventions would have fallen into public domain, giving them a freedom to
copy even when TRIPS takes effect in such countries. 73 Other mechanisms
which can be used to establish an earlier access to copy despite the TRIPS'
increased obligation of duration, such as cancellation, forfeiture or compulsory
licenses, are discussed in paragraphs 3.8.1 to 3.8.2 below.
3.7.2	 Limitation by Territory
Protection given by any one nation is limited to the dealings with the intellectual
property rights within its territory. However, this territorial limitation is immaterial
in determining whether intellectual property rights are monopolies. This is
because while some monopolies can be effected within national boundaries
without any resultant effects being seen beyond the borders, other monopolies
have cross-border effects. Similarly, by virtue of national treatment principle in
several multilateral treaties on intellectual property, authors of one nation can
enforce their rights in other nations under treaty obligations.74
Simply put, the national treatment principle requires that the national laws of
72 Articles 65 & 66 ibid. There is nothing strange about using transitional provisions to
exclude from protection under new laws, works which were not protection under former laws.
When the USA acceded to the Beme convention, works which had fallen into public domain by
virtue of not satisfying the formalities for copyright protection in the USA, were not revived by the
US law: Goldstein, Paul copyright, 1993 Supplement, Little, Brown & Company, USA, p.465.
Note, however, as suggested in paras. 8.5.2 - 8.5.4 below, that there may be other ways of
mounting pressure on member states to align with TRIPS and not rely on the transitional
mechanism.
For more discussion, see Ricketson, The Beme Convention 1886-1986 op cit. paras.5.54
to 5.69; Ladas, S.P., Patents trademarks and related rights - national and intemational protection,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press (1975) Vol.1 chapters 9 & 12; Vol.2 chapter 30.
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State A should treat nationals of State B and other treaty member states, in the
same way State A treats its own nationals75. Three implications necessarily
follow. State A cannot discriminate against nationals of treaty member State
B by refusing to grant similar rights to nationals of State B, neither can State
A grant nationals of State B fewer bundle of rights, or reduce the term of such
rights in a different manner from how State A treats its own nationals. In the
same vein, State A cannot (except in a few circumstances), offer protection on
a reciprocal basis, that is, it cannot offer nationals of member State B only the
kind of protection that State B offers to its nationals. This is so even where the
bundle of rights offered in State B is less than those offered in State A.76
In the absence of harmonisation, this principle can be unfair as it inhibits the
freedom to copy in states which grant larger bundles or rights and for longer
periods.
3.7.3	 Limitations by way of Permitted Acts
In certain cases, copyright and patents laws, unlike trade mark laws, permit the
unauthorised use of certain protected materials by third parties. The working
of a patent for experimental purposes is a permitted dealing with the sole rights
in a patent.77
 The fair dealing or use of certain copyright works for private
and domestic purposes is a permitted dealing with the exclusive rights of the
copyright owner. Permitted user provision per Se, is an irrelevant consideration
for classifying the rights as monopolies. They are still sole rights and the
classification should rest on the ease at which they can be substituted.
See also chapter 1 paras. 1.5.1 - 1.5.2 ante.
76 In essence, States which confer all the bundle of rights recognised by treaties are
disadvantaged over other member States which offer the minimum bundle and scope of nghts. For
instance, until recently, Italy did not grant patents for pharmaceutical products but France and the
UK which are also member State of the Paris Convention do. Before 1978, French and British
inventors of pharmaceutical products could not obtain patents in Italy but Italian inventors of
pharmaceutical products could get national treatment and obtain such patents in France and the
UK.
s.60(5), UK Patents Act, 1977.
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In favour of the public, nations may use the permitted user regime to expand
the scope of their freedom to copy. For instance, to reduce the fees paid for
broadcasting news of the day, national laws may exploit the provision in the
Beme Convention which allows member states to exempt news of the day
publicly broadcast from copyright protection. 78
 In consideration of this, the
Nigerian Copyright Act 1988 was amended to exclude news of the day publicly
broadcast from copyright control.79
In BBC v British Satellite Broadcasting Ltd, 8° the plaintiff had the rights to
broadcast a major football competition. The defendant used the pictures of the
plaintiff in making a news programme which reviewed the exciting moments of
each day's event, during the competition. The court held that was fair use for
the purpose of reporting news.
It is arguable on the basis of this BBC case and the relevant Nigerian
provisions on fair dealing and news of the day publicly broadcast, that the
Nigerian Television Authority NTA, need not pay an international broadcaster
like the Cable News Network CNN, for the use of excerpts of CNN's broadcast
in Nigeria. The Nigerian Copyright Act also gives some scope for copying for
libraries and educational institutes. 8' By understanding the copyright system
and its balancing of interests principle, many countries can save substantial
costs.
Although it was probably not intended for that purpose, Article 70(4) of TRIPS
seems to leave a lacuna which can permit to a limited extent, the legitimization
78 Article 10 bis ibid.
Copyright (Amendment) Decree 1992.
° The Times January 22 1991.
81 Schedule 2 to the 1988 Act. The arrangement of photocopying (for educational instruction),
by an educational institution which photocopies are sold mainly to students may be covered by the
fair dealing provisions: Copyright Agency Ltd. v Victoria University of Technology [1995] 2 EIPR
D-31.
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of some pirate operations after TRIPS takes effect in some countries where
such acts are presently not a breach of the law. It provides:
"In respect of any acts in respects of specific objects embodying protected
subject-matter which become infringing under the terms of legislation in conformity
with this Agreement, and which were commenced, or in respect of which a
significant investment was made, before the ratification of this Agreement by that
PARTY, any PARTY may provide for a limitation of the remedies available to the
right holder as to the continued performance of such acts after the date of
application of the Agreement for that PARTY. In such cases the PARTY shall,
however, at least provide for the payment of equitable remuneration".
Since the provision does not include lack of knowledge (on the part of the
person involved with the act) that the act or object is appropriating the work of
a third party, it is arguable that national laws can permit persons who are
already engaged in some activities (which are not "infringing" before TRIPS
takes effect in such countries) to continue them subject to the payment of
royalties after TRIPS becomes effective in those countries. Whilst this may
seem fair to an investor who commenced his business when an act was
"lawful" it may discourage right holders from commencing business in such
countries. This is more so where the earlier investor intentionally copied the
right holder.
3.7.4	 Unprotected Matter
To appreciate the scope of the freedom to copy legitimately within the
framework of the intellectual property system, national studies may be
conducted to determine what a national may declare as unprotected matter
within the confines of TRIPS. Developing economies in particular may decide
to protect only the minimum rights prescribed under the Treaties and oppose
future extension to the scope of intellectual property rights. They can also
exploit ambiguity and the silence or lack of compromise on some issues.
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For instance, without setting out to do so, the Nigerian Patents and Designs
Act, 1970 seems to exploit the lack of consensus on the scope and type of
protection for industrial designs. Due to the recession in Nigeria, many people
cannot afford new cars or machinery. The booming second hand market tor
cars and the existence of old machinery face a problem since the
manufacturers invariably may no longer produce the spare parts for those cars
and machinery. 82 Yet the fear that intellectual property rights may be used
as monopolies to restrain the production of such spare parts is misplaced.83
The drawings of the spare parts of such cars and machinery are not susceptible
to copyright protection because when they were made, the authors must have
intended the drawings to be used as a model for an industrial application.84
The drawings may, however, be susceptible for protection as industrial
designs.85 But most producers of cars and machinery do not bother
registering their designs in Nigeria. Thus, most of the designs remain
unprotected in Nigeria and can be copied legally.
Again, if an act which is not an infringing act prior to TRIPS becomes an
infringing act when TRIPS becomes binding on a member state, the latter may
permit such act to be continued (by the person concerned if substantial
investments have been made with respects to the doing of the act), subject to
the payment of equitable remuneration.86
Ogunkeye, "Driving counterfeits off the streets in Nigeria in MIP supplement, Driving
Counterfeits off the streets, p.28; Kalu, note 15 chapter 2 supra.
Kalu note 15 chapter 2 supra; See Sodipo, B.,"Should we steal technology", MIP Issue 22
September 1992 p.37.
S.1(4) Copyright Act, 1988.
Patents and Designs Act, 1970. This removes copyright protection from such designs.
Article 70(4) ibid.
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3.8 Regimes for Checking Abuses
Various regimes have been adopted to check the abuse of intellectual property
monopolies. The most notable within the intellectual property system, are
forfeiture or cancellation of rights, and involuntary licences. 87 The most
notable outside the system are transfer of technology or licensing regimes,
competition or anti-trust regimes, price control regimes and the regime of the
principle of non-derogation from right. The rationale for all these regimes
seems to be that the ultimate objective of protecting the rights is the public
good: to promote competition and to make more goods available at reasonable
quantity and price. No right owner should be permitted to engage in a conduct
which will frustrate this objective.88
3.8.1	 Cancellation/Revocation
Most intellectual property laws provide sanctions such as cancellation,
forfeiture, or revocation of rights for certain acts or inaction of right owners.
These include non-use in the case of trade marks;89	non-working,
insufficiency or invalidity in the case of patents. 9° When any of these
sanctions are applied against an abuse of monopoly, the right becomes
extinguished and the public thereby gain a freedom to copy.9'
Within the system is used in the sense of being part and parcel of intellectual property laws.
Although some of the regimes like compulsory licenses have some limitations eg. an
applicant may lack the know-how, but the regimes cannot force the licensing of know-how, at least,
a right owner who engages in abusive conduct suffers a sanction, the removal of the legal veil or
privilege to restrict competition.
89 Article 19(1) of TRIPS seeks to harmonise the various periods under different laws for
cancellations for non-use ranging from 3 to 5 years by providing for a minimum of three years.
° Some laws use the term - lapse of patent. Under Article 5A(3) of the Paris Convention,
forfeiture of patents should only be resorted to in cases where the grant of compulsory licenses
would be inadequate to check non-working of a patent. Gosain, Rana, "Brazil: new rules on
cancellation of patents due to non-working" Patent World June 1994 p.39. Article 32 of TRIPS
provides that patentees must be given an opportunity for judicial review of the decision to revoke
their patents.
91 It may be noted that cancellation of a mark which is not used in a territory may lead to
consumer confusion if there is some residual reputation or goodwill in the mark despite the non-use
thereof.
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3.8.2	 Involuntary Licensing
As the name suggests, involuntary licences are authorisations given to third
parties to exploit a right in such a way that would have been infringing (without
the authorisation) against the wishes of the right owner. They are of two types:
those which can only be given after the right owner has been approached but
refused a licence - "compulsory licences" 92 and those which can be given
without knowledge of the right holder that a third party seeks to exploit his right
- "statutory Iicences". 93 Involuntary licences are a common feature of
copyright94
 and patent laws but not of trade marks. 95 Although the Ilcences
are granted despite the unwillingness of the right owners, the latter are entitled
to compensation in form of royalty or license fees. Although TRIPS permits
the use of compulsory licences for abuse of patent monopoly, 96
 the
application of this sanction against any abuse of monopoly arising from a patent
which should give third parties a limited freedom to copy may not be very
effective because of lack of know-how, hence not much use is made of it.97
92 Cohen, D., "Compulsory licence: a world review" Managing Intellectual Property Issue 78,
April/May 1991. p.14.
Statutory licenses are often called licenses of right in patent laws.
Sodipo, Bankole, "Copyright and Licensing" in Uvieghara (ed.) Copyright law and
administration in Nigeria Ibadan: V-books (1993) p.121; Schedule 4 to Nigeria's Copyright Act which
adopts the 1971 Paris revision of Berne and UCC for concessions to developing countries to
reproduce or translate certain literary works: Ricketson, The Berne Convention (1987), discusses
the concession to developing countries in detail. See also, Article 13 of Berne. Whilst compulsory
licenses are an exception in copyright eg the Paris Revision of Berne and UCC, statutory licenses
are common. See for example the mechanical right to reproduce a sound recording of any musical
work which has once been published by the copyright owner, a provision which first appeared in
the 1911 UK Copyright Act but which has since been modified by chapter VII of the 1988 Act, but
which is a common feature of copyright laws in the Commonwealth. See s.5(4) and Schedule 3
of Nigeria's Copyright Act.
But see Mccarthy, "Compulsory licence of a trademark: remedy or penalty?" 67 TMR 197
(1977).
Article 31 ibid.
1983 UK Green Paper, Intellectual property rights and innovation Cmnd. 9117; Beier, "Does
compulsory use of patents promote technology transfer to developing countries?" [1986] EIPR 363.
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3.8.3	 Technology Transfer and Licensing Regulations
Transfer of technology or licensing regimes are the trend in developing
economies. They are modelled on a Transfer of Technology Code drafted by
UNCTAD. This regimes often involves a national regulatory office where
agreements pertaining to technology and licensing are submitted for
registration. The office may accept or reject certain clauses which constitute
an abuse of monopoly in agreements submitted.
This regime is discussed in more detail because of the trend in developing
countries to rely on the regime. The Nigerian regime will be used to
demonstrate how abuse of monopoly has been checked. Contracts involving
the transfer of foreign technology are required to be registered. 98 Depending
on the facts, 99 the Nigerian regulatory body, the National Office of Technology
Acquisition and Promotion NOTAP, may require the removal or inclusion of
certain clauses, failure of which the agreement will not be registered.10°
Unfortunately, it was established in Beecham v Esdee Food Products 101 that
the non-registration of such agreements by NOTAP will not debar a right holder
Ss. 4-7 of the National Office of Industrial Property Act, NOIP Act 1979. The Office was
formerly known as NOIP. contracts involving the use of trade marks, patents, the supply of
basic/detailed engineering or machinery and plant, the supply of technical expertise in the form of
preparation of plans, diagrams, operating manuals or any other form of technical assistance of any
description and for providing management services and training. Registration is supposed to be
made whether the contracts were entered into before or after the commencement date of the NOIP
Act.
Certain clauses are prohibited but may be permitted based on overriding national interests.
100 Okono, F., "The Law, Policy and Practice of Technology Transfer and Licensing to Nigeria"
in Sodipo Bankole and Fagbemi, Bunmi, (eds.) Nigeria's Foreign Investment Laws and Intellectual
Property Rights, p.95, London: QMWC/CLIP, (1994). See also the Annual Reports of the Office
from 1983 et seq. It is encouraging to observe that foreign licensors do not seem to have been
disenchanted by the interference by NOTAP in the discharge of its functions. The Annual Reports
of NOTAP 1983-91 show a steady increase in the number of contracts sought to be, and that are
registered. The only exception was 1986 when the decline was caused by the introduction of the
Economic Structural Adjustment Programme.
101 [1985] 3 NWLR 12 where it was held that the defendant who infringed the LUCOZADE mark
by its GLOCOSE-AID product could not rely on the failure to register as a defence.
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from exercising his rights fully. The only penalty is that no approval will be
given for the remittance of royalties and licence fees.'°2 The fact that the
Beecham licence was not registered seems to suggest that there are other
ways (such as the black market) of obtaining licence fees. As such, it is
submitted that the only effective way of penalising those who fail to register
such contracts is to stipulate that the contracts are unenforceable between the
parties and third persons and the rights therein cannot be enforced.1°3
A major criticism against the NOTAP is that the mechanism for ensuring that
in executing a contract, parties do not put the restrictive clauses (which NOTAP
had requested them to remove) into effect, is inadequate. For instance, the
level of R&D of most companies monitored in 1989 did not go beyond quality
control maintenance, the excuse being the capital intensive nature of the R&D
which they claimed necessitated reliance on parent joint venture abroad. It is
unfair for companies to insert R&D clauses in a contract for registration
purposes and refuse to conduct R&D thereafter.1°4
Another criticism is that NOTAP does not regulate licensing between Nigerian
firms. Whilst the absence of a regulatory body may be reflective of little activity
between Nigerian firms, it seems to suggest that the need to check the possible
102 See the following views: Osunbor, 0, A, "Law and policy of the registration of technology
transfer transactions in Nigeria" (1987) 21 J.W.T.L. 5; Fagbemi, O.A., "Registration of technology
transactions in Nigeria: another view" (1988) J.W.T.L. 95; and Ubezonu, C, "The Law Policy and
Practice of Transfer of Technology to Nigeria", an unpublished Ph.d Thesis, University of London
1990.
103 Note that s.23(3) of the Nigenan Patents and Designs Act, 1970 stipulates that licenses
which impose industrial or commercial restrictions which are not derived from the rights conferred
by the patent and are unnecessary for the safeguarding of those rights are null and void. But this
does not extend to trade mark laws. More importantly, s.23(6) which stipulates that provisions may
be made for licences involving payment abroad does not seem to have been strictly brought into
effect at least, as far as the Registry being a Tribunal to determine the legality of restrictive clauses.
Finally, to render the relevant clause void is not enough. For example, this does not affect third
party rights, It is suggested that the penalty should be similar to that under s.44 of the UK Patents
Act, 1977 where such clauses are a complete defence in an action for infringement.
104 NOTAP Annual Report 1989, p.15. It should be noted that the Director of NOTAP is
empowered under s.8 of the NOIP Act, to cancel the certificate of registration (after notifying the
panes), where the parties are in breach of the regulation in the conduct of their venture.
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abuse of monopoly between Nigerian firms has not yet arisen. Records show
that most firms seek licences abroad even if Nigerian firms have acquired the
same technology which could have been transferred internally. 105 The
reason may be the prohibitions against horizontal transfers in the original
agreement with the foreign licensor, or the ignorance of the technology
available locally. It is therefore suggested that NOTAP's functions should be
extended to cover the regulation of and to encourage horizontal licensing.
3.8.4	 Anti-Trust or Competition
In most developed economies, abusive practices are checked by laws which
are made to promote competition and discourage , abuse of monopoly: in the
UK, the Fair Trading Act, 1973; in the EU, Articles 30 and 36 and Articles 85
and 86 of the Treaty of Rome; and in the US, the Sherman Act 1890106 and
the Clayton Act, 1914.107 Article 40 of TRIPS also recognises the legitimacy
of national laws which control anti-competitive practices in agreements in
intellectual property in order to avoid adverse effects on trade and impediments
to technology transfer.108
Although the regimes in the EU and the US appear to have the same objectives
the rules are not exactly the same, hence there is no intention to compare
them. 109 Rather, the method of enforcement will only be highlighted in this
105 NOTAP Annual Report, 1985, p.11.
106 15 u.s.c. 1 et seq.; 26 Stat. 209 et seq., entitled "An Act to protect trade and commerce
against unlawful restraints and monopolies".
107 15 U.S.C.12 et seq.; 38 Stat. 730 et seq, entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws
against unlawful restraints and monopolies and for other purposes".
108 Reichman, J.H., "Beyond the Historical Lines of Demarcation: competition Law, Intellectual
Property Rights, and International Trade after the GAiTs uruguay Round", 20 BROOK J. INT'L
L. 75 (1994).
08 Dr. Bryne and Professor Spencer suggest that "It is questionable therefore whether, beyond
a superficial level,the legal treatment of particular restrictive trade practices under the different
systems in the European community and the united States can be compared. This does not
negate the comparative endeavours of legal scholars, but only raises a caution about how far or
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section whilst examples of some of the instances of activating them will be used
in section 3.9 et seq. below, to illustrate that abuse of monopoly can indeed by
checked.11°
Whilst guaranteeing intellectual property rights, Articles 30 to 36 of the EC
Treaty prohibit the use of these rights to create territorial restrictions and the
free movement of goods within the EU. Once goods protected by intellectual
property rights have been introduced directly or indirectly through a licensee
into a member state A, the rights are said to be "exhausted" in the sense that
the owner of the right in another member state B, cannot rely on his right within
the boundaries of B to stop the importation of the goods into B. 111 Articles
85 & 86 prohibit abuse of monopoly which result from an agreement between
undertakings or a concerted practice, or undertakings which have a dominant
position in the market in the sense of having a big market share.
A complaint may be filed by a party negotiating a contract with a second party
which refuses to license or insists on a restrictive clause; or by third parties who
may be affected by the practice between other parties. The penalties may be
compulsory licences, fines, a request to remove the clauses or stop the
deeply a comparison can be pressed before it ceases to be relevant or valid": Spencer Weber,
WaIler, & Bryne Noel J., "Changing Views of Intellectual Property and Competition Law in the
European Community and the United States of America", 20 BROOK. J. Int'L L. 1 at 11(1994).
Professor Greaves observes that "It is tempting but wrong to compare United States anti-trust laws
with European Community competition rules without appreciating that other European Community
policies affect the outcome of the application of the latter to agreements such as licensing
agreements in the field of intellectual property rights. Care must be taken not to ignore the fact that
European Community competition rules, unlike United States antitrust laws, are part of a great
design, namely the creation of a single European market." : Greaves, Rosa, "Commentary" (on the
relationship between competition laws of the EU, the US antitrust laws and intellectual property
laws), 20 BROOK. J. Int'L L. 121 (1994); Neale argues that the basis for anti-trust in the US is the
American mistrust of unchecked power and there is a "broad consensus that competition among
independent private entrepreneurs is the healthiest basis for industrial and commercial activity":
Neale, A.D., & Goyder, D.G., The Anti-Trust Laws of the USA: A Study of Competition Enforced
by Law 440 (3rd ed. (1980).
110 Those interested in further reading in this area should see the following: Raybould, D.M. and
Firth, Alison, Comparative Laws of Monopolies, London: Graham and Trotman (1993); Rose, Vivien,
Bellamy and Child on the Common Market Law of Competition, London: Sweet & Maxwell 4th ed;
Neale, A.D., & Goyder, D.G., supra.
This does not apply to goods which were first introduced into a State outside the EC.
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practice, or a cancellation of the rights, to give a freedom to copy to third
parties.112
An abuse of monopoly in the US, under the Sherman Act is a felony punishable
with heavy fines and even imprisonments but the Clayton Act only has civil
sanctions. The Acts can be enforced by private individuals who suffer damage
as a result of the violation of these Acts, they can sue offenders and recover
"threefold the damages by him sustained". The US Department of Justice can
institute actions to prevent abuse or to prosecute those who engage in any
abusive conduct under any of the Acts. The Federal Trade Commission can
institute civil actions against any person under the Acts.
Various guidelines are issued from time to time for the licensing and acquisition
of intellectual property by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice,
and the Federal Trade Commission which form a basis for determining when
a right amounts to a monopoly and when the exercise of the monopoly is an
abuse which violates the Acts.113
In the UK, the Director-General of Fair Trading, the Secretary of State or other
Ministers acting in conjunction with him, may make a monopoly reference to the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission under the Fair Trading Act, 1973 and the
Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1976, RTPA.' 14 The Commission then
makes a report to the Secretary of State on whether a monopoly situation
obtains and whether it is against the public interests, recommending what
112 Topping, Simon, "finally nailed down - the Hilti Appeal to the ECJ" [1994] 12 EIPR 543.
113 Gotts, Ilene Knable, & Bent, S.A., "Heightened scrutiny of intellectual property transfers by
US Anti-Trust officials is the trend" [1994] 6 EIPR 245. New Guidelines for the Licensing of
Intellectual Property were issued on Apnl 6, 1995. They replace the intellectual property portions
of the 1988 Antitrust Enforcement Guidelines for International Operations. The Guidelines are not
a statement of law, but rather of the prosecutorial intentions of the agencies. The Guidelines
indicate that intellectual property rights per se will no longer be presumed to confer a market power.
See The Antitrust News, AIPLA VoI.IV, No.3 April 1995.
114 Members of the public affected by any monopolistic practice may file a complaint with the
Director of Fair Trading. See also the Resale Prices Act, 1976 and the Unfair Contract Terms Act,
1977.
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action should be taken to prevent or rectify the abuse of monopoly if any.'15
The Commission may recommend the reduction of prices or the termination of
the practice concerned. The Director of Fair trading may also make a report
to the Restrictive Trade Practices Court under the RTPA. In addition, s.44 of
the Patents Act, 1977 prohibits restrictive clauses in patents agreements with
UK firms." 6
 Not only are such clauses void, the existence of such clauses
in any agreement between a plaintiff and any third party gives a complete
defence by an infringer of the patent subject matter of the abusive conduct.
3.8.5	 Price Control
Some jurisdictions check the excessive pricing of goods through price control
laws or competition or licensing regulatory regimes. General price control laws
are usually administered by price control bodies which can determine whether
goods are excessively priced. 117 Competition regimes are also suitable in
the sense that the bodies determine whether the prices fixed are excessive and
result from an abuse of a monopoly position' 18 . Licensing regimes are used
to ensure that licence fees and royalties (which invariably affect pricing), are
reasonable.' 19
 Examples of how these regimes are used to check excessive
prices are given in paragraph 3.9.3 below.
115 Ss.48,49&54ibid.
116 Chiron Corporation and others v Organon Teknika and others [19993] FSR 324 and 567;
SRIS C/60/93, IPD 16151; [1993] D285; Lewis, A.K., "Dealings with patents and know-how" [19791
EIPR 217;
117 eg. the Price Control Act, 1977 of Nigeria. The Price Control Board was established which
could prosecute those who violated prices fixed for certain items. The Board is no longer
functioning although the Act is still in force.
118 The UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission could determine that prices charged are
excessive and recommend reductions: Dune, "The price of compact discs" [1993] ENT.L.R. 124.
For Australia, see Rothnie, "Book Prices" [1993] EIPR D-1 77.
119 NOTAP has set maximum fees which may be paid for some licences and services. See
Okono supra.
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3.8.6	 Non-Derogation From Grant
The land law principle of non-derogation from grant, was extended to copyright
in designs by the House of Lords in British Leyland Motor Cor p. v Armstrong
Patents Co. Ltd. 12° The principle provides that the lessor or vendor of a
property is estopped from doing anything which will frustrate the purchaser's or
the lessee's enjoyment of the property, any such attempt by the lessor or
vendor is regarded as an attempt to derogate from the grant of the interest in
the property.'21
In the British Leyland case, it was held that the manufacturer of a car is
estopped from doing anything which disturbs the purchaser's enjoyment of the
car. It was also held that a purchaser has a right to repair his car and the
manufacturer is estopped from using its copyright in the drawing of the pipes
to restrain third parties from manufacturing spare parts of the car such as the
exhaust pipes.
This decision has generated some criticism.' The conduct which a party
should be estopped from should be one which frustrates the right of the
complainant and not one which merely disturbs it.' 23 There was no threat
to the right to repair in British Le yland. The right to repair is that of the
purchaser of the car and not that of competitors in the manufacturing industry.
120 1896 FSR 221.
121 Harmer v Jumbil (Nigeria) Tin Areas [1921] Ch. 200 where the erection of sheds so close
to the plaintiff's land was held to be a derogation from grant in the sense that the plaintiff's land was
rendered completely unfit for the purpose for which it was let.
122 Fellner, Christine, "BL v Armstrong in the House of Lords - Our Souls Redeemed from the
Company Store", [1986] 4 EIPR 117.
123 Harmer v Jumbril (Nigeria) Tin Areas supra; In Ward v Kirkland [1967] Ch. 194, Ungoed J.
observed that "derogation ... seems to indicate doing something which defeats in substantial
measure the purpose of the grant", hence he based the decision to permit occasional entry by the
plaintiff to an adjoining ground to maintain his walls, gutters and windows on other grounds. In
O'Cedar v Slough Trading Co. [1927] 2 KB 123 at 127, Branson J., only extended the principle from
"cases in which the purpose of the grant is frustrated" to cases in which "the purpose can still be
achieved albeit at greater expense or with less convenience".
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The monopoly position (by virtue of the non-substitutability of other exhaust
pipes) would only have been abused if there was a refusal to supply exhaust
pipes, a refusal to licence third parties from manufacturing the pipes, the
charge of unreasonable prices for the licence fees, the excessive costs of the
pipes derived from the licence fees to the manufacturers, or a shortage of
supply of the pipes.
None of these abusive practices had been established in British Le yland and
it had not been proved that the public suffered from the exercise of the
monopoly. It is sad to note that the House of Lords did not lay down any
guiding principles restricting the extension of this principle to intellectual
property. Whilst this decision remains law in the UK, it may have opened the
door for Commonwealth countries (where decisions of the House of Lords are
persuasive), to apply such principles and unduly limit the scope of intellectual
property rights.
3.9	 Abusive Practices
It has been argued that intellectual property rights are granted primarily to
encourage authors to produce goods from which the public can benefit.'24
Where the goods protected by any intellectual property right are difficult to
substitute and it has a big share of the market for such goods, the right
becomes a monopoly. Any right owner of such a monopoly who engages in
any activity condemned by Smith and Machlup highlighted above125 may be
abusing his right. Nevertheless, these activities by themselves may not be an
abuse of monopoly where it derives from an objective necessity which in the
long run is in the public interest. 126	The exercise of intellectual property
124 , 
ee chapter 2 irifra.
125 Para. 3.2 supra.
126 Thus the European Commission ruled in Telemarketing v CLT and IPB [1986)2 CMLR 558,
that "an abuse ... is committed where, without any objective necessity, an undertaking holding a
dominant position in a particular market reserves to itself or to an undertaking belonging to the
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rights in such manner as would ordinarily constitute an abuse may be exempted
in the public interests.'27
The abuse of an intellectual property monopoly results if the right owner or his
agent or licensee, cause (directly or indirectly by their act or omission) the
goods protected by the right to be unavailable to the public in reasonable
quantities and affordable prices, or where the rights are used to stifle
competition. Such practices are not in the best interests of the public. The
practices defeat the goals of protection of the rights and question the rationale
for the privileges granted to right owners.
It does not make good sense for State A to offer copyright or patent protection
for Y's book or Y's pharmaceutical (respectively), if through the practice of Y
or his licensees, the book or pharmaceutical cannot be obtained at a
reasonable price and in reasonable quantity to meet the local demands. To do
so is to allow State A to protect the private interests of the right holder to the
detriment of the public interests in State A, an imbalance between private and
public interests.
On the other hand, the refusal to supply or licence a monopoly intellectual
property right per se or the non-exploitation of a right, should not always be
regarded as an abuse if it is caused by extraneous factors such as the
imposition of trade barriers against right owners. 128 Thus, it may be
unreasonable to expect a foreign right owner to exploit his rights in a territory
where there are trade barriers which unduly restricts foreigners from conducting
same group an ancillary activity which might be carried out by another undertaking as part of its
activities on a neighbouring but separate market, with the possibility of eliminating all competition
from such undertakings".
127 The Maize Seed case: 258/78, LC Nungesser KG v Commission (Maize Seed) 1982 ECA
2015, 1 CMLR 278 (1983), where it was held that the grant of exclusive rights, (and the attendant
refusal to grant the same right to third parties within the same territory) is capable of providing an
incentive to innovative efforts, hence justifiable.
128 Article 19 of TRIPS.
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such businesses.
Practices of right holders which may make the goods protected by their
intellectual property rights unavailable or unaffordable include a refusal to
supply, refusal to licence, an offer to supply or licence on onerous terms (such
as tie-in clauses); some of which are briefly discussed below.
Three points must be stressed. The classification below of abusive conducts
is not water-tight, one category may reflect another type of abuse. Secondly,
the efficacy of any orders or penalties against abusive conduct may be
dependent on the importance of the market to the party guilty of the conduct.
For most firms, the European or US markets are probably big markets (or could
grow to become one) irrespective of whether a firm subject-matter of the
investigation is based therein. A party found abusing his monopoly in Nigeria
may decide to pull out of the market rather than refrain from further abusive
conducts. On the other hand, it is more probable that most parties would rather
comply with orders in Europe or the US than pull out, because of the size of the
markets. Thirdly, the test applied is usually one of reason and not always
se rules,' 29 that is, the same conduct which is held to be abusive and
penalised may be condoned and exempted in other circumstances.'3°
Consequently, there is no intention to discuss the efficacy or consistency or
otherwise of any decisions reached in determining whether an act constitutes
' Per se rules (which provide that certain actions would or would not be regarded as an
abusive conduct) do exist such as the Block Exemptions in the EC. See Whaite, note 6 supra and
Korah, V., "The Preliminary Draft of a New EC Group Block Exemption for Technology Licensing
[1994] 7 EIPR 263; Abell, Mark, "Anti-trust law and technology licensing in the EEA: Unstoppable
force v the immovable object" Patent World July/August 1994 p.24.
130 Waelbroeck, Michel, in his "Annual Review of EEC Competition Cases, 1989-1991", 1991
FORDHAM CORP. L. INST. 111, 135, Barry Hawk ed., (1992), argued that the reasoning of the
EC's Court of First Instance is irreconcilable in some cases. Note also Korah's observation: "My
fear is that the competition rules are not being used to enable efficient firms to expand at the
expense of the less efficient, but to protect smaller and medium sized firms efficient or otherwise
against larger. I am concerned that the interests of consumers, and the economy as a whole, in
the encouragement of efficiency by firms of any size is being surbodinated to the interests of
smaller traders.", Korah, Valentine, An Introductory Guide to EEC Competition Law and Practice
4th ed., Oxford: ESC Publishing Ltd., p.87 (1990)
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a monopoly. Rather, the concern remains the illustration of how conducts
which are held to be abusive can be checked.
3.9.1	 Non-Working, Non-Exploitation and Non-Use
Intellectual property rights are defined as exclusive privileges to restrict third
parties from dealing with rights, essentially, they are negative rights. That is,
a right to stop others from doing something but not a right to do something.
Yet the purpose of the system is not just to encourage right owners to restrict
third parties, but primarily to encourage them to exploit their rights by producing
something, this ultimately is the public's interest.
For other types of tangibles, the public benefit always overrides private interests
should a need ever arise for public use of private tangibles. Thus, if a railway,
bridge or other public utility needs be sited on Blackacre, the owner of the
property may object and oppose the plan, but if it is a public necessity, he will
at best be entitled to compensation for the use of Blackacre. 131 The same
reasoning should apply to intellectual property rights. Necessity demands that
the public interest should override private interests.132
Where Yl, a national of State Y, authors an educational book which becomes
a prerequisite for an educational course in State X, it is arguable that it remains
unreasonable to require State X to give copyright protection to Yl
notwithstanding that Yl decides not to continue publishing the book, meet the
demands for the book, or make it available to the market at reasonable prices
and in sufficient quantities. The same example applies to other related rights.
131 Generally, despite the overriding public interest, the acquisition may still require statutory
endorsement and payment of compensation. See Jegede, E. Oladele, "Obtaining and maintaining
trade mark, patent and design rights in Nigeria", in Sodipo B., & Fagbemi B., eds. Nigeria's Foreign
Investment Laws and Intellectual Property Rights, pp.1 16-7 London: QMWC/CLIP, [1994], on the
reference to Nigeria's constitutional guarantee for compensation when any property, movable or
immovable is acquired compulsorily.
132 Cicero and Milton note 14 supra.
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However, a right holder who refuses to exploit or use his right cannot be faulted
if there is no demand for the products protected by such a right, or such right
does not debar third parties from their legitimate businesses. 1
 But where
a need or demand arises, an intellectual property right holder who refuses to
exploit, work or use his right and refuses to permit third parties from dealing
with the right may suffer certain repercussions based on the overriding public
benefits principle.
3.9.2	 Importation versus Local Production
Demand for goods protected by intellectual property rights, may be met by
importation or local production. Factors such as the size of the market, the
political stability, the legal framework, or ignorance of the demands of the
market can affect right owners in opting for the local production of their goods
in any territory or market, or the importation thereof into such markets.1
The exclusive rights in intellectual property can be used by right owners to
enhance their market position in opting for importation or local production.1
Local demand or other factors such as political or infrastructure problems may
not justify the cost of local production. But where local production will make
the goods cheaper than imports, a right holder must be prevented from abusing
his position by refusing to produce his goods locally, or license the local
production thereof. The rule should not be local production at all costs.
Rather, it should be local production (and quality control), whenever it is more
economically viable.
133 For instance, a patentee "A", who does not exploit his right but seeks to prevent another
patentee "B", whose patent cannot be worked without infringing "A"'s patent, but to whom "A"
refuses to grant a licence.
134 para. 2.9 - 2.9.3 ante.
135 All intellectual property rights include the right to prevent the importation of products which
have been produced without the licence of the right holders.
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The criticism that intellectual property rights in general and patents in particular
are used by patentees to maintain market positions through importation and a
refusal to produce locally, should be examined in this light. 1 Where local
production may not be economically viable, it becomes unreasonable to insist
on it. But it stands to reason that where local production is viable, failure to
produce locally should be subject to challenge.
For example, the production of pharmaceuticals and books in Nigeria by foreign
right owners should ordinarily be cheaper by virtue of cheaper labour and some
of the costs of production in Nigeria. However, this is not always so,
considering that while tariffs on finished pharmaceutical products are low and
there is no tariff on finished books whilst on the other hand, the tariffs on the
raw materials for producing these goods are high. With this unreasonable tariff
structure, local production may be more expensive than imports hence
economically unjustifiable.
As was earlier pointed out, the genesis of the patent system lay in attempts by
States to attract foreigners who had inventions to work the invention locally and
to teach local persons the art of working the invention. 137 It is arguable that
this early goal of the patent system is still attractive especially to developing
economies today.
In line with this, Article 5A of the Paris Convention permits sanctions such as
compulsory licence (and thereafter, forfeiture, where the first sanction is
insufficient to prevent the abuse), against a patent which is not worked locally
and the patented goods are imported.' 	 Contrary to the doubts raised on
' According to UNCTAD, Transfer and development of technology in Ghana, UNCTAD/TT/86,
between 1977 and 1982, 205 patents have been registered in Ghana, but there is no record that
any of them was worked between the period. It is highly improbable that the reason for the non-
working of all the 205 patents is that it was uneconomical to exploit all of them in Ghana.
See chapter 1 paras. 1.4 - 1.4.3 ante.
138 Bordenhausen, G.H.c., Guide to the application of the Paris Convention for the protection
of Industrial Property as revised at Stockholm in 1967, at 67-73 (1968).
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this issue,' 39
 it is submitted that TRIPS has not altered the position under
Article 5A of the Paris Convention.
Although Article 27 of TRIPS provides that "... patents shall be available and
patents rights enjoyable without discrimination ... and whether products are
imported or locally produced", this provision should not be interpreted to mean
that patentee may no longer be penalised if they do not work patents locally.
The heading of the Article 27 is "patentable subject matter", that is, what
should be or should not patentable and the grounds of discrimination
recognised for refusal to grant patents. Article 27 also means that the fact that
a product is imported or locally manufactured should not affect the right to
obtain a patent."°
More importantly, neither Article 31 of TRIPS on compulsory licenses, nor
Article 32 on revocation/forfeiture make any reference to the annulment or other
wise of the local working requirement which are common penalties in many
national laws against patentees who do not work their patent.' 41 Given that
the implications of such alteration would be far reaching, it is suggested that
such a change would have been effected by a specific provision.
3.9.3	 Pricing Practices
An intellectual property owner may abuse his position through unfair pricing
practices forced upon his licensees and agents. He may decide to offer his
goods at unjustifiably disparate prices to distributors in areas where there is
competition, and higher costs in other areas. He may give unfair concessions
to those who refuse to sell competing products or have a discriminatory pricing
139 See for example, Reichman note 10 supra at 101-103.
140 In fact, the issue of place of invention was aimed at addressing the problems with the US
patent system where the first to invent regime regards the first to invent in the USA and not the first
to invent elsewhere.
141 In fact, these Articles are completely silent on the issue.
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policy.' 42 Prices should not be excessive in relation to the "economic value"
of a service' 43 or product. The test may be what is charged in other
territories with similar characteristics. 1 " Such pricing practices have been
checked through anti-competition rules by the grant of compulsory licenses145
or orders for reduction in prices.' 46 Price control laws also make orders for
reduction of prices and allow for prosecution of offenders. 147	However,
where the prices charged in excess of competitors result from efficiency, or are
not against the public interest, right holders should not be penalised." 	 In
Nigeria, in the bid to reduce abusive pricing, NOTAP places a cap on the
maximum sums that are payable for royalties and some other fees.'49
142 In Re Borden, Inc., F.T.C. Docket 8978, 19 August 1976 (see McCarthy 211 to 215), the
defendant owner of the ReaLemon trade mark had a 75% share of the market, and was able to
charge 30% above the prices charged by competitors. In order to maintain its market position, it
engaged in geographical discriminatory pricing in those regions where competition was threatened,
causing competitors to sell at below cost price.
143 General Motors Continental [1975] ECR 1367.
144 Thus the Commission ruled in Lucazeau v SACEM (110/88) judgement of July 13 1989, that
where an undertaking charges royalties which are significantly higher than those charged in other
member states, this could indicate an abuse.
145 In US case of Re Borden, Inc. The court ruled that for competitors to enter the processed
lemon market, the defendant was to grant a compulsory licence for the use of the mark ReaLemon
and the label design, to those wishing to engage in the production of processed lemon for 10 years
at 1/2% on the sale price of the product. The defendant was to advertise the availability of such
licences, and offer some quality control, while licensees were obliged to disclose the identity of the
manufacturer in a conspicuous manner on all the containers.
146 In Tranquillisers [19731 H.C. 197, the UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission
recommended the reduction of the prices charged by Roche UK, to the National Health Service for
tranquillisers. Roche had a 99% share of the market for Librium and Valium and made 70% rate
of return on investments profits through the pricing practice for materials from Roche Switzerland.
See also Colour Films [1966] H.C.1; Household Detergents [1966] H.C. 105; Clutch Mechanisms
[1968] H.C. 32.
147 Nigeria: Price Control Act, 1977.
148 See the report of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission on the prices of CDs in the UK:
Dune, A., "The price of compact Discs" [1993] Ent. L.A. 124. See also, Indirect Electrostatic
Reprographic Equipment [1976] H.C. 46, where despite the fact that the return on investment was
36%, the high profits were allowed for a period, to adequately reward the risks accepted in
launching a new and untried product; Breakfast Cereals [19731 H.C. 2, where Kelloggs' was
excused because of their efficiency and declining trend in profits, despite initial 46% return on
investment.
149 Okono supra.
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3.9.4	 Refusal to Deal, License or Supply
Apart from exceptional cases, the refusal to license per Se, is not considered
as an abuse of monopoly, even where the goods over which the rights are
exercised constitute a monopoly. This is because intellectual property rights
are negative rights whose value lies in the power to license or refuse to license
the doing of an act in a territory, and for a period. Thus in Coditel v Cine Vog
Films (No. 2),150 an exclusive licence to show a film did not constitute an
abuse under Article 85(1). Similarly, in Campari, 151 a trade mark licence
which restricted Campari from licensing its mark to third parties or using same
in specified EC territories was exempted by the Commission.
But Hugin's refusal to supply its former UK exclusive distributor with the spare
parts of its cash registers was held to be anti-competitive because the parts
were mainly not interchangeable with those of other cash registers. 152 Hence
the refusal to supply was anti-competitive in the sense that the former
distributor would have been edged out of business if it could not supply the
spare parts which were a necessity. It was also confirmed in lnterpart GVL153
that it was an abusive conduct for the only collecting society in Germany, which
had a monopoly over performers' rights, to refuse to collect royalties for non-
German artist established outside Germany. In Tetra Pak I,' the refusal
to license other third parties with a milk sterilization process was held to be
abusive.
150 [1983] 1 CMLR 49.
151 [1978] 2 CMLR 397.
152 Huqins/Lipton supra.
153 (7/82) [1983] ECR 483.
Tetra Pak Rausing SA v Commission 1990 ECR 11-309, 4 CMLR 334 (CFI).
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In Maqill,' 55
 the refusal of BBC, ITP, and ATE, respectively the publishers of
"Radio Times", "TV Times", and "RTE Guide", to license the use of their listings
to other publishers who could publish the three listings together, prevented the
emergence of a new product likely to compete with them. The compulsory
licence of the various copyrights was ordered.156
3.9.5	 Grant-Back Provisions
The possibility of a licensee improving or developing variants of a licensed right
is not remote. It is therefore not unreasonable for the licensor to require
access to information, know-how etc resulting from the licensee's exploitation
of the licence. Similarly, a licensee may need the use of improvements or
variants of the licensor. Hence, clauses permitting the mutual use of such
improvements or variants by parties, commonly called grant-back provisions are
not uncommon in contracts.
Generally, NOTAP regards a one-sided grant-back clause as being restrictive
and orders its removal. 157 A grant-back provision is one-sided if the licensee
is obliged to assign or offer the right to the licensor, either without any
corresponding obligation on the part of the licensor, or where the licensor is to
obtain the rights free, while the licensee has to pay for such rights from the
licensor, or where the licensee is bound to offer the licensor an exclusive
licence, or assignment, while the licensor does not have a parallel
155 This case actually comprise of three decisions of the Court of First Instance, two of which
are subject to appeals: T-69/89, RTE v Commission 1991 ECR 11-485, 4CMLR 586; T-70189, BBC
v Commission, 1991 ECR 11-535, 4 CMLR 669; and T-76/89, ITP v Commission, 1991 ECR 11-575,
4 CMLR 745.
156 See also the Ford UK case, 15th Rep. on Corn. Pol., EC Commission, pt.49.
157 Okono supra.
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obligation.	 The test of permissibility is the reciprocal or non-reciprocal
extent of the grant-back clause.
On May 25 1994, the US Department of Justice handed down a consent
Decree in the Pilkinciton case. 159 Pilkington, the world's largest manufacturer
of floating glass had grant-back clauses in its patent and know-how licenses
thereby reducing incentives to conduct R&D. The Decree prohibits the future
use of such clauses.
3.9.6	 Restrictions Beyond the Sco pe and Term of Rights
Holders of rights sometimes insist on the same conditions which derive from the
existence of the rights to continue after the expiration of the rights,or beyond
the scope of the rights. These may include the payment of royalties, the use
of certain raw materials or machinery or the supply of services on a continuous
basis after the expiration of the intellectual property rights on which such
restrictions are founded. This may amount to an abuse of the position of a
right holder. On the other hand, some of these restrictions may be justifiable,
eg., where the licensor's raw materials are the cheapest.tm°
Generally, NOTAP prohibits clauses such as these and orders their removal,
unless justification can be advanced. 161 Recently, the US Department of
Justice considered an arrangement which permitted Microsoft to collect royalties
beyond the term of its copyright and patent rights, (since it collected royalties
for personal computer systems that did not use its software) to be an abuse of
158 For a consideration of such unconscionable grant-back provisions in Spain, see UNCTAD,
Major Issues Arising from the Transfer of Technology: A Case Study of Spain, UNCTAD doc.
TD/B/AC.11/17 (17 April 1974).
159 Morrision & Foerster, "Memorandum' - Re: Recent Developments in Antitrust Enforcement
in the Clinton Administration", August 15 1994. Note that this Decree must be confirmed or varied
by the District Court.
160 Ottung v Klee & Weilbach A/S [1989] ECR 1177, [199014 CMLR 915.
161 Okono supra.
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monopoly. 162 The consent judgment is under appeal.162a
3.9.7	 Tying
It is common practice for licences to have clauses which impose an obligation
on licensees to use certain raw materials, machinery, intermediate products or
additional technology, which are provided or obtainable from the former or
sources designated by him. These are called tying clauses since licensors use
their intellectual property rights to tie-up other obligations on the licensees.
The rationale for this may be for purposes of quality control or to benefit from
cheaper prices resulting from a tied package. This practice may be abused
where the right is used as a basis to tie-in items which are not in the interests
of the licensee.1
In Nigeria, NOTAP may request that a tying clause be removed. The
European Commission has ruled that the refusal to transmit an advertisement
unless the services of a subsidiary company was used and the refusal to
supply raw materials to a former competitor165 may also be tie-ins which
constitute abuses. On July 15, 1994, the US Department of Justice signed a
Consent Decree with Microsoft which inter alia prohibit Microsoft from tying the
162 Morrision & Foerster, "Memorandum' - Re: Recent Developments in Antitrust Enforcement
in the Clinton Administration", August 15 1994.
162a On February 14 1995, the US District Court for the District of Columbia issued a
Memorandum Opinion and order which disapproved the consent judgment. The parties have since
appealed. It must, however, be stressed that in rejecting the judgment, the court sought to expand
the scope of the judgment. That is, the court opined that the judgment did not go far enough. In
essence, the example given here is still sound. The Court rejected the consent judgment for the
following reasons: failure to provide adequate information to the court; narrowness of the scope of
the order to current technology - which could allow Microsoft to conduct themselves in the same
way with respect to future technology; the order related only to future acts and there was no fine
for past deeds; the judgment did not cover all the anti-competitive acts of Microsoft. See the
Antitrust News supra.
163 UNCTAD, Control of Restrictive Practices in Transfer of Technoloqv Transactions, 1982,
36-41; Bryne, N.J., "Patent tying arrangements and Article 85" [1980] EIPR 141; Bumside, M.,
"Licensing and tie-in clauses", (1987-88) 17 CIPA 237; Binn, Richard, "Section 44 of the UK
Patents Act, 1977 still alive an d kicking" Patent World Apnl 1994 p.28.
Tele-marketing [1985] ECR 3261.
165 Commercial Solvents (6 & 7/73 [1974] ECR 223. Zoja, one of the three makers in the EC,
of the drug ethambutol, used to get its supplies of the raw materials for the drug from Commercial
Solvents, the only producer of the raw materials on an industrial scale. ZOJA had requested a
release from its contract with Commercial Solvents. Realising the impossibility of buying the raw
materials from elsewhere, it complained to the Commission that its suppliers thereafter refused to
supply.
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licensing of one product to the licensing of another. 1 Microsoft, the world's
largest manufacturer of computer software had been jointly investigated by the
EC Commission and the Department of Justice for practices which included
licensing of its software to manufacturers of hardware on the condition that
licence fees are payable on each computer shipped, whether of not the
computer contained its software. In the UK, Chiron's patent was not enforced
against a defendant who was found to have infringed the patent because of a
tie-in clause.'67
3.9.8	 No-challenge/Non-competition Provisions
Just as a tenant is estopped from challenging the rights of his landlord to a
demised property, clauses which prevent licensees from challenging the validity
of the rights of licensors are conventional in licensing contracts. 168 Though
it may appear unconscionable for a licensee to challenge the validity of a right
from which he has benefitted (for example if he has relied on the same right in
proceedings against an infringer), 169 it may be unreasonable to expect anyone
to be restrained from challenging a right which is not in the public interest.
Thus the US Supreme Court observed in Lear v Adkins that
"Licensees may often be the only individuals with enough incentive to challenge
the patentability of an inventor's discovery, If they are muzzled, the public may
166 Morrision & Foerster, "Memorandum' - Re: Recent Developments in Antitrust Enforcement
in the Clinton Administration", August 15 1994. This Decree must be confirmed by the District
Court, who may also vary it.
167 Chiron Corporation v Orcjanon Teknika [1993] FSR 324, applying s.44 of the Patents Act,
1977.
168 Denial of title is generally not sufficient unless it is accompanied by an overt act, such as
putting notices on the land warning the public not to deal with the landlord: Warner v Sampson
[1959] 1 QB 297; Graves v Wells (1839) 10 A & E 427; Oye v Chiabolu (1950) 19 NLR 107;
Asogbon v Oduntan (1935) 12 NLR 7.
169 Fikentscher. W., The Draft International Code of Conduct on the Transfer of Technology,
1980, 84, explains the German position under the German Act Against Restraints on Competition.
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continually be required to pay tribute to would-be monopolists without any
justification. We think it plain that the technical requirements of contract
doctrine must give way before demands of the public interest in the typical
situation involving the negotiation of a licence after a patent has issued".'7°
(emphasis added)
In Moosehead/Whitbread,' 71 a no-challenge to validity clause involving a trade
mark and know-how licence was cleared by the Commission as not being in
breach in Article 85(1) since the use of the relatively new mark by third parties
is prohibited, whether or not the licensor or the licensee has ownership.'72
Similarly, licensors may deem it fit to restrict the possibility of direct or indirect
competition from their licensees, either through the use of competing
technology of materials, or through collaboration with competitors. Clauses
which bring such intentions into effect may be framed in various ways.
Restrictions may be directly stated, or indirectly stated, by providing that the
licence may be terminated or fees increased, or permission has to be obtained
before the licensee engages in any act of competition. While such clauses may
be justifiable on grounds of confidentiality, it may be an abuse of the holder's
right.173
Generally, NOTAP insists on the removal of such clauses. Unfortunately,
s.23(3)(b) of the Nigerian Patents and Designs Act, 1970 permits clauses which
restrain licensees from doing acts capable of prejudicing the validity of a patent.
The Nigerian Law Reform Commission has suggested the removal of this
170 395 U.S. 653, 23 L. Ed. 610 at 623.
171 Re The Agreement between Moosehead Breweries Ltd. and Whitbread and Co. plc. [1991]
4 CMLR 391, OJ 1990 L100/32.
172 U should be noted that this exemption was granted because the mark was new, hence its
maintenance will not constitute an appreciable barrier to any company entering the UK market.
Moosehead supra, at 398-9.
173 Re Goodyear Italiana [1975] 1 CMLR D31. The Commission ordered the clause removed.
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provision because it gives blanket validity to no-challenge or non-competition
clauses.'74
3.9.10	 Restrictions on R&D
Generally, any clause which prohibits a licensee from conducting research, with
a view to improve or adapt the licensed technology or similar rights, may be
regarded as an abuse of the position of right holders. The reasoning behind
this is that such restraints may hinder the growth of the licensee or its ability to
stand on its own without the licensor. They may, however, be permitted on the
grounds that the licensee coordinates research from certain centres and all
efforts should be concentrated, 175 or where such research may attract liability
of the licensor if unregulated.176
NOTAP often insists on the alteration of clauses prohibiting R&D or clauses
which are onerous against the licensee's ability to do R&D. In the EU, a
Specialisation Agreements Regulation has been published. tm The
Regulation condones certain clauses in R&D agreements such as clauses
which restrict the parties from carrying out independent research, or research
with other parties, on the same subject of their agreement, provided both
parties have access to, and can exploit the results. 178	The US Justice
174 Working Paper on the Reform of the Nigerian Industrial Property Law pp. 88-90; Yankey
op cit. pp.227-228.
175 This is one of the grounds for allowing such clauses to be retained in contracts regulated
by the Nigerian National Office of Technology Acquisition and Promotion; see the Guidelines on
Acquisition of Foreign Technology, Lagos: NOTAP, (1988); See also, Fikentscher at 87.
176 Susser v Carvel Corp. 332 F.2d 505 (2d Cir. 1964), where certiorari was dismissed on
appeal 381 US 125 (1965); Tripoli Co. v Wella Corp., 452 F.2d 932 (3d Cir. 1970), where certiorari
was denied, 400 US 831 (1970).
Regulation 417/85.
178 Whilst the Regulation exempts tie-ins, exclusivity, restricted field of use or manufacture,
restrictions on the use of know-how from third parties, it prohibits restrictive clauses on R&D in
unrelated fields and price controls.
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Department's Microsoft Consent Decree also prohibited clauses in agreements
with Microsoft's licensees which required applications developers who tested
Microsoft products from working with Microsoft Competitors, or developing
competitive products for an unreasonable period of time.'79
3.9.11	 Export Bans and Territoria'ity
Most licensees take up licences with the hope that it will facilitate their
production and sales and increase their market share of a product. One of
such ways is the ability to export the products. However, since intellectual
property rights are divisible on national basis, right holders often reach
marketing arrangements whereby certain licensees are only permitted to exploit
certain markets but not allowed to export to other markets which have been
licensed to other licensees. While this practice may be allowed to protect other
licensees, it may constitute an abuse of the holder's position, an act devised
to divide up the market and restrict competition particularly in integrated
markets like the European Union.
In Nigeria, NOTAP generally insists that export prohibition clauses be
removed,' 80 unless the licensor shows that he clause is necessary to protect
licensees in other markets. This policy derives from Nigeria's export drive
given that licences are often sought by licensees who want to increase their
market share. If approved by the District Court, the recent Decree of the US
Department of Justice in the Pilkin qton case will also eliminate the continuous
use of export bans against US glass manufacturers licensed by Pilkington.'8'
179 Morrison & Foerster note 162 supra.
180 See NOTAP's Guidelines supra.
181 Morrison & Foerster, note 162 supra. The authors also argued that the Pilkinqton case is
the first time export bans which do not affect US consumers have been prohibited on the grounds
of harming US foreign trade.
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3.10 Conclusion
A detailed analysis of intellectual property rights, monopolies, the freedom to
copy and competition laws has been impossible given the constraints of space
and the theme of this thesis. Nevertheless, a few points have emerged:
i) intellectual property rights are not always monopolies. A right
amounts to a monopoly if the product it protects is difficult to
substitute and the right owner has a big share of the relevant
market giving the right holder the opportunity to raise prices,
cause scarcity and act in other ways which can be detrimental to
public interests;
ii) even in cases where an intellectual property right amounts to a
monopoly, it should be condoned because monopolies per Se, are
not undesirable and because there are certain justifications for
their existence;
iii) there are mechanisms within and outside the system to check the
abuse of monopoly. These mechanisms can be adapted by any
nation to ensure that the conflicting interests of the right holders
and the public are balanced to provide adequate freedom to copy
and restrain abuse of monopoly.
In a post-TRIPS era, the wise choice before developing economies is not piracy
and counterfeiting. Rather they have to administer the intellectual property
system in such a way as to prevent and punish any abuse of power and
encourage competition.
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Chapter 4
PIRATES AND COUNTERFEITERS
CATEGORIES, MOTIVATIONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS
4.0	 Introduction
One of the main motivations for including intellectual property in the Uruguay
GATT rounds was the increased share in world trade, of pirated and counterteit
products.' These activities have caused substantial losses to businesses, jobs
and lives. The products exploited are not only luxury goods such as clothes,
wrist watches, perfumes and body lotions, but now include musical instruments,2
pharmaceuticals, 3 brake parts and other important components for vehicles and
1 Hence TRIPS is designated the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Prooerty Ri ghts. Including
Trade in Counterfeit Goods. Rakoff, Jed. S & Woiffe, Ira B. "Commercial counterfeiting: The
inadequacy of existing remedies" 73 TMR 501 (1983); Knaak, "National and international efforts
against trade mark counterfeiting", 19 DC 581 (1988); Walker, William M., "Uruguay Round TRIPs: A
Bibliographic Essay", 22 (4) VANDERBILT J. TRANSL L. 911 (1989); Bradley, Jane A., "Intellectual
Property Rights, and Trade in Services in the Uruguay Round": Laying the Foundations, 23 STAN. J.
INT'L L. 57 (1987); Abbott, Frederick M., "Protecting First World Assets in the Third World: Intellectual
Property Negotiations in the GATT Multilateral Framework", VANDERBILT J. TRANSL L. 689 (1989);
Reichman, J.H., "Intellectual Property in International Trade: Opportunities and Risks of a GATT
Connection" VANDERBILT J. TRANSL L. 747 (1989); Hartridge, David & Subramanian, "Intellectual
property rights: The issues in GAIT", VANDERBILT J. TRANSL L. 747 (1989). Barga, Carlos Alberto
P., "The economics of intellectual property and the GAIT: A view from the South" 22(2) VANDERBILT
J. TRANS'L L. 243 (1989); Hoffman, G.M., Marcon, G.T. & Murray, C., "Commercial piracy of
intellectual property" 71 Jour. Pat. Office Soc'v 556 (1989); Bok Hoay, Tan, "Report from Singapore
on recent counterfeiting activities" [1990] 3 EIPR 112; Noble, Ronald K., "Anti-counterfeiting
enforcement - US department of Treasury" Trademark World February 1994 p.30; Harvey, 0. Peter,
"Efforts under GAIT, WIPO and other multinational organisations against trade mark counterfeiting"
[1993] EIPR 446; Worthy, John, "Intellectual property protection after GAIT" [1994] 12 EIPR 195.
Although the authenticity of claims have not been tested, it has been reported that piracy and
counterfeiting constitutes about 5% of world trade, an estimate of US $80 billion, annually: Licensing
Business Review, February 1992, p.8; Evans, Justin, "Faking It", The Globe and the Mail, Saturday, 20
February, 1988. Choprai, Prakesh, A., "Worldwide Trade Piracy - A Corporate Nightmare", fli
Economic Times. Bombay, Jan.30 1985. See also the 1994 report published by AIM, a European anti-
counterfeiting association.
2 For violins, see Swafield, Tony, "Counterfeiting: The growth industry", December 1990, T.S.
Rev. vol.98 No.12, p. 14. For guitars see: Intellectual Property Newsletter November 1994 p.8.
Counterfeit drugs have caused deaths particularly in developing countries. Some countries
including Nigeria, have gained a bad reputation as producers of counterfeit drugs. "Fake Drugs
Warning", West Africa, February 27 - March 5 1994 p.307 - Ghana has banned the importation of
drugs from some West African countries including Nigeria; Mahmood, Mazher, "Doctors Blame Fake
drug Medicines for Deaths", Sunday Times, Nov. 11987; Fake antibiotics made in illegal factories in
the Far East and exported to Africa: Cor porate Crime & Security, Vol.5, No.4 p.10 (1985). Fake
vaccines, antibiotics, and tranquilisers exported to Lebanon: "Third World Review", The Guardian
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aircraft, 4 electrical sockets and other home appliances, 5 agricultural raw
materials, fertilisers and scientific materials 6
 and food substances.
The adoption of the minimum standards prescribed by TRIPS is a prerequisite to
the enjoyment of the benefits of the new world trade order proposed under the
Uruguay GATT round. This measure was adopted to procure the commitment
of members to combat piracy and counterfeiting. 7 In Part I, it was argued that
trade is sufficient justification for the intellectual property system 9 and that the
Dec.10 1982, p.18. Over 109 Nigerian children died from fake drugs and in another country, almost a
whole village was wiped out after taking fake malaria drugs: Masland, Tom, & Marshall,Ruth, "The Pill
Pirates', Newsweek, Nov.5 1990 p.18 et seq.. Counterfeit Ventolin, the asthma drug: SCRIP No.
1381, p.2. Fake drugs in Nigeria: Sunday Tribune Nov.8 1987. Adenika, Fred B., Drug Abuse
Monograph; Prentice, Thomson, "Zantac ideal target for counterfeiters", The Times Feb.23 1989, p.1.
Fake Zantac drugs found in Greece: SCRIP June 20 1990, Pharmaceutical Journal June 23 1990,
Chemist & Druggists June 23 1990. Counterfeit eye drugs which can cause blindness: J
Commercial Crime International Oct.91, Vol. 9, No.5. In a statement attributed to Tim Whiteman,
counterfeit drugs have even caused the death of a Nigerian Minister: "Deadly trade in counterfeit drugs
revealed", ICC Commercial Crime International, June 1989, Vol.7, No.1 p.1. Aiyegbo.A.A., "Fighting
the counterfeiting and faking of drugs - the story so far", an unpublished paper delivered at a
conference organised in Lagos by Chief G.O. Sodipo & Co, noted in Managing Intellectual Property
Issue 20 June 1992 p.30. Essien, E., "Drug adulteration - the Nigerian experience", February 1988
Trademark World p.48. Fake Birth Control Pills, The Times Jan. 11985; For notes on how counterfeit
drugs and eye drops have caused deaths in the US, see the Hearings, Aug.2 1983 of the US House of
Representative Subcommittee in "Unfair Foreign Practice". 98th Congress. 2nd session. report by the
sub-committee on over-sight and investi gations February 1984. Washington DC, pp.38-41.
Brake shoes and lining and other important components for use in cars, coaches, planes,
helicopters and space shuttles. Some of these have caused accidents and deaths. The explosion of
the US space shuttle in 1976 was caused by counterfeit transistors: see the statement of James Bikoff
in the US Unfair Foreign Practice Report note 3 supra; Counterfeit brake linings and shoes for Ferodo
caused monthly sales figures of about £250,000 to tall to about £1,500: "How far can protection go for
genuine articles" 1985 p.30, Ferodo Ltd. v Unibros Stores 1980 FSR 489; Maurice, Paul, "Fake Jet
Parts Scare", Daily Mail, 20 Nov., 1989; See the ICC Commercial Crime International, Oct. 91, Vol. 9,
No. 5 and "Counterfeit components problem for air industry", ICC Commercial Crime International,
Vol.6 No.8, January 1989, p.1 for reports of counterfeit aircraft brake parts in the UK and the USA, In
the Chrysler Motor Release Dec. 8 1988, it was reported that an out of court settlement had been
reached with a counterfeiter and that distributors should beware of the circulation of the products. See
also "Counterfeit Bolts infiltrate US Truck Industry", ICC Commercial Crime International, Mar. 1990,
Vol.7, No.10, p.2. Dunlop Holding v Staravia Ltd [1982] Corn. L.R. 3.
Counterfeit electric spare parts: "Manufacturers lose to counterfeit switch gear", .[
Commercial Crime International, Vol.6 No.5 Oct.1988, p.8 & Vol.6 No.8 Jan.1989 p.8. Moulinex lost
$16 million to counterfeiters: Coppet, Anita, "Moulinex Fights Back", ICC Commercial Crime
International, April 1989 Vol.6 No.11 p.4; the US Unfair Foreign Practices Reoort note 3 upt.
6 Counterfeit Microscopes destined for the African market: Hutt, G.W., "Counterfeits intercepted
before export", ICC Commercial Crime International, May 1989 Vol.6 No.12 p.5; see the US Unfair
Foreign Practices Report note 3 supra.
See para. 1.5.5 chapter 1
See paras. 2.8 7 2.15 et seq. chapter 2.
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abuse of any monopoly occasioned by the system can be checked and
controlled. 9
 Part II of this dissertation examines the adequacy of substantive and
procedural law, the appropriateness of the criminalisation of breaches of
intellectual property rights. The responses of right owners, law enforcement
agencies and the like to the enforcement of intellectual property will also be
examined.
This chapter offers a working definition of piracy and counterfeiting, suggests
new criteria for classifying pirates and counterfeiters, identifies some
characteristics in their modus operandi, analyses some of the motivations and
justifications for these activities and recommends criteria for additional liability for
some of the categories of pirates and counterfeiters identified.'° A working
definition of piracy and counterfeiting will reduce some of the confusion arising
from the different uses to which the terms are applied. The classification of
pirates and counterfeiters will promote a greater appreciation of the issues. It will
also support my suggestions on the need to include a determination of the
category of infringers for purposes of creating deterrent remedies. A better
working knowledge of their modus operandi will enhance the making of more
effective laws. Addressing the events which motivate piracy and counterfeiting is
a sine qua non to any strategy at curbing the activities. The folly behind some of
the justifications advanced for these activities particularly in a post-TRIPS era will
also be demonstrated. The new criteria recommended proceed on the premise
that the relevant categories of pirates and counterfeiters undermine what I refer
to as "quasi-fiduciary" relationships between the injured parties and the
inf ringers. It is argued that laws must strive to protect such "quasi-fiduciary
relationships", but current laws overlook this need.
See chapter 3 nIQ.
'° Evidence in support of the analysis that runs through this chapter can be found in the reports of
anti-piracy and anti-counterfeiting associations. See for example: 1994 Special 301
Recommendations and Estimated Trade Losses Submitted to the United States Trade ReDresentative,
Washington DC: International Intellectual Property Alliance, Feb. 18 1994, Appendix D.
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4.1	 Definition
The terms piracy and counterfeiting evade apt definition." According to
Professor Dworkin, they are words with no recognised technical meaning in
intellectual property law.' 2 Hence, despite their common use, the terms are not
mentioned or defined in most national laws.' 3
 The terms are sometimes used
interchangeably as if they mean the same thing but in most cases,' 4
 the terms
are often applied only to breaches on a commercial scale."
The terms trade mark counterfeiting and copyright piracy are used in some
sections of TRIPS.' 6 TRIPS defines counterfeit trade mark goods to mean
"any goods, including packaging, bearing without authorisation a
trade mark which is identical to the trade mark validly registered in
respect of such goods, or which cannot be distinguished in its
essential aspects from such a trade mark, and which thereby
Note the ordinary dictionary meaning in the Shorter Oxford En glish Dictionary on Historical
Principles Oxford: Clarendon Press:- "Counterfeit" means to disguise, falsify, to put on the appearance
of .. with the intention to deceive, made in the imitation of. "Pirate" is defined as to appropriate or
reproduce the work or invention of another without authority and for profit.
12 Dworkin, Gerald, Professor "An outline of UK Law" in cornish W.R., ed. Piracy and
Counterfeiting of Industrial Property and Cocyright, London: the Common Law Institute of Intellectual
Property and the British Institute of International and Comparative Law p.1 (1983) hereinafter called
the CLIP monograph.
For instance, the headnote of s.92 of the new UK Trade Marks Act, 1994 is entitled "forfeiture
for counterfeiting etc.", but counterfeiting is not used in the section neither is it defined. The Nigerian
Counterfeit and Fake Drugs Act, 1988 does not define counterfeiting while it defines Fake and
Adulterated drugs. Thus, in most cases, most materials written on piracy and counterfeiting only refer
to various sections of laws bordering on intellectual property in order to discuss the problems arising
from these activities. Counterfeiting as defined by statutes on counterfeit currency is not relevant.
14 Dworkin note 12
It is conceded that commercial scale is difficult to determine. Any exploitation otherwise than
for private purposes with a view to profit is a commercial scale, even if the profit is to be used for
charity.
See Articles, 51, 59 & 61
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infringes the rights of the owner of the trade mark in question under
the law of the country of importationw.17
TRIPS defines copyright piracy to mean
any goods which are copies made without the consent of the right
holder or person duly authorised by him in the country of
production and which are made directly or indirectly from an article
where the making of that copy would have constituted an
infringement of a copyright or a related right under the law of the
country of importation".'8
Prior to TRIPS, there was no consensus on the scope of each term. However,
consensus is valuable in ensuring that efforts to combat them are not at cross
purposes. The following are the main definitional groups easily identifiable.'9
Those who define piracy to include counterfeiting, but the latter to be narrower
than the former. This group use counterfeiting in the sense that it only applies to
the unauthorised use of registered trade marks with intent to mislead
consumers. 2° This group sometimes define piracy loosely as the international
theft on a large scale, 2 ' the do-it-yourself crime of the century,22 perhaps the
world's fastest growing and most profitable business. 23	Another group use
See footnotes to Article 51
See the footnote to Article 51 Ibid.
"' Levin, Marianne in her seminal paper, "The meaning of counterfeiting" 18 IIC 435 (1987),
classified the definitions of counterfeiting into three. But she did not classify the definitions of piracy.
Carlisle, D. T. "Protection against piracy" (1982) md. Prop. 311 at 312.
21 International Piracy - the threat to British coDvriaht industries, Publishers Association & the
International Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI), London (1986).
Chesterman, John and Lipman, Andy, The Electronic Pirates DIV crime of the century.
Routledge London, 1988
Rakoff & Wotffe note 1 jjpj.
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either term in a generic manner to include any form of infringement of intellectual
property rights and unfair competition.24
One group defines piracy only in terms of the infringement of copyright and
neighbouring rights, while another expands this definition to cover the
infringement of designs and yet another, to include the infringement of patents.
WIPO defines piracy as a term which is ucommonly understood in the fields of
copyright and neighbouring rights as reproducing published works or,
phonograms by any appropriate means for public distribution and also
rebroadcasting another's broadcast without proper authorizations". 25
 The
proposed EC Regulation on Counterfeit and Pirated Goods defines pirated goods
in terms of goods made without the consent of the owner of copyright,
neighbouring rights, or design right, whether or not registered. 26 While Sinnot
defines it to cover copyright, designs and patents.27
Some define counterfeiting only in terms of registered trade marks. 26 	WIPO's
definition of counterfeiting is in these terms. 29
 The reference to registered trade
marks only, in TRIPS is similar to the definition under the EC Commission
Regulation 3842I86.° In approving the Regulation, the Commission rejected the
Gielen defines counterfeiting as "the unauthorized use (including the use of a near copy) of a
product, trade mark, model, design, picture or any other item protected by any intellectual or property
right or under the general rules of tort, passing off or unfair competition law" - The repression of
counterfeiting. International Report, Lucerne Congress of L.IC.D. 1986.
WIPOs Glossaty of terms of the law of Copyright and Neighbourin g Rights, Geneva: WIPO
p.190 (1980).
Article 2(b) i.
27 Sinnot, John, ed., Product Fraud: Counterfeiting Goods Suooresion, Ocenea Pub. Inc. Vol.1
(1993)
Counterfeiting and ordinary trade mark infringement have a thin line separating them. But a
mark is counterfeit if it resembles the original mostly in the same lay-out with a few changes here and
there. The original may be distinguished from the counterfeit only by studying the product and the
mark: Marius H Knijif, supra p.19.
WIPO Doc. PAQ'I/2 at 2 - WIPO Committee of Experts on the Protection Against Counterfeiting
J-.
Article 1 .(2)(a), of the repealed Regulation was effective from January 1 1988 to July 1994
provides: "any goods bearing without authorization a trade mark which is identical to a trade mark
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recommendation of its Economic & Social Committee that Regulation 3842/86
should cover designs and models registered in the Member states.3'
Another group defines counterfeiting to be the intentional imitation 32
 of the
outward packaging or appearance of a product with its mark (including
unregistered marks) or get-up, with a view to representing it for the original.33
The proposed new EC Regulation, 93/C 238/15, seeks to expand the meaning
of counterfeiting beyond the infringement of registered trade marks to include:
"goods, including the packaging, thereof, bearing without authorization a
trademark which is identical to the trademark validly registered ..."; "any
trademark symbol (logo), whether or not presented separately...", "any tool,
mould or similar material specifically intended for the manufacture of a counterfeit
trademark or product ...", "packaging materials bearing the trademarks of
counterfeit products...".35
This proposed expanded EC definition signifies that the scope under the current
Regulation 3842/86 that this form of counterfeiting is problematic36 and that
counterfeiting cannot be addressed only in the context of registered marks.
validly registered in respect of such goods in or for the Member States in which the goods are entered
for free circulation or which cannot be distinguished in its essential aspects from such a trade mark
which thereby infringes the rights of the owner of the trade mark in question under the law of the
Member State".
' OJ EC No.0 218/8/85, para. 1.1. See chapter 5 paras.5.6 to 5.6.3 Jfr for more discussion on
this.
Bouwman suggests that counterfeiting differs from other forms of infringement in that it involves
the deliberate nature of the activity: Bouwman, Nora Mount "Seizure of counterfeit goods in the
Netherlands April 1981, Issue 6 Trademark World p.22.
There is a temptation to add yet another group, that is, those who define counterfeiting without
defining piracy. Counterfeiting is used in this sense, either as synonymous with piracy, or in the sense
of registered trade marks, or to include the outward appearances. Therefore, such definitions fall into
one of the groups identified above.
Com(93) 329 final. Submitted by the Commission on 16 August 1993.
Article 2(a) of the proposed Regulation.
See the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, note 31 supiia for the arguments for
the need to expand the definition.
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To define the terms to include all forms of infringement, is to make a pirate and a
counterfeiter of anyone who breaches any right, a dangerous proposition! 37
 It
means for instance, that the student who photocopies may be regarded as a
pirate, or that unintentional subconscious copying of a song or working of a
patent, respectively will be regarded as piracy. To define counterfeiting only in
terms of registered trade marks is unduly narrow - it means that the passing off of
a get-up or appearance of a product on a commercial scale is not counterfeiting.
It means for instance that the unauthorised copying of packaging and get-ups,
which are unregistered is not counterfeiting notwithstanding that this may be a
major source of consumer confusion and damage to the goodwill of any
business. Some national laws only apply criminal sanctions to registered marks
and not unregistered marks.
Two other problems arise: should the terms be defined in the context of
H intentional acts or omissions" and also in the context of "commercial scale"?.
Secondly, if piracy is defined in terms of copyright only, and counterfeiting in
terms of trade marks irrespective of registration, then this leaves out
infringements (on a commercial scale) of patents or designs which are not
susceptible for copyright protection.
For the purpose of this dissertation, I have defined piracy as the unauthorised
recording, copying or broadcast of any article subject matter of intellectual
property protection, on a commercial scale and for profit. I have defined
counterfeiting as the unauthorised copying of the trade mark, labels, or
packaging of goods on a commercial scale, in such a way that the get-up or lay-
out of the cover, label or appearance of the goods closely resemble those of the
original. The two definitions include the making of materials and models for the
purposes of piracy like covers, labels and moulds. In this sense, piracy is a
Thus Dworkin, note 12 	 p.2, argues that 'Not all copying is piracy; nor is all copying to be
condemned simply as such.
In chapter 7, para.7.3.1	 it is suggested that this may be for purposes of convenience.
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generic term that covers counterfeiting. 39 The importation into a territory of
goods which have been produced with the consent of an intellectual property
owner in contravention of marketing or commercial arrangements only falls into
this consideration to a very limited extent. It is viewed as parallel imports.4°
4.2 Observations made in the course of collecting Research Materials
The following observations were made by the author in the course of conducting
the research for this thesis. Many trade associations only keep a record of the
outcome of raids or litigation . They do not usually keep a detailed record of
litigation conducted by member-firms; nor do they keep a record of the parties
involved and the like. Such records will certainly be useful to analysts and
independent researchers. Where such details are kept by trade associations,
they are often regarded as confidential and not open to academic research of this
nature.4'
Some of the companies approached (who do not want to be identified), were
opposed to records of relevant material being used. Although reasons were not
usually given, this attitude seems to stem from some apprehension. This may be
the belief that knowledge that the company has been a victim of counterfeiting or
piracy may affect customer confidence in their goods. It may also be due to a
belief that such knowledge may attract more piracy by suggesting to other pirates
that their products are easy to copy. In the absence of data, it is difficult to
determine whether their apprehensions are misplaced. Suffice it to say that
companies who have diligently prosecuted pirates and publicise such actions
Levin note
4° Justification for this approach lies in the fact that TRIPS defines counterfeiting to exclude
"goods which have been produced or marketed under a protected trade mark by the owner of the
trade mark right, or with his consent, or to goods bearing an unauthorized trade mark which are
imported in contravention of a commercial arrangement. In addition, Article 3 of the EC Regulation on
Counterfeit Goods does not apply to parallel goods.
' In the UK, the excuse is sometimes the Data Protection Act. However, the author found the
reports of organisations such as the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA), the International
Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI), and the International Chamber of Commerce's Anti-
Counterfeiting Bureau, useful.
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have reduced the incidence of copying of their products. This is because pirates
have come to realise that these companies do not take the issue of piracy of their
products lightly.42
Some of the materials are written in a journalistic style without references that
can be verified 43 . Consequently, the author has altered the style of the source
materials to a legal form. For instance, the evidence has been challenged
where it is inconclusive. However, in some instances, the author has found it
reasonable to rely on similar evidence given by two or more independent sources
in different parts of a country or the world as a means of identifying similar
patterns. As such, the author's observations do not in any way affect the validity
of the findings and conclusions on such materials.
4.3 Types
As already mentioned in paragraph 4.0 above, classifying the types of persons
often involved with piracy and counterfeiting promotes a better understanding of
the issues involved. At the moment, liability for the breach of intellectual property
laws is based on particular acts done by third parties, for instance, reproduction,
importation, or distribution. 44 However, the classification adopted by the author
is not based on the type of act done in relation to any right. Rather, it is based on
the background of infringers, their circumstance and relationship (if any), with the
injured right owner. It must be stressed that it is not intended that the traditional
test for liability should be dropped. Rather, in addition to the traditional approach,
it is proposed that the background of the persons involved should also be
considered. Consequently, some infringers may not fall into any of the
categories identified herein.
42 Adams, note 81 chapter 2
It is common not to cite the source of the information. When the source is cited, it is often
found to be a summary of events suited for newspapers but not for a thesis.
" Liability under most intellectual property laws arises from the doing of particular acts without the
right holder's consent.
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4.3.1	 Citizens - Residents - Foreigners
In every country, all illegal activities are masterminded by citizens of the said
country, by residents, or by foreigners. 45 Piracy and counterfeiting are no
exceptions. Whether the pirated product is manufactured or assembled in the
country or simply imported, depends on the technology available. If the
technology is locally available, the whole production process for a pirated good
can take place locally. Where the technology for any product subject matter of
piracy is lacking locally, such product is often imported. 46 For instance, since
there is presently no Compact Disc (CD) factory in Nigeria, CDs may only be
imported into Nigeria, but the in-lay cards and the CD cases may, be produced in
Nigeria. However, the availability of local technology may be irrelevant, where it
is cheaper to produce abroad. 47 In Nigeria, a lot of counterfeit pharmaceuticals,
especially capsules, are imported. Capsules are often bought from the
international market while locals fill them with inactive ingredients ranging from
chalk and face powder to harmful substances and print counterfeit labels which
are then affixed on the products.48
chesterman & Lipman suggest that immigrant groups often set up trade links with their home
countries to supply books, films and the like which do not reach their home markets sufficiently, or in
some cases, at all: Chesterman, John and Lipman, Andy, The Electronic Pirates DIY crime of the
century. Routledge London, 1988 p.39. It was also reported in the Bulletin, (October 8 1991 p.38),
that in Australia, migrants dominate the counterfeiting rackets. Some of the leading intellectual
property firms in Nigeria believe that the main importers, producers and distributors of pirated goods
are migrants from the Middle East and Asia.
If such goods are pirated locally with poor technical resources, the goods will look obviously
fake and deter consumers. Although it is shown below that in certain circumstances, consumers do
not mind buying pirated products, they will not usually buy goods which look 'fake. 'Fake is used
here to depict goods in which the illicit attempt at production is so poor that consumers may regard
them as serving no useful purpose.
The point has been made that the tariff structure which levies a higher rate on imported raw
materials than on finished products, contributes to making the production of books and the
manufacture of pharmaceuticals more expensive in Nigeria than importing the finished products -
para.3.9.3, chapter 3
Essien,note 3 supra.
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4.3.2	 Right Owners: Assignors and Licensors
To classify right owners as pirates and counterfeiters seems paradoxical and far
fetched. A right owner who assigns his right to a third party completely divests
himself of the right. By virtue of the principle, nemo dat quod non habet. the right
owner no longer has anything to give. If he purports to assign or licence the right
again, he may (in addition to committing a possible breach of contract), be liable
for causing a third party to infringe an intellectual property right but he is no
longer a right holder.49
The question is more complex where the right owner grants an exclusive
territorial licence to a party, "A", but thereafter purports to grant another licence to
a third party, "B" for the same territory. Trade mark owners have been known to
breach exclusive territorial licensing arrangements with agents by consenting to
the exercise of the same licensed rights by third parties, or by failing to restrain
licensees for another territory from exporting to a third territory which is licensed
to another licensee. 50 The remedy, if at all, will depend on the concept of
exclusive licenses in national laws.
For instance, countries like Nigeria, whose trade mark laws are based on the
repealed UK Trade Marks Act, 1938 do not have a statutory concept of exclusive
licenses. 5 ' The relevant provision only recognises licensees as registered
users irrespective of whether they are exclusive or non-exclusive licensee. In
such cases, even if the agreement between the right holder and his exclusive
licensee provides that any other licence that may be purportedly granted is void,
the registered user may only have recourse in the law of contract or other
Although I did not find any reported case on this category, some Nigerian publishers who
cannot be named for confidential reasons have had problems with their author/assignors.
° Levi Strauss & Co v French Connection Ltd [1982] FSR 443.
eg s.33(1) Nigerian Trade Marks Act 1965.
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economic torts52 if the agreement is breached. 53
 No remedy of infringement can
be founded on such statutes.
However, some laws define exclusive licences as rights which can be exercised
against the whole world including the licensors. 54
 Based on this statutory
definition, it is arguable that exclusive licensees in such territories should be able
to restrain third parties from dealing with the works, even if the latter are
authorised by the right owners. In countries where such laws are applicable, a
right owner who authorises third parties to exercise a right which is already the
subject of an exclusive licensing arrangement may be liable for infringement.55
4.3.3	 Agents - Distributors- Former Business Associates
Goods introduced into any market are either introduced directly by right owners,
or indirectly through their agents or third parties. Direct marketing may be
hindered by trade barriers 56
 or high costs of maintaining a local team on a
market. Such problems often cause right owners to appoint local agents or
distributors. 57 	In either case, the principal and the agent may fall out. Where
52 Eg. unlawful interference with business, or inducing a breach of contract: Ex parte Island
records [1978] Ch. 122; [1978] 3 All E.R. 824. See Northern & Shell PLC V Conde Nast & National
Magazines Distributors Ltd. (trading as Comac ma gazine Marketing & Penthouse Publications Ltd.
18(3) Intellectual Property Decisions March 1995 - 18034.
Delehic Wholesalers Pty Ltd v Elco Food co Ptv Ltd & Calogeropoulos & Sons (a firm) 8 IPR
545
UK: S. 130, Patents Act, 1977; Nigeria: S.39, Copyright Act, 1988. See also s.30 UK Trade
Marks Act 1994.
s.27(3)(b) of UK's CDP Act, 1988 defines infringing copy to include one which is made in
breach of an exclusive licence arrangement in relation to the work.
See para.2.9.1 chapter 2
With indirect marketing, the foreign right owner may not invest significant sums in promoting
the goods, relying on the international reputation of the goods, or leaving this to the agent or
distributor. Wifh direct marketing, foreign right holders may to promote the goods themselves, though
an agent or distributor may be obliged to maintain the goodwill and increase sales.
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they do, agents/distributors often continue albeit illegally, to produce, import or
distribute the same goods or goods which are confusingly similar.58
One of the most common practices among counterfeiters is the registration of
trade marks of third parties including those of their principal in their own name as
if belonging to them. 59
 Sometimes, agents incorporate companies with the same
name as the trade mark. 6 ° Thereafter, either of three things may be done.
Some commence trading with the mark in competition with the original owner.
Others try to stop the 'original proprietor' of the mark from trading with the mark
in the territory concerned. 6 ' Some even black mail the original owner into
buying the mark from them. 62
 This is a fast growing practice given that the
In Mirage Studios & ors. v Counter-feat Clothing Compan y
 Ltd. & ors. [1991] FSR 145 - the
famous Ninja Turtles' case, the defendants fell out with the 2nd plaintiff who was the UK agent of the
first plaintiff. It was the practice of the 2nd plaintiff to grant the defendants licenses to exploit other
materials which the former had acquired. When the parties fell out,the defendant was refused a
licence for the "turtles" in question. Nonetheless, he commissioned an artist to draw similar
characters, but with some differences. He knew that the "turtles" had acquired goodwill and
reputation in the USA and would probably be successful in the UK.. He was held liable for piracy.
Similarly, in Krausz and Dolly Ltd v Kumar Brothers (a firm) - LEXIS, Queens Bench Division, 31
March 1982, when the parties fell out, the defendant, a former exclusive agent of the plaintiff started
supplying counterfeit shirts, 'merely' continuing his well established business. The only difference was
that he was now also manufacturing and this was done without the plaintiff's consent. He was held
liable for infringement. See also Optometrists Association of America (OAA) 17 USPQ 2d 1117.
When a dispute arose within Association, the splinter group formed were sued because they continued
to use the guild marks registered by the OAA after the deadline given to them by the OAA. The marks
were used to designate that their practice and the goods they sold, met approved standards. It was
difficult for the members of the splinter group to stop using these marks as it had been an integral part
of their practice to be so designated. Although the case is not one of piracy per se, it is illustrative of
the point.
Belgore M.B., (Chief Judge), "The Judicial response to the Regulation of Foreign Investments
in Nigeria", in Sodipo & Fagbemi eds. Nigeria's Foreign Investment Laws and Intellectual Property
Rights, QMWC/CLIP, 68 at 78-79, (1994). Kolex Mercantile Imoort Co. v Alliance International Nigeria
U Unrep. Suit No. FRC/1J45/79 of Friday 18 July, 1980.
Josien Holdings Ltd.. Consolidated Cork and Can Ltd.. Joe Aisien Oabebor (Trading under Joe
Nieco and Co.). and Joe Aisien Ogbebor (Trading under Josien and Co.) v Lornamead Ltd and Tura
International Ltd (Unreported Suit No. LD/1 71 1/88.), where the agent applied to register the trade
marks of his principal, and incorporated three companies with the different trade marks subject matter
of dispute. Phillips, Jeremy & Sodipo, Bankole, "Foreign Traders Beware - Agency Can Forfeit Your
Trade Mark in Nigeria" forthcoming in Mana ging Intellectual Prooerty 1995.
61 See the Josien case, note 60
In Re Gori & Zuchi SoA' Application. (Reported in LEXJS - Chancery Division 5th of November
1981), a distributor registered the UNO A ERRE mark of an Italian manufacturer whose goods he was
distributing in UK. He then attempted to stop the owners from using the mark in UK until the mark was
assigned to them and he was given an exclusive distribution contract for the goods. In Nam Fong
Fountain Pen Co. v Mak Cheona Foon of Kwana Hing Hong [19571 HKLR 481, a Hong Kong company
obtained registration for a mark belonging to a German licensor of theirs. When the licence expired
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goods are sometimes introduced by the agents who take the initiative without
being authorised, to register the mark in their name.63
Sometimes, local representatives or former licensees institute forfeiture
proceedings for non-use of trade marks. 64 Some even thwart their principal's
attempts to obtain evidence of use, which is in their custody. After obtaining a
cancellation, such agents then register the mark in their own name.
Some local dealers become pirates themselves. 65 A distributor licensed to sell a
trade marked product may decide to sell another product in packaging bearing
the trade mark and get-up of its principal, or one similar to it. 66 Other distributors
or licensees continue to exploit the intellectual property right or reproduce the
licensed goods even after the licence has expired despite contractual terms
preventing them from so doing.7
and the licensor appointed another licensee, the former licensee instituted action and obtained a court
order restraining the second licensee from distributing fountain pens with the mark registered.
'5 For a discussion of how frequent this is in Argentina, Brazil, chile and venezuela, see the
following: Aracama, Zorraquin E.D., "Trademark Piracy in Argentine Law" [1982] Ind. Port) 305;
Siemsen P.D. & and Faria correa J.A., "Protection of trademarks against counterfeiters in Brazil"
[1982] Industrial Prooertv 317; Daniel, Denis, A., "trademark policy in Brazil under the Basic Plan for
Scientific and Technological Development", 66 TMR 173 (1976); Daniel, Denis Allan, "Modern Piracy:
The Brazilianization' of Well-known Foreign Trade Marks and Economic Nationalism", unpublished
paper delivered at the June 1984 meeting of the Perfume & Luxury Goods Suppliers Association of the
Americas, Panama city; Daniel, Denis Allan, "Trademark Piracy: The Brazilian Way", an unpublished
paper delivered at the November meeting of the International Anti-counterfeiting Coalition, DC., USA;
valesco, Rodrigo, "Piracy and protection: International trade marks under the Chilean industrial
property law", 82 1MB, 593, at 594 (1992) Coriat, A., & Linares, F.H., "Effectiveness of IP rights in
venezuela" 79 TMR 38 (1989).
'5 See Daniels articles in note 63jir.
65 Aghababian, A., "Usurping and counterfeiting of trademarks and patents in the Middle East", 41
TMR 27.
'5 Prest-O-Lite Co. v Avery Lighting Co.. 161 Fed 648 (C.C. N.D.N.Y. 1908); Lippo v Mobil Oil
r. 776 F.2d. 706 (7th Cir.1985).
' Evans v Von Laer. 32 Fed. 153 (c.C.d. Mass 1887); Burger-Kina CorD. v Mason 710 F.2d.
1480,1492, 219 uspq 693; El Greco Leather Products Co. v Shoe World Inc.. 806 F.2d 392,396; 1
USPQ2d. 1016, 10188-1 9; Franchised Stores of New York Inc. v Winier 394 F2d. 664,668, 57 USPQ
466, 468-69; Mobil Oil Corp . v Auto-Brite Car Wash Inc. 615 F.supp. 628, 631; 223 USPO 269,272;
Pacific & Southern Co. v Satellite Broadcastin g Networks Inc. 694 F.Supp. 1565, 1573-75; 8 USPO 2d.
1756, 1762-64; Television Broadcasts Ltd & ors. v TU 7 ors 19 IPR 307. The example of a cigarette
company which continued to produce after the termination of a licence is given in Sinnot, note 27
supra at p.30. A certain publisher in Ibadan, Nigeria, is notorious for publishing books after his licence
has expired, or has been terminated. A number of international publishing firms have approached this
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4.3.4	 Officials of Licensee/Assignee companies
Officials of companies who have obtained assignments or licenses to produce or
deal with goods protected by intellectual property rights are usually in the best
position to know which goods are in high demand and the markets where they
thrive. They officials may either exceed the agreed production limit, 68
 or where
there is no limitation, fail to account for everything produced.69
Employees and officials in the film business (for example, managers or
projectionists in cinemas), who have access to a film which has not been
released on video, sometimes conspire to reproduce the film on video with a view
to selling same. 7 ° "The vulnerability of the cinema to piracy is, as we have said,
well known". 7 ' This practice is not unusual in other industries. However, instead
of prosecuting the official involved, some of the companies concerned may
prefer to ask them to resign because the company may lose public confidence if
it is known that they employ pirates.72
author for legal advice on how to restrain this Nigerian publisher but none of his former licensors have
decided to take an action against him as yet.
Product Counterfeiting: Managing Investigations - Problems and Pitfalls, a Counterfeiting
Intelligence Bureau Special report, Barking: ICC p.66 (1991).
These officials are usually in the sales, marketing, production, or technical departments, with
access to distribution links. In some cases, the whole company is involved and as such they keep two
accounts, one for the assignor/licensor and for tax purposes and another for themselves.
70 For a vivid description of how they operate, see Lord Denning judgement in Rank Film Ltd. V
Video Information Centre [1982] AC 380 at 403. See also Television Broadcasting Ltd. v Mandarin
Video Holding SDN. BHD [1984] FSR 111;_Rank Film Laboratories Ltd. v Malaure Employment
Appeal Tribunal EAT 74/84, - Lexis; ITC Film Distribution & 3 ors. v Video Exchange Ltd. & ors. The
Times 17 June 1982; R v. Lloyd & orsjl 985] 1 All ER 661.
71 As was observed by the court inRank Film Laboratories Ltd v Malaure LEXIS, Employment
Appeal Tribunal, EAT 74184, 3 December 1984. It has also been alleged that senior executives of
Hollywood studios are also involved with this. They arrange pre-release films to be given to third
parties who in turn reproduce these for a fee, see Chesterman and Lipman, supra. at 56-57. It may be
noted that FACT, the Federation Against Copyright Theft, a UK film and video anti-piracy unit which
represents major US studios refuted this allegation in an interview the author conducted with them.
They assert that no Hollywood film executive can be lured into such acts.
72 This author has had instructions to litigate withdrawn by companies who had sought advice on
such officials. The companies would rather sack the official than expose him, in the belief that the right
owners may lose confidence in assigning or licensing rights to such companies.
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The possible intensity of this problem as confirmed by the belief of Nigerian
creators about the involvement of licensee/assignee company officials in the
piracy business, led to the enactment of sections 13 & 20 of the Nigerian
Copyright Act 1988. The provisions oblige publishers, printers, producers and
manufacturers of works in which copyright subsist to have a register containing
the names of the authors, the titles, year of production and the number of copies
produced under the penalty of fines for failure to keep the register or for putting
false entries on the register. Copyright inspectors can demand to see this
register and prosecute offenders. 7° This obligation is an attempt to curb this
category of pirate and ensure that accurate figures are reported.
4.3.5	 Commissioned Persons & Ex-Employees
Consultants commissioned to develop products or create works, may use the
same, or similar intellectual property rights in the products, to compete with their
commissioners. The defendant in Gom Automation Ltd & anor v Giles 74 had
been commissioned by the plaintiff company to develop some machines used to
make plastic bottles for use in transporting lemonade, etc. He was successfully
sued for attempting to market similar machines which infringed the rights of his
commissioner.
Ex-employees of companies that own or exploit intellectual property rights
sometimes pirate or counterfeit the products of their former employers. 75 Some
of the ex-employees in this category originally created (or were part of the team
that created) the works which are allegedly infringed. 76
 Placed in a position of
See Sodipo, Bankole, notes on Nigerias Copyright Amendment Decree (No. 98), 1992 1994
ENT.L.R. Jan/Feb. p.E7.
CH 1985.G.No.2174, hearing date -24 May 1985.
Lock International Plc v Beswick & ors. [1989] 3 All ER 373. These employees are usually
those who were in departments dealing with sales, production, or in executive posts. This problem
seems to be increasing in the computer industry: Antonoff, Micheal, Can we end software piracy,
Personal computing, May 1987 p.142.
' Northern Office Micro Comouters (oty Ltd. & ors. y Rosenstein [1982] FSR 124.
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considerable trust, they usually become acquainted with the know how, trade
secrets and other traditional intellectual property rights of their employers. This
equips them to compete with their ex-employer albeit, unfairly. In Roger
Bullivant Ltd. & prs v Ellis & ors., 77 the defendant, formerly the managing director
of the plaintiff company, took a number of documents away which he used to
compete with the plaintiff using the Iatter 1s know-how and patents. The plaintiffs
successfully sued to restrain him from infringement.
Most of the cases in this category primarily involve the use by former consultants
and employees of confidential information.
4.3.6	 Competitors
In the bid to compete with the leaders in a market, reputable companies have
been liable for infringements of intellectual property rights. However, the acts of
most reputable companies seem to be based on a false belief, either that the
right is invalid, or that their act does not fall within the limited rights of the injured
parties. It is possible that reputable firms do not set out to pirate or counterfeit
products because of business ethics or the fear of being labeled. Nevertheless,
some industries, particularly the computer, 78 pharmaceutical and chemical
industries witness protracted litigation between reputable firms
4.3.7	 Government Officials
In some industries, government departments play significant roles. For example,
publishers of educational books in Nigeria have to liaise with the Ministry of
Education in drawing up school curriculum and syllabus. 	 Likewise,
Roger Bullivant Ltd. & ors. v Ellis & ors. [1987] F5R 172; The FT 16 April 1986.
It was reported in the IP Newsletter V.15 No.8 p.5 that IBM has recently instituted action
against Phoenix, Comdisco, Datacon, Allen-Myland and BSM for selling memory chips and printed
circuit boards bearing memory chips as genuine IBM products. It is alleged that they have been
reworked by third parties.
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pharmaceutical companies have to liaise with the ministry of health or similar
departments. Government officials in such ministries wield a lot of influence
especially if there is substantial state subsidy for the provision of these goods to
the public. Given their knowledge of the demand, these officials are well placed
to conspire to pirate or counterfeit the products.
Reliable evidence of the activities of this category is scanty because of problems
of confidentiality and out of court settlement driven by political and business
discretion. But this does not remove from the fact that the category does exist.79
4.3.8	 The rich and politically influential
Large scale piracy and counterfeiting entails substantial costs and marketing
links. It follows that those behind large scale activities are usually rich and
sometimes politically influential. 80 The impact of this on the battle against piracy
and counterfeiting is not difficult to imagine. They often form a strong lobby
against intellectual property protection. 8 ' Given their connections, some pirates
I was personally involved (as a solicitor) with one of such incidents before I embarked on this
dissertation. Names will not be mentioned for reasons of confidentiality. A Nigerian author wrote a
book which was on the school curriculum. The state government commissioned a multinational
publishing house to publish the book. The author was paid royalties for a couple of years. Thereafter,
he received nothing though the book was still being published. The author believed that the publishers
were to blame for the non-payment of royalties because the publication of the book continued under
the company name and logo. In trying to clear the rights and draw up a license between the author
and another multinational publishing firm, I discovered that the original firm only published the book for
the first two years. Arrangements for publishing in subsequent years had been undertaken by some
officials in the state ministry of education. For obvious reasons, the matter was settled out of court,
hence there is no case or publication that can be cited.
Brown, Richard N., in 'Trade mark piracy in Central America', issue 34 Trade Mark World,
February 1991 p. 39, asserts that some of those in Central America are well known, wealthy and well
connected. In the South China Mornin g Post Feb. 7 1994, it was reported that a London Times
journalist was detained on the orders of the local Communist Party after he visited a pirate CD factory.
His film was exposed and he was made to sign a statement agreeing not to implicate party officials.
Some sources which do not want to be quoted (particularly in the film and recording industries) have
experienced this category in the Middle East, where some of the oil Sheiks or princes or their close
relations or friends fund these activities, hence, right owners prefer to legitimize their operations by
granting licences to such pirates, than to attempt the impossible - to prosecute them.
81 See para. 4.4.3 below.
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can prevent effective local help from the police or informants and witnesses.
They have been known to slow down and frustrate prosecution of cases.82
4.3.9	 The poor/unemployed
Claims have been made by some defendants that they were driven into piracy or
counterfeiting by poverty or unemployment. If this claim is true, it may not be
uncommon for them to begin the business on a small scale (hawking or
distribution) and expand with time (to small scale production), thus losing the
privilege of belonging to this category.83
A myriad of reasons may be advanced why a defendant may offer the excuse of
being poor or unemployed. Some of the reasons such as avoidance of tax,
avoidance of alimony obligations are not directly relevant to this discussion. The
most relevant are the hope to attract mercy from the court in respect of mitigation
of sentence when they are found to liable or guilty, 84 and the prevention of a full
trial since it is unlikely that the plaintiffs will proceed against infringers who are
men of straw, unable to pay damages.85
Max D. Farmer, Counterfeiting of products and trademarks in foreign countries, 43 TMR 566.
He cited an example of a Singapore politician who prevented good local help and tried to influence
and delay action because he did not want it to jeopardize his success at the polls.
The Darlington brothers, caleb and William Lowtherb being unemployed, set up a pirate video
rental business. When it began to boom, they sought advice from a government enterprise agency on
how to expand which led to their being investigated and eventually imprisoned for piracy. See the
Video Trade Weekly. 30 March 1984.
In A v Carter 1993 FSR 303; The Times January 31 1992, Court of Appeal Criminal Division,
Judgement given on January 24 1992. a forty-nine year old lady who had no previous record, was
sentenced to nine months imprisonment suspended for two years for pirating video films. The court
was unimpressed by her plea that she was only doing it because she was poor. She had been in the
business for over a year. She had three video recorders in her house for the purpose of duplicating
the films. Furthermore, she was found in possession of 219 infringing copies of various films. There
was also evidence of her purchase of 500 empty video cassettes. These factors must have influenced
the court to reject her plea.
Thus in CBS United Kingdom Ltd. v Lambert & Anor. (1983] FSR 127., the defendants claimed
to be unemployed, were receiving social security benefits yet they were living extravagantly.
Apparently, the claim of a lack of financial resources was to frustrate the plaintiffs from satisfying their
judgement. In an earlier trial against the same defendants (CBS United Kingdom Ltd. v Lambert &
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4.3.10	 The ignorant
Parties indulging in these actMties are sometimes ignorant of the illegality of their
acts. 'Ignorance' here is not a mistake of law in the sense that they do not know
that these acts are prohibited by law and is indeed irrelevant - ignorantia legis
neminem excusat.
Rather, it is ignorance or mistake of either of two facts. The first type are those
who are ignorant that any intellectual property right subsists in what they are
dealing with. This can happen with patents where the infringer does not know
their act falls within the scope of the patentee's monopoly 96 or in the case of
copyright where it is believed that the work is in public domain or that it is not a
protected work. The second set are those who for one reason or the other,
believe that the right belongs to someone who has authorised them to deal with
the work. An infringer may be honestly ignorant of the facts, for instance that the
person supplying him is supplying infringing articles, or the person who has
commissioned him to print, publish, record etc, is using anothers materials
without permission.87
The most vulnerable set are printers. In Paterson Zochonis Ltd. v Merfaken
Packaging Ltd., 88 the defendant who was a printer, pursuant to a third party's
instructions, innocently printed leaflets and cartons which infringed the plaintiffs
rights, for the plaintiff's competitors. A leading commercial printer in Nigeria has
Anor. 11982] All ER 237.), the plaintiffs did not proceed with the trial because enquiries showed that
the defendants would be unable to pay it money orders were made against them. The defendant was
spending money on expensive cars and the like which could easily be hidden or disposed of for cash if
right owners and judgement creditors catch up with him.
Cornish, W.R., Intellectual Property: Patents. Copyrights. Trade Marks and Allied Ri ghts, Sweet
& Maxwell 2nd ed. London 1989, para.6-OO1.
S.60(3) of the UK patents Act, 1977 acknowledges this possibility.
[1982] FSR 273.
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been sued a number of times for copyright infringement due to no fault of its own.
In one of the cases the plea of ignorance could not be established.89
Another group of people that fall into this category are wholesalers, retailers and
traders. 9° Hence, the judicial observation that it NIS common knowledge in the
trade and as far as I am aware many retail and wholesale outlets of high
reputation receive writs as a result of unknowingly handling these alleged
counterfeit N goods.9'
Although many wholesalers and retailers import goods from abroad, they lack the
resources to ascertain the origin of the goods. Thus in Sony Corporation & anor.
v Anand & ors.. 92 the defendants had innocently imported counterfeit Sony
cassettes from abroad (Hong Kong). The exporters had affirmed that the
cassettes were manufactured in Japan and that they were originals. They even
gave a certificate to confirm that they were licensed by Sony but the ignorance of
the defendants did not absolve them from liability.
Shippers of goods and warehouse owners also fall into this group from time to
time. It is impossible for them to positively ascertain that the goods being carried
or kept are not pirated or counterfeit. In most cases, they are reluctant to give
9° In one of the cases, CBS Inc. & 6 ors. v Intermagnetic Company & Academy Press Ltd.,
(unreported Suit No. FHC/LJ56/85 delivered on Monday 6th of July 1987), the first defendants had
commissioned the 2nd defendants to print in-lay cards for some audio cassettes. They had enquired
from the first defendants whether they had a licence to do so. The former had replied positively and
the printers were informed by the customs that the first defendants were in the business of cassette
production. The printers proceeded with the order and found themselves liable for copyright
infringement at the end of the day. Ignorance of the fact did not absolve them of liability.
9° In McDonald v CoMn, Lexis - Queens Bench Division Court - CO/i 259/89 Hearing Date 13
April 1987 the appellant who was being prosecuted for selling counterfeit clothing with designer labels
was able to show that he bought them from another retailer and he had receipts for the goods he was
selling. He had been told that they were merely slight seconds and he had no idea that they were
counterfeit. See also Monet of London Ltd v Sybil Richards Ltd & ors. [1978] FSR 369.
91 EMI Records Ltd v Ian Cameron Wallace Ltd & Anor LEXIS Chancery Division, 28 November
1980. See also Krausz and Dolly Ltd v Kumar Brothers (a firm LEXIS, QBD 31 March 1982, where a
witness said, that the supplier was a reputable supplier and as such there was no reason to believe
that he was supplying counterfeit goods. f Unic S.A. v Lyndeau Products Ltd 11964] RPC 37.
[1982] FSR 200; see also UNIC S.A v Lvndeau Products Ltd [1964] RPC 37. See also,
Chesterman and Lipman, supra. at 53-54 where a video pirate recounted his experience of being given
fake receipts for the cassettes he sold.
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information about the owners of the goods either because of contract or ethics.
As such, they are often the victim of law suits, despite their ignorance.93
4.3.11	 Countries
It is arguable that countries which fail to offer sufficient protection for intellectual
property rights or those who do not protect foreign rights sufficiently at least by
the standards laid down under TRIPS are pirate countries. This is irrespective of
the factors that may be responsible for the failure. 94
 It is hardly surprising that
entrepreneurs in this category of states blatantly infringe rights.95
4.3.12	 Internationally Organised Crime
Products pirated or counterfeited on a large scale are sometimes dealt with by
international syndicates with an international network and a well organised
marketing system. They know the products to copy, how to obtain and
reproduce them and how to flood them unto appropriate markets. The
production or distribution of these goods into legitimate or illegitimate markets 96
 in
Roamer Watch Co. S.A. & anor. v African Textile Distributors [1980] RPC 457. See the IE
Guide to the Patents Act 1977, 2nd ed. Sweet & Maxwell. SmithKline & French v Harbottle [1980]
RPC 363.
The factors may be legal impediments or a negative response to intellectual property rights. In
1990, Costa Rica suspended its Copyright law due to a constitutional challenge to its implementation
pending judicial review. Aithough raids can still be conducted, there are no means to enforce the
rights. As such Costa Rica may be regarded as a pirate country as regards copyright:IIPA, p.71.
Another legal lacuna occurred in Lesotho between 1985 and 1989. The re-registration of UK patents
system was abolished and a new trade marks law was passed in 1984 but the regulations to
implement them were never passed, despite the repeal of the old laws: Kumar, Umesh, "The South
African Customs Union and Lesotho's Industrial Property Regime", (1988) 4 Lesotho L. J. 181.
Salmon Rushdie in The Times. 24 November 1984.
For instance, counterfeit sound recordings could not be sold at international festivals like
MIDEM, where the legitimate industry are present, unless an organised group is involved. The
operation was so extensive that the IFPI had to complain to the organisers of MIDEM, who took steps
to curb the activity. See the 1FPI Newsletter. Vol.8 No.3 May/June 1990 p.2. Nowadays, it is not
unusual for the supplies to be made to big chain stores: A crackdown by Cashmere Cops", ip
Times, Mar. 4 1988, p.32.
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volumes and speed which undermines the businesses of right holders manifests
a high level of organisation. 91
 The fact that pirate video films are released in
Europe, Middle East and Africa before the films are premiered in these regions
alludes to this international network. 98 The movement of illicit products from
producing regions to the markets is also a pointer to this fact. Most of them are
diversified in their operations and some of them are linked with drugs, arms or
terrorism
4.4	 Nature
Pirates and counterleiters operate in a clandestine manner. This disposition is so
notorious that it has received judicial recognition.'°°	 Judging from the
classification of these offenders in paragraphs 4.3-4.3.12 above, it is not difficult
to understand why they operate in the way they do.
No author will want his publisher to know that he is also printing copies of the
same book despite the assignment to his publisher. No official of a company will
want his employers or colleagues to discover that he is competing with them
illegitimately through piracy. No licensee will be happy for his licensor to discover
that he is producing more copies than agreed between them, or that he is not
accounting for all the copies produced. In the same vein, any government official
who illegally reproduces the goods his department is dealing with will cover his
trail.
"Organised Crime and Pharmaceuticals", SCRIP No. 1377 January 1989 p.10.
Chester and Lipman note 22 supra.
•Terror rings and counterfeit traders" Intellectual property newsletter November 1993 pp.5-6;
Leipnitz, Werner, "Combatting counterfeits in Germany", Driving Counterfeits off the streets. supra.
p.7. SCRIP No. 1377, Jan. 1989 p.10.
' See the following cases for a most interesting judicial description of characteristics of pirates:-
International Electronics Ltd. & anor. v Weigh Data Ltd & anor. [1980] FSR 423. Television
Broadcastino Ltd. v Mandarin note 70 jjp.
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No agent, distributor, or business associate who engages in infringement will
leave traces for his business associates or his principal, past or present, to
uncover. For obvious reasons, the rich and politically influential may prefer to
remove traces of any obvious connection between them and piracy, unless of
course, the such piracy is one that though illegitimate is applauded by the
community.'°'
The only exception to clandestine operation are the 'sincerely' ignorant. Given
the mistaken belief that they are working for, or dealing with the rightful owner of
the right concerned, or that they have a right to deal with the goods concerned,
they have no cause to be secretive.
4.4.1	 Knowledge of Wrongful Nature of Activity
Knowledge of the wrongful nature of their activity is a prominent feature among
pirates and counterfeiters. This can be inferred from the way they operate.
Some have a warehouse or operating base which is only open to those in league
with them, but not to other customers or clients. Some operate cottage
industries, often using a back room in a house without giving outsiders the
impression that any business activity is taking place in the house.
In the Far East, they are known to change their base often. In most cases, they
manufacture all the parts and components of the goods in question in different
places and sometimes under different names and then assemble the goods in
another location. For instance in the case of a book, a different printer may be
commissioned to print the cover page while two or more printers may be
requested to print the other pages.'°2
In developing economies where educational books are scarce, such pirates may be
commended by the local community because they will be seen as providing • a useful service', the
production of books which are a necessity for the public. See para.4.6.7 below.
Koroye-Crooks, Funkazi in her paper, "Piracy of Sound Recording & Audiovisual Recordings -
Practical Measures to Counter lt",in Sodipo & Fagbemi, Nigeria's Foreign Investment Laws and
Intellectual Prooertv Rights p. 163 describes how this same method is used in the pirate recording
industry. Ojiji, C.O., "The development of intellectual property and book piracy" in Uvieghara ed.
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Some of them do not give or keep receipts or any form of documentation.' This
practice appears to derive from intentions to frustrate any proof of connection
between the infringing goods and the vendors when an action is instituted
against them.'° 4 In order to conceal their activities they have been known to keep
huge sums of cash at home or in the office.'°' If these were lodged in a bank, it
may be used in evidence against them in future especially as they would most
likely be unable to explain the source of the money.
They also engage their own detectives who inform them when and there is going
to be a raid.'° 6 Realising that their acts are illegitimate, pirates all over the world
are wary of the police and are ready to close down their shops or cancel deals if
they notice there is some sleuth around.'° 7 Pirates may protect their premises
against searches by installing closed circuit television systems to warn of an
approach by enforcement officers.'°8
Nigerian Copyright Law and Administration p. 179, Ibadan: Y-Books, (1993), also alludes to this
practice in the book industry.
103 When the sale of pirated products are conducted in car-boot sales, open markets, by hawkers,
etc., they do not give receipts. This point is alluded to in all papers ever written on the sale of pirated
products through such avenues. See in particular, the unpublished papers on the use of Anton Piller
orders given at the Anti-Counterfeiting Group spring conference, 1993, in London.
104 Allan Marlies, states that in such cases, the police or other law enforcement officers are
needed to conduct raids and give evidence of connection between the goods and the vendors.
US v Hon 14 USPQ2d. (BNA) 1959; Louis Vuitton S.A. v Lee 10 USPQ2d. (BNA) 1935.
Some of them have extravagant life styles as the cash must indeed be spent. See CBS v Lambert
[1982] All ER 237, where the defendant had a number of luxury cars and a very tasteful life style.
In Nigeria, it is believed that some of their informants are within the police and as such, it is
becoming a usual practice to use the police from one state to raid pirates in another state as it is
feared that if the plans will leak if the local policemen are used.
US v Hon 14 USPO 2d. (BNA) 1959.
'° Koroye-Crooks, note 102 jpj. See also Daily Telegraph. 7 February 1985 where Kelvin
Parry installed a closed-circuit video camera over the front door of his residence to give him a warning
sign about the police as he tried to hide his counterfeiting business. Unfortunately for him, it was the
unusual nature of such cameras in a residential premises that aroused the suspicion of the police and
he became the first person to be sentenced to imprisonment for possession of infringing video
cassettes.
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4.4.2	 Effrontery: Facade of Legitimacy
Some pirates and counterfeiters clothe their activities with an air of legitimacy.
They either assert that they are authorised to engage in such activities, or they
offer probable explanations where suspicions are raised. They sometimes
exhibit such effrontery and finesse that makes it difficult to tell whether or not they
are legitimate.
They have been known to tell their distributors or persons they authorise to
infringe that they own the rights in, or that they have a licence to deal with the
products in question.'° 9 In Korea, recording companies purport to have acquired
legitimate licences from recording companies in Japan which is used in obtaining
Korean government approval to reproduce the records. 1 '° Pirates sometimes
identify themselves on tapes, books, pharmaceuticals and the like as if they were
the legitimate producers or licensees." Others appoint themselves as sole
agents without authorizations and go ahead to counterfeit." 2 Some of them
even harass third parties who are fellow counterfeiters by relying on their self-
appointed status as sole agents or distributors.113
They may lie when suspicions are raised about the source, the quality" 4 or the
low price" 5 of their goods. In developing economies, the distributors sometimes
'° Paterson Zochonis Ltd. v Merfarken Packa ging Ltd. note 87 suDra; Island Records & ors. v
Intermagnetic & Academy Press note 88 supra.
"° Eric Smith, Submission of the International Intellectual Property Alliance to the United States
Trade Representative, September 1992 Appendix A, p. 3
Eric Smith, Submission of the International Intellectual Property Alliance to the United States
Trade Representative, September 1992 Appendix A, p.2.
112 Aghababian, Raphel, "Usurping and counterfeiting of trademarks and patents in the Middle
East", 41 TMR 27.
Kolex Imoort and Export note 58 supra.
The defendant in General Electric Motors v Soeicher 11 USPQ2d (BNA) 1300, had supplied
counterfeit car parts bearing the plaintiffs trade marks to Chrysler. Chrysler became suspicious
because the parts began to wear out easily. When interrogated about the source of the parts, the
defendant lied that they were original parts from the plaintiff company. On her arrest the defendant in
Louis vuitton S.A. v Lee supra, made a statement that she sold only counterfeit goods of certain
famous marks. Yet during the trial, she denied making such statement and claimed ignorance.
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explain the inferior quality of the goods as a factor of the economic crunch. That
is, the raw materials for making the goods are too expensive so the
manufacturers have to make do with what they can aftord, or what they have.
The registration of trade marks of third parties particularly, principals or business
associates of pirates and counterfeiters, which has been alluded to demonstrates
their facade of legitimacy. 116 Thereafter, they either attempt to, or succeed in
stopping the owner of the mark from using the mark in the territory concerned;
blackmail him to buy the mark or do some other deals with them;" 7
 or simply
compete unfairly with the original proprietor. This is particularly rampant in
territories where famous marks remain unregistered." 8 Some pirates visit
international trade and industrial fairs to discover new successful marks which
they then register on returning to their country.'19
They are bold enough to advertise their goods with phrases such as 6Our watch
may not be a Rolex, but no one sees the difference".' 2° This suggests that they
out to deceive.' 2 ' The customers may not be deceived where counterfeiting is
Low prices may be explained as a factor of the goods being slight seconds as was the case in
McDonald v Colvin note 90 supra. The retailer in this case became suspicions about the source of
the goods due to their low prices. The distributor misinformed the retailer that the goods were slight
seconds, hence their price. The retailer was prosecuted because the goods were counterfeits.
116 para.4.3.3 above.
117 In re Gori & Zuchi SpAs Application supra. In Motor Garelli Societa per Azioni v. Remo B.
Bainchedi Pat.y. Marcas 1951-73 and 1952-15, the defendant an Argentine, had registered the
"Mosquito" mark of the plaintiffs. He got a court order to seize the plaintiffs goods. Fortunately, the
pirate's registration was cancelled.
118 Aracama note 61 at 306. Marks which pirates have sought to register include LA
GUARANY. PHILcO. HERMES. SUMMER. SPORTEX/WINTER. SPORTEX. STOP-SKAE. LANDISY-
GYR. PAGE. TOLEDO. REMY. BURD. and CEBRA. Fortunately, in all most of the cases cited in the
article, the court disallowed registration where the owner had established goodwill in Argentina. For
similar attempts in Chile and how the courts refused to register the marks based on oppositions by the
original owners of the marks, see Velasco, Rodrigo, "Piracy and Protection: International Trademarks
Under the New Chilean Industrial Property Law", 82 TMR 593 (1992).
Valesco, note 63
120 Winter, F, in Handelsbiati, October 10, 1984, at 32.
121 Compare with JR v Price [1993] 9 EIPR D-224, where the defendant who sold counterfeit goods
with a caveat to customers that the goods were counterfeit was held not liable under the UK Trade
Descriptions Act, 1968 on the grounds that he did not set out to deceive consumers. See also, ffy
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boldly admitted, but the general public who see the goods without the caveat or
disclaimers may be deceived. Further, the counterfeiter makes a profit by
unfairly relying on the reputation of another.
4.4.3	 Effrontery: Strong Lobby
Pirates and counterfeiters are sometimes bold enough to form associations
which are well funded. These are used to lobby governments, support litigation
and promote their activities.' 22 In Korea, they once had a trade association
known as the Foreign Publications Reprinting Association (FPRA) which had
over a hundred members one of whom once boasted of over 2,500 titles in
production.' 23 In Singapore, the Soundtape Retailers Association in a fight back
war against the record industry, arranged to pay the fines and legal costs of its
members.' 24 In Thailand, copyist called on the government to give them a free
zone where they could operate without fearing the long hands of the law:' The
pirates' fund is also a common phenomenon in the counterfeit recording
industry.' 26 Although there is no evidence that these associations still exist in all
these territories today, the fact that they ever existed is a pointer to the type of
people involved.
[1993] 9 EIPR D-223. Note that this may no longer be possible by virtue of s.92 of the new UK
Trade Marks Act, 1994. See para.7.8 below.
122 See para.4.3.9 In Nigeria, it is generally believed, by those involved with anti-
counterfeiting and anti-piracy that some of the pirate havens have associations that make monthly
contributions. Though uncorroborated, this belief derives from the support they receive from their
peers by engaging in activities which tend to frustrate injured parties. These include the
disappearance of similar products of other traders products from the market; the presence of many
traders in court in support of defendants etc.
123 Sunday Times. 2 February 1986.
' Chesterman and Lipman note 22	 at 44.
' Marc Frisanco, "Counterfeiting in Singapore and Thailand", Trade Mark World. Issue 34
February 1991, p.28 at 29.
Koroye-Crooks, note 102	 alludes to this. See also IFPI Newsletter Vol.8 No.4
September/October 1990 p. 12.
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4.4.4	 Organised Crime
As argued in paragraph 4.3.12 above, large scale piracy and counterfeiting is
often backed by a highly sophisticated network of people.
4.4.5	 An Addictive Practice
Given the motivations for piracy and counterfeiting, these activities can be
addictive.' 27 They bears semblance to trafticking in drugs because of quick
returns on investments. For some, it becomes the only trade they know. Hence
like hardened criminals, they may revert to it even if they have been convicted or
held liable for infringement before.' 28 Based on experience it has been
suggested that right owners should document the identity and business relations
of defendants in infringement cases as this sometimes serves as a link to the
next pirate.' 29 This is because many pirates whose businesses are closed down
may commence pirating other similar products.
4.4.6	 Flagrant Disregard for Court Orders
Given the possible addiction, it may be unsafe to rely on undertakings given by
pirates or counterfeiters. Unless they are reputable traders, they sometimes
flagrantly disregard court orders' 30 . They do not always abide by the undertaking,
127 For a discussion of the motivations, see paras. 4.5 to 4.5.9 below.
128 U.S. v Song. 19 USPQ2d (BNA) 1630. The case involved a Korean woman who had once
been convicted of selling counterfeit bags and watches. Her excuse which did not absolve her of
responsibility, was that she thought the first conviction was for her failure to file proper customs papers
for the goods. She also pleaded that she thought that her conduct was permissible as long as she
informed customers that they were buying fakes.
129 Leitnitz, note 99 supra.
The US Congress justified the introduction of the Trademark Counterfeiting Act, 1984 on the
grounds that inter alia, counterfeiters have become increasingly callous towards the judicial process"
(House Report, Pub L No. 98-526; See also the following:- P.P. v Chan Kam Lai (Perak Criminal
Revision No. 28 of 1982), noted in Television Broadcasting Ltd. v Mandarin Video Holding note 70
supra.
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even in the face of contempt proceedings.' 31
 Some of them prefer to block entry
for Inspection and Seizure Orders' 32 made by the court under any disguise of
misunderstanding the nature of the order so as to buy time and hide their
goods.' 33 Where raids are successfully conducted, the materials seized may
either disappear, be swapped with other materials which are not infringing, or in
the case of sound recordings, be erased.'34
4.4.7	 Lethal
Given the category of persons involved and the consequent need to block their
trail, pirates and counterfeiters sometimes issue death threats, cause grievous
bodily harm to competitors or anyone on their trail, or even kill.' 3 ' The
Colombian Book Chamber of Commerce recently discontinued its investigations
of book piracy after a death threat was made.' 36 But despite recent threats of
serious bodily harm, the Recording Industries Association of America was not
See Japan Capsule Computers (UK) Ltd v Sonic Games Sales 11988] FSR 256, where a
motion for contempt was brought against a defendant who had undertaken not to infringe after an
Anton Piller Order had been obtained against him earlier. See also Wardle Fabrics Ltd v G. Myristis
Ltd [1984] FSR 263; Youna v U.S. ex rel Vuitlon et Fits 2 USPQ2d (BNA) 1809 where the defendant
had reached an agreed settlement not to infringe the plaintiffs marks in a previous case. She violated
the injunction and contempt proceedings were brought against her. Spectrvest Inc. v Apoerknjk Ltd
[1988] FSR 161; Chanel Ltd. v F.G.M. Cosmetics [1981] 471; "Pirated Cds hawker jailed for
contempt", 26 Sept. IP ASIA, p.35 (1994).
Inspection and seizure orders such as Anton Piller orders or similar orders are necessary to
prevent them from disposing off or hiding vital evidence before normal discovery is obtained. See
International Electronics Ltd. & anor. v Weigh Data Ltd & anor. 11980] FSR 423.
' Wardle Fabrics Ltd. v G. Myristis Ltd [1984] FSR 263. This point was also alluded to in the
Anti-Counterfeiting Group meeting note 102
Koroye-Crooks, note 102	 cites the example of this practice of pirates in the recording
industry.
' Chesterman and Lipman note 22 supra. p.54-55. Counterfeiters beat up a company
representative: "The fakers - Famous Names in an infamous trade", The Engineer, Jan. 21 1982:
Threats to recording industry official in the Far East: "Record Pirates Prey on Charity", London
Standard, Oct.8 1986. Slingsby, Helen, "Counting the cost of the phoney war", Marketin g Weekly,
August 24 1990 p.28.
' International Intellectual Property Alliance, Copyright piracy in Latin America: Trade Losses due
to piracy
 and inadequacy of copyright protection in 16 Central and South American Countries
Washington D.C. (1992) p. 67: hereafter called IIPA.
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deterred from raiding and prosecuting pirates in Paraguay± 7 Thai pirates have
also subjected right owners to attacks and threats.138
4.4.8	 Other Possible Reasons For Clandestine Operations
The trends highlighted in this section are not the exclusive preserve of pirates
and counterfeiters as other crimes may be conducted in similar manner. The
point being marshalled here is the perilous nature of these activities.
Other reasons may exist for the mode adopted. For example, keeping huge
cash sums at home is normal in some economies where the banking system is
not advanced, or where banks are known to strike or mismanage funds. Keeping
outsiders from a factory or warehouse may be justffiable on reasons of
confidentiality. Selling goods without receipts may be normal (in some markets)
depending on the type of goods and the nature of the medium through which
they are sold. But it is crystal clear that pirates often have ulterior motives for
acting the way they do.
4.5	 Motivations
The principal motivations for piracy and counterfeiting are quick profits, low
promotional investments and risks, the ease of production and low costs,
opportunity, unsatisfied market demands, weak market links, the strategic
location of their operational bases in terms of commerce, the difficulty of
detection and proof, the non-deterrent effect of or complete absence of laws.
' IIPA, note 136 Mpr p. 145.
IFPI Newsletter Vol.8 No.4 September/October 1990 p.12.
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4.5.1	 Profits
The goods involved usually have great mobility, disappearing as fast as they
come. They are often goods for which there is a ready market, especially due to
the goodwill and promotional costs incurred by the right holders.' 39 From luxury
goods to books, music, films, pharmaceuticals, spare parts, computer chips, and
the like, the demand is often very high and the profits are substantial. This
motivation is a common feature irrespective of the category a pirate belongs and
irrespective of the purpose for which a product is made.'4°
4.5.2	 Cheap to Cooy
In most cases, the products dealt with are cheap to copy or reproduce after the
initial investments risks have been undertaken by the right holders. The cheap
labour in some territories guarantees profitability. 14 ' Further, pirates do not often
pay huge overheads because of their modus operandi which often demands that
they keep a small staff and low operational costs. They do not pay royalties,
neither do they often need to invest in marketing or promotion. 142 The production
costs of the original or initial copy may be prohibitive but the costs of reproduction
is often very low not only because of the foregoing reasons but sometimes due to
the inferior or fake components and ingredients which are sometimes use.'43
' Levin, note 19 upia; Swafield, note 2
'° One of the most pathetic incidents was the piracy of the LIVE AID Charity Album to raise funds
for famine in Ethiopia and other African nations. This was heavily pirated in the Far East, making it
highly improbable that the profits from the pirates could have gone in aid of the charity: "Prey on Live
Aid Charity Album", London Standard Oct.8 1986.
141 Hermoine Al. Markides, "Counterfeiting in Cyprus", Driving counterfeits off the streets supra p.
4.
142 Koroye-Crooks, note 102
' For those whose illicit goods are of good quality, the costs of production are so low as to
enable the offenders to make huge profits.
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4.5.3	 Easy to Copy
In many cases, products exploited are easy to copy. 1" The advent of the
photocopier, the cassette player, and the video cassette recorder, which are
blessings of technology' have had negative effects on some industries. Where
the original products are not available on the market, consumers may be satisfied
with poor quality pirate copies. 145 On the other hand, the quality of illicit copies
may be so high that consumers are unable to tell the difference even when they
indicate preference for the original.'46
4.5.4	 Unsatisfied Market Demands
Market demands can remain unsatisfied either because the article in question is
not supplied in such numbers as to meet the reasonable expectations of
customers, or the prices are so high that most of those who require the article
cannot afford it. Where the market demands for the products of any industry
remains unsatisfied directly or indirectly by right owners an avenue for piracy and
counterfeiting is created. 147 Ironically, most pirates and counterfeiters have good
144 
"Be Alert to Counterfeit Cargoes", International Cargo Crime Prevention, vol.5 No.12
ApriVMay 1988. It is not surprising that it has been described as the Do it Yourself' crime of the
century by Chesterman and Lipman ibid. They described how the cassette player and the
photocopier for instance has paved the way for pirates. The EC Directive on the legal protection of
computer programs 91/250/EEC was enacted because of the ease at which programs could be
copied, endangering the investments in the industry: see the recitals to the Directive.
"' It is common knowledge that many of the video films in Nigeria are poor quality copies, but
consumers are often content to have this rather than nothing.
146 With capsules for example, once purchased, it is almost impossible for the consumer to know
whether it contains the right ingredients or mere chalk. See Essien note 3
' See the comments of Phillips in the Introduction to this thesis. "There is nothing like a
recession to warn the heat off counterfeiters. The public still want luxury goods but do not want to pay
the price. At the same time, others hard pressed for income, will resort to anything they can find to
bring in money": "Recession trends in counterfeiting", ICC Commercial Crime International March
1991 Vol.8, No 10, p.8. The same suggestion is implied in "Counterfeiting a major threat to
international trade", a Counterfeiting Intelligence Bureau Press Release, Sep. 1991. It has been
suggested that having local licensees or agents will not only assist in serving pirate markets, but will
also assist in fighting the activity of counterfeiters: an unpublished paper of Hsu, Paul, S.P., "The
protection of intellectual and industrial property in the Republic of China", at the 6th Annual Conference
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business acumen, at least to the extent that they seem to know when a demand
for certain products has not been met. They often set up themselves to meet
such demand.
Several reasons can be advanced why a product may not be supplied in
numbers which will satisfy the demand. In the first instance, the producers may
not realise that there is a market for the goods in that region. If such a market
exists to the ignorance of the right owners, pirates and counterfeiters can take
advantage of the situation. "An active market where the demand is unsatisfied is
often the motivating cause for the counterfeiting of articles in short supply", or for
which there is no supply.'48
Again some markets are not directly created by the right owners, a point already
alluded to.' 49
 The markets can be created by many factors. Where it is not
created directly by the right owners, it is not anticipated, consequently, demand
will often outstrip supply, opening the doors for the pirates.'5'
Thirdly, where the right owners are aware of this demand, their marketing
strategy may be weak, preventing the article from reaching the market effectively.
This may be due to lack of proper market analysis on the part of the right holders.
This may affect the supply of the products to the market, and create a short fall.
of the International Chamber of Commerce. Reference to the Malaysian judge on the number of local
video businesses being one of bread and butter.
Max D. Farmer, note 82
	 Alban Kang, "Driving Counterfeits off the streets of
Singapore", Driving counterfeits off the streets
	 II at 36.
See para.4.3.3 supra.
'5° For instance, Farmer argues that the demand for American products became higher in many
territories due to war as they were taken by the service men into the foreign territories during the war;
but that the manufacturers of American products were curtailed by the war so industries could not
meet up the demand of the new markets created by the war: Farmer note 82 Chesterman and
Lipman note 22 sijpra p.50, also cited the example of the development of the UK video rental
business, where the American major film studios did not anticipate the growth and demand. They
suggested that: "during the video boom of the 80s in UK, nearly every high street had a video rental
shop. But when the Hollywood studios began to issue sixty to seventy films annually, at £30 - 40 per
film, and the video shops could not keep up with the purchase, they formed combines, each buying
titles from different distributors and copying each other to stock up their shelves".
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Pirates and counterfeiters realising this often take advantage of the situation and
meet the demand. The figures given in surveys by industry trade associations
seem to suggest that pirates and counterfeiters share a bigger proportion of the
markets in areas where the right owners have not established any presence or
very good market links (irrespective of whether this is caused by trade barriers or
weak intellectual property laws).'5'
Fourthly, right holders may be aware that their products are highly in demand in a
particular market and yet may be unable to meet the demand because the
products cannot be supplied at prices for which they can be afforded by
consumers. This may be due to the economy of the market. Thus it has been
strongly argued that the problem of drug counterfeits in Nigeria is accentuated by
scarcity and over-pricing." 2 Again, in Nigeria, books written by Nigerians but
published in the UK, could be bought directly from the UK up until the early
1980's. Today, it is almost impossible to sell such books directly from UK to
Nigeria. The Nigerian currency, the Naira, was at par with the Pound in 1980.
Today, it is exchanged at the black market for about a hundred Naira to a Pound.
Hence, a primary school book which sells for £5 in 1980 which could then be
bought for N5 in Nigeria, will now be approximately N500 in 1994. Most parents
cannot aftord to buy such books especially as each child needs an average of 6
books per year. As a practical measure, some of the foreign publishers
concerned have therefore resorted to granting local publishers with reprint
rights. 153 The same goes for many other products.'54
For example, the IIPA report note 136
152 Essien note 3 a; Rogers, John F. Ill in discussing "The revision Canadian Patents Act, the
free trade agreement and pharmaceutical patents" [1990] 10 EIPR 351, stressed the importance of low
cost drugs to low-income and old consumers, whose needs must also be met.
UK publishers, Sweet & Maxwell have licensed many of their Nigerian titles to Spectrum Books
Nigeria. It is understandable why pirates may find books which have not been so licensed as easy
prey.
The economy has made it difficult for even people in the middle class, to afford many original
goods. Ogunkeye, 0, "Driving Counterfeits off the street in Nigeria", in Driving Counterfeits off the
street MIP supplement supra, at p. 28, argues that the poor economic situation in Nigeria is one of the
factors which contributes to the suitability of the country for marketing of fakes.
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Lastly, the inability of the right owners to meet the demand in some territories
stems from the trade and market barriers placed on them preventing them from
supplying the markets, and the absence of effective intellectual property laws,
leaving it open for illicit products to meet the local demand.155
4.5.6	 Difficulties of Detection and Proof
Detection and proof are often difficult due to the clandestine manner in which
pirates and counterfeiters conduct themselves. 6 More consideration is given to
the hurdles imposed by procedural and evidential rules in chapter 5.
Unlike other property such as land or money which render themselves to easy
detection whenever they are appropriated without authorisation, right owners in
most cases have no way of knowing when they are being pirated. They all
almost entirely rely on their sales figures, that is, where the figures are dropping
without any justifiable cause, infringements are suspected. Some right owners
like authors, do not have any figures to rely on, as their confidence is based on
figures they receive from their licensees or assignees. Even when reliance is
placed on the figures, it is possible that the weak marketing strategies can give
them less expectations. This may give them satisfaction with low sales instead of
suspecting pirates and counterfeiters who may be responsible for such sales.
Like victims of other crimes, right holders are often ill-prepared to know if, when
and where piracy or counterfeiting may occur. Hence, they can only be on the
alert and curb further instances when the first incidence of piracy has been
detected.
'	 Paras. 4.5.4 & 8.1.8 of this dissertation. "Counterfeiting unchecked and out of control in
Eastern Europe", ICC Commercial Crime International, Oct. 1991, Vol.9 No.5
' Thus the courts have developed the Anton Piller inspection and seizure Order the essence of
which is surprise.
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Unregulated markets make it difficult to detect counterfeiting. For instance,
counterfeit drugs find a ready market in many developing economies because of
ineffective quality control mechanisms and the non-enforcement of laws on who
can sell them, and where pharmaceuticals can be sold.'57
In most judicial systems, an alleged infringer is assumed not to be liable until the
injured party has established the facts, which form the basis of the allegation.
Some defendants have escaped liability not because of innocence, but because
it is difficult to establish some of the facts which are in dispute and which must be
proved before there is a case against them.' 8 The principle of strict construction
in favour of the defendant, burden of proof, rules of evidence, further compound
the situation.' 59 To obtain proof, the offender must almost be caught red-
handed, an arduous task given the clandestine nature of operation.'6°
4.5.7	 Non-Deterrent Laws and Lacunae in Laws'6'
Up till the early 80's, many laws either lacked stiff sanctions for infringement,162
or did not render some acts which appear to be morally inexcusable, illegal' 63 or
See a review of a conference proceedings by Nwanbueze, Jones, in Mediconsult W.A.
March/April, 1992, 13. Masland & Marshall note
For example, in Island Records Ltd. & 8 ors. v Cash and Carry (Nigeria) Ltd. 7 anor., (Unrep.
Suit No. FHC/L137/85 delivered on Monday the 18th day of May 1986), a Nigerian court a defendant
could not be forced to admit that the plaintiff was the copyright owner, although the defendant had no
reasonable grounds denying this and putting the plaintiff to the strictest proof of this fact. The plaintiff
had to abandon the case because it was not economical to fly leading artists and executives of major
recording companies to Nigeria to testify to ownership and authorship of the works subject matter of
dispute. The defendants did not have any justifiable reason to dispute that the plaintiffs owned
copyright yet this was done to frustrate the plaintiffs. This case should be compared with Musa v Le
Maitre 1987 FSR 272, where an English High Court ruled that a similar obstinate defendant who had
no reasonable grounds for putting the plaintiff to strictest proof of ownership could not be allowed to
use that procedure to frustrate the plaintiff.
' Sherwood E. Sullivan & John F Bradley, "Counterfeiting trademarks and labels" 46 TMR 522
(1956).
Injured parties rely on informants, but the latter can be difficult eg. by insisting on advanced
payment, and informants sometimes become known to the pirate community after a while and so lose
their usefulness to the legitimate industry. See Farmer note 82 supra.
161 This is dealt with in more detail in chapter 6 below.
See para. 7.6 inir.
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criminal.' 64 If substantial money can be made illegitimately, and the penalty is
low, infringers will not be deterred.' 65 For example, the repealed UK 1956
Copyright Act and the various Performer 1s Protection Acts which were standards
for many Commonwealth countries had no civil sanctions against bootleggers.166
Similarly, the maximum fine for copyright infringement in Nigeria before 1988 was
N100 or two months imprisonment notwithstanding the number of copies of the
work dealt with. It was thus a pleasant surprise for the defendant in Bartholomew
Nwaiwu 167 when despite his truck load of pirated books, he was only fined N64.
4.5.8	 Poor Government Policies'68
The lack of enthusiasm to pass effective laws coupled with the negligible
resources allocated to the administration, enforcement and review of intellectual
property rights in some countries suggest that they are not a priority for the
governments concerned.' 69 The trade mark, patent and design offices in some
developing countries is disorganised.' 7° It is not unusual to get a backlog in
trade mark offices due to an inadequate structure:'
See para.6.3.2 jjjfl for a discussion of the lack of product patent protection given
pharmaceuticals.
Though actionable, the infringement of trade mark was not an offence until 1984, in the USA:
Rakoff & Wolff e note 1 supra.
'' Ogunkeye note 154 supra, alludes to this.
' For a review of the developments, see Rickless v United Artists [1987] FSR 362.
187 Unreported charge no. OW/225/86 delivered on Thursday February 20 1986.
See chapter 8, paras.8.5 et seq., below for a more detailed discussion on this issue.
° It may be noted that since there are no perfect laws, right owners are never satisfied with the
state of the government policies on intellectual property, in their jurisdiction: see the complaints by the
IIPA in note 135
° Bentley J.G., 'Patents, Trade Marks and Designs in West Africa', Proceedings and Paoers of
the Sixth Commonwealth Law Association, p.264, (1980), Lagos.
Siemsen & Correa, note 63.
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It is arguable that in some countries, the unauthorised copying of products and
dealings with in computer programs, satellite broadcast, rentals rights,
pharmaceutical and chemical products.' 72 are condoned because there is no
protection for them.
Trade barriers which make it difficult or impossible for foreign right owners to
meet local demand at reasonable prices also contribute. Many Latin American
countries, for instance, have manufacturing clauses, that is, books, films, etc, can
only be sold in those countries if they have been reprinted there.' 73 Developing
countries are fertile grounds for some counterfeit products like drugs, due to the
absence of effective machinery for quality assessment checks, primarily a fault of
the government.'74
4.5.9	 Location of Countries
It has been suggested that the location of a country can facilitate piracy and
counterfeiting activities. Examples given are Italy's geographical position with its
many ports of trade has contributed to this' 7 ' and the location of Cyprus, an
island at the cross road to three continents.' 7 ' This suggestion is valid to the
extent that the location of any country may have a positive effect on trading
opportunities. Land-locked territories may not be good sites for trade in
legitimate or illicit goods.
172 See IIPA, note 136	 See Emery on Argentina in Nimmer's International copyright
section 2[4][d]. Nov 90 ed., for case where criminal court held that computer software is protected.
" IIPA, note 35 supra, p.18.
Mediconsult West Africa. March/April 1992, p.13.
" Ing. Barzano & Zanardo, 'Anti-counterfeiting actions in ItaIy, Driving counterfeits off the
streets suora p.19. Tourists centres also attract the counterfeit trade: Hoay, Tan Bok, 'Report from
Singapore on Recent Counterfeiting Activities' [1990] 3 EIPR 112.
176 Hermoine Markides note 141 	 at p.4.
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4.6	 Justifications
Of all the breaches of the law in capitalist economies, piracy and counterfeiting
may be one of those which have been most openly justified. Arguments range
from the fact that some industrialised economies did it at one time or the other;
that consumers do not mind or that they are not deceived; that they help fill a gap
in the market; that they are sources of wealth and job creation; to assertions that
no one is hurt.
4.6.1	 Other Industrialised Economies Have Done It
Historically, at one time or the other, some industrialised economies adopted
policies which did not confer or respect intellectual property rights to works
originating from other nations. 177 The policies were promoted by the failure to:
give protection to foreign works, or grant protection for certain products.
On this premise, the argument seems to be - if others have done it why not us?'78
If indeed industrialised nations have done it, then the logic of this argument does
not leave much room to be faulted. One may only appeal to morality by retorting
that two wrongs do not make a right, raising two issues. When is an act wrong?.
And why should developing economies not adopt measures which industrialised
economies adopted in attaining the same level of education and technology?.
' Plasseraud, Yves & Savignon, Francois, in their book, Genese du Droit Unioniste des Brevets
Litec, Paris, 1983, 117, make this allusion. Whilst not justifying the acts, they showed that
industrialised countries have gone through a phase of endemic piracy. See Henn, Harry G., "The
Quest for International Copyright Protection", 39 Cornell Law Quarterly 43, which demonstrates how
the USA failed to protect the copyright of foreigners for many years; Antos reveals that this argument
is often advanced in the Far East: Antos, C., "Intellectual property law in ASEAN Countries: a survey",
El 99113 EIPR 78.
178 
"Counterfeiting in ThailaQd: some personal remarks", Issue 4 December 1986 Trademark
World, p.45; O'Neil suggests that it should not be surprising to anyone that widespread piracy of US
rights often accompanies economic growth: ONeil, Thomas N III, "Intellectual property protection in
Thailand: Asias young tiger and Americas growing concern" 11 Univ. of Pen J. of Int. Business Law
603 (1990)
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One reason against the adoption of this attitude by developing economies today,
is the trade dimension intellectual property has attained within the decade,
particularly with the adoption of TRIPS. Any nation wishing to benefit from trade
concessions from other states has to respect and protect the intellectual property
rights of others.'79
4.6.2	 Natural Process Towards Technological Advancement
It has also been suggested that piracy and counterfeiting are natural processes
towards industrialisation,' 8° that babies crawl before they walk and that they learn
to do things by copying and mimicking 'their parents' or others around them.
This has bn extended to developing economies - like babies in the bid to attain
technological development, they must necessarily copy, supposedly on the
grounds that technology is the common heritage of mankind.' 9 ' Hence the
argument that counterfeiting constitutes an informal school of technology and
know-how.' 92 This will be an infallible argument if piracy and counterfeiting are
the only options for such countries. On the other hand, it has been argued in
chapter 3 that the rights concerned can be exploited through licensing and that
attempts by right holders to refuse to licence or abuse their position through
onerous terms can be checked. Indeed copying may be a natural way towards
technological advancement but at least copying can be done with authorisation.
179 See para.2.8, chapter 2 The recording industry has also called on the European
Commission to include intellectual property provisions in future trade agreements with countries with
excessive counterfeiting: The Journal of Proorietary Rights, Vol 6, No. 7 July 1994, p.37. It has also
been reported that the US government is now considering making improved intellectual property
protection a condition precedent to offering foreign aid to any nation: The Journal of Proprietary Rights,
Vol 6, No. 7 July 1994, p.28.
Hunt, Jonathan, argues that it is an interim step in the development of important national
industries: "How Firms can protect the genuine article", Chief Executive, Oct. 1985, p.34.
181 Machlup, Study 15 at p.3 suggests that patents are an exception to the natural right of man to
copy; Kaplan, B., "An unhurried view of copyright" 1967 suggests that man has the natural right to
imitate; Knijff argues that by passing intellectual property laws, legislatures in developing economies
have to row against the tide of human nature: Marius H Knijff, "Fighting counterfeits in the
Netherlands", Drivin g counterfeits off the Streets op cit. p.25. see the following: RahI, "The right to
'appropriate trade values" 23 Ohio St. L.J. 56, at 70-72; Kalu, Onwuka, "Copy technology as the
bedrock for gradual technological take-oft" 1991 MIP No.6 p.48. Pendleton, M.D., "Chinese intellectual
property - some global implications for legal culture and national sovereignty" [1993) EIPR 119.
Plasseraud, Yves "Consideration on counterfeiting" (1990) Ind. Proo. 118.
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4.6.3	 Consumers Do Not Mind
One of the functions of intellectual property rights is the protection of and the
enhancement of lives of the public. It is often argued by infringers that
consumers are not deceived, that they often know they are buying counterfeits
and that they do not mind.' 83 Cornish and Phillips confirm that although
customers prefer to invest on products of attested quality, they may take risks
and buy counterfeit goods which may not harm them directly, but they will not
take risks on detergents, pet food, drugs and the like.'84
In view of the prices to be paid, it appears that consumers are sometimes willing
victns. They may be prepared to risk disappointment, realising that the original
sell for much more.' 85 It is interesting to note that tourists in Hong Kong made
complaints to the Hong Kong Tourists Association in 1984 about their
disappointment at not being able to purchase counterfeit goods in Hong Kong
that year. New regulations had just been passed which led to the disappearance
of hawkers of counterfeit goods from the streets.186
Alternatively, it is posited that only the non-purchasing members of the public
may be deceived into thinking that such counterfeits are originals, but that the law
is not meant to protect them, that is, the purchasing public who are aware do not
need protection.' 87 Indeed, consumers are cheated, especially in areas where
Higgins, Richard S., & Robin Paul H., "Counterfeit goods" 29 J. of Econ 7 Law 211 (1988); The
defendant in U.S. v Yamin 10 USPQ 2d (BNA) 1300, went to great lengths to prove that consumers
know and do not mind, but fortunately for the right holders, the court disregarded the evidence of his
witnesses.
'' "The economic function of trade marks: an analysis with special reference to developing
countries" 13 IIC (1982) 41. The same point is alluded to by Pendleton, Michael D., "Excising
Consumer Protection - The Key to Reforming Trade Mark Law", May 1992 No. 2 Australian I.P.J. 110.
'' Plasseraud, Yves "Consideration on counterfeiting" (1990) md. Porp. 118; Dorward, William,
"Buyers share blame for counterfeits", Business News, April 29 1985, p.31; Ogunkeye, note 153
supra, narrates how Nigerian spare parts dealers inform customers of the different shades of
counterfeit and original products they have, yet consumer sometimes choose the cheaper ones.
t88 Pendleton supra, at note 183 above.
US v Hon 14 USPQ2d. (BNA) 1959, this was the argument of the defendant in this case.
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they are not used to trade marks. They believe that the goods are genuine. - - A
Dubai Court of Appeal in 1982 reversed a lower court's decision that a defendant
should stop marketing uLuvIl soap, a counterfeit of 'Lux' soap. The Court
dismissed the allegation that customers were not deceived.' 8 ' It should be noted
that at that time, there was no trade mark law in Dubai.
Nonetheless, it is perhaps right to say that until consumers are able to buy the
essentials as and when they want, and in quantities they want, they will not worry
about brands.' 9° Therefore, to the extent that demands are not met in
reasonable quantity or price, it would initially appear that consumers have a right
to be supplied through illicit sources. But if we consider that right holders are
injured and property is stolen, it is no justification that the stolen property is being
supplied to those who otherwise would not have been able to purchase them.
Secondly the harm suffered by consumers may arise from inferior quality of
infringing goods which may give rise to product liability action wrongly being
instituted against the right holders. 19 ' This weakens the arguments of pirates.:92
4.6.4	 Wealth and Job Creation
It is ironical that the perpetrators of these acts create wealth for nations which
produce illicit goods.' 93 On the other hand, cheap imports from nations which
188 Davies, Gareth, "Dispelling the myths of trademark protection" IP ASIA 27 July 92 p.33 at 34.
'9° Maren Hanson, "Combatting counterfeits in the GCC states", Drivin g counterfeits off the
streets. supra p.17. This was also the decision reached in the Tide/Tipe case.
'9° Vincent Carratu, "Trade mark infringement in Russia", Trade Mark World Issue 29 August 1990
p.37.
Rouse, Peter, Counterfeiting: The Trouble with Turtles", January 1991, T.S. Rev. p.10
describes the infringing Turtle products to be sometimes dangerous because of the level of lead they
contained.
192 See Manley, Roger, "Counterfeit Goods - Value for Money?" T.S. Rev., October 1992 and the
rejoinder to it by Worsdall, Anthea, "Counterfeit Goods - Value for Money?", T.S. Rev. December 1992
p.14.
'9° Arrigucci, Mario, "Economic, social and legal aspects of trade mark counterfeiting in Italy,
Trademark World. Issue 7 June 1987 p.44: The Italian counterfeit market yields an annual profit of $3
billion. The trade surplus between the Tigers of the Far East where a proportion of the world's illicit
goods are produced and the market nations for these goods such as Nigeria and even the EU and the
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produce illicit goods can be damaging to local industries and innovation in
consumer nations, whether immediately or in the future. Consequently, the
wealth and jobs are created in producer nations at the expense of the wealth and
jobs in consumer nations.
4.6.5	 No One Is Hurt
It is sometimes argued that no one is directly hurt by piracy and counterfeiting.
On the contrary, these activities lead to business losses,' 94 job losses,' 9 ' they
endanger lives' 96 and can damage business and national reputation.' 9' These
activities cannot be justified in the light of the harm caused. On the other hand,
the methods often utilised to calculate trade losses are not fool-proof. 198 Other
factors may make it impossible for a legitimate industry to sell as many products
as the market may require. One of this is poor marketing. For example, it does
not follow that if 10 copies of an illicit recording is sold for a quarter of the original
price, the loss to the industry is 10 copies multiplied by the price of the original
copy, or the total costs of the illicit copies. There is no guarantee that purchasers
of the illicit copies would have bought the original at the original price. But this
does not in any way detract from the fact that substantial losses are being
incurred by legitimate industries as a result of piracy and counterfeiting.
USA suggest that these activities are profitable to these nations. Not surprisingly, a Thai government
official that counterfeiting can be beneficial to a country at least in the short run: "Counterfeiting in
Thailand: Some personal remarks", Issue 4 1986 Trademark World, p.45.
The Swiss watch industry losses are estimated to be about $500 million per year. In 1984,
The US customs seized about $25 million worth of counterfeiting goods: Levin note 19 supra; and
other references in notes 1-6 supra.
For instance, in the USA, over 13000 jobs are estimated to be lost on the average annually,
since 1982. See the House Report, note 3
' See notes 3-6 supra.
197 The pharmaceutical industry in Nigeria for instance was fast losing its reputation in some other
west African countries, due to the amount of counterfeit drugs originating from Nigeria. As a result,
Ghana placed an embargo on made in Nigeria drugs in 1991, confirming possible hurt to the national
reputation: See report of the May/June 1991 exhibition of the Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria.
'° See Appendix C to the 1994 SDecial 301 Recommendations and Estimated Losses submitted
to the United States Trade Reoresentative, Washington DC: the International Intellectual Property
Alliance, Feb. 18 1994 for an analysis of how the US copyright industry calculates its losses; see also
IIPA note 136	 p.18.
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Pirates may be likened to parasites who depend on the health of their host.'99
Given the clandestine nature of operation, the activities are not just acts against
personal property, they often combine all the elements of grave offences,
stealing, forgery, deceit, fraudulent misrepresentation, unfair competition,
obtaining by false pretences, conspiracy and the like.200
Books are sometimes pirated with colour illustrations in the original copies turning
to black and white in pirate editions. 20 ' This can be very misleading in the case
of books teaching children about colours. 202 The purpose of the illustrations in
the original books for adults is also defeated by the black and white editions.
4.6.6	 Tools of Imperialism
Some governments, courts and writers regard intellectual property rights as tools
of imperialism, to prevent national advancement. 203 This stems from the belief
that industrial growth is not only desirable but that piracy and counterfeiting are
logical outgrowths of international development of labour. 204 Regardless of
whatever position is taken, no prejudice can be justified in the light of GATT. Any
nation wishing to benefit from a most favoured nation treatment for its trade must
now accord effective intellectual property protection to foreigners. 20 ' While the
For instance, it has been argued that pirates were hit by recession when the recording
industry was hit: Chesterman and Lipman, note 22 supra, at 43.
Hermoine Al. Markides, Counterfeiting in Cyprus, Driving counterfeits of the street supra at
p.3.
Smith note 110
	 p. 4.
202 I have seen black and white pirated copies of a book of colours written to teach kindergarten
about colours.
203 See paras.8.4 to 8.4.1 below. Chesterman and Lipman note 22 at 170, cited Lee
Kwuan Yew, who when he took office as president of Singapore, he announced that copyright was just
another form of colonial exploitation, and that his country would no longer be paying royalties to
Western firms. The situation has since changed in Singapore, such statements reflect deep-rooted
bias which may still be harboured by others nations.
204 RICO V DOMINGO- "Strategies to thwart software piracy" - P ASIA July 92 p.31 at 32.
See para.2.8	 .
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evidence of the extent to which the intellectual property system stimulates foreign
investments is inconclusive, 206 it is plausible that counterfeiting and piracy will be
a disincentive for investment to some foreigners.207
4.6.7	 A Social Phenomenon
Plasseraud, rightly pointed out that in the case of luxury goods, counterfeiting is a
social phenomenon. 208 Wearing, carrying or using goods which bear popular
marks is a mark of status, attracting acceptance and respect provided onlookers
do not realise it is counterfeit. The phenomenon has grown to such dimensions
that it has become a matter of general culture209 and it has been accentuated by
the increase in consumer minded middle class in most societies. 21 ° Given that
the price for such luxury goods with internationally renowned marks cannot be
afforded by everyone, counterfeiters have argued that they are doing consumers
some service by providing goods which boosts their ego/self esteem, by ensuring
that they are accepted in the society.
Rather than heal the ego of the consumers concerned, the "provision of this
service" only sweeps the problem under the carpet. If we cannot justify theft by
the fact that the stolen goods are offered to those who would not have ordinarily
been able to afford it, piracy and counterfeiting cannot be justified in the light on
providing any service.
See para.2.4.2
207 See the argument of the US officials in The Economic News, Taiwan, April 23-29 1984, p.10.
208 
"Counterfeiting and Trade Marks - A Social Phenomenon" October 1988 Issue 15 Trademark
World 42.
Ing. Barzano Zanardo, note 175 pj p. 19.
210 Siemsen & Correa, note 63.
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4.6.7	 They Fill a Gap in the Market
However, the argument that pirates and counterfeiters are doing a good social
service by providing goods at affordable prices, thereby filling an important gap in
the market, seems potent. 211 The car spare parts industry in Nigeria illustrates
this point vividly. The practice is that the distributor of counterfeit goods often
asks consumers, whether they want uTaiwanu that is counterfeit, or 'Original'
which is the original product. 'Taiwan' often goes for a less than a fourth of the
price of the 'Original'. They sometimes explain that 'Taiwan' will probably last six
months while 'Original' may last four years or more. A consumer who cannot
readily afford to buy 'Original', will buy 'Taiwan', run his car for another six
months, whilst hoping to be able to afford 'Original' in six month's time. But
there are times when 'Originals' are not even available in the market. This often
occurs where the manufacturers have stopped, phased out or scrapped the
model concerned.
Although in the light of GATT and the mechanisms for ensuring that right holders
do not abuse their monopoly, no nation can justify piracy and counterfeiting, it
seems unrealistic to expect a campaign against piracy and counterfeiting to
succeed if the goods which subject-matter of protection are not available or the
demands for such goods are not met because of prices. This alleged justification
which calls for more attention on the part of right holders is further discussed in
paragraph 8.1.8 below. The option is to obtain a licence. Where there is an
211 Warren Khoo of Singapore said "The basic causes are not hard to find. They have to do with
the fact that the genuine products are priced beyond the reach of the average consumer. The
problem is compounded in developing countries where income levels are low and where nevertheless
there is a growing and insatiable demand for other forms of intellectual endeavour in the broad sense
of the word": Worldwide Forum on Piracy of Sound and Audio-visual Recordings Geneva: WIPO
(1981). Khoo suggests that more liberal licensing and joint ventures may contribute towards solving
the problem. Laszlo Hegedus, expressing his concern in "Western Record companies moving Too
Slowly in Eastern Europe ?", JFPI for Record, June 1992 p.4. Park Tae Gun, the president of FPRA,
the Korean book pirates was quoted as saying "our work is in the national interest We provide the
cheap books for Koreans who can't afford the west's prices", see the Sunday Times. 2 February
1986. People used to counterfeit/cheap products, may not buy expensive originals when these are
later introduced to the market: Raphel Aghababian, 41 TMR 27 supra; Ogunkeye, note 153 supra;
Ogunkeye, 0. & Adams S., "Two recent Nigerian Cases" Trademark world July/August 1994 p.19 at
21.
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abuse through a refusal to license or onerous conditions are demanded,
mechanisms to prevent or curb this abuse can be operated.212
4.7	 New Criteria for Liability in IP
The potential gravity of the escalation of piracy and counterfeiting, despite the
increment of liability and means of enforcement, has been established above.
Presently, liability is determined by the nature of the act done: whether the
defendant is selling, offering for sale, importing, producing, broadcasting,
distributing, possessing by way of trade, etc. The question of the category of
defendant has never been considered by law.
It is suggested that in order to combat piracy and counterfeiting effectively, a
further yardstick for additional liability should be considered. This should be
based on whether the defendant fal!s into some of the categories of infringers
identified below: 213 right holders, former or even current business associates,
current or former agents; and licensors and licensees.
This yardstick derives from what I will describe as the "quasi-fiduciary"
relationship between the right holder and the infringer and the duty of candour
expected of them. Examples will be drawn from similar penalties among some
professions and against company directors.
212 See chapter 3.
213 See para. 4.3 - 4.3.12. It is at least arguable that the relationship between a licensor/licensee
or assignorIassignee imposes fiduciary duties: John v James [1991] FSR 397; Schroeder Music
PublishinQ Co. v Macaulav [1974] 1 WLR 1308, [1974] 1 ALL ER 171. Although the royalties due to
an author does not create a trust in favour of the author, In re Grant Richards ex parte Warwick
Deepinç [1907] 2 KB 33; it raises a sort of debtor creditor relationship and any unauthorised profit
made by the licensee or assignee may be seen as a fiduciary relationship which may cause the profit
to be recoverable either as money had and received, or as an equitable debt: Reading v The King
[1949] 2 KB 232.
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4.7.1	 "Quasi-Fiduciary Relationshios"
In the bid to foster enterprise and promote business relationships, the law or
regulatory authorities sometimes impose certain obligations over and above
those which the parties ordinarily agree expressly or impliedly to govern them. A
duty of candour is owed. The term fiduciary" evades apt definition. Although it
has been subject to many trust-like situations, it is not strictly speaking a trust.214
The failure to find a definitive guide to the term "fiduciary" is wise in that it avoids
the exercise of Na power of divination more than human". 215 It is not desirable or
feasible to circumscribe fiduciary relations by definitions, rather they should be
left to the circumstances of the case. 216 Fiduciary duties have been held to
extend to relations of guardians, solicitor-client, doctor-patient, purchaser-vendor,
priest-member of congregation, and uncle-adult nephew.217
However, attempts have been made to classify situations which give rise to
fiduciary duties. Sealy adopts the words of Asquith L.J. in Reading v R 218 that the
fiduciary relations arise "whenever the plaintiff entrusts to the defendant a job to
be performed". He argues that the duties arise because of the undertaking or
obligation to act in the best interests of the other party.
In the absence of fiduciary duties properly so called, quasi-fiduciary duties are
owed between the parties in some of the categories of pirates mentioned. These
are owed at least between agentlprincipal; commissioned/commissioner;
licensee/licensor; and employee/employer. The law should strive to penalise
those who attempt to undermine these relationships and discourage such acts. It
should make it impossible for those who breach the law (which can affect such
214 Sealy, L.S., Fiduciary Relationships, [19621 Camb. L.J. 69 at 72.
215 per Ungoed-Thomas, J., in Re Craig [1970] 2 All ER 390 at 396.
216 per Sachs, J., in Lloyds Bank v Bundy [1974] 3 All ER 757 at 767.
217 Lloyd's Bank v Bundv note 216 supiia.
216 [1949] KB 232, at 236.
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relationships), to engage in the same line of business as the one which they have
abused. Law is supposed to promote investor confidence and relationships
which can enhance commerce Law should prevent attempts to undermine
these relationships.
This recommendation is not strange.	 Presently, intellectual property laws
recognise and apply concepts of fiduciary relations. The intellectual property
remedy of account for profits is a trust concept,219
 so are conversion damages.22°
The recent concept of Ufting the corporate veil, which is increasingly becoming a
feature of intellectual property laws and causes personal liability of some
company officers, seems to be based on the fiduciary/trust concept. 22 ' The
relationship between the pirates and counterfeiters in the categories referred to
certainly accommodates the importation of fiduciary or quasi-fiduciary concepts.
4.7.2	 The Professions
Most professions either by self or state regulation prevent certain activities
among their peers. Doctor and lawyers may face two forms of liabilities: one
deriving from actions by injured parties and the other derived from disciplinary
actions by professional bodies. They may be liable to pay damages or be
convicted and have to pay fines or be imprisoned for a breach of the law based
on injury to a third party. In addition, they may be disallowed from practising the
profession for a period, or for the rest of their lives based on the decisions of their
219 For an analysis of the account for profits, see Bentley, Lionel, "Account for profits for infringing
of copyright - Putton Ltd. v Yorkclose Ltd & ors." [19901 3 EIPR 106. For the application of trust
concepts to prevent unjust enrichment, see: Keech v Sandford (1726) Sel. Cas. t. King 61. Marques v
Edematie (1950) 19 NLR 75; Adamu v lkharo (1988) 4 NWLR (pt.89) 474.
Although this remedy which was available in copyright under the UK 1956 Act is no longer
available, it is still available in Nigeria: s. 16 Nigerian Copyright Act.
UK: s.101 Trade Marks Act; s.110 CDPA; Nigeria: s.19 Copyright Act. Kinnier-Wilson, Jim,
"Criminal copyright offences under sections 107 and 110 CDPA 1988 - Manners v The Reject Shop
plc [1995] 1 EIPR.
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professional bodies. 222 Two reasons may be offered for this additional liability:
the need to sustain public confidence in the professions; and the need to deter
acts which may undermine the profession.
The idea is not to deprive an offender from having a means of livelihood. He
may diversify into other business activities. The basis of the codes is the oath of
allegiance sworn when being called or commissioned into the profession. These
regulations have stood the test of time in most jurisdictions. They appear to be
more deterrent than paying damages, fines or serving a term of imprisonment.
4.7.3	 ComDany Directors
In most jurisdictions, laws governing the regulation of company directors also
recognise additional and further means of liability. For certain breaches of the
law, a company director may in addition to the fines and damages, be separately
proceeded against, or penalised. Some may be disqualified to act as company
directors, either for a period, or throughout their lives. In some cases, they may
not act as directors of any company, while in other cases, they are only
restrained from acting as directors of public companies.223
Justifications for these penalties are varied. The breach of company rules such
as the filing of returns or tax, suggests that a company director has no regard for
the privilege of corporate personality which is endowed by the state. Secondly,
the breach of the rules which protect investors, (minority or otherwise), suggests
that a company director is unworthy of the trust that must be reposed in
See generally: Orojo, Olakunle, Conduct and Etiauetles for Legal Practitioners, London: Sweet
& Maxwell (1979); Home, Frederic T., Cordery's Law Relating to Solicitors, London: Butterworths
p.288 et seq. (1988); The Law Society, The Guide to the Professional Conduct of Solicitors, (1990),
London: the Law Society; the Annual Reports of the Solicitors Complaints Bureau, London. Re Abuab
[1962] 1 NLR 279.
For the UK, see for example, Company Directors Disqualification Act, 1986; Re Sevenoaks
Stationers (Retaifl Ltd [1991] Ch. 164; Sec. of State for Trade and Industr y v Landaridge [1991] Ch
402; Re Samuel Sherman olc [1991] 1 WLR 1070; Re Lo-Line Electric Motors Ltd [1988] Ch 477;
Bradley [19611 1 WLR 398; Barnard, Jayne W., When is a corporate executive substantially unfit to
semve ?, [1992] Vol.70 North Carolina Law Review 1489 - 1522. For Nigeria see sections 502 - 508
Nigerian Companies and Allied Mailers Act, 1990.
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directors. Thirdly, the exclusion of convicts, may make persons aspiring to great
heights in business (as a director), avoid committing crimes. In all, such liability
does not debar a defendant from having another source of livelihood. To be
deterrent, liability has been related not only to damages, fines etc for the
particular breach, but also to withdrawing the privilege to act as a company
director and the like. These are acceptable rules in all jurisdictions.
4.7.4	 Additional Liability in IP
In order to foster the growth of the relevant industries in intellectual property, a
duty of candour must be maintained and the quasi-fiduciary relationship
protected. A licensee who infringes the rights of his licensor undermines this
relationship. An agent who pirates his principal's products breaches this duty
and undermines the relationship. Apart from the injury to the party involved, such
acts can destroy public confidence in the relationships. The law should prevent
this by creating additional liability for defendants who have not just been
adjudged to have been pirating or counterfeiting, but who also fall into one of the
categories further discussed below. They should be prevented from engaging in
the particular line of business which they have pirated for up to five years if it
includes a breach of the quasi-fiduciary relationship. 224 This can be deterrent.
This does not means that they will be deprived of a means of livelihood. Rather,
like company directors or professionals, they have betrayed the trust and
confidence reposed in them and demonstrated that they are unfit to engage in
the business.
To avoid bureaucracy, the court which declares that intellectual property has
been infringed by the categories referred to below should declare them unfit to
conduct the relevant line of business. Such declarations should be registrable in
a public register to put third parties who may contemplate going into business
E.g. publishing etc.
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relationship with the defendant on notice of the Jatters record. Alternatively, the
defendant may be obliged by law to inform all parties (with whom he intends to
go into a pseudo-fiduciary relationship) of the declaration made against him.
Such third parties have the option to engage in the business. If the information is
withheld, such third parties should be able to terminate the relationship when
they discover.
It is believed that the stringent measures discussed below can effectively deter
many persons within and outside the categories identified.22s However, it must
be emphasised that the suggestions that follow are only made with reference to
persons found criminally liable.
(i) Right Owners
Where it is established that a person in this category is criminally liable for piracy,
he should be liable to forfeit the particular bundle of right licensed or assigned, to
the grantee, whose business is being undermined.
(ii) Former Business Associates & Agents
Where any company is found criminally liable for piracy, the court should order
that such a company may not trade in that sphere of activity for the next three
years. A company liable on a second time should lose similar rights forever, but
could change its objects caluse to engage in another line of business. To
prevent the officials responsible for the activity from forming another sham to
conduct their activities, there should be a provision in every law that such
persons will be treated like bankrupt directors of a company. Unless they are
discharged, they will be unable to hold such offices again. The officials
For example, the withdrawal of trading licence from pharmaceutical manufacturing companies
for fake drugs is not unusual. See SCRIP No.1381, p.2, for the news on a French company whose
trading licence was withdrawn for manufacturing take drugs.
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concerned should be prevented from being appointed as directors or officials of
any company.
(iii)	 Ex-Employees & Former Commission Persons
Employees who are found liable should be black-listed in the job market if they
are engaged in the activity to under-cut their employer. Such employees should
be prevented from being employed by similar businesses in future as their activity
can be likened to fraud against the company. This is not so novel in that
employees with criminal records often find it difficult to get new jobs.226
If the quasi-fiduciary penalties are limited to these categories, it is unlikely that
reputable and honest businessmen will be liable. However, this kind of liability
will encourage better right clearance procedures. Certainly, this will serve as a
deterrent particularly as there is no question whether an administrative body will
be willing to enforce such provision. It is not very likely that it wili be abused
since these proposals are only applicable after a defendant is found liable by
litigation.
4.8	 Conclusion
The knowledge of the motivations of pirates, the harm done, the business
relationships undermined and their clandestine operations as discussed in this
chapter suggests that the time is ripe for more stringent measures to be
implemented against piracy. It has been argued that the justifications for piracy
and counterfeiting are weak particularly in the light of TRIPS. This is because
any nation wishing to benefit from the new world trade order must either protect
the intellectual property rights of others, or face retaliation. This applies
irrespective of any position held about the relevance of the intellectual property
For the problem which UK's first company official to be convicted for a copyright offence would
have had, see Kinnier-Wilson, note 221 ug!.
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system. Nevertheless, there is no absolute formula to eradicate piracy and
counterfeiting. Like theft, it cannot be completely eradicated, hence efforts at
effective deterrence are essential. To this end, I have recommended new
criteria for additional liability based on the relationships which some infringers
(found criminally liable) have with the injured parties, for example:
agents/principals and employee/employer.	 Hopefully, this should serve as
further deterrence.
Of all the justifications advanced in favour of piracy and counterfeiting, the
argument that they fill gaps in the market; especially where the goods concerned
are necessities and are either unavailable or not affordable, cannot be easily
dismissed. Suggestions are made in chapter 8 below for right holders to bridge
any gap in a market rather than allowing pirates and counterfeiters to do this for
them. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 which follow attempt to examine the extent to which
TRIPS will reduce some motivations for piracy and counterfeiting: lacuna in the
law.
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Chapter 5
PROCEDURE, PROOF & EVIDENCE
5.0	 Introduction
The clandestine nature of their activities presupposes that it may be difficult to
catch pirates and counterfeiters red-handed. 1
 The adversarial nature of our
judicial system means that the onus rests on the injured party to prove his
case. Proving authorship, ownership and infringement of intangible intellectual
property sometimes proves difficult even in the face of very good substantive
laws. In considering some of the legal factors militating against piracy and
counterfeiting, this chapter stresses the significance of fair procedural and
evidential rules, as against unduly burdensome rules, in the enforcement
mechanisms. 2
 Consequently, the adequacy of the relevant provisions of
TRIPS on procedure, proof and evidence wiJi be examined. TRIPS Member
nations are obliged to provide fair and equitable enforcement procedures
without unwarranted delays or time-limits which will permit effective action
against infringements and avoid barriers to legitimate trade.3
PART I Who can Sue or be Sued
In every action, it is essential that the proper parties are before the court. An
action can fail either because the plaintiff has no right of action 4 or because
there is no cause of action against the particular defendant. The discussion
1 See paras. 4.4 -4.48 ante.
2 Procedure, proof and evidence were among the complaints that informed debates leading to
TRIPS, see para.4.O above. Hanson argues that the lack of effectual procedural laws in some
developing economies is a matter of great concern: Hanson, Maren, Counterfeiting and
Infringement - The Gulf viewN, February 1993 Trademark World issue 54 p.25.
Article 41(1) & (2) ibid.
This is used in the loose sense of not having a right to sue as against not having a remedy.
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that follows deals with the position of right owners, their assignees and
exclusive licensees to sue and the parties who may be sued.
5.1	 Rights Owners/Assignees
In most jurisdictions, right holders or their assignees can sue by themselves5
unless they are incapacitated either by reason of age or mental incapacity, in
which case they can sue through their next of kin or legally appointed
guardians 6
Generally, it is immaterial that such a person is a foreigner, or a foreign
company, else foreign right holders will be disadvantaged. 7 The right of action
should also vest irrespective of whether the right holder is a natural or legal
person, including federations, associations and international organisations.
TRIPS provides that Members should make procedures for the enforcement of
rights available to right holders (including federations and associations). Any
country that restricts the rights of foreign owners (legal or natural) to sue, will
be in breach of TRIPS.8
5.1.2	 Exclusive Licensees
The position of exclusive licensees is peculiar. While their licences usually give
them territorial rights to the exclusion of third parties, they are not always
automatically statutorily vested with the standing to sue for infringement of the
relevant intellectual property rights.
In some jurisdiction eg. the UK, right owners cannot sue without first obtaining the leave of
court if their rights are concurrent with those of their exclusive licensees except they join the latter
either as plaintiff or defendant - s.102, UK Copyright Act, 1988.
6 Nigena: Order 13 rules 8-11, High Court of Lagos State Civil Procedure Rules, 1972; UK:
Order 80, rule 3, White Book, Supreme Court Rules 1995.
See for instance, Belgore, "The judicial response to the regulation of foreign investments",
in Sodipo & Fagbemi op cit., p.68 at 77.
Article 42 ibid.
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In some jurisdictions, they cannot sue without joining the licensor, especially
where the rights of the Jicensor/licensee are regarded as concurrent rights.9
This would have been a problem in places like Nigeria and the UK had it not
been that the exclusive licensees can sometimes sue on their own after
obtaining leave of court. In other jurisdictions they can only sue after the
licensor has failed to sue despite requests made to the latter to sue.'° This
is particularly odd given that some exclusive licenses may be appear on
statutory registers as licensees or users.1'
This has been the position in the UK (ss.101 & 102 CDP Act, 1988), since the repealed
English 1911 Copyright Act, (which is still in force in some territories) the licensee has to join the
right owner either as co-plaintiff or co-defendant - Neilson v Horniman (1909), 26 T.L.R. 188;
Heape v Hartley (1889), 42 Ch.D. 461; Wooley v Broad, [1892] 1 Q.B. 806; Macmillan v Dent
[1907] 1 Ch. 107; Marshall v Bull (1901), 85 L.T. 77. Previously, an exclusive licensee was not
even given any right to sue under the repealed Nigeria Copyright Act, 1970: Evangelical Church
of West Africa v O.K. Akandu Uunrep. Suit No. FHC/PH/30/86 of July 311986, where the plaintiffs'
action was dismissed on the grounds that an exclusive licensee could not sue. Nigerian licensees
formed a practice of obtaining a power of attorney to act for the licensors, a power which the latter
were not willing to grant in all cases. But under section 15 of the Nigeria Copyright Act, 1988,
exclusive licensees can sue as if they are owners. Where their rights are concurrent with those of
the licensors, in which case, the former cannot sue without leave of court unless the latter is joined
as a plaintiff or defendant. The Nigerian Act gives no guide on when rights are concurrent.
Exclusive licensees of patent rights can only sue by joining the patentee either as a plaintiff or as
a defendant s.67, UK Patents Act, 1977. Although it is arguable on the authority of Heap v Hartley
[1889) 42 Ch.D 461 at 468, that licences do not generally convey proprietary interests, no harm
can be caused if exclusive licensees are given right to sue without having to wait for cooperation
of the licensor.
10 Under s.28(3) of the repealed UK Trade Marks Act, 1938, registered users could only sue
after two months of giving notice to licensor to sue and the latter refuses to sue. In fact, unless the
exclusive licensee is a registered user, he is not empowered by statute to sue. The position is not
different under the new UK Trade Marks Act, 1994 as exclusive licensees only have a right to sue
without waiting for a two months period if the licence provides that the licensee shall have the same
rights and remedies as the licensor- see sections 30 & 31 of the Act. Note that many
Commonwealth jurisdictions have similar provisions by virtue of laws fashioned on the UK 1938 Act:
eg s.33(4) of the Nigerian Trade Marks Act, 1965. It has been argued by T.A. Blanco White &
Robin Jacob, in Kerly on Trade Marks, that the proviso in the Act that this right to sue is subject
to any agreement subsisting between the parties should be read to mean, that the licensee may
be precluded by agreement from suing rather than that the licensor may waive the two months
notice requirement. It is interesting to compare the old copyright position in Nigeria, note 9 supra,
with s.25(4) of the Patents & Designs Act of Nigeria, 1970, which provides that licensees may sue
after the licensor has refused their written plea to sue. This was interpreted in Nigerian Breweries
Ltd v Olumo Agro-Allied Co. Ltd. [1985] HCNLR 615 as not being a mandatory charge to first make
a request to the licensor, and that the licensee can sue directly without such request.
' This is the position in Nigeria and some other countries whose trade marks laws are based
on the repealed UK 1938 Act - exclusive licensee can only be registered as registered users. See
the following cases decided under similar provisions of the repealed UK 1938 Trade Marks Act: Levi
Strauss & Co v French Connection Ltd [1982] FSR 443; Northern & Shel plc v Conde Nast &
Penthouse Publications 1995 IPD 18034. Merkin and Black criticised the position in UK under the
Registered Designs Act, 1949 where the right holder as the registered proprietor is the only one
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Given the clandestine nature of piracy and counterfeiting, swift action is often
required to take the infringers by surprise and obtain relevant evidence.
Statutory delays before action can be instituted are unjustifiable.' 2
 If for any
reason exclusive licensees cannot sue directly, two alternative arrangements
should be made: they should be either able to sue immediately by joining the
licensor as a party to the proceeding or by obtaining leave of court to sue on
their own. The fear of licensors being saddled with liability that may arise form
actions instituted by exclusive licensees can be checked by provisions that
licensors which are joined to a party will not be liable for any claim arising from
the action provided they do not take any step in the proceedings.' 3
 Another
solution to the problem is the proviso in section 31(4) of the UK Trade Marks
Act, 1994, which permits exclusive licensees to obtain an interlocutory relief
without joining the licensor or obtaining leave of court, provided that the
licensee cannot proceed with further action unless leave is obtained or the
licensor joined as a party to the action. Despite the importance of exclusive
licensees and the disparity between legislations, one notes with regret that
TRIPS does not provide any guiding principle.14
5.1.3	 Defendant's Immunity
The immunity of certain persons including sovereigns, diplomats and the like
from being sued (unless they consent or waive their rights) is recognised in
statutorily empowered to sue despite the fact that exclusive licensees could be noted on the register
of designs: Merkin, Robert M., & Black, Jack, Copyright and Designs Law, London: Longman para.
22.18 (1994).
12 In the light of this, ss.30 & 31 of the new UK Trade Marks Act, 1994 which grants exclusive
licensees' the rights to sue without waiting for two months is most welcome. Note that in the UK,
this right can only be exercised if the licence agreement so provides. It is hoped that when the
Nigerian Industrial Property Bill becomes law, exclusive licensees will also be able to sue without
waiting for two months, by virtue of s.186 of the Bill. It is suggested that other jurisdictions which
relied on the two months period under the old 1938 Act should follow suit.
13 See s.67, UK Patents Act, 1977; s.102 CDP Act, 1988.
14 Article 42 ibid, only defines right holders to include federations and associations having legal
standing but does not mention exclusive licensees.
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many jurisdictions and acceptable as an international rule. What is
questionable is the limited immunity of certain persons such as state
corporations from being sued without a few week's notice. For example, no
action can be taken against the Nigerian Television Authority unless a month's
notice (in writing) stating the claims of the injured party has expired.' 5 This
partial immunity is a breach of the TRIPS obligation to provide fair and
equitable procedures without unwarranted delays. 16 It may defeat the very
purpose of promptness which is characteristic of intellectual property matters.
In addition, national laws should permit the institution of actions against
unknown persons, considering that the nature of piracy makes it difficult to
always ascertain all the parties. This has been useful in restraining the sale of
counterfeit products at itinerant market places such as concerts and to curb the
sale of pirated products by third parties by obtaining and serving a court order
(issued against a named person and other unnamed persons who have the
same interests), restraining anyone from selling or dealing with the product.'7
This is in line with the TRIPS' obligation to permit effective action against
infringements.
PART II Obtainin g evidence
Again, given the nature of piracy and counterfeiting and given that they often
have implied knowledge of the illegality of their activities, it is reasonable to
15 s.27 of the Nigerian Television Authority Act, 1977 Cap 329 Laws of the Federation of
Nigeria (1990) provides "No suit shall be commenced against the Authority before the expiration
of a period of one month after written notice of intention to commence the suit shall have been
served upon the authority by the intending plaintiff or his agent".
16 Note 3 supra.
17 EMI Records v Kudhail [1985] FSR 36; Gee, Steven, Mareva injunctions and Anton Piller
reUef 2nd ed. London: Longman, (1990) pp. 154-155; Hayhurst, Gordon, "Ex parte Anton Piller
Orders with John Doe Defendants" [1987] 9 EIPR 257; Ogunkeye, 0., & Adams, S., "Two recent
Nigerian cases" July/August Trademark World 1994 p.19; "Class action against drug imported
makes history", Patent World Issue 46, October 1992 p.7. Pfizer Inc. v Polyking Pharmaceuticals
Ltd & Polyking mt. Ltd. Unreported Suit No. FHC/1JCS/178/92 of Wednesday August 5 1992; Re
Wellcome Foundation Ltd. v Opeoluwa & Co. Unreported Suit No. FHC/L140/89.
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expect them to destroy or hide relevant evidence once they know they are
being pursued. 18 Further, some infringers may dispose of their assets in the
bid to prevent the plaintiff from executing judgement on those assets. Without
such evidence, judgement cannot be entered against them, or if entered, the
execution of the judgement may be frustrated. Consequently, the importance
of swift measures to obtain evidence cannot be overemphasised. Some of
these measures: trap orders, Anton Piller and Mareva orders and border
seizure procedures are examined below.
5.2 Trap orders
Simply put, a trap order is a purchase of infringing products from a
manufacturer or distributor thereof, which purchase is made by the right owner
or his agent. Trap orders are generally regarded as acceptable practice, often
being the only means of obtaining evidence. 19 The aim is to obtain some
relevant evidence which a court can rely on, which reveals that the defendant
is doing what the plaintiff is alleging. In most cases, trap orders are used to
show that goods subject matter of dispute, have been sold by the defendant.2°
The use of trap orders have been given the imprimatur of courts in some
common law countries.21
As safeguards for defendants, courts often insist that the defendant must be
informed as soon as possible (after the trap order is made), to enable him
recollect and investigate circumstances surrounding the order. Secondly,
particularly in the case of the supply of goods pursuant to a trap order of a
18 See para.4.4 - 4.4.7 ante.
19 Marie Claire Album SA v Hartstone Hosiery Ltd [1993] FSR 692 where the plaintiff's solicitor
was held to have a right to conduct such a trap arrangement; Sony Corporation v Saray [1983]
FSR 302 where the barrister to the applicant was present at the trap purchase.
20 Heath v Gornnge (1924) 41 RPC 457.
21 UK: note 19 supra; Nigeria, l.R.0 lnt. Ltd v Jena Trading Co 1976 (1) ALA Commercial 335.
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plaintiff or his agents, courts insist that the order should be clear and fair.22
That is, the order must be unequivocal, properly understood, and the supply
must be according to the order.23
Though acceptable in some jurisdictions, trap orders may be unrecognised in
others. TRIPS has no direct provision on trap orders. However, it is arguable
that such evidence should be admissible in member states pursuant to Article
43. Article 43 stipulates that "where a party has presented reasonably
available evidence sufficient to support its claims and has specified evidence
relevant ... in the control of the opposing party", national judicial authorities
should have powers to order this evidence to be produced. If a member state
is to strictly fulfil this Article 43 obligation, its national courts must admit
evidence obtained via trap orders on the grounds that the evidence is one
which is reasonably available. Once obtained without force by a person who
had a right to purchase the relevant products, the evidence becomes
reasonably available.
5.3	 Anton Piller and Other Inspection and Seizure Orders
Inspection and seizure orders have been developed in order to facilitate prompt
actions by injured parties who need to preserve evidence. These orders permit
an alleged injured party to visit, search and inspect the premises of a defendant
where alleged infringing activity is taking place. The injured party is also given
power to seize and keep in his custody, copies of infringing products found
during the search. The purpose of the order is to take the defendant by
surprise and obtain evidence which may be otherwise destroyed, hence the
defendant must not have prior knowledge of the execution of the order. In
some cases a defendant is compelled to disclose the identity of those who
supplied the infringing products to him and others in the distribution or
Porcea v Evans (1951)68 RPC 210; Stillitz vJones & Higgins (1943)60 RPC 15; Cellular
Clothing v White (1953) 60 RPC 9 at 14.
23 Fox's v Jobbings (1932) 49 RPC 352.
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manufacturing network, known to the defendant. 24 The significance of these
orders is confirmed by WIPO's recommendations that such conservatory
measures are essential tools against counterfeiting.25
The most popular of inspection and seizure orders within the Commonwealth
is the Anton Piller Order, which was developed in England based on inherent
powers of the courts.26 The scope of the order has been extended to non-
intellectual property cases27 and the order has been applied against single
persons and class of persons. 28 To ensure the defendant has no prior
knowledge of the order, it is granted ex parte. The order is normally granted
on the consideration that the defendant may hide or destroy the evidence
before discovery proceedings are commenced, if he is put on notice of
impending proceedings. 29 The Anton Piller Order as originally developed and
granted in England assumed a new face in 1994 when a new Practice Direction
was issued. 3° Under the new Practice Direction, the form of the order with
24 The Norwich Pharmacal Order, based on Norwich Pharmacal v Customs & Excise
Commissioners [1974] AC 133; [1973] 3 WLR 164; [1974] RPC 101; [1973] FSR 365.
25 w po PAC/CE/1/2 p.7 (Committee of Experts on the Protection against Counterfeiting, 1986)
26 Although the order derives its name from a case where it was applied, Anton Piller KG v
Manufacturing Process Ltd [1976] Ch.55, similar order had been granted in a previous case: EMI
v Pandit 1975 1 WLR 302. But the Anton Piller case was the first to enumerate the conditions of
granting the order. Although when this order was first made, the court expressed that being at the
extremity of the courts's powers, it should rarely be made (per Lord Ormrod in the Anton Piller
case.), it has since attained popularity been very effective tools in piracy cases, and abuses have
been occasioned. In Nigeria, there are no direct Rules of Court on this but there are provisions
in the different State High Court Rules and those of the Federal High Court for the importation of
the Rule in England whenever there is no provision on any issue in the relevant local Rules. For
the Nigerian application to intellectual property cases, see: Ferodo Ltd v Unibros Stores 1980 FSR
489.
27 For the application to non- intellectual property cases in the UK, see Yousif v Salama [1980]
3 All ER 405, regarding commercial transactions in the Middle East; Emmanuel v Emmanuel [1982]
2 All ER 342: application in a matrimonial case. In Malaysia, to non-intellectual property case: PMK
Rajah v Worldwide Commodities [1985] 1 MU 86.
26 see note 17 supra
International Electronics Ltd & anor v Weigh Data Ltd. [1980] FSR 423. Thus if the
defendant is not such as would destroy relevant evidence, the order is unjustifiable and is often set
aside.
3° Ex part Mareva Injunctions and Anton Piller Orders of July 28 1994. See the White Book:
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regards to the consent of the defendant has been altered. Rather than
requiring the defendant to "give his consent" as was the position under the old
form of the order, such consent is now to be given on the pain of a contempt
order.31 The old form of the Anton Piller Order required the defendant to
consent to entry by the plaintiff to inspect the defendant's premises, search for
documents which are relevant to the plaintiff's application which infringe the
plaintiff's rights and keep copies thereof. 32 Given that the defendant is not
always present when the order is to be executed, the new form of the order
applies to any person who appears to be in control of the premises33.
Depending on the country, inspection and seizure orders may either be derived
from inherent powers of the court or be simultaneously statutorily based as in
the case of Angola, 	 Nigeria, 35 Togo,36 and the UK. 37 The significance
The Supreme Court Practice 1995.
31 Although Willoughby argues that there is no sound jurisdictional basis for the new form of
the order, he is not against the new form of the order but only questions the basis of the
jurisdiction. He contends that the "concern of those for whom the Anton Piller Order is an important
tool is that the junsdiction should be soundly based and effective. Currently, it is not" : Willoughby,
Tony, "Has the Anton Piller Order become a search warrant?" [1994] 12 EIPR 550.
Willoughby counselled that it is advisable that the order should cover the following:- to allow
the photographing or photocopying of documents and materials seized; not only known premises
but any other premises of the defendant that which though unknown at the time of application is
discovered during the process of executing same; the search of vehicles, cars and persons, where
the case may be: Willoughby, Tony "Anton Piller - A personal view", unpublished lecture, QMWC
November 111993.
Previously, some judges had exercised discretion to make the order against persons in
charge of the premises concerned, but then it was only a discretion: Swift v Gates [1982] RPC 339.
This raises the question of the propnety of attaching penal notices to persons who are in charge
of premises, not being the defendant. But to do otherwise is to allow a court order to be frustrated
by a person in charge, other than the defendant, who cannot be penalised for failing to allow the
applicants entry.
s.37, Law on Authors Rights (No. 4/90 of March 10 1990).
Nigeria: s.22 Copyright Act, 1988 for infringement of copyright and neighbouring right, &
s.188 Industrial Property Bill proposed for infringement of trade marks. The applicant may ex parte
show by affidavit that there is a reasonable cause for suspecting infringing products or materials
to be used to make them are in any premises. The inspection may be conducted night or day,
inspect documents relevant to the application, seize detain and preserve infringing products or
materials for making them in his custody. A major flaw in the Nigerian provisions is that the orders
pertain only to premises which arguably does not include ships or aircraft.
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of this measure is confirmed by the fact that Article 50 of TRIPS endorses it.
It stipulates that judicial authorities shall have the powers to order effective
measures to preserve evidence especially where delay may cause irreparable
harm to the right holder or where there is a demonstrable risk of evidence being
destroyed.
Some of the problems associated with such orders include: the probability of
abuse; the constitutionality of interfering with privacy; issues of fair hearing; and
the propriety of forcing defendants to answer questions which may incriminate
them. Where such orders are derived from the inherent powers of the court
as against specific statutory provisions, two issues become relevant: the
propriety of entry without the defendant's consent and the extent to which
the police should be involved in a civil matter.39
S. 78 of the Law on the protection of copyright, folklore and neighbouring rights, 1991 No.91 -
12 of June 10 1991.
UK: s.1 00 of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act, 1988 provides that an injured party may
seize and detain infringing copies of his work provided the copies are exposed or immediately
available for sale or hire by a third party at a place which is not that party's permanent or regular
place of business. This right may be exercised without a prior court order provided the local police
station is informed about the time and place of the proposed seizure and a notice containing
particulars of the person on whose behalf the seizures are made is left at the defendant's. See
also s.114 of the same Act. See Cornish, Intellectual Property at para. 2-014.
The old form of the order was couched to reflect that it is not a search warrant, that entry
to the premises concerned may only be obtained with the consent of the defendant. On the other
hand, the defendant will be in contempt of court if he refuses entry, a veiled threat. The executing
solicitor must explain to the defendant that the latter is entitled to seek legal advice before
permitting the search party to enter. Rather than relying on consent, it is suggested that giving
statutory backing to the order will obviate the need for consent. This is because some defendants
who have no reason to refuse such searches will permit entry in the face of contempt in some
jurisdictions, such veiled threats may not be taken seriously in other jurisdictions. If the order is so
couched in Nigeria, some defendants may be disposed to refusing entry on the grounds of failure
to understand the order, illiteracy, bogus excuses, eg that the plaintiff being a competitor is merely
trying to interfere with his business. This may be done to buy time to evacuate or destroy the
relevant documents.
Depending on the judge and the country, a policeman may be ordered to accompany the
applicant when it is feared that there will be resistance or a breach of peace when the order is
being executed. This may be regarded as harassment and a form of embarrassment when
neighbours see police around. While this is not necessary in some jurisdictions, it is a prerequisite
of a successful execution of the order in other jurisdictions eg. Nigeria where court orders are
traditionally executed with the police in attendance. Marlies Allan speaking at the Anti-
Counterfeiting Group conference in London, in May 1993 stated that in Nigeria, the presence of a
police officer is advisable for a successful execution of the order. The presence of the police is
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5.3.1	 Constitutional Considerations
Ordinarily, draconian orders such as these, invade privacy, cause
embarrassment and can disrupt business. It seems to impinge on the
constitutional rights of the defendant of privacy and fair hearing. 40
 However,
justification for the order derives from the fact that a defendant who is engaged
in unfair competition which tends to confuse consumers and interfere with the
business of legitimate traders, should not be allowed to use constitutional rights
as instruments for fraud. In maintaining a balance between the rights of private
parties and the public, some constitutions provide that in certain circumstances,
the fundamental rights of a citizen might be waived for the purposes of
protecting the rights and freedom of other persons.41
Whilst permitting an invasion of privacy and a limited breach of fair hearing,
safeguards are required under TRIPS and other laws to prevent abuses. The
court must be prepared to give the respondent a right to challenge the order.42
The applicant must:
common place in France: Harris, Brian, "French Law" in Garnish ed. CLIP monograph (1983) p.55.
° See for example ss. 33 & 34 of the Nigerian Constitution.
41 S.41, Nigerian Constitution. The issue of fair hearing was briefly alluded to by Ogunkeye
& Adams, note 17 supra. In distinguishing between interim orders and interlocutory orders, the
Nigerian Supreme Court held that interim orders do not breach the right to fair hearing. Though
made without notice to the defendant, interim orders ensure that a court does not act in vain by
preserving the res for a short period. Immediately after an interim order is made, notice is given
to the defendant - an opportunity to be heard and to have the order discharged. On the other hand,
interlocutory orders made without notice to a defendant will be in breach of the fair hearing
provisions in that the order is made until the final determination of the action: Kotoye V CBN [1989]
1 NWLR (pt.89) 419. On the basis of this, it is submitted that inspection and seizure orders made
pursuant to an interim prayer does not breach the fair hearing provisions of the Nigerian
Constitution. Applicants for inspection and seizure orders are advised to make an interim prayer
rather than an interlocutory prayer which may be in breach of fair hearing, It is interesting to note
that the European Court of Human Rights held that the interference with the defendant's right to
respect for his private life and home was justifiable in that it was to preserve the right of the
plaintiffs. It was also held that this is not an infringement of the right to fair hearing, rather it is just
to preserve the res. The order does not pronounce on liability and the defendant has the
opportunity to discharge the order: Chappell v United Kingdom [1989] FSR 617.
42 Article 50(4) of TRIPS; s. 80 of the Togolese Copyright Act.
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establish that there is a strong prima facie case, ie. he is the right holder and that
the damage, potential or actual, which may be caused to the applicant or the
public, is very serious 43 and he must have made sufficient enquiries about the
illegality of the defendant's acts, which will form the basis of instituting an
action;
give an undertaking in damages which will be used as a set-off in case the order
was unfounded;45
disclose all material evidence to the court, else, the order should be discharged
or varied."	 Where material non-disclosure is established, the courts should
Dunlop Holdings Ltd v Staravia Ltd [1982] Corn. L.A. 3.
Article 50(3)&(5) of TRIPS. He should not be allowed to use the action to fish for evidence
without knowing for certain, what form his statement of claim will be - Hytrac Conveyors Ltd v
Conveyors International Ltd. [1982] 3 All ER 415. See also Systematica Ltd v London Computer
Centre Ltd (1982) Times, November 16, where the plaintiff had to pay the cost of action in which
it obtained an Anton Piller Order and it turned out that the software concerned was not infringing.
Article 48(1) & 50(3) of TRIPS; s. 78 of the Togolese Copyright Act. See Carag, A. Carlo,
& Cbahug-De Leon, "Warrantless search and seizure found illegal", Sept.26 IP ASIA, p.27 (1994).
Failure to do so is to be in breach of a duty of disclosure. Being an Order given ex parte,
failure of the applicant to bring to the attention of the court, all the material facts which are relevant
to the exercise of the discretion to grant the Order may lead to the Order being discharged or
varied. While there is some merit in such protection, it is arguable that an offender should not
escape liability simply because of wrong steps taken by the plaintiff to procure evidence from him -
that orders should never be discharged if relevant infringing materials are recovered pursuant to
the search. The inadmissibility of the goods obtained with in breach of material non-disclosure
means that possibly the only evidence that may be used to obtain judgement are not admitted.
Failure to disclose that the defendant is a substantial company or person who is unlikely to destroy
evidence may amount to material non-discl%' (+%% ( (ndolph M Fields v Watts [1985] S.J. 67 -
barristers and their clerks.
The consideration for non-disclosure is not whether the judge would still have granted the Order
had the court been informed of the fresh facts which the plaintiff knew but did not bring it to the
court's attention: Intergraph Corporation v Solid Systems Cad Services Ltd [1993] FSR 617.
Rather, once it is established that such material facts are not disclosed, the mandatory parts of the
Order is often discharged:Naf S.A. & Anor v Dickens (London) Ltd & anor [1993] application to
discharge Order on grounds of insufficiency of evidence to grant the order and material non-
disclosure, admitted by the plaintiff counsel - order discharged for non-disclosure that defendant
was a substantial company with extensive premises which were matters not drawn to the judges
attention - order that plaintiff should not use information acquired through order; Wardle Fabrics
Ltd v G. Mynstis Ltd [1984] FSR 263, case of copyright in duvets - defendant refused to allow
execution of order - non-disclosure related to fact of defendant's assistance to and cooperation with
the plaintiff on previous occasions, giving the latter required information; Thermax Ltd v Schott
Industrial Glass Ltd [1981] FSR 289, there was no disclosure that defendant company was formed
by three former employee/directors of the plaintiff company and that there was another litigation
between the parties. However, it is for the court to decide whether the order should be discharged
and not for the defendant to determine not to obey the order on the belief that the court will set it
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have a discretion whether or not to admit or use in evidence, the documents and
materials seized or copied pursuant to the execution of an order;47
establish that the defendants had in their possession, incriminating
documents or things which are likely to be destroyed before application
inter partes are made;
establish that the inspection will do no real harm to the defendant or his case49
and there must be proportionality between the perceived threat to the plaintiff's
right and the remedy granted. 5° In this wise, the conduct of the plaintiff in
executing the order must not be unfair or oppressive 5' and he should not seize
materials which are irrelevant to his claims;52
aside. The defendant will remain in contempt of court for failure to comply with the order even if
he believes that the court will discharge the order: Columbia Picture v Robinson [1986] 3 All ER
338; Wardle Fabrics v Myristis supra. In the Malaysian case PMI< Rajah v Worldwide
Communications [1985] 1 MU 86, an order was discharged due to misrepresentation on the part
of the applicants.
This strict procedure and duty imposed on the plaintiff will encourage utmost good faith and
candour on the part of applicants. See VDU Installations Ltd v Integrated Computer Systems
[19891 FSR 378.- where the applicant sued defendant company to whom the applicant's former
employees had alleged to have divulged confidential information. The applicant claimed that its
products which were protected by confidential information were given unlawfully to the defendants,
meanwhile the products were on sale to the general public and the applicants had installed similar
products in the premises of the defendants. But compare with Heng Lee Bags Ltd. v Public
Prosecutor, noted in Sept. 26 IP ASIA, p.22 (1994), where the court held that evidence unlawfully
obtained in a search warrant which ought not to have been granted is nevertheless admissible.
Lord Ormrod in Anton Piller supra. Thus the order was discharged in the following cases
inter alia because there was no evidence that the defendant would destroy the evidence if the order
was not granted: Arjunan & Ors v Kestuan Kebangsaan Pekeria-Perkeria Ladang [1993] 1 MU
326. But evidence of dishonesty of the defendant is a good ground for granting Order: Yousif v
Salama [1980] FSR 444.
Lord Denning in Anton Piller supra.
5° Hoffman J. in Lock International plc v Beswick [1989] 3 ALL ER 373.
51 The plaintiff in Chappell v United Kingdom [1989] FSR 617, was castigated for oppressive
behaviour against the defendant in that a search warrant was obtained simultaneously and
executed by the police. Taking a person who is not a party to the action to view the defendant's
premises for the purposes of showing that the latter is involved in some irregular activities may be
seen as unfair: VDU Installations supra.
In Universal Thermosensors v Hibben [1992] FSR 36; [1992] 1 WLR 840, where one of those
in charge in one of the venues for execution of the order took irrelevant document like examination
notes. Due to this abuse, an award of £20,000 was made against them in favour of the
defendants in the cross undertaken in damages. This may be compared to the plaintiff's award of
£160 damages. In VDU Installations supra, the court criticised the applicant for removing
documents beyond the scope of the Court order, (despite the fact that the respondent consented
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institute a proceeding pursuant to the order, else have the order revoked.
It is possible that the incidence of abuse of inspection and seizure orders will
be reduced if these TRIPS safeguards and those of the UK's new Practice
Directions are introduced to the laws or the application of laws of Member
states.
5.3.2	 Unreasonableness: Privilege Against Self-incrimination
In many common law jurisdictions, there is a rule of some antiquity: nemo
tenetur se ipsim accusare, an inveterate principle of English law. 54 It means
no one is bound to incriminate himself. Witnesses may be discouraged from
giving evidence either because of the fear that this may endanger their lives or
the lives of others or because of the fear that the information given may serve
as the basis to prosecute them. This privilege encourages witnesses to give
evidence by protecting them from the latter of the two apprehensions they may
have - answering questions which will open them or their spouse to
to such removal. The basis of the criticism was that the respondent was probably in too much of
a state of shock and confusion to make a reasonable decision where the materials were being
removed pursuant to a court order.
Article 50(6) of TRIPS provides that the action should be instituted not later than 28 working
days or 31 calender days (whichever is longer). TRIPS requires that the order must cease to have
effect if action is not instituted within this period. s.81 of the Togolese Copyright law stipulate 30
days.
See Redfern v Redfern [1891] p. 139 at 147. It has been referred to as "a most important
right": Orme v Crockford (1824) 1 Price 376, 388, per Alexander LCB.; "most sacred": Ex. P.
Cossens (1820) Buck. 531, 540, per Lord Eldon, LC.; "a great rule established with great justice
and tenderness": Harrison v Southcote (1751) 2 yes. Sen. 389, at 394, per Lord Hardwicke L.C.;
"a maxim of our law as settled, as important and as wise as almost any other in it": A v Scott
(1856) Dears. & B. 47, at 61, per Coleridge J. See also Aguda, T. Akinola, Law & Practice Relating
to Evidence in Nigeria, London: Sweet & Maxwell, pp.329-331 (1980); Hoffmann, L.H. & Zeffert
D.T., The South African Law of Evidence, 4th ed. Butterworths, p.236 et seq. (1988); The Law
Commission of India: 69th Report on the Indian Evidence Act 1872 (1977), p.711 et seq. Heydon,
J.D., "Statutory restrictions on the privilege against self incrimination", (1971) 87 L.Q.R. 214, argues
that the privilege has two other merits: in the absence of the privilege, witnesses may be faced with
punishment for silence, when they have a duty to speak and punishment for perjury if they speak
falsely.
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incrimination. 55 	From its origins in common law, this rule has received
degrees of statutory backing in some common law jurisdictions. 56 In the US,
it is a constitutional privilege under the Fifth Amendment.57
During the execution of an inspection and seizure order, defendants are often
required to answer questions regarding the extent of their involvement and that
of others in the illicit activity. 58 Since some of these activities also amount to
crimes, answers given may lead to the filing of criminal charges against
defendants. Hence, a defendant may claim the privilege against self
incrimination and refuse to answer some of the questions. This privilege was
successfully relied on in the House of Lords in Rank Film v Video Information
Centre.
Despite its merits 60 and whilst it is important to uphold princip'es which protect
the liberty of individuals, it is unfair to allow such privileges to be used as a
Phipson on Evidence, 14th ed. Sweet & Maxwell para. 20-44. Generally, the privilege cannot
be claimed if the offence the information concerned will open the defendant to perjury - Emmanuel
v Emmanuel [1982] 1 WLR 669; Distributori Automatici v Holford Trading Co. [1985] 1 WLR 1006.
The privilege should not be applied in cases where there is no real risk of the defendant being
prosecuted eg in libel cases - See as per Lord Denning M..R. in Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation v
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 1978 AC 547, at 563 notwithstanding Lamb v Munster (1882)
10 QBD 110; Triplex Safety Glass Co. v Lancegaye Safety Glass (1934) LTD [1939] 2 KB 395.
The rule does not, however, extend to refusing to answer questions which may incriminate others.
In England, s.14(1) of the Evidence Act, 1968, in Nigeria, s.175 of the Evidence Act; s.132
of the Malaysian Evidence Act, 1950; s.132 of the Indian Evidence Act.
It is highly regarded in the US as a principle of Nnatural justice which had become
permanently fixed in the jurisprudence of the mother country" Brown v Walker, 191 U.S. 591, 600
(1896 Supreme Court). See also Levi Strauss & Co. v Barclays Trading Corporation [1993] FSR
179.
In some common law jurisdictions where inspection orders are granted pursuant to their
inherent powers of the court, such inquiries are commonly known as a Sarwar ancillary order. This
order which derives its name from the case of EMI v Sarwar [1977] FSR 146, is one that requires
the defendant to disclose the identity of its suppliers.
[1982] AC 380. By relying on this legal principle, a pirate may effectively frustrate an injured
party (seeking to execute an inspection and seizure order) by refusing to give information on
matters which are essential for the successful trial of a case, or by preventing the plaintiff from
ascertaining other the sources and the extent of the piracy.
60 Heydon note 54 supra.
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shield and an instrument to cover the illegal activities of a defendant who has
probably pirated products of third parties, particularly if the relevant evidence
is solely within the defendant's knowledge. 61 If the rationale is to encourage
defendants to give evidence, then the relevance of this privilege in actions
against pirates is questionable. Inspection and seizure orders are granted
against pirates because of the clandestine nature - they would otherwise
destroy relevant evidence. 62 Such people do not need to be "encouraged"
to give evidence, rather, they should be obliged to do so.
To maintain a balance, the cause of justice for the applicant must be secured
by requiring the defendant to answer the question. The benefit to the witness
may still be maintained by enjoining the answers from being used to prosecute
him. 63 It must be recalled that the privilege arose from the need to stop an
old practice of forcing persons or even torturing persons to extract answers
from them, a practice that is unimaginable today, regardless of the privilege64.
The privilege is unjustifiable where safeguards can be given to ensure the
defendant is not prosecuted for any answers given.
In the UK where the privilege originated, it has been removed or limited in
61 Levy rightly argues that in some cases the privilege 'tended to bring about a failure of justice
for, allowance of the excuse, when the matter to which the question related was in the knowledge
solely of the witness, deprived the Court of the information which was essential to its arriving at a
right decision": Levy, L., Origins of the Fifth Amendment (1968), 238, 495.
62 See paras.4.4 - 4.4.7 above.
According to Howard, M.N. Crane P., & Hochberg, D.A., Phipson on Evidence, 14th ed.
Sweet & Maxwell, para.20.45, this is a sensible compromise which has been reached by many
modern statutes. It should be sufficient if the court makes an order that such evidence is
inadmissible for criminal actions action the defendant, or the plaintiff may be required to give an
undertaken that he would not use the information in any action to prosecute the defendant. See
Busby v Thorn EMI Video (1984) 2 IPR 303.
Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence (ed. Bowring, Works VIII), Bk.IX, Pt.4, Chap. 3,
p.455 cited by Heydon, note 54 supra. Tapper, Cohn, Cross on Evidence 7th ed. (1990), paras,
201, 421, 9.1-9.5, suggests that the privilege derives from the need to prevent the inquisitorial
approach of the Star Chamber which was condemned as being unfair.
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some areas of the law65 including intellectual property cases. 66	Indeed,
there is a growing tendency to whittle down this judge-made law through
statutes67 or other judge-made limitations. With regards to the removal of
the privilege for company directors under investigation proceedings under the
UK Companies Act, 1989, Gower argues that it was justifiable because of need
to prevent and punish corporate fraud. 69 When this privilege was raised as
a shield by a defendant in a competition proceedings, the European Court held
that it does not extend to civil proceedings before a national court, 7° though
the European Court of Human Rights has held that the right to fair trial under
Article 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights includes "the right
of anyone charged with a criminal offence", to remain silent and not to
incriminate himself, UK courts can draw necessary inferences from the failure
65 See for example, the UK Theft Act, 1968; s.1(3) of the Criminal Justice act, 1987: Rv
Director of Serious Fraud Office, ex parte Smith [1993] AC 1 (HL). Note that under the UK Criminal
Justice Act, 1994, the right of defendants to remain silent has been further restricted.
s.72 of the Supreme Court Act, 1981. But there seems to be an exception for a defendant
who may still be liable to prosecution outside the UK, in a jurisdiction where the privilege can still
be claimed: see the case of Levi Strauss & Co., v Barclays Trading Corporation Inc. [1993] FSR
179, where this would have been material with respect to the privilege of one of the defendants in
the USA. The court held that this was irrelevant because the defendant had been barred from
entering the US. Cf. non-intellectual property cases Arab Fund v Hashim [1989] 1 WLR 565, &
Arab Fund v Hashim (No.2) [19901 1 All ER 673, where the privilege was applied to an extent to
prevent third parties from being exposed to criminal proceedings outside the UK, in Iran.
67 In common law jurisdictions, statutes which oblige persons to answer questions have been
held to abrogate the privilege, at least with regards to the defendants concerned. The privilege
has also been withdrawn in Trinidad and Tobago: S.33, Copyright Act, 1985 (No.13 of June 3 1985)
with respect of copyright infringement. UK: Bishopsgate Investment Management Ltd. v Maxwell
[1992] BCC 222; Re Jeffrey S. Levitt Ltd. [1992] BCC 137; Re Cloverbay Ltd. (No.2) [1990] BCC
414; Re British and Commonwealth Holdings [1992] BCC 202; See also Stallworthy, Mark,
"Privilege against self incrimination in civil proceedings: How far does it go?" [1992] JIBL 378. But
see Frommel, Stefan N., "The right to silence and the powers of the serious Fraud Office", 15(8)
The Company Lawyer 227 (1994); Malaysia: Chye Ah San v R [1954] MU 217; Tang Lew Keng
v Public Prosecutor [1968] 2 MU 48. For South Africa, see Hoffmann note 54 supra.
The New Zealand Court of Appeal limited the scope of the privilege in a case where an
Anton Piller Order was being executed. The Court ordered that evidence obtained from the
execution of the order cannot be used to prosecute the defendant and that the applicant had to
undertake not to use the information obtained to proffer a complaint against the defendant or to give
same to the police: Busby v Thom EMI Video (1984) 2 (PR 303.
69 Gower, Lc.B., Gower's Principle of Modern Company Law, 5th edt. p.682 (1992)
70 Morrison & Foerster European Business News, November 6-26, 1993.
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of an accused person to answer questions.71
The Evidence Acts of some Commonwealth countries have limited this rule in
that a witness is not to be excused from answering any question to any matter
relevant to the matter in issue in any suit, or in any civil or criminal proceeding,
on the ground that the answer may incriminate him but any answer given
cannot be used to prosecute him.72
Opinion is divided73
 as to whether a witness within the context of the said
Evidence Acts includes a defendant or his agents found on a premise during
the execution of an inspection and seizure order74
 or whether it is restricted
only to a person who testifies under oath and is subject to examination and
cross-examination. 75
 The better view is that a witness within the Evidence
Acts referred to, includes anyone who gives evidence during the execution of
an inspection76. In any case, a plaintiff may surmount these hurdles simply
71 Funke v France Judgement of 25 February 1993, case 82/1991/334/407, Senes A, vol. 256-
A. See ss.34-36 of the UK Criminal Justice Act 1994.
72 See s. 132, Malaysian Evidence Act 1950. S.132 of the Indian Evidence Act; s.132 of the
Singaporean Evidence Act. In some common law countries there is a general rule that where
statutory provisions conflict with the rules of common law, the former prevails to the extent of the
inconsistency. This raises questions about the extent of the applicability of the common law
privilege against self incrimination in countries which have the above provisions in their Evidence
Act.
Khaw, Lake Tee, Copyright Law in Malaysia, Butterworths, pp.146-i 53 (1994).
Television Broadcast Ltd v Mandarin Video Holdings [1968] 2 MU 346.
See the Malaysian case of PMK Rajah v Worldwide Commodities [1985 1 MU 86. See
also Hj Ahmad Husain v State AIR 1960 All 623 which held under the Indian Criminal Procedure
Code that a person questioned by the police in an investigation is not a witness within the Indian
Evidence Act because he is not in the witness box; Riedel-de I-laen AG [1989] 2 MU 400.
76 It is arguable that the Malaysian case of Raiah, note 75 supra, would not have reached the
same decision in the light of two earlier Malaysian cases which were not referred to in Ralah: 4y
Ah San v R [1954] MU 217, and Tang Lew Keng v Public Prosecutor [1968] 2 MU 48 which
pursuant to the Malaysian Evidence Act, held that a witness in Malaysia is bound to answer all
questions even if they tend to incriminate him but that no proceedings based on any such answer
can be instituted against him. There is nothing in the relevant Evidence Acts which specifically
defines a witness only in the context of those in the box, under oath and subject to cross-
examination. The reference in Raah, to s.139 of the Malaysian Evidence Act that a person
summoned to produce a document is not a witness is only relevant for the purposes of whether the
person should be examined, It is more logical to accept chan J.'s view in the Television
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by subpoenaing the defendant or his agents as witnesses (in the narrow
interpretation) to give the same incriminating evidence during trial.
But a problem seems to persist in some other countries like Nigeria77 and the
USA, where the privilege subsists. While it is hoped that countries which
maintain such privileges will remove it for intellectual property matters, this
expectation may only easily be realised where the privilege is based on
ordinary statutes or unwritten, but not on deriving from a constitutional
provision, which usually requires cumbersome amendment procedures. In the
light of this, the Fifth Amendment to the American constitution granting the
privilege against self incrimination seems rather unfortunate for a nation at the
fore-front of anti-piracy battle.78
As if in realisation of the illogicality of giving pirates such privileges, Article 47
of TRIPS (headed "right to information"), provides that member states may
grant judicial authorities with powers to order inf ringers to inform litigants of the
identity of third parties involved in the same infringing activity and their channels
of distribution. Unfortunately, this provision is not mandatory. However, the
use of the word "may" as against "shall" presupposes that Parties may choose
not to vest courts with such powers. Not being mandatory, it is arguable that
Broadcasts n. 74 supra, that anyone who furnishes evidence pursuant to a court order is a witness,
than the view that such persons are still not witnesses until they are in the box and cross-examined.
S.175 of the Nigerian Evidence Act, 1945 now Cap.112, 1990 Laws of the Federation,
provides that "no one is bound to answer any question if the answer thereto would, in the opinion
of the court, have a tendency to expose the witness or the wife or husband of the witness to any
criminal charge ...". The use of the phrase no one seems to extend the scope of witnesses under
this Act to include those on the premises where an inspection order is being executed. The
statutory backing given to inspection and seizure orders in the Nigerian copyright Act, 1988 and
the proposals in s.1 88 of Nigeria's Industrial Property Bill do not go far enough to limit this privilege.
However, Nigerian courts have granted orders to answer questions where plaintiffs give an
undertaking not to use the answers in any way whatsoever to file an information to charge or
prosecute the defendant.
78 Being a constitutional provision, it will be impossible to simply override it by another statute,
yet a constitutional amendment which is the viable option may not be feasible. The use of "may"
as against "shall", in Article 47 seems to suggest an unwillingness on the part of the United States
to change the Constitutional provision. If so, it would seem unfair for the US to call on other states
to change or restrict privileges or rules of antiquity while the US continues to hold on to hers.
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national laws which are either silent on the issue or which allow the use of the
privilege by pirates are not in breach of Article 47 of TRIPS. Support for this
view is found in the proviso in Article 47 giving members the discretion not to
grant this "right to information" where it "would be out of proportion to the
seriousness of the infringement". It is submitted that the failure of TRIPS to
annul or at least limit the scope of the privilege against self incrimination with
respect to answering incriminating questions in intellectual property matters will
pose a major impediment in the fight against piracy. 79 It offers opportunity
for member states to permit parties to refuse to answer questions relevant to
the enforcement of rights.
Nevertheless, it is arguable that TRIPS does requires a conditional limitation to
the privilege against self incrimination with regards to incriminating documents.
Article 43(1) of TRIPS provides that national laws should provide judicial
authorities with powers "where a party has presented reasonably available evidence sufficient
to support its claims and has specified evidence relevant to the substantiation of its claims which
lies in the control of the opposing party, to order that this evidence be produced by the opposing
party, subject in appropriate cases to conditions which ensure the protection of confidential
information".
If the "incriminating documents" are not "confidential information", it is submitted
that any member state which refuses to permit orders for such incriminating
documents to be produced will be in breach its obligations under Article 43(1).
5.4	 Privileged Communication
In order to encourage people to speak confidently to their lawyers, the
communication between a lawyer, (and in some countries, patent or trade-mark
Note that the obligation under Article 41 of TRIPS for members to provide effective action
against piracy is limited to the procedures specified in Part Ill of TRIPS, which includes Article 47.
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agent) and his clients are privileged even after the relationship is terminated.80
The lawyer or the agent as the case may be may not be forced to divulge
information about any such communication or content of documents without the
client's consent. Such a privilege which is internationally recognised may be
an impediment to a party who needs to obtain relevant information in piracy
cases. Nonetheless, in Nigeria, this privilege does not extend to prevent the
disclosure of communication made in furtherance of any illegal purpose.81
As such, the privilege may be curtailed in certain cases of infringement where
it is arguably a communication in furtherance of an illegal purpose.
There are merits and demerits for curtailing the scope of privilege. As relevant
information is usually obtainable from a lawyer's client, it may not be necessary
to force him to divulge oral communications with his client. However, it is
suggested that the privilege should be curtailed with respect to documents
especially where the only available copies of relevant documents are left in the
custody of counsel for the purpose of preventing the use of the privileged
communication, to frustrate a litigant's claim. It is arguable that Article 43(1)
of TRIPS requires national laws to curtail this privilege with regards to relevant
documents in the custody of a lawyer which cannot be obtained easily from
elsewhere.82
80 Ss. 169-172, Nigerian Evidence Act, Aguda, note 54 supra, at 327-328. Horn v Rickard
1963 NNLR 67, at 68; (1963) 2 All NLR 40, at 41; Jones v Great Central Railway [1910] AC 4.
Communication with lawyers extend to their clerks or intermediate agents - Du Barre v Livette 1
Peake 108; to foreign lawyers - MacFarlan v Rolt (1872) L.R. 14 Eq.580; Great Atlantic Insurance
Co. Ltd v Home Insurance Co. [1982] 2 All E.R. 485 (CA). See s.1 03 & 104 of the UK Patents Act,
1977 and s.284 of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act. It is proposed to extend the privilege
to patent and trade mark agents in Nigeria s.239 of the (Industrial Property Bill), but this may not
make much difference as most of the agents are lawyers.
81 s.169(a) of the Evidence Act.
It would appear, however, that the position depends on whether the documents (not copies)
were made for privileged purposes.
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5.5 Mareva Orders83
A Mareva order is an order of court granted either before final judgement or in
aid of final judgement, injuncting and restraining a defendant from dealing with
or parting with his own assets.M It can be granted as an interlocutory or a
final order. It may be granted whenever it is feared that, or there are reasons
to believe that the defendant is dealing or will deal with his assets in such a
way that it will either be dissipated or transferred to a third party, causing the
plaintiff to be deprived of the fruits of the judgement.
Judging from the nature of piracy, 85 it is not difficult to imagine that pirates
may attempt to transfer their assets to third parties or extinguish such assets
to prevent a plaintiff from satisfying his judgement or proving his case 86. As
such, the jurisdiction of courts to grant Mareva orders which can effectively
prevent pirates from dealing with or transferring assets is essential in
intellectual property litigation.
This order which has been developed by English courts have received the
imprimatur of courts in some Commonwealth countries. 87 It can be granted
ex parte on the following grounds : that the plaintiff has a good arguable case
against the defendant; that there is a real risk that the judgement will go
For an incisive discourse on the nature and limitation of this order, see the following books:
Gee note 17 supra; Hoyle, Mark, Mareva Injunction and relevant orders 2nd ed. Lloyds of London
Press (1989); Ough, Richard N., The Mareva Injunction and Anton Piller Order London:
Butterworths (1987); Powles, D.G., The Mareva Injunction and Associated Orders Professional
Books (1985); Goldrein, lain S., & Wilkinson, H.P., Commercial Litigation: Preemptive Remedies,
London: Sweet & Maxwell (1987).
The order, which derives its name from the case of Mareva Compania Naviera SA V
International Bulkcarriers SA [1975] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 509 was first given in Nippon Yusen Kaisha
v Karageorgis [1975] 1 WLR 1093.
85 See paras. 4.4 - 4.4.7, chapter 4 supra.
Many keep several accounts, carry large sums of cash, change their base, set-up new
companies etc in the bid to prevent being traced.
87 For Nigeria, see Sotuminu v Ocean Steamship (Nig) Ltd [1992] 2 Nigerian Commercial Law
Reports 1.
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unsatisfied by reason of the disposal by the defendant of his assets, unless he
is restrained by the court from so doing; and finally that it would be just and
convenient in all the circumstances of the case to grant the relief sought.
The jurisdiction of the courts was initially exercised over defendants who were
abroad but who had assets within the jurisdiction of the court. It has now been
expanded to include jurisdiction over defendants who are resident within
jurisdiction and who have assets within the jurisdiction. The nature of the
assets range from money in bank, judgement debts, goodwill, aircraft, ships,
gratuity89 and industrial machinery. 90 This means that a pirate whose ship
or aircraft has imported infringing products may be prevented from removing
the vessel in order to prevent the satisfaction of eventual judgement against
him. In the same vein, a pirate company can be restrained from transferring
its goodwill or assets to third parties in a bid to preventing the possible
judgement against him from being satisfied.
Along with the Anton Piller Order, the Mareva order has been described aptly
as "one of law's two 'nuclear' weapons". 91	This is because it can have
devastating effects on the business of a defendant, notwithstanding that it can
be granted as an interim ex parte order. As such, it has been hemmed with
safe-guards developed by the courts.
Unfortunately, TRIPS has no provision similar to this (mandatory or otherwise).
This means that nations which do not have similar procedures which can be
useful against pirates cannot be enjoined pursuant to TRIPS to introduce such
measures. This gap must be bridged.
Durashah v UFAC (UK) Ltd (1982) The Times, March 30. (C.A).
The Law Society v Shanks [198811 FLR 504.
9° Rasu Maritima v Perusahaan Pertanbanqan [1978] QB 644.
91 Per Donaldson U in Bank Mellat v Nikpour [1985] FSR 87 at 92.
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5.6 Border Seizure Measures
The best way to stop piracy and counterfeiting is to prevent the infringing goods
from going into circulation by apprehending the goods at territorial borders or
at the source of manufacture. Infringing goods can either be apprehended at
borders by an injured party acting pursuant to a court order or a statute, 92 or
indirectly through customs service. 93 Although customs border suspension
of release of goods which infringe intellectual property rights are not new,94
Articles 51 to 60 of TRIPS prescribes certain minimum standards (for this
procedure) by which national regimes may be measured and to which national
92 The rules of court of some nations permit an injured party to obtain an order of court to
arrest ships or planes or any vehicle of person importing infringing goods. See for instance, Order
72 r.12 of the White Book - UK Supreme Court Rules 1995. For Nigeria, see: Island Records &
MCA Records Inc. v John Holt Shipping Services Unreported Suit No. FHC/L/1/85 delivered on
Friday February 8 1985.
Regulations which render infringing goods as prohibited goods and which give the customs
the right to refuse to release or clear the goods into circulation.
The earliest form of customs intervention with goods based on a breach of intellectual
property rights in the common law jurisdictions was under the UK Customs Act, 1876. Section 42
of the Act forbade the importation of articles of foreign manufacture bearing names, marks, or
brands of manufacturers resident in the UK: see Kerly on Trade Marks and Trade Names, 5th ed
by Underhay, F.G. p.17 London: Sweet & Maxwell. The provision was introduced to align the UK
law with Article IX of the Paris Convention of 1883 which Britain acceded to in 1884. The article
provided that all goods bearing a trade mark or trade name might be seized on importation to those
states of the Union where the mark had a right to legal protection. The UK Customs Act, 1876 Act
was superseded by the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887. The Merchandise Marks Act 1887 is one
of the first examples of a practice which has come to stay - turning private torts into public offences
to meet the growing exigencies of societies. It has been suggested that it was introduced because
of the inadequacy of civil action to counteract the temptations of self interest and because of the
far reaching implications of the acts penalised on the public and the injured right owner - see the
notes in [1890] LQR No.XXII 238. The first border measures in the common law countries, against
goods which infringe copyright was in the English Copyright Act, 1911. The first customs notice
regime became available in Nigeria in 1973 under the Copyright (Customs Notice Prohibition) Order
1973. The Order was made pursuant to s.15 of the 1970 Act and is preserved by s.40, schedule
5(3) of the 1988 Act. Although the UK Copyright Act, 1911 was extended to Nigeria, no customs
notice could be filed under the Act, since there was no such regulation in force. The Act states that
the only liability was forfeiture of the goods but it was possible for importers to be prosecuted
under the Criminal Code, for importing pirated goods. For a discussion of aspects of customs
procedure in Italy and ASEAN countries, see Arrigucci, Mario, "Counterfeiting: A worldwide
scenario" Trademark World February 1994 p.24.
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laws of member states must conform. The provisions are an improvement on
the border measures prescribed under the Paris Convention especially as
TRIPS requires the prevention of the export of pirated products.95
It may be noted that the TRIPS provisions are in pan materia to those of the
EC proposed new measures to prohibit the release for the circulation of
counterfeit and pirated goods, which will replace the current EC Regulation
3842/86 on the same issue.97
Pursuant to TRIPS, member nations are required to provide a border measure
allowing a right holder to inform competent authorities (administrative or
judicial), which may be the department of customs or law courts, of the
impending importation of goods which infringe his rights. Based on this
information, the authorities may suspend the release of the goods to the
importer or consignee, 98 unless the infringing goods are not being imported
Article 9 of the Paris Convention; Article 51 of TRIPS; Sweeney, John F., Greenberg, Scott
D., & Bitler, Margaret H., "Heading them off at the pass - can counterfeit goods of foreign origin be
stopped at the counterfeiter's border?", 84 TMR 477 (1994).
Contained in the EC official journal C86/14.
As counterfeiting increased in the EC (causing considerable hardship to law-abiding
manufacturers and misled consumers: recitals to Regulation 3842/86, Para.1 .2 OJ EC, No.C218/8.,
Regulation 3842/86 was introduced on December 1 1986, to take effect on January 1 1988 in
member states. Carlisle suggests that in EC industry, the view is that a code introducing customs
procedures is far from being a complete answer to counterfeiting' Carlisle, David, Counterfeiting:
The European Perspective, issue 13, June 88 TW p.50 at 52. Given a number of reasons some
of which are explained below, this Regulation will soon be replaced by a Proposed Regulation
adopted by the European Commission on July 13 1993 and amended in June 16 1994
Articles 51 & 51 ibid.
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in a commercial quantity. 99	The importer and applicant should be duly
informed of the suspension of release. 10° Generally, the applicant is to
institute proceedings to determine the merits of his claim against the defendant
within ten days of being informed of the suspension.'° 1 It should be noted,
however, that TRIPS permits national laws to extend the ten day limitation in
appropriate cases.102
Border control measure regimes raise a number of issues: the need to prevent
abusive use through safeguards; the appropriateness of the customs in view
of their training or their reluctance to detain such goods; 103 and the suitability
of all intellectual property rights to this regime. Other problems include the laws
regulating the regimes such as the restrictions in the standing of the person
who can file the information; non-application of the procedure to some rights or
products; and the possible discretion on the part of the customs to refuse to
give information of the importers.
Article 60 of TRIPS permits members to "exclude from the application of the [above]
provisions small quantities of goods of a non-commercial nature contained in travellers' personal
luggage or sent in small consignments". Trainer argues that permitting the importation of such
goods in small consignments will provide greater opportunities to import pirated goods: Trainer,
Timothy, "Trips Border Measures Implementation", Trademark World February 1994 p.24 at 28.
He suggests that a centralised authority should handle the information so that the information can
easily be communicated to other branches else, an applicant will have to file several applications.
100 Article 54 ibid.
101 Article 55 ibid.
102 Article 55
103 See paras.8.2 - 8.2.2, chapter 8 uifra. Before the changes made to the Canadian law
pursuant to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Canadian customs officials
refused to detain infringing goods without a prior court order: Tackaberry, "The rights of trademark
owners to require Canadian Customs Officials to seize infringing goods have been strengthened
by NAFTA, 84 TMR 495 (1994).
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5.6.1	 Checks Against Abuse
Certainly, the existence of border measures may be abused by parties who
may use the measures unjustifiably against competitors. For instance, an
applicant may refuse to institute an action to determine the merits of his claims
after a seizure, or he may take his time in doing so. Hence TRIPS prescribes
some checks against abuse.
Pursuant to TRIPS, applicants may be required under national laws to provide
a security or equivalent assurance to protect the defendant and to prevent
abuse. 104 Nigeria and the UK require applicants to deposit such a security,
but the only question is the adequacy of the security. 105 While it may be
unfair (and constitute a breach of TRIPS' obligations) to require a security
which may unreasonably deter applicants' recourse to the border measure
procedure, 106 the security should not be as low as N2,000 as it is in
Nigeria, 107 else it may be open to abuse. Thus the security per Se, may not
be an adequate check against abuse of this procedure. It may, however, be
104 Article 53(1) ibid. It is arguable that this provision permits the posting of security when a
defendant's goods are suspended rather than at the time of filing the application: Trainer, note 99
supra.
105 S.36 of the Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988. Although no new order has been made pursuant
to the 1988 Act, the Customs Regulations made under the repealed 1970 Copyright Act is still
applicable by virtue of s.40(3) & Schedule 5(3) of the 1988 Act. For UK, see ss.1 11 & 112 of the
COP Act 1988; ss.89-91, UK Trade Marks Act, 1994.
106 Article 53(1) ibid.
107 See the Customs and Excise (Copyright) Regulations, 1973. When this Regulation was
made in 1973, the bond of N2,000 was approximately £2,000 Sterling. With the devaluation of the
Naira, this bond is most inappropriate in today's commercial world.
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noted that a defendant in Nigeria and the UK has recourse to other remedies
(such as unlawful interference with business) which are available against an
applicant who abuses the procedure.'°8
 Further TRIPS requires national
laws to make an applicant who abuses this regime to compensate the importer,
consignee an owner of the goods.109
Secondly, TRIPS provides that if the applicant does not institute a proceedings
to determine the merits of his claim within ten days, (or such extensions as the
national laws may require),° the customs should be authorised by national
laws to release the goods provided all other conditions for importation have
been satisfied. This time limit which may significantly check abuses is not a
feature of Nigerian laws. Though the limitation is applicable in the UK under
the EC measures highlighted above, the latter presently pertains only to
counterfeit goods but not to goods which infringe copyright or designs.'11
Consequently, the Nigerian and UK laws must be aligned to the TRIPS'
standard on limitation of time within which actions are to be instituted by
applicants after border seizures of pirated goods.112
Thirdly, to maintain a balance between the parties, TRIPS requires defendants
108 Ex parte Island Records [1978] Ch. 122, [1978] 3 All ER 824.
109 Article 56 ibid.
110 Article 55 of TRIPS.
At least until the proposed Regulations are eftective.
112 Note that it is arguable that defendants have an implied right to challenge such seizures.
But the point being made here is that a statutory burden to act immediately is a better safeguard.
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to be given a right to request for an order to revoke or modify the suspension
during the proceedings instituted by the applicant." 3 In Nigeria and the UK,
a defendant has an implied right to request a review of court orders including
seizure of his goods in any proceedings instituted to determine the merits of a
claim on infringement after the seizure. Thus no review is needed on this
issue is needed in Nigeria and the UK.
5.6.2	 Filing a Prohibition Notice vs a Recordal System
There are two major systems of border seizures of pirated goods: the filing of
notice system and the recordal system. Under the notice system, right holders
or their agents are the watchmen. The customs only act if a notice is filed by
an applicant giving them information about impending infringing imports.
Under the recordal system, the customs are the watchmen, applicants record
their rights with the customs and this gives the customs the go-ahead to
suspend the release of goods which they suspect are infringing without any
information about such goods being received from the right holders. The
recordal system is recognised and permitted under TRIPS. 114 The recordal
system operates in the USA,' 15 whilst the notice system operates in Nigeria
113 Article 55 ibid.
114 Article 58 ibid.
115 19 C.F.R. Part 133. Under US law, the customs department maintains a recordal system
for copyright, trade marks and trade names which allows them to seize goods which infringe the
entries in the register. The fee for recording the registration is $190. See generally, Bruce 0
Baumgartner, Karla R. Spalding, Belinda J. Scrimenti, "Counterfeiting and piracy in the US - A
general overview of the law and practice to combat counterfeiting and piracy" Comish (ed.) CLIP
monograph on piracy, p. 79 at 94 - recordal with customs - with copyright, the importer is notified
that his articles appear to be pirated failure to file a denial within 30 days after notice will lead to
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and the UK. It is interesting to note that the first form of border measure in the
UK was the recordal system. This was later found difficult to operate due to
increase in work load 116 and possibly because very little use was made of it
during almost a century of its existence.117
Each system has its merits. Unlike the difficulty that could be encountered in
checking all goods under the recordal system, the notice system shifted the
onus to the applicant thus saving the customs considerable costs. Again, the
filing of a notice obviates the need for the department to undergo special
training to differentiate pirated from original goods, a need which is prerequisite
for the successful implementation of a recordal system. 8
 But an applicant
forfeiture of goods, if denial is filed, owner must file a bond and a written demand for exclusion of
the goods, then additional facts, legal briefs etc can be submitted by both parties. With trade
marks, importer is notified and has 30 days to secure release by convincing customs that certain
exemptions are available else he forfeits goods. See also Noble, note 1 chapter 4 supra; Trainer,
note 99 supra. As most copyright goods bear the trade marks of their companies, financial savings
can be made by filing recordals based on the marks for a class of goods eg. sound recordings or
books, rather than filing copyright applications for each book or sound recording: David Goldberg,
statement made on behalf of USTA, now INTA, WIPO Worldwide Forum on the Piracy of Sound
Recordings and Audiovisual Recordings, WIPO, Geneva, (1981).
116 This was introduced under the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887. The customs endeavoured
to monitor all registered marks and check them against imports. By the year 1900, the department
invited those interested in prohibiting the importation of goods bearing counterfeit marks to file a
notice of their registered marks with the customs. The new approach initially reduced the work of
the customs but they could no longer cope by the 1 950s with the increase in commerce and trade
and the emerging policy to speed up and not interfere much with the clearing of goods.
117 It was reported that while it was impossible to check all imported consignments and detect
infringing ones, it was the practice of the department to notify offending importers about their
wrongful act and give opportunity to them to remark the goods. There is little evidence of stern
action taken by the department under the MM Act other than warnings to the importers coupled with
orders for the marks to be removed from the goods - Final report of the Committee on consumer
protection London: HMSO (1962) - p.230. It should be noted, however, that some other reasons
may have been responsible for the negligible use, eg. the fact that no civil action could be taken,
forfeiture was the only liability but this could be escaped by obliterating the marks or having a
proper indication of origin notwithstanding the counterfeiting of the mark, hence the Consumer
Report should have blamed the law and not the department for not taking stern action. The author
has no record of the use of the border provisions of the Nigerian Copyright Act.
118 See para.8.2.1 infra.
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who has such detailed information as is usually required in a notice system
could as well obtain court orders (where the rules of court so permit), to arrest
the ship or seize the goods instead of waiting for the customs, who are in most
case not liable if seizure is not made.'19
Most companies or associations lack the expertise or resources to enable them
obtain the required information. 120	The notice system unjustifiably
discriminates between companies who have the wherewithal to obtain such
information and those that do not have. While it is conceded that the industry
has an important role to play in the enforcement mechanism,' 2' it is submitted
that the burden placed on industry by the notice system is onerous. Industry
should not have to extend their vigilance beyond the borders apart from the
occasional information that may be obtained on impending import of pirated
goods. In medieval Europe, guilds could detect and seize infringing imports at
borders. This was due not to their vigilance abroad where the goods originated
from, but to their powers to inspect and check imports locally at the borders.
119 Island Records note 92 supra
120 To obtain information about an impending consignment, a high degree of detective
intelligence is required. For many years, the annual reports of the UK's customs and excise only
reflected that seizure of infringing goods were part of the non-revenue generating duties of the
department without mentioning whether goods were seized under the regime or the level of use
industry was making of it. Although there is no indication from the report why this was so, at the
time the Whitford Committee filed its report, it was stated that there was evidence that the copyright
industry rarely made use of the procedure. Nockles suggests that the department may not always
insist that all the required information must be filed before they act, provided the information given
offers useful clues: Nockles, Maurice, "Commercial piracy - restraining imports into the Uk" [1979]
EIPR 103.
121 See para.8.1.1 infra.
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For a successful surveillance at the border, a modern customs department
needs to be able to do the same. The only way this is possible is through the
recordal system.' 	 Although the abandonment of the recordal system
operated under the UK 1887 Act was due to administrative hitches based on
the impossibility to monitor records, 1 the keeping of records should not pose
such a huge task in this age of computerisation. 124 Indeed, it has been
successfully implemented in Hong Kong. 125 The cost for training and
equipping the department may be enormous and some more time may be
consumed in clearing goods, but the end may justify it.
It is hereby suggested that the ownership of copyright, trade mark, design rights
and packaging should be recorded with the department and the department
should be trained in differentiating pirated from original goods. However, this
must not preclude right owners from further warning the department of any
impending importation of pirated products. The information in the recordal
register must include the names, addresses and agents, where applicable, of
the right owner. It should indicate whether the right owner expects goods of
the nature described to be imported. This is particularly useful to local right
owners who do not expect infringing copies of their books, or products bearing
122 Sweeney et al. note 95 at 493. Noble note 1, chapter 4 supra reveals that the US customs'
record huge success. Compare this with the report of Arrigucci note 94 supra on the system in
Europe.
123 Nockles note 120 supra.
124 Dworkin & Taylor op cit. p.123, also suggested that the use of computers by the customs,
to regulate the importation of pirated goods is invaluable. See also Sweeney et al. at 494.
125 At least there is a computer programmed to print affidavits ready for swearing in respect
of a million records in Hong Kong: Thomas, Ian, "Hong Kong & SingapOre", CLIP monograph, p.67.
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their marks to be imported. In that event, however, the department can
impound such goods. I do not suggest that the customs should check all
imports to confirm whether or not they are infringing. However, if properly
trained, customs officials would better placed to detect and impound pirated and
counterfeit goods without prior notice form the right owners.
It is suggested that immediately goods suspected to be pirated are seized, the
right owner or his agents must be informed and he must inspect the goods to
confirm whether they are pirated. If the right owner fails to respond within ten
days, the goods may be released on the payment of a security but with proper
records to enable the goods to be traced. Administrative expenses may be
defrayed by the fees paid for recordals (which must not be prohibitive). The
recordal fees may have be to higher than the fees for filing notices since the
department bears more responsibility to watch out for pirated goods than under
the latter system, where they only act when information is supplied. Training
can also be provided through international institutions and trade
associations. 126 Undoubtedly, the increased damaging effects of piracy and
counterfeiting demands a radical approach.
5.6.3	 Short-Comings of the Procedure
The procedure prescribed by TRIPS and those currently being practised in
126 See paras.8.1 .1 8.1.3 & 8.5.3 infra, where I argue that right holders and other organisations
have a duty to aid in the establishment of enforcement mechanisms.
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Nigeria and the UK suffer from some of the following defects:
Who can file information? Under TRIPS, national laws are only
required to permit the filing of a notice by right holders and this
is the position in Nigeria and the UK. 127 There is no indication
that this applies to exclusive licensees. As argued above, it is
often inequitable to prevent exclusive licensees from enforcing
some rights. Although it is arguable that this is not fatal because
licensors may file on their behalf, problems may arise where the
latter refuses to file the notice for any reason such as to either to
avoid liability or litigation cost. It is even more discriminatory to
exclude locals or foreigners as would have been the case with
trade marks in Nigeria where section 14 of the Merchandise
Marks Act only prohibits the importation of goods bearing the
trade mark or trade name of a British person and not even a
Nigerian 128
2. Most regimes do not apply to some intellectual property rights.
Although TRIPS permits the creation of border measures not only
for copyright neighbouring rights, and trade marks, but also for
patents and designs, TRIPS does not make the application of the
127 Notes 105 & 107 supra.
128 1916, now Cap 223, 1990 Laws of Nigeria. The border measure under the Merchandise
Marks Act 1916 is moribund and has not been used because no Customs regulation in terms of
forms and detailed procedure has ever been passed.
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regime to the last two rights mandatory. 1 	In Nigeria, this
regime only has limited application to copyright (not applicable to
cinematographic fitms) 13° but not to trade marks' 3' or other
rights. 1 	In the UK, the local statutory provision only applies
to trade marks and to a restricted extent, copyright which is not
available for artistic works or even computer programs despite the
classification of the latter as literary works. 1 	The EC
Regulation 3842/86 only applies to counterfeit goods which are
defined to mean those which infringe a trade mark validly
registered trade mark in EC member states. In recognition of the
unjustifiable restriction this imposes, the amended proposal OJ
EC 1994 C186/14 seeks to extend the application of this
procedure to copyright, neighbouring rights and designs.1
Whilst not advocating that this regime should extend to
patents, 1 the discrimination between types of copyright and
129 In Article 51, the obligation of members for trade mark counterfeiting and copyright piracy
is prefaced by a "shair, whilst the same provision only provides that members Nmayu "enable such
application to be made in respect of goods which involve other infringements of intellectual property
rights".
'3° note 105 supra.
131 note 131 supra.
132 There is no border measure under the Patents and Designs Act, 1970.
133 s.111, UKCDPA, 1988.
134 It may be noted that the Economic and Social Committee of the Commission had
recommended this broad approach but their suggestion was not adopted when Regulation 3482186
was adopted: OJ EC No. 218/8/85. para.1 .1
For reasons explained in para.8.2.1 infra.
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the exclusion of design rights are not justifiable. In the light of
TRIPS, the copyright regime in Nigeria and the UK may have to
be extended to other rights.
3. Unlike the obligation under TRIPS,' the Nigerian regime does
not oblige the customs to give information on the importers and
the chain of people behind the infringing operation. A court may
order the divulgation of this information.137
5.7	 Proving Facts
To succeed in any infringement action, the plaintiff must establish subsistence
of the right allegedly infringed, ownership or the right, that the defendant has
performed an act without prior authorisation which such act can only be done
by the plaintiff or his authorised agents. The preceding part dealt with the
difficulties often encountered in obtaining evidence intellectual property litigation
and some of the measures developed by the courts and statutes to solve them.
In this part, attention will be given to the difficulties posed by the burdens to be
discharged by the plaintiff in establishing his case. The importance of
presumptions and the use of affidavit evidence are highlighted and it is argued
that to an extent, TRIPS fails to require the introduction of presumptions into
national laws.
'	 Article 57 ibid.
137 The Norwich Pharmacal Order note 28 supra.
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Take copyright litigation, the subject matter of which is a book whose author
has passed away. If the defendant challenges the claim that the book was
authored by the author whose name appears on the book, the plaintiff may in
the absence of any rules of law aiding proof thereof, find it difficult to establish
his assertion about the authorship of the book. The example can easily be
extended to various forms of copyright works.
In this wise, the experience of an injured copyright owner differs from his
counter-parts in trade marks, patents or registered designs which are acquired
by registration. This is because the registration of a trade mark, patent or
design carries a strong presumption of law that the right registered subsists and
that the person whose name is on the register is the owner thereof. By
exhibiting a certificate of registration, the plaintiff discharges the burden to
establish subsistence or ownership and the burden is shifted to a defendant to
establish the contrary. The same goes for the transfer of the rights mentioned,
they are recorded and such recordal presupposes a valid transfer has been
effected. A defendant who challenges ownership or subsistence of rights in a
patent trade mark or design carries a heavy burden to disprove what is on the
register.
Without the presumptions raised by registration, a patentee will have a big
hurdle to cross if he has to prove he actually invented the invention subject
matter of litigation. A trade mark proprietor would have had to face a difficult
challenge in establishing that he was the "creator" of the mark.
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Notwithstanding the registration system, certain facts may still prove difficult or
expensive to prove in patent, trade mark or design litigation. For instance, how
easy can a patentee prove that his process patent has been infringed in making
a product?
5.8	 Presumptions
A presumption is a device that empowers a court to draw certain inferences or
conclusions given the existence of some stated factors. 	 Essentially,
presumptions shift burdens of proof in the sense that a point which would
ordinarily have been the onus of a party to establish is taken as having been
established, thus shifting the burden to the other party to establish the contrary.
Presumptions are not only useful in proving difficult points, they can save
litigants unnecessary expenses by obviating the need for the attendance of
foreign witnesses in local courts, just to establish some claims.'38
To avoid the debate on whether a presumption is one of fact or law, I will
classify them simply as strong and weak presumptions. A strong presumption
is one that can only be reversed by the presentation of positive evidence to the
contrary. Once rebutted, onus is shifted back to the person claiming the
' Had litigants in some Nigerian cases conducted under the repealed Copyright Act relied on
the presumption that the names appearing on the works is that of the author until the contrary is
proved, some of the cases would not have been lost or abandoned. For instance, the plaintiffs in
Island Records Ltd & 8 ors. v Cash and Carry (Nig) Ltd. abandoned their case due to the
prohibitive costs of attendance of foreign witnesses to establish authorship after the defendants
refused to admit that the ownership vested in the plaintiffs. Unreported Suit No. FHC/L/37/85
delivered Monday May 19 1986. See also Sodipo, Bankole, Enforcement of Copyright in Nigeria",
in Sodipo & Fagbemi eds. op cit. p.178.
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presumption to establish the point relied on. On the other hand, a weak
presumption is one that is erased by an opposing party who simply denies the
point in question without stating any reasons for such denial.
An example of a weak presumption is one which provides that copyright is
presumed to subsist in a work or that ownership of copyright is in the plaintiff
unless the defendant denies same. If it is agreed that the purpose of
presumptions is as indicated above, then it is submitted that weak presumptions
are of little use to a litigant unless the defendant admits liability.
Examples of strong presumptions abound in intellectual property laws. In most
cases, the certificate of registration of a right raises a presumption of ownership
and subsistence of the right.' 39 A party who challenges these points carries
the uneasy burden of establishing the contrary.
Given the difficulty of proving that a product was made by a process which
infringes a process patent, Article 34 of TRIPS is commendable for requiring
member states to have a presumption for process patents as is the case in
some countries.' 40	Until a defendant proves the contrary, it should be
presumed either that a new product was obtained by a patented process, or
that the product was obtained by a patented process where it is substantially
139 But see s.4(4) of the Nigerian Patents Act, 1970 which provides that patents are granted
at the risk of the patentee, without any guarantee of their validity. The reason for this is the
absence of a substantive examination system in Nigeria.
140 Nigeria: s.25(3) Patent and Designs Act, 1970; UK: s.100 Patents Act 1977.
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likely and where the owner is unable through reasonable efforts to determine
the process used. This means nations like India have to change their laws to
align with TRIPS and make the proof of this issue easier.14'
During the debates for the review of the old Nigeria Copyright Act, I took the
position that registration of copyright would solve the problem as registration
raises strong presumptions. In a compromise move to allow Nigeria to uphold
the no formality rule of Beme, I canvassed for similarly strong presumptions
which would have enured as a result of registration, but without any
registration.142
The new Nigerian Copyright Act provides that in any infringement action, it will
be presumed that:
the plaintiff is the owner of copyright, that copyright subsists in the work subject-
matter of litigation; that the name appearing on the work purporting to be that of
the author, publisher or producer of the work is the name of the author, publisher
or producer of the work; that the work was published or produced on the date and
place appearing on the work; and that where the author is dead, that the work is
an original work.143
These points are presumed until the defendant who is allowed to challenge
141 Ahudja, "GAIT and TRIPS - the impact on the Indian pharmaceutical industry" Patent World
September 1994.
142 See Sodipo, Bankole, a paper delivered at the largest workshop that eventually led to the
Act (see para.1 .7.2 chapter 1 "Copyright and Licensing", now published in Uvieghara E.E. ed.
Copyright Law and Administration in Nigeria, Ibadan: Y-Books p.121 at 136 (1993).
" s.35 ibid.
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them, establishes the contrary by positive evidence. Due to the changes,
defendants are no longer able to frustrate plaintiffs by mere denials, they have
to discharge the onus on them to prove the contrary, a burden pirates cannot
discharge.' These are not onerous burdens on a defendant in the sense
that if he denies the subsistence of copyright or the authorship, he would
probably have some facts within his knowledge to establish his assertions.
5.8.1	 US Registration Requirement - a Breach of Berne?
Although registration is no longer a prerequisite for copyright protection in the
us, proprietors who register their copyright before or within five years after first
publication are presumed to have established facts such as the name of the
author, the owner of copyright, the nationality or domicile of the author, the year
of completion of the work, etc. It is submitted that this procedural advantage
which enures to registered holders is a breach of the us obligations under
Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention as it subjects "the enjoyment and exercise"
of copyright to registration. 145 Whilst a non-registered proprietor is not
estopped from proving the facts which his registered counterparts are
presumed to have proved by virtue of registration, the absence of presumptions
for non-registered proprietors will make the proof of facts difficult and may
cause the eventual loss of their copyright.
144 Lawrence Fejeokwu v Dr. Uma Eleazu Unreported suit No. FHC/LJ27/89. In this case, the
court ruled that a defendant could not simply deny ownership or subsistence of copyright, he had
to establish his contrary assertions by positive evidence and not merely by an affidavit.
Ricketson, Sam, US Accession to Beme: An Outsider's Appreciation (Part 2)", 1994 8(1)
IPJ 87 at 98-99.
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Given that TRIPS' member nations are expected to comply with Articles 1-21
of the Beme Convention, it is arguable that they are obliged to introduce strong
presumptions at least for literary, artistic and cinematographic works. Article
15 of Beme requires presumptions to be raised on behalf of authors or makers
(as the case may be), of literary, artistic and cinematographic works, whose
name appears on the work. Such author or maker is to be presumed to be the
author or maker of the work in the absence of proof to the contrary.
Relying on this provision, it is arguable that the US is in breach of its Berne
obligations to extend presumptions, at least of authorship to artistic, literary and
cinematographic works which are not registered in the US Copyright Office.
Unfortunately, not being relevant to neighbouring rights, Beme does not extend
this presumption to sound recordings. More importantly, this requirement only
pertains to authorship, but not to subsistence of right. In the case of patents
and trade marks, there is no requirement under TRIPS or the Paris Convention
to create presumptions of subsistence or ownership obtained via registration.
This means that national laws which fail to provide such presumptions will not
be in breach of their treaty obligations.146
5.8.2	 Presumptions vs Costs of Proof
In the absence of presumptions, the rules of court (or in their absence, judges),
' The author did not come across any nation that fails to offer presumptions in favour of
registered right holders.
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may deter a defendant from putting a plaintiff to strictest proof of some facts eg,
where the defendant has to bear the cost of proof of any fact which he has no
justifiable reason to deny. Even then, a defendant faced with such procedural
rules of court in the absence of presumptions may use it as a shield in the hope
that the plaintiff would abandon his claim because of the costs that may be
involved in establishing relevant facts. To prevent this, it is suggested that a
defendant should be required under such rules to give a security for the costs
of such proof.
Thus the defendant in Musa v L'Maitre 147 abandoned his initial unjustifiable
denial of the plaintiff's claim to authorship when faced with the option of bearing
the cost of proof. It cannot be ruled out that the plaintiff realising the costs of
establishing the relevant facts would probably have abandoned the case had
the defendant taken a gamble of bearing the cost of proof. Consequently,
presumptions are still the best options.
In the light of the above analysis showing the importance of presumptions, it is
regretted that the TRIPS provisions are found wanting in that there is no
specific requirement to introduce strong presumptions into national laws. Article
42 entitled "fair and equitable procedures" stipulates that" ... procedures shall
not impose overly burdensome requirements concerning mandatory
appearances". It is doubtful whether a State can be penalised for not having
strong presumptions which will obviate the need for personal appearances of
147 [1987] FSR 272.
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foreign persons just to establish authorship, subsistence or transfer of rights.
In summary, the significance of presumptions cannot be over-emphasised in
intellectual property litigation. In the light of this, the WTO should ensure that
national laws at least provide presumptions pursuant to Article 15 of Berne.
5.9	 Affidavit Evidence
In some jurisdictions, affidavit evidence" is admissible as proof of facts
therein contained. Affidavits can prove to be invaluable tools in intellectual
property litigation given that some of the issues which must be established by
the prosecutor or plaintiff may be difficult to prove. 149	While the laws in
many industrialised economies do not have special provisions on the use of
affidavit evidence in intellectual property cases, the trend in some countries,
based on the Hong Kong example, is otherwise.tm°
Generally, once an affidavit conforms with the rules on its format and scope,
the facts contained therein are accepted as proven and true. 151 That is,
148	 ,	 .	 .Blacks Law Dictionary, 6th ed. St Paul, Minn., West Publishing Co., 1990, defines an
affidavit as a written or printed declaration or statement of facts, made voluntarily, and confirmed
by oath or affirmation of the party making it, before a person having authority to administer such
oath or affirmation.
149 Affidavits obviate the need for litigants (in particular, foreigners) like authors etc to be
personally present to attend to give evidence to establish authorship and the like.
150 s.9 of Hong Kong's Copyright Act, 1975 blazed the trail for many countries. Nigeria, s.34
Copyright Act; Singapore, s. 137, Copyright Act 1987; Malaysia: s.42, Copyright Act 1987.
151 Such rules similar to the ones contained in Nigeria's Evidence Act, ss. 77 - 89.
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unless denied in another affidavit, the facts deposed to in an affidavit are taken
to be prima facie evidence, strong enough to discharge the onus on any party
to prove the facts so deposed to. With an affidavit, a party may depose to
authorship, ownership and the like and the facts deposed to are taken as
proved. However, the general rule is that where there is a conflicting
counter-affidavit filed by the defendant, which puts the declarations in the
affidavit concerned into doubt, the deponents may be invited for cross-
examination purposes to enable the courts determine the veracity of their
statements, to resolve conflicts between affidavits. 152 Hence, in the absence
of special rules regarding the use of affidavits in intellectual property cases, a
defendant can defeat a plaintiff's attempt to ease proof of his case by filing a
counter-affidavit with conflicting facts. Such a move often leads to the plaintiff
having to take the trouble in establishing the same facts by the attendance of
witnesses.
In an attempt to avoid this difficulty, some intellectual property laws attempt to
expand the scope of the use of affidavit evidence. For instance, under s.34
of the Nigeria Copyright Act, if a party deposes to certain facts including the
subsistence and ownership of copyright, the facts so deposed to shall be
admitted as evidence without further proof and will be presumed true until the
defendant establishes the contrary. Consequently, in Nigeria, a plaintiff
discharges the burden to prove facts such as authorship, qualification and
subsistence of copyright, by filing an affidavit which shifts the onus on the
152 Falobi v Falobi (1976) 9 & 10 SC 1.
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defendant to establish the contrary. The defendant cannot discharge this onus
simply by filing a counter-affidavit denying the claims of the plaintiff. The
defendant's onus can only be discharged either by calling witnesses and
establishing the contrary, or by deposing to facts (in an affidavit) which
challenge the plaintiff's claims in such a way as to warrant an order of court for
positive evidence from the parties. To hold otherwise is to say that the special
provisions on affidavit evidence are supertluous.' 53 But the provisions
cannot be superfluous because they were created to ease the difficulties of
proof encountered by right holders.1
It must be emphasised that the facts that can be deposed to in the special
affidavits do not relate to the assertion that the defendant has infringed.
Rather, they border on ownership of, or subsistence of the rights which are
subject matter of infringement. As such, they are not inconsistent with the
adversarial nature of common law trials!
In this light, the suggestion raised in the Hong Kong case Hong Kong
Manufacturin g Co. Ltd v Worldwide Stationeri Manufacturin g Co 155 that the
use of such evidence infringes s.3 of the 1991 Bill of Rights is alarming. The
affidavits can only be used to establish questions like the ownership or
' In the sense that the provisions do not change the erstwhile status of affidavits - prima facie
evidence which can be rebutted by another affidavit.
'	 Sodipo, Bankole, "The Reform of the Nigerian Copyright Law" an unpublished paper
delivered to the Nigerian Law Reform Commission, October 18 1988.
155 Supreme Court, HCA No. A434/90- [1991] 10 IPA 27.
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subsistence of rights but not to prove that the defendant has infringed.
Neither the court in that case or the Sub-committee of the Hong Kong Law
Reform Commission have expressed a clear view on this. 	 The Hong
Kong Court of Appeal in Tam Hing Ye v Woo lay Wai held that the Bill of
Rights Ordinance affects only government and public authorities and cannot be
invoked in litigation between private parties. 157 Given that the Copyright
Ordinance was passed when the colony's trading reputation was suffering due
to piratical activities, and given that the clause has been most effective in
litigation, it is hoped that such provision will continue to be maintained and
effectively enforced.
It is noted that like the absence of direct obligations to introduce strong
presumptions, TRIPS does not require the introduction of the use of affidavit
evidence in the manner discussed above. Suffice it to say that if presumptions
are introduced, affidavit evidence may be unnecessary. Otherwise, affidavit
evidence of this nature can prove invaluable in intellectual property litigation.
5.10 Procedural Obstacles
Rules of procedure and practice can stand as obstacles in the way of parties.
' Parsons, Michael "Copyright Ordinance may be inconsistent with Bill of Rights", 1992 2 IP
ASIA 6.
157 Unreported AIP.118 of 1991, November28 1991. Noted in Rawlinson, Paul, "Enforcement
of intellectual property rights in Hong Kong: what's available?" [1993] EIPR 126. Rawlinson opines
that this judgement may probably prevent the use of such affidavits in a criminal action instituted
by an organ of the State.
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It is proposed that four of these will be examined.
5.10.1	 Separate Courts and Procedure
For effective administration of law, it is a common practice to create courts with
special jurisdiction over certain aspects of law. The rationale is that the judges
can develop expertise in those aspects of law, which will in turn lead to speedy
trials and consistency of judgements. Intellectual property is often treated as
a special aspect of law, requiring special courts or specific courts to deal with
it. This is the pattern in some common law countries like UK, 158 and
Nigeria, 159 and even in civil law countries eg Austria,' 60 France,161
Netherlands, 162 China,	 and to a limited extent in lndia,1M and Hong
158 The creation of the Patents Courts and the Patents County Court under s.287 of the UK
Copyright Designs and Patents Act, 1988. See Webb, Andrew, "Patent litigation in the UK - the
new Patents County Court" [1991] 6 EIPR 203.
159 The creation of the Nigerian Federal High Court in 1973 seems to have been based on this
rationale. See Kariby-Whyte, The Federal High Court, Enugu: Fourth Dimension Publishers (198-).
The Court whose initial jurisdiction extended to revenue, matters involving the management of
incorporated companies, intellectual property, customs and the like has been extended. See the
explanatory note to the Federal High Court Act, 1973 and the extension of jurisdiction pursuant to
the Constitution Suspension and Miscellaneous (Amendment) Decree, No. 107 of 1993.
160 By virtue of s.162(1) of the Austrian Patent Law, only the Commercial Court of Vienna has
exclusive jurisdiction as the only court of first instance for all patent infringement cases. See
Traxler, Paul "Interim measures in patent infringement proceedings under Austrian Law", 1993
Vol.24 IIC 751.
161 Boval, Bruno, a judge of the Court of Appeal in Pans suggested in his paper "Bailiff's
reports, seizures and injunctions in patent infringement proceedings in France", Vol24 1993 IIC 744,
that although the 181 District courts in France can hear initial applications for seizures, only 10 of
these courts are empowered to hear substantive proceedings on patent infringement proceedings.
' By virtue of Article 54(2) of the National Patent Act which took effect on December 1987,
only the presiding judge of the Hague can hear summary actions in patent cases. According to
Bnnkhof Jan, J. "Summary Proceedings and other provisional measures in connection with patent
infringements", 1993 llC Vol.24 762, its "object was to increase the quality and consistency of
jurisdiction"
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Kong, 1 while there are moves to create special courts in Thailand.166
Whilst this move is commendable, it may cause initial expense, an expenditure
that many countries cannot afford. Yet based on the merits of this division of
powers among judges, as experienced in some countries, separate or
specialised courts are arguably advantageous. A compromise to such calls
seems to have been reached in TRIPS to accommodate countries which are
yet to create such courts. Article 41(5) provides that the Agreement "does not
create any obligation to put in place a judicial system for the enforcement of
intellectual property rights distinct from that for the enforcement of laws in
general, nor does it affect the capacity of Members to enforce their laws in
general. Nothing in this Part creates an obligation with respect to the
distribution of resources as between enforcement of intellectual property rights
and the enforcement of laws in general". This Article is somewhat ambiguous.
Termed a "face-saver" for developing economies, 167 this Article raises
possible arguments that where particular remedies are available in general
' Arrigucci, supra note 94; Floum, Joshua, "counterfeiting in China Part 3" Trademark World
October 1994 p.8.
164 Ahudja, S., "Latest amendments to the Indian Copyright Act" Copyright World Issue 44
October 1994 p.38.
165 Hung, George, "The future copyright laws of Hong Kong" Co pyright World Issue 39 April
1994 p.22.
166 Nopakunm Rotorn, "Thailand- establishment of intellectual property court announced"
Trademark world May 1994 p.10
167 Crockford, Peter "GATT considerations", Trademark World, Issue 62, November 1993 p.24
at 29.
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enforcement procedures they may not be introduced for intellectual property
alone. Unless interpreted narrowly and subject to the obligations under Article
41 of TRIPS, (the effective procedure provision), the absence of a definitive
TRIPS endorsement of special courts may become an impediment to the fight
against piracy.
All nations, developing and developed alike should be encouraged to create
special regimes and possibly special courts for intellectual property. They
should also be encouraged to do the same for some other aspects of law. This
may facilitate the faster trials and build up a body of judicial specialists. As
industrialised economies would not like to be burdened, the World Trade
Organisation (to be established to administer the GATT agreement) needs to
assist developing economies in particular by way of funding and training, a sine
qua non towards the creation of special procedures or courts a lack of which
may impede the goals of TRIPS.1
5.10.2	 Unwritten Judgements - No Explanation
Parties may also be prejudiced in any jurisdictions where judicial decisions may
be made orally or without enumerating the reasoning behind his decision.169
The reasoning of a judge often aids in the determination of rules which will
guide both plaintiffs and defendants in their future conduct on the nature of the
168 See para.8.5.3 infra for more discussion on the expected role of the WTO.
' This is different from the process of giving a decision and giving the reasons for the decision
soon afterwards, a practice which is internationally recognised.
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right protected, the procedure for obtaining relief, etc and the consideration of
by an appellate authority, of the initial decision. This problem is more acute
in lower courts (county and magistrate courts). The significance of this issue
is confirmed by Article 41(3) of TRIPS which provides that "Decisions on the
merits of a case shall preferably be in writing and reasoned. They shall be
made available at least to the parties to the dispute without undue delay".'7°
Attention must be given towards encouraging written and reasoned judgements
in Member states in compliance with TRIPS and to ease the problems of
litigants.171
5.10.3	 Translation of Documentary Evidence
Like other litigants, intellectual property litigants may face language barriers
where courts require documentary evidence to be translated into the official
language. The prohibitive cost of such proceedings may cause plaintiffs to
abandon their application. Whilst measures which will cause litigation to be
more expensive should be discouraged, this practice may not be impugned.
Judges should only reach a decision on infringement not by the expert opinion
of third parties who can translate, but on their own personal analysis of the
170 It is noted with regret that whilst Article 14 of WIPO's draft Treaty on the Harmonisation of
Procedural aspects of Trade Marks provides that trade mark registries should mandatorily allow an
applicant whose application is about to be refused, the right to make observations, it does not
provide that the registry must give reasons for such refusal. Although it may be difficult to imagine
a refusal without a reason, it is better to oblige offices to give reasons for such refusals to align
with TRIPS. See Sodipo, Bankole, "The draft trade mark treaty", Trade Mark Yearbook 1994
London: Euromoney, p.10 (1994).
171 For a brief insight into problems this may cause, see Kinnier-Wilson, Jim, "Criminal copyright
offences under sections 107 and 110 CDPA 1988" [1995] 1 EIPR.
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evidence before them. If an English judge requires the translation of an Arabic
work or material before determining questions of infringement, a Thai judge
should be able to do likewise. It would appear that until cheap technology for
translation is developed, the solution to this issue which can cause considerable
hardships to injured parties in particular will continue to evade us.
5.10.4.	 Jurisdictional Problems
Not all national courts in all territories can be seized of intellectual property
matters. Some do not have jurisdiction by virtue of the creation of special
courts which exclusively adjudicate on such matters while others which have
powers so to do, will simply not exercise jurisdiction simply because lower
courts can dispose of such matters.
In Nigeria, civil actions for the infringement of intellectual property actions could
only be commenced at the State High Courts. When the Federal High Court
was established in 1973, it was given exclusive jurisdiction over matters arising
from copyright, trade marks, patents and designs statutes among others.
Ordinarily, this meant that State High Courts were precluded from adjudicating
on intellectual property matters. However, since the introduction of section 236
of the 1979 Constitution, which provided that State High Courts have "unlimited
jurisdiction", a series of conflicting decisions 172 finally culminated in Savannah
172 Jammal Steel Structures Ltd. v ACB Ltd (1973) 11 S.C. 77; Bronik Motors v Wema Bank
(1983) 6 SC193; Sule v Nigerian Cotton Board (1985) 2 NWLR (pt.5) 17; American International
Insurance Co.v Ceekay Traders Ltd. (1981) 5 SC 81.
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Bank v Pan Atlantic, 173 In Savannah Bank, the Supreme Court interpreted
the constitutional provision for the uunhimited jurisdiction" of State High Courts
to mean that the latter were given concurrent jurisdiction with the Federal Court
even over matters which the Federal High Court Act had listed as being the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal High Court.174
The main problem was the prevalent view that passing off actions did not arise
from the infringement of trade marks. Consequently, whilst the State High
Courts could adjudicate on infringement of registered marks and passing off,
the Federal Courts only had jurisdiction over passing off where it related to the
infringement of a registered mark. 175 Thus the practice was to institute an
infringement action at the Federal Court while the passing off action was
brought at the State Court. After a series of attempts, 176 the law has now
been altered to vest the Federal Courts with the exclusive jurisdiction on
intellectual property matters (as was the case between 1973 and 1979), which
173 (1987) 1 NWLR (pt.49) 212.
174 Note the dissenting judgement of Kariby-Whyte J.S.0 in Savannah v Pan Atlantic ibid at p.
232, where his Lordship held that the unlimited jurisdiction of the State Courts as prescribed by
the Constitution means there is no limit to the amounts that may be involved in any claim, but not
to the type of claims, that is, the jurisdiction of the State Courts is not a concurrent one to authorise
them to adjudicate over matters listed by the Federal High Court Act. His Lordship had already
canvassed this view earlier but without making any reference to s.236 of the 1979 Constitution:
Kariby-Whyte, J.S.C., The Federal High Court Law and Practice, pp.40-41 Enugu: Fourth
Dimension Publishers (1986). Professor Uvieghara subscribes to his Lordship's view: Uvieghara
E.E., "Copyright in Nigeria Problems and Prospects", in Sodipo & Fagbemi ed. op cit. p.158.
175 Patkum Shoes Ltd v Niger Shoes Manufacturing Co. (1988) 5 NWLR (pt.93) 138.
176 s. 21 of the Copyright Act and paras. 496 - 499 of the Working Paper which recommends
that the Federal Courts should have exclusive jurisdiction. A Federal High Court (Amendment)
Decree of 1992 also listed intellectual property matters as being within the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Federal Courts, irrespective of the provisions of any law, but the Decree was repealed. The
aim was to limit the jurisdiction of the State Courts through a Decree, which arguably supersedes
the Constitution, but this remained a moot point.
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now includes passing off actions.1
Any country where the kind of difficulty that used to be experienced in Nigeria
persists should be encouraged to resolve them to "permit effective action
against any act of infringement" as provided by Article 41 of TRIPS.
5.10.5	 Civil & Criminal Actions Concurrently?
There is an old English rule of law which was clearly expounded in Smith v
Selwyn, 178 that a person against whom a felony has been committed cannot
abstain from prosecuting the felony whilst using the felony as the foundation for
a civil action until the offender is prosecuted or the injured party shows
reasonable cause for not prosecuting. 179	Based on the rule, civil actions
could be stayed on the grounds that the cause of action constituted a felony
and that the continuation of the action would an abuse of due process of law.
This can cause considerable delay if a defendant can use it to obtain a stay of
proceedings on the grounds that a criminal action (against him) has not been
initiated or completed.
177 See the Constitution Suspension (Amendment and Modifications) Decree no. 107 of 1993
which vested the Federal Court with exclusive jurisdiction notwithstanding the provisions of s.236
of the Constitution which gave unlimited junsdiction to the State Courts.
178 [1914] 3 KB 98. It may be noted that the rule had been established in earlier cases which
were examined in this case.
179 See Swifen Eady U supra at 103 - 107.
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Although this rule has since been abrogated in England,' 8°
 it is arguably still
valid law in Nigeria. 181
 However, the rule has been specifically overridden
for copyright matters, 182
 and there is an attempt to override the rule with
respects to trade marks and allied rights in the Industrial Property BiII.
	 If
applicable, it is submitted that the proper application of the ruie is that a civil
action should not be brought to compromise a felony but where an injured party
has reported an incident to the police who fail (or are slow) to investigate or
prosecute, the injured party should be able to pursue a civil action simuftaneously.
180 S.1 Criminal Law Act, 1967. In Thames and Hudson Ltd. v Design Artists Copyright Society
Ltd. The Times August 10 1994, [19951 FSR 153, an English High Court refused to grant an
injunction to stop a magistrate court from trying an earlier criminal action based on the same facts
as the civil action. However, the court observed that the magistrate may decide stay to stay the
criminal action if he is satisfied that the civil action is being pursued with diligence.
181 According to the Supreme Court in Bello v A.G. of Oyo State [1986] 5 NWLR 828 at 873,
the rule has been considerably modified to require a mere report to the prosecuting authority as
sufficient: Oloro v Au (1965) 3 ALL ER 829. Hence in a latter case which did not cite the rule, the
Supreme Court observed that "there is no rule of law or practice which requires a subsequent civil
action from being stayed because of an earlier effort to bring criminal prosecution which is still in
the pipeline: Akilu v Fawehinmi (No.2) [1989] 2 NWLR (pt.102) 122 at 170 per Karibi-Whyte JSC.
Obilade suggests that it is still in force in the states constituting the old Eastern Region of Nigeria
because the rules of court in operation there include those in operation in England as at September
11960: Obilade, A.O., The Nigerian Legal System, London: Sweet & Maxwell pp.6-7 (1979). On
the other hand, Okonkwo in disagreeing with Obilade, argues that the issue is not dependent on
the rules of court. He suggests that rather, it is the distinction between felonies and
misdemeanours which is still being maintained in other parts of Nigeria including the old Eastern
Region. He suggest that it is only in the states constituting the old Northern Region that the Smith
v Selwyn is irrelevant. His rationale for this view is that the Penal Code which operates in the old
North does not categorise offences into felonies etc like the Criminal Code which is operative only
in the states constituting the old Eastern, Western and Mid-Western Regions: Okonkwo C.O.,
Introduction to Nigerian Law, London: Sweet & Maxwell, p.224.
182 s.21, Copyright Act, 1988.
' s.256 iId. See p.193 of the Working Paper.
184 This view derives from the history and application of the principle. Watkin Williams J. in
Midland Insurance Co. v Smith (188) 6 QBD 56 at 568 held that "there is neither a merger of the
civil right nor is it a strict condition precedent to such right that there shall have been a prosecution
of the felony, but that there is a duty to impose upon the injured person, not to resort to the
prosecution of his private suit to the neglect and exclusion of the vindication of public law. Thus
in Well v Abrahams (1872) L.R. 7 Q.B. 554, it was held that a civil action may be stayed where it
was brought to compromise a felony or where it was brought to compromise an attempt to extort
money. See Haco Ltd v Udeh [1959] NRNLR 61. In Osoba v Odunnuga 1981 CCHCJ 299, an
action for trespass and destruction to plaintiff's property, no damages were awarded to the plaintiff
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In countries where the rule is applicable, defendants in civil litigation may use
the rule to strike out actions unless it is accepted that failure of the police to
take action after a report is filed by the plaintiff to the police constitutes a
reasonable reason for non-prosecution of the offence. 1	It is suggested that
the rule should either be completely abrogated, or the onus on the plaintiff
should be taken as having been discharged once a police report is made. The
continued application by members of TRIPS of such a rule may be in breach
of their obligations under Article 41(2) of TRIPS to ensure that procedures to
enforce rights "shall not be unnecessarily complicated or costly or entail
unreasonable time-limits or unwarranted delays".
5.11 Conclusion
Part III of TRIPS is commendable in that it prescribes some internationally
agreeable minimum standard rules to ease the enforcement of intellectual
property obligations for member states. These include the use of inspection
and seizure orders; a limited right to information for injured parties, about those
behind the infringing activities; and border control measures against piracy.
It is also good to note that TRIPS expects these measures to be balanced
despite having proved his case for his failure to report the crime to the police. In actual fact, Smith
v Selwyn held that the case may not be stayed if there is a reasonable excuse for the defendant
not having been prosecuted. Such excuses include the fact that despite the plaintiff's report to the
police, the latter have failed to prosecute. See UAC Ltd v James Eggay Taylor 2 WACA 67;
lbekwe v Pearce [1960] NRNLR 12. Generally courts may be unwilling to allow a defendant to use
the non-reporting or non-prosecution of his offence as a defence for a stay because this may defeat
the ends of justice: Odonkor v Allotey 7 WACA 160; Oiikutu v ACB Ltd (1968) 1 NLR 40. Where
the act of the defendant is not a felony, the action will not be stayed: Nsude v Anuqbo [1957]
NRNLR 96.
185 See notes 181 and 184 supra.
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against the rights of defendants1.
It has however, been argued that these measures do not go far enough. By
creating limited minimum standards for procedural mechanisms, members
whose regimes put obstacles in the procedure to establish the proof claims will
be able to boast of attaining international standards nonetheless. Four of these
defects demand special mention. The privilege against self-incrimination which
can be relied on in refusing to answer relevant questions should have been
specifically limited or removed. Secondly, there is no specific obligation for
national courts to grant Mareva Orders, which have proved useful in
infringement cases. Thirdly there are no direct TRIPS obligations to have
presumptions of ownership or subsistence of copyright in any law. Although
these defects may be cured through indirect provisions, common practices in
some nations or under other treaty obligations, TRIPS offered a unique
opportunity to set the standard. Finally, there is no obligation to create special
courts or special procedures for intellectual property matters.
The World Trade Organisation and national government authorities of member
states of TRIPS need to take a second look at the suggestions in this chapter
in order to "provide fair and unequitable enforcement procedures" which "will
permit effective action against infringements and avoid barriers to legitimate
trade" 187
' See for example, the constitutional requirements in para.5.3.2 above.
187 Note 3 supra.
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Chapter 6
THE LAW AS ITOUGHTTO BE
PHARMACEUTICALS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
6.0 Introduction
Whatever the underlying principle, an act only becomes infringing because the
law makes it so. Conversely, acts which may seem unfair or reprehensible in
that they adversely affect the interests of some parties may nevertheless
remain lawful, unless the law provides otherwise. 1
 Unauthorised copying is
often fostered either by the failure of intellectual property regimes to recognise
and protect certain things, or by the failure to extend exclusive rights to certain
dealings with the things. Business interests and industrious persons have often
fallen victim of laws which fail to keep abreast of technological innovation and
modern commercial practices and realities. This causes some strains for the
intellectual property system, a conflict between the two groups considered in
chapter 3 above.
Group one comprise those who clamour for more rights or longer terms or
those who seek further improvements to the system. Most creators belong to
group one and they are mainly from developed economies where the holders
of a major part of the world's intellectual property rights reside. Their main
interest lies in using the intellectual property system to enhance their market
position. Group two comprise primarily of users and consumers who are in the
main, developing economies. Their short term interests seems to lie in a
greater freedom and scope to copy. Not only does the freedom to copy allow
technological advancement, it reduces the need to pay licence fees for the
Professor Dworkin rightly stated that not all copying is piracy; nor is all copying to be simply
condemned as such: Dworkin, An outline of UK law", in Cornish W.R. (ed.) Piracy and
counterfeiting of Industrial Property, London: CLIP (1983) p.2. In refusing to grant an injunction to
restrain the use of certain interviews of the Beatles, Walton J. observed of the defendants "They
feel fury: justifiable fury ... is not a cause of action. And so they have to find a cause of action
before they can succeed in this case": Harrison & Starkey v Polydor [1977] FSR 1.
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dealings with the rights. Given the depressed economy in developing
countries, it would appear that most of them belong to group two, who prefer
to pay less fees or nothing at all. It should be emphasised that only patents,
trade marks and copyright as they relate to the pharmaceutical and computer
industries are discussed in this dissertation. Designs, confidential information,
neighbouring rights and other sui qeneris rights are left out.
6.1	 Why the Choice of These Products
Space will not permit a comprehensive analysis of all types of rights protected
under the system, neither will it permit a detailed discussion of what the law
should be for all rights. Consequently, in order to illustrate some of the most
significant problems, this chapter focuses primarily on pharmaceuticals and
computer software. The choice of these products stems from the fact that
they are good paradigms to discuss the controversy: 2 the conflicting interests
of group one - intellectual property right holders and group two - the advocates
of the freedom to copy.
Pharmaceuticals raise patent and trade mark issues while computer software
raise patent and copyright issues. The relevant industries place considerable
reliance on the intellectual property system, considering the need to be able to
recoup enormous investments, and the ease at which the products can be
copied. Hence they are good examples of right holders. On the other hand,
the products are so vital to every community that they evoke strong sentiments
from the freedom to copy movement. The role of pharmaceuticals in health
care need not be emphasised. Computer technology is the future of the world.
Although they may not necessarily be comparable to books especially in
developing economies, it may be difficult for developing economies to keep
abreast with the rest of the world without computer software. The freedom to
copy movement sometimes take the view that intellectual property rights not
2 para 2.0 ante.
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only restrict them from copying, but that they also account for the high prices
of products. 3 With regards to Nigeria, however, the high costs of
pharmaceuticals can be attributed more to import tariffs than intellectual
property licences.4 In using these products, this chapter analyses the scope
of the substantive provisions of TRIPS to protect the relevant intellectual
property rights. It argues that the minimum standards set by TRIPS 5 are
unreasonably high in some respects, yet inadequate in other respects.
Three issues are significant: the subject-matter of protection, the scope of rights
granted and the remedies for the breach of these rights. The debate remains
the same: why should protection be granted to some things and not to others?
6.2 TRIPS: Relationshi p to Malor Treaties & the WIPO
TRIPS deals with more intellectual property rights than any single multi-lateral
Patel, Mahesh, S., "Drug Cost in Developing Countries" 11 World Development 195 (1983);
Fazal, Anwar, "The right pharmaceuticals at the right prices: consumer perspectives", 11 World
Development 265 (1983); comanor, S., "The Political Economy of the Pharmaceutical Industry"
24 J. Econ. Lit. 1178 (1986); "A pricing policy that's hard to swallow", Far Eastern Econ. Rev. 11
April 1985, p.47. See para 1.8.2, chapter 1 ante for an illustration of how patents were used to
block the importation of drugs in Nigeria and Ghana and the negative government response
generated to products patents for pharmaceuticals; for India's reaction to the use of patents to
block local innovation and unreasonable rasing of prices, see Saxena, "Trade-Related Issues of
Intellectual Property Rights and the Indian Patent Act", 12 World Competition 81(1988). Saxena
demonstrates that prices have since fallen in India, that on the average, new drugs are introduced
in India within 5-6 years after being first marketed elsewhere and lastly foreign patenting which
initially dropped after the cancellation of product patent in 1970, has since increased to its former
levels in India by 1985. Kaye, Lincoln, "India's wrong prescription: Liberalised Drug Controls prove
to be weak medicine", Far Eastern Economic Review December 171987, p.128-129. For reactions
to industry's negative compulsory licensing, see Rogers, John W. Ill, "Revised Canadian Patent Act,
the Free Trade Agreement and Pharmaceutical Patents: An Overview of Pharmaceutical
Compulsory Licensing in Canada", [1990] EIPR 351.
Oyefeso, Vincent, "FG to review tariffs on pharmaceutical products, Daily Times October
1994, p.3: finished products attract low tariffs but the raw materials imported to manufacture them
in Nigeria attract high tariffs. See also Peretz, S. Michael, "Pharmaceuticals in the Third World:
The Problem from the Suppliers' Point of View", 11 World 0ev. 259 (1983); Exchange rate
fluctuations were also responsible for a difference of up to 35% between European and Japanese
prices between 1980-1981: Schut and Bergeijk, Van, "International Price Discrimination: The
Pharmaceutical Industry", 14 World 0ev. 1141 (1986) at 1149.
They are regarded as minimum standards because Article 1 states that "parties are required
to give full effect to the provisions of the Agreement ... but they are not obliged to implement any
measure which is more extensive in their domestic laws".
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treaty. Notwithstanding, it recognises the obligations of TRIPS member states
who may be party to the Paris Convention (1967 with respect to patents, trade
marks and designs), the Berne Convention (1971 with respect to copyright), the
Rome Convention (with respect to neighbouring right, which TRIPS called
related rights) and the Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated
Circuits.6 For the purpose of the products subject matter of this discourse,
only the Beme and Paris Conventions are relevant. TRIPS does not require
members who are party to those treaties to derogate from their obligations
under the treaties.7
One of the major causes of piracy and counterfeiting is that some nations were,
or are still not party to the treaties. Such nations are not obliged to offer
protection to works of foreign origin. Not being illegal, unauthorised copying
of foreign works in such nations could not be prohibited. Moreover, it has been
possible to exist as a trading nation without being party to any of these
treaties.8 However, any nation wishing to benefit from the proposed new
world trading order under GATT has to subscribe to TRIPS, 9 else such a
nation may have to conclude bilateral or regional arrangements with the rest of
the world. As such, TRIPS is an intellectual property carrot and stick approach
to trade. 1 ° TRIPS requires members to give national treatment to the subject
matter originating from other member states in this case, pharmaceuticals and
computer software, subject to the exceptions permitted under Berne.11
6 Articles 1(3), 2, & 9.
' Article 2(1) ibid.
8 Authors could benefit from the Berne Union even though their countries may not be party
to it. At least until US became party to Beme in 1988, many works of US origin enjoyed protection
in Beme-member states by being simultaneously published in the US as well as a Berne member
like Canada.
See para.2.8, chapter 2.
10 paras. 1.5.5 & 4.0 ante.
" TRIPS does not refer to any exceptions under the Paris Convention. For views on the
extent of the national treatment principle and the permitted exemptions, see: Vaver, David, "The
National Treatment requirements of the Berne and Universal Copyright Conventions - Part One",
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Subject to those exceptions, members are required to extend the same
protection given to their nationals to nationals of, or works originating from
member states. This means that irrespective of the membership of any other
treaty, nations party to TRIPS will not be able to permit unauthorised copying
of works simply on the basis that the works are of foreign origin. This is given
further consideration below.
In many respects, rather than re-inventing the wheel, TRIPS adopts the
standards and provisions of the treaties mentioned above. In some other
respects TRIPS prescribes higher standards and whenever this occurs, this
discussion adopts the use of the terms, Berne-plus or Paris-plus. As is shown
in chapters 3, 5 and 7 respectively, TRIPS also deals with issues of
competition, procedural rules and criminal sanctions. The TRIPS Council
which will administer TRIPS is set to cooperate with the WIPO whose expertise
is unrivalled.12
6.3	 Patents
The patent requirements of TRIPS are Paris-plus, they exceed the requirements
under the Paris Union. The latter only prescribes inter alia, national
treatment, 13 the right of priority for applications from Union countries,14
periods of grace for the payment of fees and renewals, 15 limitations on
exclusive rights with respect to patented devices forming part of vessels,
17 hG 577 (1986); Ladas, The International Protection of Literary and Artistic Property New York:
Macmillan (1938) p.365 et seq.; WIPO, Guide to the Beme Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works, Geneva (1978) p.2; Dawid, Basic Principles of International Copyright",
21 Bull. Copr. Soc. 1 (1973);
12 Article 68 of TRIPS. See para.8.5.3 below.
13 Article 3 ftd.
14 ibid.
15 Article 5ter ibid
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aircraft and land vehicles. 16 The Paris Convention does not permit national
laws to refuse the registration of a patent simply because national laws restrict
the sale of the product.17
The Paris Union has been criticised for being too lenient. Some of the reasons
highlighted in chapter 1 above include its failure to prescribe minimum
standards on what is patentable. 18 Thus the laws of some countries exclude
product patent protection for pharmaceuticals' 9 and food substances, whilst
the extent of patent protection for software inventions seems to still be evolving.
Certainly, unauthorised copying will thrive better if some areas of technology
are unpatentable. Secondly, the Paris Union does not prescribe a minimum
term of protection leaving members to have terms ranging from 5 years to 20
years.2° These disparities cause some concern primarily because of the
freedom to copy resulting from lack of protection and early expiration of rights.
In an attempt to harmonise these laws beyond the Paris Union standards,
TRIPS
a) prescribes a minimum term of 20 years from the filing date,21 thus many national laws will have
16 Article 5tE
17 Article 4ter.
18 para.1.5.3 ante.
19 Correa asserts that about 50 countries do not offer product patent protection for
pharmaceuticals: "The GATT Agreement on Trade related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights -
new standards for patent protection" [1994] 8 EIPR 327; Leftert, Deborah, "Special 310 checklist:
which countries fail to protect drugs" Patent World December 1993/ January 1994 p.34. For India:
Patents Act, 1972; Ghana Patents Registration (Amendment) Decree, 1972, NRCD 81. It may be
noted that Italy only changed its laws to allow product patents for pharmaceuticals due to E
pressure in 1978 and Ahudja note 140 chapter 5 supra, suggests that the indigenous share of the
Italian market has increased from 36% in 1978 to 42 % by 1987. Iran: Law No. 3194, chap.2; Iraq:
Patent and Industrial Designs Law No. 65 of 1970.
20 For instance, Venezuela has 5 or 10 years from grant, Peru and Nicaragua had ten years
from grant; Columbia has 12 years from grant; while Nigeria and the UK have 20 years from
application date.
21 Article 33 ibid.
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to be amended to align with TRIPS;
b) forbids discrimination against inventions whether products or processes in all fields of
technology provided it is new, involves an inventive step and is industrially applicable.
However, TRIPS permits national laws to exclude some "inventions" listed in paragraph 6.3.1 below
as non-patentable inventions.
c) forbids discrimination against inventions based on the place of invention;23
d) requires protection for plant varieties, either under a patent regime or under a sui generis
regime.24
6.3.1	 Discrimination Based on Technology
To the general rule that there should be no discrimination to any invention
provided it satisfies the conditions of patentability, there are a few grounds for
which national laws are permitted under TRIPS to exclude inventions from
patent protection. These include:25
a) exclusions on the ground that an inventions offend against ordre public or morality;26
b) exclusions to protect human, animal or plant life or health, or to avoid serious prejudice to the
environment;27
c) exclusions for plants or animals other than microorganisms, and essentially biological processes
for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and microbiological processes;
d) exclusions for diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans or
animals.
Article 27 of TRIPS.
23 ibid.
24 Article 27(3)(b) ibid.
25 Article 27(2) & (3) ibid.
S.1(4)(b) Nigerian Patents Act, 1970. See s.1(3)(a), UK Patents Act which exclude
inventions which encourage offensive, immoral and anti-social behaviour.
27 Provided this exclusion is not made merely because the domestic law prohibits the
exploitation of the invention.
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For obvious reasons, legal protection should not be conferred on any invention
which by its publication or exploitation would offend public order or morality.28
Whilst the scope of the permitted exceptions to protect health and environment
is somewhat uncertain, it seems reasonable to refuse exclusive rights for
inventions which can have adverse effects on health and environment. The
diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of animals or
humans exception can also be explained on the grounds that to do otherwise
is to allow monopoly to prevail over life.29
6.3.2	 Pharmaceuticals, Agrochemical and Food Substances
By the rule on non-discrimination on the basis of technology, TRIPS seeks to
remove the current laxity permitted under the Paris Union which allows member
states to exclude certain inventions particularly, pharmaceuticals, agrochemical
and food substances. 3° This increased the scope of the freedom to copy
pharmaceuticals and other technologies causing unauthorised copying to be
legitimate. Such discrimination by national laws stems from abuses or possible
abuses of monopoly for products which are regarded as life necessities.31
Another argument is that at the early stages of the development of the
28 Paras.241 -242, Bank's Report, op cit. It appears that the test should be based on the
response of the right thinking members of the public and the general public at large rather than a
small section: Mastermind's Design (1991) RPC 89; Onco-mouse/HARVARD OJEPO 10/1992
558; [1991] EOPR 525.
29 See generally, White, A.W., "Patentability of medical treatment: Weilcome Foundation's
(Hitching's Application", [1980] EIPR 364; Wellcome's (Hitching's) Application [1983] FSR 593,
reversing [1980] RPC 305.; John Wyeth's and Schering's Applications [1985] RPC 545.
3° Articles 27 & 70(8)&(9) of TRIPS.
31 For the Indian position before and after TRIPS, see the comprehensive analysis in Redwood,
Heinz, New Horizons in India: The consequences of pharmaceutical patent protection, Suffolk:
Oldwicks Press, p.39 (1994). Redwood demonstrates the politics behind pharmaceutical patents
in India; Ahudja, note 140 chapter 5 supra; The compromise was the ten year transitional period
for implementing the products patent protection, India also benefitted from the textiles package in
GATI: Economic Times, New Delhi, November 20, 1993. Ghana's cancellation of product patent
protection for pharmaceuticals resulted indirectly from the use of patent rights to protect imports and
a compulsory licence issue, see para.1.8.2 ante. Saxena, R.B., "Trade-Related Issues of
Intellectual Property and the Indian Patents Act - A Negotiating Strategy", (1988) 12 World
Competition 81; Chudnovsky, Daniel, "Patents and Trade Marks in Pharmaceuticals" (1983) 11
World Development 189.
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pharmaceutical industries of some industrialised economies either had not
product patent protection for pharmaceuticals, 32 or had no protection
whatsoever.	 Pursuant to TRIPS, the discrimination against pharmaceuticals
has to change in some countries.a
The TRIPS provision is useful not only to encourage a change of laws in
countries which discriminate areas of technology but also to prevent other
countries which may attempt to discriminate from so doing in future.
For instance, in the initial draft of the proposed Nigerian Industrial Property
Law, it was suggested that Nigeria should no longer grant product patents for
food and pharmaceutical substances. Fortunately, this suggestion has been
jettisoned from the final version of the proposed law, as a result of pressure
from the local and international industry. 35 The reason for the change of
policy are varied.
There is a growing commitment towards research and development in the
industry, which would be a futile exercise should no product patent be
available. 36 Pharmaceutical patents make up an average of about 40% of
patents granted in Nigeria, and patents have been granted to a few indigenous
For Germany, see Saxena, note 3 supra at 92; for Switzerland, see Scherer, F.M., The
Economic Effects of Compulsory Patent Licensing, New York: New York University (1977) at 35-
37.
For Netherlands, see the Bank Committee Report, note 8 chapter 2 supra.
a Brazil and India have introduced Bills into their respective Parliament to grant product
patent for pharmaceuticals. For the developments, see Gosain, A., & Sherrill, H.K., "The effects
of GATT1TRIPS on Brazil's Patent legislation", Patent World May 1995 p.24; D.P. Ahuja & Co.,
"Latest update on Patent Amendment Ordinance Act", Patent World April 1995 p.8.
Nigerian Law Reform Commission , Working Paper op cit. paras.192 - 197.
See pages 119 of Sodipo & Fagbemi, Nigeria's foreign Investment Laws and Intellectual
Property Rights op cit.
Ogunlana, 0., "Patents, pharmaceuticals and counterfeiting, what are the solutions", being
an unpublished paper delivered at the national conference on "Ideas, inventions, manufacturers and
financing intellectual property", organised by Chief G.O Sodipo & Co., Lagos (December 1991).
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inventors. 37 Further, the patent on most of the pharmaceuticals products in
use in Nigeria have expired, hence such a measure will serve no purpose for
majority of the patentees who had enjoyed protection, whereas, new inventors
will be drastically affected. A considerable number of drugs are produced
under licence, the cancellation of such protection will probably affect the
business of licensees adversely as it will leave them open to competition from
non-licensees. Finally, it has been argued that patents are not to blame for
high costs of drugs, rather the fact that higher tariffs are paid for imported raw
materials (meant for the production of drugs), than finished products is to
blame. It has also been shown in chapter 3, that there are mechanisms to
curb pharmaceutical patentees who abuse their rights either by raising the price
of their products in an unreasonable manner, or by causing a scarcity of their
pharmaceuticals.
(i)	 Concessions to Developed Countries
The arguments on the issue of technology discrimination in Nigeria may be
inapplicable to some other countries. Given the balance TRIPS seeks to have
between the need to protect right holders, and the need to ensure that the
system is not used to impede technological and economic development in
developing economies,39 TRIPS gives certain concessions to some
developing countries to enable them continue the discrimination for a while.
Developing countries which do not presently offer patent protection to such
items as discussed above, have a concession of a period up to five years (from
the date of entry into force of the Agreement Establishing the WTO), before
they are obliged to extend protection to such items.4°
This figure derives from an analysis of the patents granted which were the only figures
available to the author.
note 4 supra.
See para.3.1, chapter 3 above.
4°A.65
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In effecting the balance between right holders and the developing countries
granted the five year dispensation, the latter are compelled to permit the filing
of patent applications for the discriminated inventions, which may be granted
when the period of dispensation is over. This is understandable. To provide
otherwise is to extend the five year dispensation by adding an average period
of four years, (the period it normally takes between filing date and date of
grant). But the provision is not unequivocal. Although the term is to be
calculated from the filing date, nothing compels a relevant developing country
to examine the patentability of the application so filed before the end of the five
year dispensation period. 41
 This ambiguity may defeat the aim of early filing
in a developing country which decides to commence the examination of an
application only after the five year dispensation to cause a grant to be made
after a total of 9 years after the filing date.
(ii)	 Exclusive Marketing Arrangements
Notwithstanding, the above concession and loophole, TRIPS compels
developing countries concerned to grant exclusive marketing rights to persons
who file their patent application for pharmaceuticals and other discriminated
technologies during the five year dispensation. 42
 Of the exclusive rights of
a patentee, the exclusive marketing right perhaps the most significant. All the
other rights can be subsumed under the exclusive marketing right in the sense
that the latter can be used to frustrate any exploitation of the patent including
the working or using of a patent, or the importation of a product which
encompasses a patent.
The grant of exclusive marketing rights based only on a patent application
ordinarily runs contrary to the underlying principles behind a patent right. The
41 Art.70(8)(ii). For instance, a Bill has been introduced to the Indian Parliament which provides
that the examination of such applications will not be conducted until December 31, 2004: D.P.
Ahuja & Ca, "Latest update on Patent Amendment Ordinance Act", Patent World, April 1995, p.8.
42 Art.70(9) ibid.
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TRIPS' exclusive marketing right is stronger than a patent. The patent
application which gives rise to the exclusive marketing right cannot be revoked
for invalidity or insufficiency, neither can a compulsory licence be exercised in
respect of the application. 43
 Presumably, there may be no publication of the
specification of the application, resulting in no disclosure for the good of the
public. This is most unreasonable!
It means that India, a developing country which does not grant product patents
for pharmaceuticals may continue to discriminate against pharmaceuticals
during the five year dispensation. However, India must grant exclusive
marketing rights to anyone who applies for a pharmaceutical patent during the
dispensation. Irrespective of whether or not the application will result in a valid
patent grant, this right can be used to stop the whole world from dealing with
the "invention" described in the application. Unlike a patent which can be
impugned for insufficiency, invalidity or subject to compulsory licence, the
exclusive marketing right seems untouchable. It is better for relevant
developing countries to grant patents immediately upon the coming into effect
of the WTO than to adopt the five year dispensation unless the
recommendations given below are adopted.
In order to mitigate the implications of these rights, developing countries which
discriminate applications based on technologies may grant exclusive marketing
rights but subject the exercise thereof to the following conditions:
a) that with respect to the application, a patent must have been granted in
another TRIPS member state;
b) that the said TRIPS member state has also given marketing approval for the
sale of the product sought to be protected by the application filed in the
developing country; and finally
Correa note 19 supra argues that it is not clear to what extent the compulsory licences can
be applied to exclusive marketing rights.
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c) that marketing approval has also been given in the developing country
where the application is sought, but where a patent cannot for the time being,
be granted to such inventions.44
 An applicant may however, avoid these
checks by obtaining a patent in a member state where there is a deposit
system and where it is easy to get marketing approval and argue that at least
two of the conditions are satisfied. Once the developing country concerned
gives approval for marketing the product, the application turns into an exclusive
marketing right. The only way a developing country may stop this back-door
entry is to peg its marketing approval to that of countries with examination
systems and a considerable period for marketing approval.
6.3.3	 Patents and Computer Software
Following the TRIPS provision against non-discrimination for any area of
technology45 , it would appear that computer software should be patentable
provided the conditions for patentability are satisfied. What remains debatable
is whether, pursuant to TRIPS, national laws should choose to grant patents for
computer software as such, or whether patent grants can be restricted only to
computer software inventions if they bring about a technical result and if so, to
what extent? That is, whether patentability should depend on the invention
being a computer-related invention (in the sense that it is an industrially
applicable invention which merely involves the use of computer software), or
whether the invention is the novelty of the computer software. The importance
of this distinction lies in the fact that the scope of patents, to restrain third
parties from working the subject matter of the patent irrespective of whether or
not they had ever seen the patent, is a more extensive right than copyright.46
' Art.70(9) It is therefore not surprising that the Indian government seeks to ensure that foreign
applicants will only be granted exclusive marketing rights if a patent has been granted abroad.
What is questionable is whether India can exploit the silence of the TRIPS provisions and rightly
reserve the right grant compulsory licences after two years of granting the exclusive marketing
rights.
Para. 6.3.2 above.
Worthy, John, "Software Patents in the UK after MemH Lynch", [1989] 10 EIPR 380.
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It is impossible to examine all the issues in detail. The purpose of this
discussion is to highlight some of the sentiments and developments which
signify the issues involved and suggest a way forward. As expected, strong
intellectual property adherents and those that advocate a greater freedom to
copy differ in the position taken, the latter sometimes question whether such
inventions can be industrially applicable.
(i)	 Developments in the USA
From a consideration of case law, it would appear that the initial response to
computer software inventions in the USA was negative, to the extent that such
patents were not granted. 47 The rationale was that the claims related to mere
calculations, or mental acts which were not applied to something to bring about
a technical result. In the sixties, the hardware manufacturers proffered a
freedom to copy doctrine, fearing that the grant of patents to the then newly
emerging software companies could limit the application possibilities and the
sale of hardware. So strong was this movement that the US President had
to intervene and set up a commission which in its 1966 report recommended
the exclusion of computer software from patent protection.49
However, it would also appear that the approach changed since the eighties
starting from Diamond v Diehr, 50 where the invention related not only to the
calculation of precise temperature and cure relationships by means of the
See for example the Supreme court case of Gottschalk v Benson (1972) 409 US 63: a
method for converting numerals expressed as binary-coded numerals into pure binary numerals.
The utility of the invention was in devising programs for digital computers. For a criticism of this
case, see Chisum, Donald S., Patents Vol. 1 sect.1 .03[6], New York: Matthew Bender. In another
Supreme Court Case Parker v Flock (1978) 437 US 584: a method for updating "alarm limits"
during a chemical process was refused a patent.
' Hannerman, The Patentability of Computer Software, Kluwer (1985).
Hannerman note 48 supra.
5° (1981) 450 US 175.
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Arrhenius equation", but also to the use of the calculation and measurements
to cause a technical result: the opening of a cauldron press and remove the
cured product. The invention involved the use of a mould for reshaping
uncured synthetic rubber into cured precision products. Ordinarily the synthetic
rubber was unusable unless cured. A cure is obtained by the mixing of curing
agents into uncured polymer in advance of moulding and the application of
heat. The problem which needed a technical result was that it was known prior
to the invention that it was impossible to get a uniform cure because though
there was a perfect temperature and time and cure relationships which could
result in uniform cures, (and the calculation could be done via the "Arrhenius
equation"), it had been impossible to obtain the perfect measurement. Not
only did the computer related invention calculate the precise measurement, (a
mental act), it also opened the cauldron - a technical result. Today the US
allows computer software inventions which involve algorithms as in Re
Iwashishi 51 and the number of applications and grants have increased
significantly over the years.52
(ii)	 Developments in Europe
Before 1985, EC states had different approaches. TM However, under the
51 (1989) 888 F 2d 1370. Stern argues that "clearly, now, a computerised method of doing
business is, or is not patentable subject-matter depending on how one writes the claims": Stern,
Richard H., "Federal Circuit equates methods of doing business to algorithms for patentability
purposes" [1994] 11 EIPR 497.
Lennon reveals that the increment between 1970 and 1991 is over 2,400%: Lennon, Michael
J., "Patents and computer software in the United States" Patent World July/August 1994 p.6.
Cutforth, P.M., Patents for software: Off course again?", (1991-92) CIPA 4; Dworkin, "The
patentability of computer software", in Reed, ed. Computer Law and Practice London: Sweet &
Maxwell p. (1994); Kolle, G.D., "Patentability of software-related inventions in Europe" (1991) 22
JIC 660; Pearson, Hilaiy, "Patentability of software/computer related inventions in Europe", (1992)
April Patent World 2; Sherman, "The patentability of computer-related inventions in the United
Kingdom and the European Patent Office", [1991] EIPR 85. Bernitz, Ulf, "Patentability in Sweden
of inventions which use computer programs: Re NV Phillips Gloeilampenfabrieken [1991] 9 EIPR
344.
It has been suggested that France, greatly influenced by the 1966 report of the US
Commission was the first country in the world to specifically exclude computer software as
unpatentable inventions by a 1968 law: Hannerman op cit. at 149. For a review of the position in
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European Patent Convention (EPC), EC member states are obliged to refuse
to grant patents to computer programs as such, 55
 unless the invention
involves the use of a program which makes a technical contribution to the
known art. 56 Under the European Patent Office Guidelines, 57 program-
controlled machines and program-controfled manufacturing and control
processes should normally be patentable, but a program claimed in itself or as
recorded in a carrier remains unpatentable irrespective of its contents. The
rationale is that whilst mental acts and business processes remain
unpatentabie, inventions which result in a technical end should not be
discriminated against merely because the technical end is effected by a
computer program. Thus in Vicom Systems' A pplication,58 the European
Patent Office granted a patent for a computer program which carried out a
technical process. The technical result must not be one excluded from
patentability. 59
 However, it would be unfair to grant patents to an invention
which is statutorily regarded as not being an invention, or not being patentable,
simply because it is computer software derived.
some other EC states, see, Pagenberg, 5 hG 1 (1974). The view was also prevalent in Germany
that patents for software inventions had no future: Betten, Jurgen, "Patent protection for computer
programs in Germany and by the EPO, [1987] 1 EIPR 10, citing Kolle. On the other hand, under
the repealed UK Patents Act, 1949, claims to methods of programming a computer was patented:
Burroughs' (Perkins) Application [1974] RPC 147: claim to a method of controlling a computer via
the interruption by a slave computer's routine operations.
Article 52(2)(c) ibid. For the UK application of this provision, see s. 1 (2)(c), Patents Act,
1977.
See the European Patent Office Guidelines C IV 2.2.
Part c Chapter IV p.35 (January 1992).
[1987] O.J. EPO 14.
See for example the UK case of Merrill Lynch' Application [1989] RPC 561: an improved data
processing based system for implementing an automated trading market for one of more securities,
was rejected because the result was a business method which was not patentable under the UK
Patents Act. Worth, note 46 supra argues that the decision demonstrates that the courts seek to
prevent the grant of a patent for non-patentable things through clever drafting. Steckler, B., "Legal
protection of computer programs under German law" [1994] 7 EIPR 293.
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(iii)	 Post-TRIPS' Expectations
Although patent protection for computer software is not yet an issue in some
jurisdictions like Nigeria (where there is presently a formal as against a
substantive examination system) 6° and Australia, 61 where the developments
in the EU and the USA (where software per se may be excluded in certain
cases) will influence the position that will be taken especially in the light of
TRIPS.
What is debatable is whether the TRIPS' provision on non-discrimination
against granting patents for any technology can be interpreted to mean an
invention is patentable simply because it is computer related or computer
driven. Such interpretation will permit computer software as such, to be
patentable even if it does not bring about a technical result, a position which will
have far reaching effects on industry. If the TRIPS non-discrimination clause
related to inventions and not technology, then it will be arguable that no
member state will be in breach of its obligations if it does not classify computer
software as inventions. However, as the clause restrains discrimination on any
technology, the exclusion of per se computer software inventions in the EU
would appear to be inconsistent with TRIPS. On the other hand, it is arguable
that TRIPS was not intended to change the EU and US position on the grounds
that had this been the intention, there would probably have been more specific
provisions. As earlier mentioned with regards to pharmaceuticals, negotiators
signified intentions to change a prevalent practice of discirmination against a
type of technology by providing specific provisions. It is doubtful if the
computer industry or the consumer interest groups will support a change to
60 Computer software is specifically not excluded from patentability in Nigeria. It is however,
submitted that since s.1 (5) of Nigerian Patent & Designs Act does not regard principles of
discoveries of a scientific nature as being inventions which can be patented, any software which
has the same effect will strictly speaking not be patentable.
61 Australia: Fitzgerald, Anne, "Patentability of software in Australia" [1994] 12 EIPR 547;
Christies, A., "Australia's proposals for computer software protection" [1994] 3 EIPR 77; Pattison,
Michael, & Diekmann, J., "The patentability of computer programs" Patent World Issue 66 October
1994 p.28.
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permit the grant of patents to computer software per se as this will unduly limit
the freedom to copy concepts.
6.3.4	 Place of Invention
One of the most contentious points on the disparities between national patent
systems is the difference between the US & Philippines' first to invent
procedure and the first to file system operated in the rest of the world. Each
has merits and demerits but the first to invent system as obtains in the US, is
prejudicial against inventions made outside the US. 62
 It is a first to invent in
the US and not a first to invent anywhere in the world, If an invention was
made outside the US and no record of this is available in the US before the
same invention is made in the US by another party, the latter is recognised by
US law as the first to invent. This discrimination has been a major factor
militating against the harmonisation of patent laws. It meant no protection could
be given to some genuine first inventors, leaving room for piracy of their
inventions.
In a compromise move, instead of compelling the US to abandon the system
completely, or the rest of the world to change to a first to file system, Article
27(1) of TRIPS disallows any form of discrimination based on the place of
invention. The US law has been recently aligned with TRIPS and the first to
invent in any country party to TRIPS is now recognised.63
62 Kingston, William, "Is the United States right about First-to-Invent ?", [19921 EIPR 223;
Wegner, Harold, Patent Harmonisation London: Sweet & Maxwell, (1993); Bikoff, James & Wilson,
David, "Intellectual property protection under NAFTA and TRIPS and the future of bilateral
initiatives" Patent World 1994.
McDonald, Bruce, "GATT ratification means big chnages to US IP law", Managing
INtellectual Property March 1995 p.13 at 17. Note that TRIPS does not restrict the non-
discrimination requirement to inventions made in member states. See Wegner and Bikoff &
Wilson, not 62 supra.
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6.3.5	 Exclusive Rights
The author did not come across any material suggesting that the extent and
scope of the exclusive rights of a patentee ever became an issue during the
TRIPS negotiations. The only concern was the need to ease the proof of
infringement of a process patent to which countries differed: some allowed
presumptions to overcome the hurdle while others did not. This question
which is of prime importance to process patents is addressed in chapter 5•64
Consequently, it is not necessary to engage in a detailed analysis of the nature
of rights patentees acquire.
For product patents, some national laws prohibit the unauthorised use, making,
disposing or offering to dispose of, or the keeping of a product which infringes
the patent. 65 Suffice it to say that TRIPS requires national laws to provide
product patentees with the right to prevent third parties who do not have his
consent from making, using, offering for sale, selling or importing that product,
for any of the aforementioned purposes. 66 TRIPS member states are
required to empower process patentees to prevent third parties who do not
have their consent, or from using, offering for sale, selling, or importing any
product derived directly from the patented process. 67 It is interesting to note
that there is no requirement of knowledge on the part of the defendant for
liability to occur for an infringer of a process patent. The strict interpretation
para 5.8 ante.
65 s.60(1), UK Patents Act, 1977. Keeping here does not extend to make a warehouseman
who is not involved with the dealing with the product liable: Smith Kline & French v Harbottle
[1980] RPC 363, Howe, M., "Infringing Goods and the Warehouseman", [1979] EIPR 287.
Article 28(1)(a) of TRIPS. It is surprising that TRIPS did not adopt a useful provision in the
UK Act. In the UK, anyone who unlawfully supplies a third party, other than the licensee or
patentee with any means relating to an essential element of the invention, for putting the invention
into effect, when he knows or it is obvious to a reasonable person that the means are intended to
be used to infringe the patent, provided the means are not staple commercial products: s.60(2)&(3),
UK Patents Act; Vitona, M., "Contributory Infringement", [1979] EIPR 91; See Baillie, l.C.,
"Contributory Infringement in the United States, (1980-81) 10 CIPA 56 for a discussion of the
operation of a similar provision in US law.
Article 28(1)(b) of TRIPS.
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of this may require changes in some national laws. For example, an
unauthorised user of a process patent under the UK Patents Act, 1977 is only
liable if he knows or it is obvious to a reasonable person that such use is an
infringement. It is uncertain whether this TRIPS provision will be seen by
industry as an improvement on the status quo.
6.4	 Copyright
In recognising the Beme and Rome Conventions, TRIPS requires signatories
to adopt the minimum standards in these Conventions, 69 extend the duration
of certain neighbouring or related rights under the Rome Convention to a 50
year term from the Rome prescribed 20 years and treat computer programs as
literary works under Beme. 7°	The discussion that follows is limited to
computer software.
6.4.1	 Computer Programs
The significance of protection for computer programmes cannot be over-
emphasised given that we are in the computer age and most businesses rely
to a large extent on computers. 71 Unless there is harmony in the type of
protection offered and the rights and remedies offered, an undue freedom to
copy may be created in different parts of the world. The interests appear to be
more conflicting as considerable human, technical and financial resources are
s.60(1)(b) of the UK Patents Act.
69 Not being economic rights per se, moral rights are beyond the purview of this dissertation.
Even if a pirate reproduces a book without authonsation and removes the name of the author,
liability for infringement and for the flagrancy of the act should suffice.
70 The 50 year term for phonograms seem to have been adopted pursuant to EC pressure, see
recitals of the Council Directive 93/98/EEC of harmonizing the term of protection of copyright and
certain related rights.
71 See the recitals to the Council Directive 91/250/EEC of May 14 1991: OJ L122, 17.5.91,
p.42. - "Whereas computer programs are playing an increasingly important role in a broad range
of industries and computer technology can accordingly be considered as being of fundamental
importance to the Community's industrial development"
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required to produce a program while it is easy to copy.72
Until of recent, the debate was whether computer programs subscribe to the
nineteenth century definition of literary and artistic works required to be
protected under Beme. This is because programs may not be in human
readable form and as it was unlikely that such technology was envisaged by the
Convention.73
 Although other problems have been identified, 74
 critics have
failed to demonstrate that the problems are so significant to justify a new
approach which will be acceptable worldwide. Initially, in its 1977 Model
Provisions for the Legal Protection of Computer Software, WIPO recommended
a sui generis right. 75
 On the other hand, the software industry preferred
copyright protection being a concept to which most nations are familiar, 76 thus
72 See the recitals to the Council Directive 91/250/EEC of May 14 1991: OJ L122, 17.5.91,
p.42. the recitals state that the effects of different levels of protection of a lack of protection in the
EC have direct negative effects on the functioning of the common market.
Apple Computer Inc v Computer Edge Ppty Ltd [1986] 65 ALA 33; Samuelson, "CONTU
Revisited: the case against copyright protection for computer programs in machine-readable form"
Duke L.J. 663 (1984). It is submitted, however, that the reasoning in these article and case is
questionable if viewed in the light of Article 2(1) of Beme which requires literary works to be
protected "whatever may be the mode or form of its expression". Brett, H., & Perry, L., The Legal
Protection of Software Oxford: ESC Publishing Ltd. pp.1-13, (1981); Laddie, H., Prescott, P., &
Vitoria, M., The Modern Law of Copyright London: Sweet & Maxwell paras. 2.134-2.144 (1980);
Copinger and Skone James on Copyright, op cit.; Millard, Christopher, Legal Protection of
Computer Programs and Data, London: Sweet & Maxwell, chapter 1 (1985); Millard, C., in
Computer Law Reed, C., ed., London: Sweet & Maxwell (1993).
For instance, the fact that if the principle that non-literal copying is not an infringement of
copyright is extended to software, many cases of copying may be without any remedy: Christie, A.,
"Designing appropriate protection for computer programs" [1994] 11 EIPR 486.
[1977] 16 Industrial Property 265. Perry, L., "The legal protection of computer software - the
WIPO Model Provisions", (1979] EIPR 34. This was the result of a six year study requested by the
UN: UN Secretary General, "Report on the application of computer technology for development"
20 May 1970 para.202 - UN Doc E4800.
76 Dworkin & Taylor 2Lt chapter 15; Keplinger, Michael., "Authorship in the Information Age -
Protection for Computer Programs under the Berne and Universal Copyright Conventions", [1985]
Copyright 119; Kolle, G., "Computer Software Production - present situation and future prospects"
[1977] Copyright 70; Llewellyn, David, "Computers, Software and International Protection" (1986)
11 Columbia VLA J. L. & Arts 183; Ulmer, E., "Copyright Protection of Scientific Works with Special
Reference to Computer Programs", (1971) 2 IIC 56; Grytyanjy, P., "Software as a new subject
matter of copyright law?", (1982) RIDA 71; Ulmer E., and Kolle, G., "Copyright Protection of
Computer Programs" (1983)14 IIC 159; Pierce, Kay H., "Copyright Protection for Computer
Programs" (1980 33 ASCAP Copyright Law Symposium 1; Bietten, L., "Copyright Protection of
Computer Programs in the FAG" [1986] Copyright 352; Steckler note 59 supra; Weng, Wan Kwong
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some national laws77 and some court decisions78 already classify computer
programs as literary works within the context of Beme, while software may have
sui generis protection in China. 79 This debate is significant because of the
national treatment principle. Pursuant to this principle, opinions are divided it
on whether a Beme member state which classifies computer programs as
literary works will be obliged to offer similar protection to works of foreign origin
notwithstanding that foreign country does not classify computer programs as
literary works.8°
To prevent this controversy from depriving the industry of protection, TRIPS
requires computer programs to be protected as literary works (under Berne)
whether they are source codes or object codes. 81 In this wise, it is arguable
that the computer programs requirement of TRIPS is Berne-plus. Literary
copyright protection will now be offered by TRIPS member nations inter Se,
irrespective of Berne membership.82
& Allen, Tom, "Computer software and Singapore's law of copyright" [1994] 11 EIPR 500; Fiolka,
Janusz, "Protection of computer programs in Poland in the light of the new copyright law"
Copyright World Issue 39 April 1994 p.18; Hwang, George, "The future of copyright laws of Hong
Kong" Copyright World Issue 39 Apnl 1994 p.22; Nopakun, Rotum, "Thailand's new copyright law"
Copyright World Issue 43, September 1994 p.22; Keane, Thomas M., "Copyright and copyright
protection in Cyprus" Copyright World Issue 43 September 1994 p.31.
Nigeria: s.39(1) Copyright Act, 1977; UK: initially, the Copyright (Computer Software)
Amendment Act 1985 and now s.3(1) CDPA 1988; Germany: Art.1, FRG Amending Law of 23rd
May 1985; France: Art.1, Law No 85-600 of 3rd July 1985; USA: s.101, US Copyright Act. 17
USC.
78 Eg. Canada: La societe d'lnformatigue RDG Inc v Dynabec Ltee [1984] CS 1189, affd, CPA
(3d) 322; Australia: Computer Edge Pty Ltd v Apple Computer Inc (1986) 6 IPA 1; UK:
Enterprises Ltd v Richards [1983] FSR 73 and Thrustcode Ltd v W.W. Computing Ltd [1983] FSR
502.
Pun, K.H., "A critique of copyright protection for computer software in the People's Republic
of China" [1994] 6 EIPR 227 who discussed the Regulations on the protection of computer
software.
80 Vaver argues that computer programs are not scientific and artistic works within the context
of Beme: Vaver, D., "The national treatment requirements of the Berne and Universal Copyright
Conventions - Part 1" (1986) 17 IIC 577, but Ulmer & Kolle op cit at 59, forcefully argue that such
construction is myopic.
81 Art.10(1) of TRIPS; Article 2(1) of Beme.
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However, TRIPS did not take a stand on the extent to which a program may be
decompiled, that is, conversion from a low level language to a higher level
language or incidentally copying of a program in the course of converting the
low level language to a high level language. 83
 There is no intention to enter
into the debate here. Suffice it to say that since such decompilation or
incidental copying may be necessary in order to make the program inter-
operable with other programs, there is a school of thought that no authorisation
should be required.TM
It is not certain whether the remedies required under Beme, TRIPS or national
laws protecting computer programs are adequate. Two of the problems will
be highlighted.
6.4.2	 Loading, Displaying, Running & Using Computer Programs
There is no doubt that reproducing a copy of a program without authorisation,
for two or more computers, should constitute infringement under Berne and
many national laws (just like the reproduction of a book). This is because
Berne prescribes that owners of literary works should have a right to restrain
the reproduction, public communication, public recitation, (and the public
communication of the recitation of their works), adaptation and arrangement of
their works.85
Although both are often regarded as literary works, one copy of a book cannot
be read or used by several persons simultaneously. On the other hand, a copy
of a computer program can be loaded in one central processing unit for use in
several computers through a network, for instance in a business or educational
See s.50B UK CDPA 1988.
See the recitals to the EC Council Directive of May 14 1991 on the legal protection of
computer programs.
Articles 9 (ii), liter & 12 ibid.
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institute. Whilst it is arguable that the only copy was loaded in just one central
unit and therefore no reproduction (of a second or unauthorised copy),
adaptation or arrangement of the program has taken place, such use can affect
the economic interests of the owners of copyright in programs. Thus owners
of copyright in computer programs need exclusive rights to authorise the
copying, storage, display or use of the program in this manner. Unfortunately,
many national laws do not specifically provide for these rights, hence there has
been calls for a protocol to Beme in order to oblige member nations to make
provisions for display rights.
This problem seems to have been resolved in the UK where copying is defined
to include "storing the work in any medium by electronic means" and "the
making of copies which are transient or are incidental to some other use of the
work". 86
 But the problem is not completely resolved by the EC Council
Directive 92/100/EEC on the legal protection of computer programs. 87
 Under
the Directive, the owner of copyright in a computer program has the exclusive
rights to prevent the permanent or temporary reproduction of whole or part and
by any means,88
 and the right to prohibit the translation, adaptation,
arrangement or alteration or the reproduction of such results 89. But insofar as
the loading, displaying, running, transmission or storage of programs
necessitate such reproduction the authorisation of the right holder is required.
Dreler argues that the Directive "leaves open the question whether the acts of
loading, displaying, running, transmitting or storage of a computer program
have to be characterised as reproductions. Rather, the Directive subjects these
acts to the rightholders' authorisation only insofar as they necessitate a
s.17(2) & (6); Dworkin & Taylor op cit at 182-1 83.
87 of 14th May 1991, on the legal protection of computer programs (published in OJ 1122,
17.5.91, p.42.
Article 4(a) ibid.
Article 4(b) ibid.
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reproduction but that the mere visualisation of a program on the screen will not
appear to be a 'reproduction' in the copyright sense. 9°	 This seems to
corroborate the need for a Beme protocol "display right".
However, a Berne protocol is most unnecessary if national laws comply strictly
with Berne as it stands today: the requirement to grant public communication
(by wire or wireless) rights. 91 Whenever a computer is switched on and a
program is used (whether on a network or otherwise), a message that a copy
of the program is being loaded on the computer often appears. It is submitted
that if properly worded, public communication rights under Berne should extend
to the use of the program on a network in a bank, college or similar
establishment, just as the switching on of a television or radio in a hotel room
is often regarded as communication to the public of the films, music or
broadcast.92
6.4.3	 Anti-Copying Devices for Computer Software
Some programs have anti-copying devices which prevent unauthorised copying.
However, third parties sometimes produce other devices to counteract the
effect of anti-copying devices. Generally, it is not in the domain of copyright
law to prohibit the manufacture of counteracting-devices, but some copyright
9° Dreier, Thomas, "The Council Directive of May 14 1991 on the Legal protection of computer
programs" [1991] 9 EIPR 319 at 321.
91 Article 1 1b of Beme.
92 This argument proceeds on the premise that national laws should provide that nghtholders
of literary works including computer programs, have exclusive public communication rights. In this
regard, it is regrettable that s.5 of Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988 unduly limits public communication
rights to communication through a loud speaker or similar device. This may not cover computers.
S.5 of the repealed Nigerian Copyright Act, 1970 was better in that the right holders in literary
works had the exclusive rights to the public communication of their works. The decision in
Australian Performing Rights Association Ltd. v Telstra Corp. Ltd. [1994] RPC 299 does not
challenge my submission in that it involved a musical work and more importantly, the Act was not
framed to provide public communication rights. It was held in that case that s.31 (a)(v) of
Australian Copyright Act, 1968 which prohibited the transmission of music to subscribers to a
diffusion service was not an infringement by a telephone service company which played music to
its customers.
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regimes make the manufacture of the latter unlawful. 93 Neither TRIPS nor
Beme require national laws to prohibit the manufacture of counteracting
devices. It is suggested that WIPO and the WTO should consider making
similar provisions obligatory under Berne or TRIPS in the future. To do
otherwise is to open the industry to continued piracy.
However, this suggestion seems to be more valuable where the device
produced to counteract an anti-copying device is hardware. If the anti-copying
device is a software, the counteracting device will probably take sufticient parts
of it enough to result in an infringement. In the latter case, a provision making
the manufacture of counteracting devices illegal becomes superfluous. In this
wise, the US case of Atari Games Corp. v Nintendo of America lnc. 94, is of
particular interest. Nintendo had developed a lock and key system which
prevents unlicensed game authors from writing independent games that could
operate with Nintendo game consuls. Atari improperly obtained a copy of
Nintendo's source code for its 10 NES lock program from the US Copyright
Office by falsely representing that the two parties were involved in litigation.
Using the code, Atari developed its own program which could unlock the lock
and cause Atari games to be played on the latter's system. It was held that
Atari's reproduction of the unauthorised copy of the lock program and the
copying of the source code was in infringement. In a similar vein, an Australian
court held that the production of an alternative device, Auto Key lock which
performed the same function as the plaintiff's AutoCAD lock and enabled
access to the AutoCAD program infringes the plaintiff's copyright.94a Whilst
s.296, UK CDPA; Article 7(1)(c) of the EC Directive on Computer Programs: anyone who
puts into circulation or possesses for commercial purposes, any means the sole intended purposes
of which is to facilitate the unauthorised removal or circumvention of any technical device which
may be applied to protect a computer program is regarded as an infringer. BBC Enterprises Ltd.
v I-li-Tech XtraVision Ltd [1992] RPC 167.
975 F 2d. 832 (Fed. Cir. 1992).
a Autodesk Inc v Dyason No.2 25 IPR 69. The AutoCAD comprised of several programs
including Widget C. The defendants copied a look-up table which was a substantial part of widget
C and was meant to operate the Aut0CAD lock which gave access to the Aut0CAD program. Note
that this decision has been criticised: Lahore, "Intellectual property rights and unfair competition:
old concepts, new ideas" 1992 EIPR 428.
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these cases may not be very persuasive, they illustrate the possibility of
restraining the copying of software anti-copying devices through copyright.
On the other hand, given the harm that could result to either party, it is
submitted that it should not be within the province of law to protect those anti-
copying devices which can damage or erase the original program sought to be
copied or used, or damage or erase either the other programs within the
computer system or the work done with the program. These damaging anti-
copying devices (often called viruses), are similar to devices which can shock,
maim or injure a thief trying to steal a car, or items in a house. The law does
not condone the latter and it should not condone similar devices simply
because they are in computer programs. If they are ever condoned, it should
only be on the condition that the producers are obliged to put clear and
unambiguous warning notices on the programs.
6.4.4	 Computer Software and Compulsory Licensing
Two issues are relevant under this heading. The first is to do with multimedia -
the difficulty of rights clearance for the various types of works that may be
utilised in creating a multimedia work. It is remains uncertain whether
collective administration or compulsory licences is the solution or whether there
should be a combination of the two regimes. No further attention will be given
to this issue here because it involves the creation of a new work by people who
will usually want to obtain authorisation rather than pirates or counterfeiters who
are more interested in reproducing the new work when it has been made.
Suffice it to say that a scheme of compulsory statutory licences similar to those
granted for published musical works under UK' 1956 Copyright Act may be the
solution.
The other issue has not received sufficient attention - the possibility of
subjecting computer programs being a literary work, to compulsory licences
pursuant to the Appendix to the Beme Convention. It is not intended here to
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discuss the operations of this compulsory licence regime, 95 rather attention is
given to the susceptibility to computer software to this regime. Suffice it to say
that literary works may be compulsorily licensed (for reproduction and
translation) by authorities in developing countries, to an applicant who has been
refused a voluntary licence by the right holder, after periods of between 3 to 7
years after the publication of the work.
By providing that the "works" referred to are limited to those published in print
or analogous forms, Article Ill(7)(a) suggests that computer software, which is
published in electronic form is not affected by this regime. To interpret
computer software as a work published in a printed or analogous form may be
absurd.96 But by providing that the compulsory licence may be granted
where the work is a lawfully made audio-visual fixation, Article lll(7)(b) of the
Appendix seems to reopen the debate as to the susceptibility of software to this
regime. Although the term "audio-visual fixations", is broad, it should only apply
to fixations which are both audio and visual, that is one which contains pictures
and sounds.97 As some computer software do not subscribe to these two
features, those software cannot be subject to the compulsory licensing regime.
If a program is has the two features, it may be compulsorily licensed in
developing countries under the Beme Appendix. While this debate rages on,
the computer software industry may have consolation in the fact that this
regime is hardly used even in countries which have adopted it in their national
laws.
For a detailed exposition of this regime and the political debates that led to its adoption, see
Ricketson, The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 1886-1986, at
chapter 11.
This is irrespective of the definition of writing in some laws which accommodate any form
of notation by hand or otherwise and regardless of the method by which, or the medium in which
it is recorded, which includes human or machine readable forms: see s.3(1) UK CDPA, 1988.
Ricketson op cit at 653 uses this criteria to dismiss sound recordings from the scope of the
regime but mentions that discs may be included.
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6.4. 5
	
Rental Rights in Computer Programs
The rental and lending of copyright works including computer programs is an
increasing problem in some countries98 in the sense that it has the tendency
to reduce the number of original copies of the works that may be purchased.
Nonetheless, some national laws do not recognise this form of exploitation of
the products as part of the author's exclusive rights, thus the author may have
difficulties to restrict such use, 99 whilst the scope of the rental rights granted
in other nations differs. 100 This disparity in the recognition and scope of
rental rights creates an opportunity for unauthorised rental and lending of the
works in nations where the rights are not granted and the rental of computer
programs is so high that it affects the level of purchase of original copies.'°1
This problem is appreciated in the EC where Directive 92/100/EEC on rental
and lending right exists requiring member states to grant and harmonise rental
rights. 102 In particular, the EC Directive 91/250/EEC on computer programs
requires members to grant rental rights as one of the economic right in
computer programs.103
In recognition of the possible growth of the computer program rental industry,
TRIPS requires parties to provide authors of computer programs with the right
to restrain the commercial rental to the public of originals or copies of their
98 See for instance the recitals to the EC Council Directive 92/100/EEC, on Rental and Lending
Rights of 19 November 1992, OJ L346, 27.11.92 p.61.
The old Nigerian and UK Copyright Acts, of 1970 and 1956 respectively did not offer this
right to authors.
100 See the recitals of the Directive on rental and related rights which confirmed this of the EC.
101 It is doubtful if this is an issue in countries like Nigeria where a large majority are still not
computer literate.
102 Articles 2 to 4 of the Directive.
02 Article 4(c) of the Directive.
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programs. 104	Nigerian and UK laws already satisfy this obligation.105
Whilst this TRIPS provision suggests foresight on the part of the negotiators
with respect to nations where rental of computer programs may not presently
be an issue, the provision seems to leave a loop-hole. The concluding
sentence of the provision stipulates that in "respect of computer programs, this
obligation [to create a rental right] does not apply to rentals where the program
itself is not the essential object of the rental". This ambiguous phrase which
is a proviso to the obligation to grant rental rights may be exploited in some
nations or by some persons to circumvent the issue of rental rights altogether.
It is hoped that the WTO will monitor the developments on this point to ensure
that the intention of the provision is not defeated.
6.5	 Compilations of Data
One of the issues TRIPS fails to resolve is the disparity between the US and
continental Europe's approach and the UK, Nigerian and Commonwealth
approach to the level of originality required for a compilation of data to be
eligible for copyright protection. 106 The disparity between the former's higher
standard and the latter's lower standard before TRIPS created a situation where
some works are protected in some countries but not in others, a situation which
may cause unauthorised copying to be legitimate. TRIPS merely requires
parties to protect compilations according to the US and continental Europe's
higher standards. But TRIPS does not require any country including those of
the Commonwealth to exclude compilations of data with the lower standards
from being eligible from copyright protection.
104 Article 11 ibid.
105 S.5(1 )(a)(vi) of Nigeria's Copyright Act, 1988 prohibits the unauthorised distribution to the
commercial public of copies of literary works (which include computer programs), either by hire,
lease, rental, loan or similar arrangement.
106 Data may be defined as numbers, alphabetic characters or symbols denoting information.
Data Base is an organised collection of data.
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6.5.1	 Commonwealth: Eligibility of Non-intellectually Created Database
In the UK, protection is offered to compilations irrespective of whether copyright
subsist in the individual data comprised in the compilation. 107
 Given their
classification as literary works, compilations in the UK must be original but the
level of originality required in the UK is low. A compilation is susceptible to
protection provided it is not copied and provided the compiler has expended
some labour and judgement irrespective of the amount of creativity or ingenuity
of the compiler.108
In Nigeria, compilations are only susceptible to protection if sufficient skill and
labour has been expended towards giving the work an original character. The
interpretation given to this Nigerian provision is similar to that of the UK.109
Moreover, the Nigerian Act lists compilations and written tables as literary
works irrespective of their literary quality. In ICIC v Eko-Delta, 110 a Nigerian
court observed that the white pages of a telephone directory was susceptible
to copyright protection despite the fact that it only contained the listing of
107 Dun and Bradstreet Ltd v Typesetting Facilities Ltd [1992] FSR 320
108 Thus the following compilations have been held to be protected: bookseller's catalogue -
Hotten v Arthur (1863) 1 Hem & M 603; entries in a trade directory - Morris v Ashbee (1868) LR7
Eq 34; designs of monument - Grace v Newman (1875) LA 19 Eq 623; headings in a trade
directory - Lamb v Evans [189311 Ch 218; a chemist's catalogue - Collins v Carter Stufell & Fortt
Ltd (1898) 78 LT 613; index of railway stations - Blacklock & Co Ltd v Pearson Ltd [1915] 2 Ch
376; stud book of brood mares- Weatherby & Sons v International Horse Agency & Exchange Ltd
[1918 2 Ch 297; broadcasting listings - BBC v Wireless League Gazette Publishing Co [1926] Ch
473; football matches - Football League Ltd v Littlewoods Ltd [1959] Ch 637; television
programme listings - Independent Television Publications Ltd v Time Out Ltd [1984 FSR 64; names
and addresses of firms of solicitors and barristers' chambers - Waterlow Directories Ltd v Reed
Information Services Ltd [1992] FSR 409. It should be noted that in some other cases, the courts
refused to grant such protection: list of hounds - Cox v Land and Water Journal Ltd (1869) LA 4
Eq 324; horse-racing tips - Chilton v Progress Printing & Publishing Co [1895] 2 Ch 29; list of
starting price horses - Odhams Press Ltd v London & Provisional Sporting News Agency [1936] Ch
357. Note that copyright still persists in television and radio programme listings despite the fact that
a non-voluntary licence may be obtained by an applicant who wishes to publish them pursuant to
s.176 of the UK Broadcasting Act, 1990.
08 Yusuf Ladan v Sha Kallo Publishers [1972] Nigerian Commercial Law Reports 428 at 434-
436.
110 [1977] 3 FHCLR 346.
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subscribers in an alphabetic order. 111
	The literary quality or the level of
ingenuity was not regarded as being relevant.
6.5.2	 US & the Continent: Higher Criteria
However, in the US and continental Europe, a compilation of the white pages
of a telephone directory which merely contains the subscribers names in
alphabetical order is not susceptible to protection. 112
 The rationale is that
such compilation is not creative, hence not a work of authorship.113
However, other compilations, for example, the yellow pages of a telephone
directory may be eligible for protection in the US and the continental Europe
because some effort is often made in terms of selection and arrangement.
This high standard approach seems to run contrary to two objectives of law:
certainty and objectivity. As expressed at a WIPO committee of experts
meeting, the "application of such a condition may lead to subjective value
judgements and consequently, to legal uncertainty •uuh14
Yet the influence of the author's rights tradition of continental Europe on the
level of creativity required for copyright protection required for databases is
evident in the Amended Proposed EC Directive on the legal protection of
Note, however, that the plaintiff's action was dismissed because it's work was not original
in that it was copied from Post and Telecommunications department. Nonetheless, there was no
question as to whether copyright subsisted in the original work.
112 Feist Publications Inc v Rural Telephone Services Inc 18 USPQ 2d 1275 (US Supreme
Court 1991); 113 L. Ed. 2d. 358.
113 Patry, William, "Copyright in compilations of fact (or why the "white pages" are not
copyrightable" 12(4) Communications and the Law 76 (1990). Note that Thorne, a UK solicitor
rejects copyright based merely on labour: Thorne, Clive, "Infringement of database compilations",
[1991] EIPR 331, at 332.
114 WIPO, "Questions Concerning the Protection of Copyright in respect of the Printed Word",
WIPO Committee of Governmental Experts on the Printed Word, Part II, para.241, Geneva (1987).
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databasesY' 5 .	 Unauthorised copying thrives where legal regimes adopt
different criteria on the protection of databases.'16
6.5.3	 Harmonisation in the European Union
In an attempt at harmonisation, 117 the Proposed Directive requires the
administration of two regimes for the protection of databases: 118 copyright for
databases which are original; in the sense that the selection or arrangement of
the data constitutes the author's own intellectual creation;' 19 and a s
generis right to prevent unauthorized extraction from a database for databases
which are not eligible for copyright protection in the sense of not being the
makers' intellectual creation. 12° By providing for two regimes for databases,
the EC seeks to accommodate the higher standard of originality in the continent
(copyright) and the lower standard in the UK (unfair extraction right). On the
premise that what is worth copying is worth protecting, the proposed approach
is preferable to that of the US.
US offers no protection at all. The US approach in Feist where the court held
that the compiler "expended sufficient effort to make the white pages directory
useful, but insufficient creativity to make it original" 12' has been described as
115 oj EC C308 p.1 15 November 1993. See Lucas, Andre, "The Council Directive of it May
1991 concerning the Legal Protection of Computer Programs and its Implications in French Law",
[1992] 1 EIPR 28.
116 See the recitals to the Amended EC Directive on the legal protection of databases.
117 For a brief discussion of some of the differences, see Metaxas, "Protection of databases:
Quietly steering in the wrong direction?", [1990] 7 EIPR 227; Porter, Vincent, "The Copyright
Protection of Compilations and Pseudo-literary Works in EC Member States", [1993] J.B.L. 1.
Pattison, Michael, "The European Commission's proposal on the protection of computer
databases", [1992] 2 EIPR 113; Chalton, Simon, "The amended Directive Proposal: a commentary
and synopsis" [1994] 3 EIPR 94.
119 Article 2(3) ibid.
120 Article 10(2) ibid.
121 note 112 supra at 380 [ic].
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being hostile to science. 1 While this may adversely affect some
businesses, it will offer a freedom to copy to others. 123 If the US approach
is adopted, the plaintiffs in the Nigerian case' 24 and some of the UK cases
which prohibited the copying of data which do not constitute intellectual creation
would probably not have had any copyright protection.125
6.5.4	 Dealing with Monopoly over Information
One plausible reason for not offering protection to some databases is that some
are compiled by public bodies which are obliged to assemble or disclose the
information contained in the database, or the mere compilation of facts, like the
plaintiff in the US Feist case who as a provider of telecommunication services
was obliged to provide a directory of subscribers. To offer copyright to such
bodies is to offer them a monopoly 126 which can be easily abused. Similarly,
to offer copyright to the compiler of facts per se is to grant a monopoly to him.
This is because often, the information in such databases cannot be easily
independently collected or obtained from another source. Nonetheless, it is
submitted that rather that exclude such works from protection, the proper thing
to do is to consider the available regimes within and outside the intellectual
property system to check abuse of monopoly. 127 In particular, compulsory
licences which can balance the conflicting interests of right holders and right
' Sherwood-Edwards, Mark, "The Redundancy of Originality", 25 IIC 658 at 664 (1994).
123 For some of the different views of the computer industry and the public, see Karjala,
"Copyright, Computer Software and the New Protectionism", 28 Jurimetrics 33, 46 (1987).
124 ICIC Delta, note 109 supra
125 See note 108 supra
126 See my definition of monopoly in para.3.4 ante. The recent US case - Lotus Development
Corp. v Borland Int'l Inc 34 USPQ 2d 1014 (1995); US Appeals Lexis 4618 (1st Cir. 1995) is of
interest. It held that window menus are not susceptible to copyright protection. Although the
rationale seems to be the idea/expression dichotomy, the fact that copyright in such menus per se
will amount to monopolies can influence a court's decision in reaching the same decision.
127 Sherwood-Edwards note 120 supra.
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users.128
This is the approach suggested by the Proposed Directive. If a database
which is not an "intellectual creation" is made by a public body pursuant to its
duties, or by a firm enjoying a monopoly status (by virtue of an exclusive
concession by a public body) who has made the database public, the sui
qeneris right to be offered to such a body (under the Proposed Directive) must
be coupled with an obligation to offer a licence on fair terms to members of the
public,' a form of compulsory licence. Again, the owner of a sul cieneris
right under the Proposed Directive will be obliged to offer a compulsory licence
if that database has been made publicly available and if it cannot be
independently created, collected or obtained from other sources.° Apart
from being subject to compulsory licence, the proposed sul qeneris right will be
of lower value than copyright.13'
This approach to databases is not novel. Under the UK Broadcasting Act,
1990, providers of broadcasting services are required to grant compulsory
licences for the use of their television or radio listings database, 132 despite the
fact that these databases may arguably be said to be intellectual creations.
In the light of the foregoing, the TRIPS regime for databases may be found
128 Ginsburg subscribes to this view arguing that compulsory licensing is an appropriate means
of reconciling the warring social goals of stimulating the production of information on the one hand,
and ensunng its broadest dissemination on the other: Ginsburg, Jane, "Creation and Commercial
Value: Protection of Works of Information" 90 Columbia L.A. 1865 at 1916.
129 Article 11(2) ibid.
130 Article 11(1) ibid. However, this compulsory licence obligation only arises where the
reasons for an applicant's use is not to avoid problems relating to economy of time or financial
investment that he would otherwise have to incur if he does not use the database.
131 For instance, it will only subsist for 15 years: Article 12 ibid.
132 s.176 d. See also BBC Enterprises note 91 above.
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wanhing. 1
 Article 10 of TRIPS provides that:
"Compilations of data or other material, whether in machine readable or other or
form, which by reason of the selection or arrangements of their contents constitute
intellectual creations shall be protected as such. Such protection, which shall not
extend to the data or material itself, shall be without prejudice to any copyright
subsisting in the data or material itself".
Although Berne seems to suggest a similarly higher criteria, the
confirmation by TRIPS that the higher standards in the US and continental
Europe where databases are only protected if they constitute intellectual
creations is proper, gives a freedom to copy to non-intellectually created
databases. This approach differs considerably from that adopted in
respect of the pre-TRIPS discrimination by some countries against
pharmaceutical product patents or the place of invention were required by
TRIPS to lower their standards. With the growth of the information industry this
TRIPS' position may soon be found untenable as already signified by the
Proposed Directive's attempt in Europe to lower standards even if by quasi-
copyright.136
133 Note that Article 2(5) of Berne, "Collections of literary or artistic works such as
encyclopedias and anthologies which, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents,
constitute intellectual creations shall be protected as such, without prejudice to the copyright in each
of the works forming part of the collection".
134 Article 2(5) of Berne provides "collections of literary and artistic works such as
encyclopedias and anthologies which by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents,
constitute intellectual creations shall be protected as such, ...". See the argument of Porter note -
- supra, on the interpretation of Beme.
135 Since Feist was a constitutional case (in the sense that it was held that the US Constitution
did not permit the US Congress to give protection to non-intellectually created databases), the
negotiators of TRIPS probably found it difficult to agree to a standard which would not be permitted
unless the US Constitution changed.
136 The recitals to the Proposed Directive suggest that the Commission has identified this
problem and seeks to solve it.
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6.6 Trade Marks in the Pharmaceutical and Computer Industries
It has been argued that, among other things, trade marks are capable of
functioning as an indicia of origin, an assurance of consistency of quality and
an aid in the prevention of consumer deception.' 37 These have been posited
as supporting arguments by the intellectual property movement. On the other
hand, the freedom to copy movement can cite how the licensing of trade marks
and abuses through tying in clauses have led to overpricing in the
pharmaceutical industries in some countries, ranging from 30% to 500% in
Chile, to 800% in Spain and 1,169% in Mexico.' But this point has been
dealt with by the reference to the wide range of checks which can prevent or
penalise the abuse of power by the holder of an intellectual property right.'39
As was earlier expressed, piracy and counterfeiting thrives through the failure
of the law to recognise some things or grant some rights. Some of the
relevant issues with regards to the adequacy of current trade marks laws to
curb piracy and counterfeiting include the eligibility of certain things as trade
marks, the discrimination against pharmaceutical marks in countries which
stress a preference for generics; the scope of registration - whether this only
extends to similar or identical goods; the scope of protection for well-known
marks; and the problems relating to the use requirements. In this discussion,
the protection of geographical indications of origin is not really relevant given
that the main focus of this section is trade marks in the pharmaceutical and
computer software industries.
137 Chapter 2, para.2.11 - 2.11.5 ante.
138 UNCTAD, Malor issues arising from the transfer of technology to developing countries, New
York: UNCTAD, TDIB/AC.11/1O/Rev.2 p.17 (1975).
139 See paras 3.8 to 3.9.12 ante; See also the UNCTAD report note 136 supra at 17-18 where
it was argued that India has been able to check this kind of abuse through its licensing mechanism.
The suggestion in the UNCTAD study is that other developing countries should follow suit.
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6.6.1	 Reqistrable Marks
TRIPS obliges member states to treat things which have the following
characteristics as a trade marks and as being eligible for registration:
any sign or combination of signs (in particular, words including
personal names, letters, numerals, figurative elements and the
combination of colours); and which are
capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaken
from those of another.14°
TRIPS forbids discrimination against a mark (which satisfies the foregoing
conditions) merely because of the nature of goods or services to which the
mark is to be applied. 141 This means that any form of discrimination against
pharmaceutical or computer software trade marks will in any TRIPS member
state can be challenged, but it is not clear if this adds much to the Paris
Convention.142
6.6.2	 Unregistrable Marks
TRIPS' member states are permitted to refuse the registration of a mark which
is not distinctive. On the other hand, such states may allow such marks to be
registered if the marks acquire distinctiveness through use. 143	This is
presently the position in Nigeria and the UK.1
140 Article 15(1).
141 Article 15(1) ibid.
142 Article 7 of the Paris Convention. Ss.9-13, Nigeria's Trade Marks Act; Si UK Trade Marks
Act.
143 Article 15(1) ibid.
144 s.3(1) Trade Marks Act, 1994; SS.9 -10, Nigeria.
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Member states are also allowed to specify other conditions for denying
registration of a mark provided the such conditions are consistent with the Paris
Convention. For instanced, in complying with the Pans Convention registration
may be refused in the UK or in Nigeria if the mark has not acquired
distinctiveness through use and if:
it is descriptive;'45
ii. it is merely a trade or customary term;"6
iii. it consists of certain prohibited coat of arms or emblems;141
vi. it is similar or identical with prior registered marks registered for the same goods
for which the new mark is sought to be registered," 8
 particularly where this
similarity or identical nature of the marks could lead to a likelihood of confusion.
Although probably not presently of significant relevance to pharmaceuticals and
computer software, the discretion granted by TRIPS for additional reasons for
refusal of registration may be used against sounds, fragrances and shapes
which are not registrable in some jurisdictions. For instance, the shape of the
Coca-Cola bottle was unregistrable in the UK' 49 until the recent amendments
made pursuant to the harmonisation of EC laws: EC Directive 89/104 to
approximate the laws of member states relating to trade marks.' 5° It may be
145 Article 6(B)(1 )1; For UK, see s.3(1 )(c), where "descriptive" has recently been statutorily
extended to the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, time of
production, other characteristics. For Nigeria, see ss.9-1O.
146 For UK, s.3(1)(d) the mark must not consist exclusively of signs or indications which have
become customary in the current language or in the bona fide and established practices of trade.
147 Article 6 ter of Paris; UK, s.4; Nigeria, s. 62.
148 Paris: At. 6(B)(1) 1; UK, s.5 ; Nigeria s.13.
149 Re Coca-Cola Application 1986 RPC 421.
150 Shapes are registrable in the UK but shapes dictated by function may still be unregistrable:
s.3(2). Note also that s.1(1) of the UK Trade Marks Act prevents the registration of a mark which
cannot be represented graphically.
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noted that there are moves to allow the registration of the shape, form of
presentation or packaging of goods in Nigeria. 151 By failing to specifically
provide for the registration of shapes and the like, TRIPS demonstrates little
foresight, a new international standard which is behind modem trends and
which still leaves a gap for the unauthorised copying of many businesses.
6.6.3	 Who Can Apply For Registration
It has been pointed out that counterfeiting of marks through the unauthorised
registration thereof by unauthorised persons including distributors and agents
and third parties is not uncommon.' 52 These persons either sell the marks
to the original creators thereof or use it to compete unfairly against the latter.
The approach of national offices to the propriety of this sharp practice differs.
Some registries will not register a mark if they know it is being applied for in
bad faith. The exercise of such discretion may be derived either from practice
or from statute. 153 As TR1PS is an attempt to curb counterfeiting, it is
regrettable that TRIPS did not prescribe any rule on this issue. Certainly, a
provision that applications made in bad faith will either not be acceptable or will
be cancelled is necessary to curb this type of activity! Furthermore, a TRIPS'
provision that national laws should permit the cancellation of such mala-fide
registrations within a period of 3 to 5 years would have been useful. However,
it is arguable that since TRIPS encompasses the Paris Convention, Article
6septies of Paris may be interpreted to raise an obligation on national laws to
prevent such registrations.
151 s.141 proposed Industrial Property Decree.
152 Para.4.3.2 ante.
See for example ss.3(6) & 60, UK; and s.148 of the proposed Nigerian Industrial Property
Decree. Presently, the discretion of the Nigerian Registrar of Trade Marks has no statutory backing
unlike that of the UK. It would appear that under the strict interpretation of most national laws
anyone who applies for a mark which is not his should be eligible unless fraud can be established.
While it may be easier to prove fraud where the applicant had a relationship with the original
creator/proprietor of the mark in he originating countries, it may prove difficult where the applicant
simply engages in the business of watching for potentially successful marks in foreign territories
and registering them locally.
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6.6.4	 Procedural Hurdles
The TRIPS' procedural requirements for the registration and opposition or
cancellation of marks is commendable. They include the obligation to:1
promptly publish a mark either before or after registration;
afford a reasonable opportunity for petitions for oppositions and
cancellations;
have written and reasoned decisions as against oral decision; and
afford a right of fair hearing and a right of appeal against any
such decision.
Practitioners will appreciate how the absence of, or refusal to comply with
similar provisions can frustrate proprietors and create avenues for unauthorised
copying. For instance, in Nigeria, the erstwhile failure of the Registry to publish
marks caused some applications to subsist for several years before
registration. 155
 If a new mark which has not acquired any reputation (on
which a passing off action can be based) suffers from such delay, unauthorised
copying or use of the mark may be difficulty to restrain in an action. However,
it should be noted that the situation has sinced improved in Nigeria.156
However, considering that WIPO's efforts at harmonisation of trade marks was
abandoned because of the TRIPS negotiations, observers may be disappointed
to note that TRIPS left a gap necessitating further efforts at harmonising
154 Articles 15(5) & 41(3)&(4) ibid.
Bentley, J.G., "Patents, trade marks an designs in West Africa", in Proceedings and Papers
of the Sixth Commonwealth Law Association, Lagos p.264 (1980).
' Jegede, "Obtaining and maintaining trade marks, patent and design rights in Nigeria" in
Sodipo & Fagbemi (eds.) Nigeria's foreign investment laws and intellectual property rights op cit.
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registration practices which cause considerable hardship in the trade mark
world.' 57	On the other hand, it would appear that this criticism is unfair
considering that TRIPS did seek to go so far.1
6.6.5	 Rules As To Use of Mark
Prior to TRIPS, some national laws had measures which prejudicially aftected
trade mark proprietors and sometimes opened the floodgates to unauthorised
copying. For instance, the Paris Convention permitted trade mark cancellation
after three or five years of non-use in some countries. 159 While it is unfair
to allow a mark to continue to exist on a register if it is not in use for such a
long period, it is unreasonable to open a mark to cancellation if the non-use
thereof stems from trade barriers or other circumstances beyond the control of
the proprietor.° Henceforth, member states of TRIPS will no longer be
permitted to cancel marks on the grounds of non-use if the conditions causing
the non-use thereof occurs independently of the will of the proprietor. This
should contribute towards curbing counterfeiting of marks of innocent
proprietors by third parties who may initiate cancellation proceedings in bad
faith, only for the purpose of being able to use the mark or one identical to it
after it has been cancelled.
One problem which is not specifically treated under TRIPS is the requirement
in some national laws that foreign marks should be used in conjunction with
local marks,' 61 or that pharmaceutical brands should be in smaller print while
157 Sodipo, Bankole, "The New Trade Marks Law Treaty", Managing Intellectual Property Trade
Mark Yearbook 1994, London: Euromoney Publications (1994) p. 10.
158 For instance, TRIPS did not prescribe details of patent registration procedure.
159 UK: s.46(1), 5 years; Nigeria: s.31, 5 years.
160 Para.2.9.1 ante.
161 Nigenan Law Reform Working Paper 	 para.421 (e) where the Law Reform Commission
rejected the suggestion to adopt the practice in Nigeria.
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the generic names should be in bigger print. 162	As this practice is not
directly relevant to unauthorised copying, it is not dealt with here.
6.6.6	 Nature of Rights Exercisable
To curb counterfeiting, the proprietor of a registered mark should be able to
restrain certain acts of unauthorised copying which may prejudice his business
or mark. Generally, infringement of a registered mark only occurs where the
mark or one which is identical or similar to it is applied in the course of trade
without the consent of the proprietor of the mark, on goods or services identical
or similar to the ones for which the mark is registered and there is a likelihood
of confusion on the part of the public. This remains the standard prescribed
by TRlPS. 1 Two problems arise from this minimum standard: the use on
similar goods or dissimilar goods.
(i)	 Similarity - Proving Likelihood of Confusion
The first is that it raises an onus not only to establish similarity but also to prove
that there is a likelihood of confusion. In a number of cases, the injured party
goes into the expense of obtaining surveys which may not be acceptable to the
courts. 1 TRIPS prescribes a solution to this problem. It requires national
laws to raise a presumption that there is a likelihood of consumer confusion
where the identical mark is applied on goods or services identical to the ones
for which the mark is registered. However, as TRIPS does not require
the presumption to be irrebuttable, a defendant may escape liability or penalty
if he can prove that consumers will not likely be confused. In line with this, in
162 Daniel, Denis, Genencs vs Trademarks, Trademark World May 1994 p.18.
163 Article 16(1) of TRIPS; UK: s.1O(1)&(2); Nigeria: ss.5 & 6.
164 For the prerequisites for a valid survey, see Impenat Group Plc v Phillip Morris Ltd. [19841
RPC 293; Scott Ltd v Nice Pak Products Ltd [1988]FSR 123, [1989] FSR 100; UK Trade Marks
Handbook, London: Longman para.121.3.42.
165 Article 16(1) ibid.
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an action for the infringement of a part B mark in Nigeria, a defendant who
establishes that his use of the mark is not likely to deceive, or cause confusion,
or to indicate any connection with the proprietor of the mark will be absolved
from liability. This makes good sense because neither the right holder nor the
consumer will suffer harm if there is no likelihood of confusion.
(ii)	 Dissimilar Goods
Another problem about the TRIPS' minimum standard on what constitutes
infringement is that it does not include the use of a similar or identical mark (to
one which is registered), on goods which are dissimilar from the ones for which
the registration is obtained but which use can unfairly benefit from a reputable
of the mark. Thus in Nigeria and until of recent in the UK, an infringement
action could not been instituted against a third party who uses a registered
mark for dissimilar goods, the only remedy being passing oft in Nigeria.166
The application of a registered mark on dissimilar goods which is commonly
called dilution is prohibited in the USA.' 67 The rationale for this is that given
the reputation of a mark, the public may associate the dissimilar goods with
those of the proprietor of the mark and secondly the continued use on other
goods could dilute the distinctive value of the mark. 1	The unsatisfactory
option this leaves is for member states to rely on Article 10 of the Paris
Convention which raises an obligation for national laws to prohibit acts of unfair
competition. Unfortunately, the term "unfair competition", is not susceptible to
agreeable definition and leaving each nation to determine whether to use
regimes such as passing off or unfair competition laws.' 69 The fact that it is
166 Martino, Tony, Trade Mark Dilution Oxford: Oxford University Press (1995); S.1O(3) of the
new UK Act now prohibits this.
167 McCarthy, Trade Marks, New York: Callaghan. Note that this is primarily state rather than
Federal provision.
168 McCarthy,note 165 supra; Martino, Tony, Trade Mark Dilution supra.
169 In Nigeria, the UK and most common law countries, unregistered marks are protected under
the passing off regime while they are protected in some civil law countries, under a regime of unfair
competition laws.
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now compulsory for EC member states to permit the proprietor of a mark to
restrain the use of identical marks on dissimilar goods where the mark has a
reputation in the country concerned and the use of the mark without due course
takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or
repute of the registered mark, 17° underscores the absence of a justification
for the gap left by TRIPS.
This same criticism goes to the absence of any treatment of unregistered marks
in TRIPS. Given my definition of counterfeiting to include unregistered marks,
it is regretted that TRIPS makes no reference to them (except impliedly through
well-known marks). 171 It doubtful if all pharmaceutical and computer
software marks are registered. Certainly, the unauthorised use of an
unregistered pharmaceutical or computer trade mark on goods which are
dissimilar to those on which they are applied before the mark becomes well-
known can dilute such a mark.
6.6.7	 Well-Known Marks
The treatment of well-known marks is far from settled. Article 6 bis of the Paris
Convention requires member states to, either suo moto refuse to register172
a mark which is similar or identical to a well-known mark, to refuse or cancel
such registration 173, or prohibit its use pursuant to a request by the proprietor
of the well-known mark, where the use on similar or identical goods is liable to
create confusion.
170 Article 5(1), First Council Directive to Approximate the Laws of Member States Relating to
Trademarks, of December 211988, 89/1 04/EEC:OJ - OJL4O, 11.2.89, p.1; Article 9(1 )(c), Council
Regulation 40/94 of December20 1993 of the Community Trademark Regulation OJL1 1, 14.1.94,
p.1.
171 para.4.1
172 If the domestic laws permit such ex officio acts of refusal for registration.
173 The same provision requires national laws to permit a request for cancellation to be made
by the proprietor of the well-known mark for a period of up to five years from registration and in the
case of the "infringing mark" having been fraudulentty obtained, no time limit is supposed to be
placed on the right to initiate a cancellation proceedings.
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Although the Paris Convention does not specify whether or not the well-known
mark must be a mark registered in the country where a dispute arises, it is at
least arguable that this includes unregistered marks. 174
 Otherwise Article
6 will be superfluous in the sense that the owner of a registered mark
(irrespective of whether or not the mark is well-known) has the privilege to
prevent the registration of, or seek the cancellation from the register of a mark
which is identical or similar to his own, where the mark is sought to be used on
identical goods.
The strict interpretation of the Paris provision means that only the application
of an identical or similar mark on goods similar or identical to the ones for
which a well-known mark is registered or used by the proprietor of the well-
known mark can be prevented. This is unduly limited. Stricto sensu, it cannot
be used to prevent the application of the marks to dissimilar goods, making the
provision somewhat of less value than passing off. 175
 Given this limitation,
the use of well-known marks without authorisation by a third party, on goods
which are dissimilar to the ones for which the goods are used by the owner of
the well-known mark does not constitute a breach of the Paris Convention. Yet
the third party's use may be unfair in that it appropriates and rides on the
goodwill of the well-known mark and it may dilute the distinctiveness of the
mark.
TRIPS seeks to close this Paris Convention gap by specifically requiring that
the use or registration of marks similar to, or identical with a well-known
registered mark must be prevented where the other mark is applied even to
goods dissimilar from the ones for which the well-known mark is registered.176
174 Ladas, S.P., Patents trademarks and related rights - international protection Cambridge:
Harvard University Press (1975) paras. 1087, 1252-1256; Karet, I., "Passing Off and trade marks:
confusing times ahead?" [1993] EIPA 3 at 4.
175 Lego Systems v Lego Lemelstrud [1983] FSR 155. Oworkin, G., "Passing off and unfair
competition: an opportunity missed" (1981) 41 MLR 564; Phillips, J., & Coleman, A., "Passing off
and the "common field of activity" 101 LQR 242 (1985).
176 Article 16(3) ibid.
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The only proviso in TRIPS is that such use or registration should only be
prevented where it would likely damage the interests of the proprietor of the
well-known mark and would indicate a connection between those goods and the
latter. To this extent, the well-known marks provision of TRIPS appears to be
Paris-pIus.' On the other hand, if the Paris Convention extends to
unregistered well-known marks, it seems unfortunate that the TRIPS extension
to prevent the use of marks on dissimilar goods only applies to registered well-
known marks. Consequently, the scope for discriminating against unregistered
marks which are well-known is still open under TRIPS.'78
It is at least arguable as far as the UK is concerned, that an unregistered mark
only becomes well-known and susceptible to protection if the proprietor had a
reputation and goodwill in the sense of actually conducting some form of
business locally as against token trade and advertisements. 179 There is no
solace for the proprietors of unregistered well-known marks in the TRIPS'
regime for well-known marks since it applies only to registered well-known
marks. Consequently, proprietors of well-known marks which are unregistered
in the UK or in jurisdictions where the UK cases are of persuasive authority are
still susceptible to counterfeiting without remedy in a post-TRIPS era. Other
than rectifying this TRIPS defect, proprietors of well-known marks have an
onerous task - register and maintain their marks in all jurisdictions. This
defeats the purpose of regarding some marks as being well-known.
Nonetheless, proprietors will find the TRIPS' obligation that in determining
whether a mark is well-known, regard must be given to the account of the
177 Wider than Paris.
178 In responding to this problem, some national laws which seek to distinguish between well-
known marks and exceptionally well-known/famous/notorious marks, give the proprietors of the
latter the right to prevent the use of identical marks on dissimilar goods, but this only applies to
registered marks: Blakeney, M., "Well-known' marks" [1994] 11 EIPR 481 at 482.
179 Anheuser Busch Inc v Budovicky Budvar [1984] FSR 413; Alain Bemardin et cie v Pavilion
Properties Ltd [1967 RPC 581; Athletes Foot Marketing Association Inc. v Cobra sports Ltd [19801
RPC.
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knowledge of the mark obtained as a result of the promotion of the mark, in
addition to the knowledge the relevant sector of the public have of the
mark.' 8° There is a dearth of material which subject the interpretation of two
terms (as used in TRIPS) "promotion of the mark", or the "relevant sector of the
public" to detailed analysis. Nonetheless, the prevalent view is that promotion
includes advertisements and goes beyond actual local business presence.181
It seems more reasonable to interpret the second term as the relevant sector
of the domestic public as local courts may find it difficult to subscribe to the
view that they are to determine the knowledge of the relevant sector of the
international public, thus a mark may be well-known in some jurisdictions but
not in others.
In fulfilling its Paris treaty obligations for well-known marks, section 56 of UK's
Trade Marks Act does not satisfy TRIPS standards for the protection against
use for goods dissimilar to the ones for which the well-known mark is
registered. What section 56 does is to grant the proprietor of an unregistered
well-known mark, the right to sue for infringement of trade mark, even where
he is not carrying on business in the UK, or where he does not have goodwill
in the UK, as if his mark is registered in the UK. 182 However, UK's TRIPS
obligations are satisfied for well-known marks through the combined effect of
section 56 and section 10(3). Under section 10(3), the use of a mark (identical
or similar to a registered mark which has a reputation in the UK) on dissimilar
goods constitutes an infringement of the registered mark when the latter either
takes unfair advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or
repute of the registered mark, without due cause.
Nigeria has not satisfied her treaty obligations for well-known marks.
Article 16(2) ibid.
181 Blakeney supra at 483.
182 Arguably, s.56 does not grant anything new to the proprietor of a well-known mark
registered in the UK. Note that such a person is only entitled to an injunction.
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Presently, a well-known mark can be registered as a defensive mark in Nigeria
if it is an invented word. 	 There are moves to extend defensive
registration to all well-known marks, irrespective of whether they are invented
words. The Nigerian defensive registration regimes offers the proprietor
of a registered mark the right to register the mark for goods other than the ones
for which he intends to use. But the Nigerian regime is limited in that only the
use of similar or identical marks on goods which are similar or identical to those
for which the mark is defensively registered can be prevented. Further, there
are problems associated with establishing that a mark qualifies as a well-known
invented word. 185 Changes have to be made to align the Nigerian law with
TRIPS, firstly by extending the concept to all well-known marks irrespective of
whether or not they have been invented. Secondly, the amendments must
grant the proprietor of a well-known mark the right to restrain the use of an
identical or similar mark on any class of goods, provided the use will likely
damage the interests of the proprietor of the well-known mark, or would indicate
a connection between those goods and the latter.
6.7 Remedies
Following the practice in many countries, the remedies for a breach of
intellectual property rights under TRIPS are similar to those of the breach of
other proprietary rights. They include interlocutory and final injunctions,
183 s. 32, 1965 Act.
'	 s.164(2) of the Industrial Property Bill.
185 See In the matter of the application of Ferodo (1945) 62 RPC 111, decided under the old
UK 1938 Trade Marks Act which is in pan materia with Nigeria Trade Marks Act. FERODO had
been registered for various classes of goods but used primarily for clutch and brake linings. The
application for a defensive registration of FERODO in classes 5 (pharmaceutical articles) and 34
(tobacco, smokers articles and matches) was refused despite the large turn over of the applicant,
and its advertising campaign. The court held that the evidence to support such application must
show that its use for the goods in the class sought would lead to a belief that its user on other
goods indicates a trade connection with the proprietor of the mark. The onus on the applicant is
easier to discharge if the goods which the applicants seek the registration for are similar to those
for which it has been used. The evidence must include persons trading in the class sought, the
importance of marks in that trade and the belief of such persons when they saw the mark.
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damages, account for profits and forfeitures of infringing goods and
contrivances used in making them and the costs of the successful party'86.
Since these remedies are well articulated in national laws of countries which
have intellectual property laws, they will not be given further consideration
here.' 87 Nonetheless, one interesting and uncommon remedy suggested by
TRIPS requires a brief mention.
TRIPS requires member states to grant their judicial authorities the power to
order an infringer to pay the costs of the right holder which may include
appropriate attorney's fees, a practice which obtains in the US. 1 It is
difficult to ascertain how member states who do not require the payment of
attorney fees will respond to this. Suffice it to say that it may be impossible to
introduce this in countries like Nigeria were there is no standard billing practice
with regards to litigation.
6.8	 Conclusion
In order to curb piracy and counterfeiting, the legal factors which influence
these activities must be addressed and changes must be made from the law
as it is, to the law as it ought to be. Due consideration should be given to the
subject-matter which should be protected and the scope of rights exercisable.
Failure to do so opens a creator, investor or inventor to unauthorised copying.
As indicated in chapter 1, the failure of the Berne and Paris Conventions to
address some legal issues adequately was a significant factor in the call for
new internationally acceptable standards under TRIPS. The Conventions
cannot always be blamed because technology has sometimes overtaken law
making the latter deficient and uncertain.
186 Articles 44, 45 & 46 dd.
187 See for example Nigeria: s.25 Patents and Designs Act, 1970; ss.15, 16 & 26, Copyright
Act 1988; ss.5 & 6 Trade Marks Act 1965. For UK, see s.61 Patents Act, 1977; ss.96 - 100 CDPA
1988; ss.14 - 16, Trade Marks Act, 1994.
188 s. 505, US Copyright Act, 1976. See Goldstein, Copyright op cit., Vol.2 para.12.3.2.
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In addressing some of the relevant issues, this chapter has concentrated on the
pharmaceutical and computer software industries. An attempt has been made
to examine the extent to which TRIPS sufficiently provides the law as it ought
to be, given some of the growing and competing needs in these industries.
In the case of patents, it has been argued that TRIPS provides a useful guide
by adopting a non-discriminatory stand for pharmaceuticals which hitherto had
remained unpatentable in some countries given the gaps in the Paris
Convention. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the transitional
concessions given to developing countries where pharmaceutical products
cannot presently be patented, is not a good compromise because the exclusive
marketing rights are stronger that patents in some respects. If a developing
country must grant exclusive marketing rights pursuant to TRIPS, it may reduce
the full impact of the right by adopting my suggestion - making the exercise of
such rights dependent on the grant of a patent and a distribution right by the
health authorities in the US. If this suggestion is adopted, the exclusive
marketing rights will probably not take effect, at least for about six years from
the date of its application.
TRIPS does not lay down anything new for computer software patents. Hence,
it has been suggested that the present position in Europe where software per
se cannot be patented, but where they are patentable if they bring about a
technical result, which result is not in itself unpatentable is the law as it ought
to be internationally.
Although TRIPS seems to settle the debate as to whether computer programs
are literary works, this has come after issue had been settled in many
countries. Unfortunately, TRIPS does not specifically resolve the issue
whether running a program on a network constitutes an infringement, an issue
which is the subject of a proposed protocol to Beme. It has, however, been
argued that Beme sufficiently deals with the issue in that member states are
obliged to grant owners of literary works the right to prevent the communication
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of the work to the work by wire or wireless. By specifically making computer
programs a literary work under Beme, TRIPS may indirectly have resolved this
issue and made the call for the protocol to Beme obsolete.
TRIPS adopts the US and continental European view that works must be
creative to be susceptible to copyright protection, hence compilations of facts
per se do not have to be protected by copyright. This leaves an important
industry open to unauthorised copying, a poor standard for the law as it ought
to be. The better position would have been the adoption of a sui generis right
for non-intellectually created databases as under the proposed EC database
Directive where such databases can be subject to compulsory licences and a
wider scope of fair dealing.
With respect to trade marks, TRIPS is commendable in that:
it makes it obligatory for members to have reasonable procedures such as prompt
publication of marks, opportunity for oppositions and written/reasoned decisions
as against oral decisions;
marks will no longer be subject to cancellation for non-use where such non-use
is caused by factors beyond the control of the proprietor like trade barriers;
members are obliged to presume that the use of identical marks on identical
goods will cause confusion;
it extends the scope of well-known mark as prescribed under Paris to their use on
dissimilar marks.
However, some legal gaps which favour counterfeiting remain open particularly
as TRIPS fails to:
specify strong regimes for unregistered marks, despite the fact that most
proprietors find it onerous to register their marks in all countries of the world - in
Nigeria, such proprietors can only rely on passing oft which may fail if they do not
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have any business presence;189
specify that only the proprietor or authonsed persons can apply to register marks,
a provision which can curb the mala-fide application by agents or other third
parties;
specify that new forms of marks such as shapes and fragrances should be
registrable leaving some industries who may need protection open to copying;
recognise the increased need to prevent the dilution of marks, that is the use of
identical marks of repute on dissimilar goods (except in the case of registered
well-known marks).
Although the room for improvement has been highlighted, the TRIPS regime for
the protection of intellectual property rights in the pharmaceutical and computer
industries has gone a few steps further in eliminating the scope for
unauthorised copying derived from the lacuna in the previous treaties.
Nonetheless, urgent attention has to be given to the foregoing suggestions if
unauthorised copying (caused by the inadequacies in the legal regimes) is to
be curbed.
189 See the cases in note 179 supra which are of persuasive authority in Nigeria.
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Chapter 7
Criminalisation of Infringements Acts
7.0	 Introduction
The application of criminal sanctions in intellectual property law can be of
considerable benefit to right owners. In the first place, the cost of prosecution
is borne by the State and in many cases, the owners do not necessarily have
to get personally involved.' More importantly, the effective enforcement of
criminal sanctions seems to be more valuable than the application of civil
remedies perhaps because of the shock value, the liability of company
officers, 2 the stigma of a criminal record and the possibility of a prison term.
Yet criminal litigation has its short-comings. The decision to prosecute and the
speed of prosecution is usually at the discretion of the authorities who have
their own priorities. 3 Worse still, powerful remedies and procedures available
in civil litigation such as interlocutory injunctions, inspection and seizure
orders,4 discoveries, demanding answers to incriminating questions on the
extent of the illegal act, dealership etc, may not be available in criminal
litigation. Further, there is usually no compensation to the injured party arising
1 Dworkin & Taylor, op cit. p.122
2 Harbottle, G., "Criminal remedies for copyright and performer's right infringement under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents At 1988" [1994] ENT.L.R., 12 at 14.
For instance, less than 20 criminal prosecutions were conducted for copyright offences in the
UK between 1970 and 1980: Dworkin, note 12 chapter 4 supra at 12. The same point is alluded
to by Dworkin & Taylor p. 122. See chapter 8 for more discussions. Private prosecution which is
conducted by agents of right holders is discussed below.
' Though there is an improvement in the possibility of obtaining such orders and restraining
orders in some criminal provisions of intellectual property laws.
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directly from prosecution.5
This chapter discusses some of the problems associated with the extension of
criminal sanctions to intellectual property. It considers the extent to which the
introduction of criminal sanctions for breaches of private rights is justifiable; the
suitability of such sanctions; the difficulties arising from requirements of having
a guilty mind as a prerequisite to liability; the standard of proof; the inadequate
use of presumptions; and private prosecution.
Article 61 of TRIPS (the only provision on criminal penalties), prescribes an
international standard for criminalising infringements of intellectual property. It
provides
"Members shall provide for criminal procedures and remedies to be applied at
least in cases of wilful trademark counterfeiting or copyright piracy on a
commercial scale. Remedies available shall include imprisonment and/or
monetary fines sufficient to provide a deterrent, consistently with the level
of penalties applied for crimes of a corresponding gravity. In appropriate
cases, remedies available shall also include the seizure, forfeiture and
destruction of infringing goods and of any materials and implements the
predominant use of which has been made in the commission of the offence.
Members may provide for criminal procedures and penalties to be applied in other
cases of infringement of intellectual property rights, in particular where they are
committed wilfully and on a commercial scale"
7.1	 Criminal Sanctions: Antiquity
The application of criminal sanctions to intellectual property is not new. As
early as the 14th century, the Company of Stationers in England could ensure
the prosecution of persons who breached their codes. 6 In medieval Europe,
It has been suggested that the courts are not really inclined to use powers of compensation
where civil remedies are available: Firth, Alison "Application of criminal law to Intellectual Property"
forthcoming in Loveland, Ian, (ed.) Frontiers of Criminality, London: Sweet & Maxwell (1995);
Halsbury's Laws of England, 4th issue, Vol.11(2) reissue, para.1238; Comish, W.R., Intellectual
Property pp.31 -32.
6 Chapter 1 para 1.2.2 ante.
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non-members of guilds who used the marks of guilds could also be
prosecuted. 7
 Bearing armorial arms without registration was criminal by virtue
of the 1592 and 1672 Acts. 8
 The UK the Merchandise Marks Act 1872 et seq.,
and the Copyright Act 191 i 9 which were extended to most parts of the
Commonwealth, had criminal sanctions for the breach of intellectual property
rights, It may also be noted that in the US, there were attempts to make the
counterfeiting of marks an offence in the last century.1°
7.2	 Why Criminal Sanctions?
Generally, before an act or omission can be made a crime, it must be
perceived to be harmful not only to the individuals affected by it, but directly or
indirectly to the society at large.11
Firth suggests that one of the important functions of criminal law in capitalist
societies is to prevent dishonest or violent appropriation of property, 12
 as any
harm to private property may be indirectly harmful to the society at large.13
To an extent therefore, given the proprietary rights inherent in intellectual
Chapter 1 para.1.3.
See Sir Arthur Herman Munro of Fou!is-Obsdale [1955] SLT 5.
The UK Musical Copyright Act 1902-1906 also had criminal penalties.
10 Hopkins, J.L., The Law of Trade Marks 2nd ed. Callaghan & Co. Chicago USA, 1905 pp.341 -
2; Rakoff & Wolffe note 1 chapter 4, supra.
A crime may be generally defined as a wrong committed by an act or omission regarded as
being sufficiently injurious to public order and decency and private citizens to warrant the penalty
of a fine, a term of imprisonment or a suspended sentence by the state, through the application of
a criminal proceeding: Smith & Hogan, Criminal Law, 7th ed., Butterworths London, 1992, p.17.
12 Firtti note 5 supra.
13 Indeed, it has been suggested that "the approach to crime control that characterizes any
given era in history is inexorably linked to contemporaneous notions about crime and causation":
Flanagan, Timothy, J., "Change and influence in popular criminology: Public attributions of crime
and causation", Journal of Criminal Justice, (1987) 15 (3): 231-243 at 232.
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property and the surge in the activities of pirates and counterfeiters, 14
 it is
reasonable to subject the infringement of such rights to criminal liability.
The imposition of criminal penalties in most areas of law including intellectual
property is a recognition by the law making organs of the inadequacy of private
law remedies. 15 The extension of criminal sanctions derives from the
perception of law making organs of the harm done to the public and this
perception is influenced either by lobby of industry, 16 or the harm done to
consumers,' 7 or the combination of the two.' 8 The extension of criminal
14 See paras. 4.1, 4.4 - 4.7 above
15 Scott, Cohn, "Criminalising the Trader to protect the Consumer: Fragmentation and
Consolidation of Trading Standards Regulations" forthcoming in Loveland, Ian, Frontiers of
Criminality London: Sweet & Maxwell (1995).
16 See also, Dworkin note 12 chapter 4 supra at p.8; The extension of criminal sanctions or
the increase in the penalties is sometimes borne out of the lobby of the (local or international)
industries affected by the harm. For instance, in the UK, the criminalisation of the piracy of musical
works: The Musical Copyright Act 1902 & 1906 see Skone James,F.E., Copinger on the Law of
Copyright, Sweet & Maxwell, 1936, p.170-178. The infringements of the rights in performances:
Arnold, Richard, Performing rights London:Sweet & Maxwell (1990); Firth, note 5 supra; The
extension of criminal law to other materials subject matter of copyright under the UK Copyright,
designs and Patents Act, 1988 Act: See the Whitford Committee Report op cit.; the extension of
criminal law to trade marks in UK under the Trade Marks Act, 1994 also resulted from industry's
lobby. In Nigeria, the industry's lobby led to the new, and increase in the old criminal provisions
in Nigeria's Copyright Act, 1988: see para. 1.7.2 ante. In the USA, the introduction of criminal
penalties for the infringement of trade marks is the aftermath of increased industry lobby given the
resurgence in counterfeiting: Harvey note 1 chapter 4 supra. The inclusion of criminal penalties
in intellectual property laws passed by some countries have been pursuant to international trade
pressures.
17 In other cases, the application of criminal law derives from a society's protectionist policies
in favour of consumers or local businesses. Notable examples are the repealed Merchandise
Marks Acts, 1872-1958, the Trade Descriptions Act, 1968 all of the United Kingdom. In Nigeria,
the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs Act 1988 was passed with criminal sanctions because of the need
to protect consumers: Aiyegbo, note 3 chapter 4 supra; Adams, "Fighting counterfeiting in Nigeria -
We can win!", in Sodipo, Bankole & Fagbemi, Bunmi, (eds.), Nigerian Foreign Investment Laws
and Intellectual Property Rights, CLIP & QMWC, 1994, p.132, though the Pharmaceutical industry
made initial attempts to lobby for this law, the death of 109 babies from counterfeit and fake drugs
exacerbated the passage of the law. The passage of the Merchandise Marks Acts similar to those
of the UK in the Commonwealth could be attributed to a protectionist policy of the main traders then
who were British.
18 Wife battering only emerged as a social problem demanding criminal penalties in the mid-
seventies when feminist organisations and networks grew to be influential and the media to raise
social attention to the problem. Similarly, drug use, child abuse, etc did not become crime until the
social context was ripe for change and groups existed with sufficient motivations and influence to
effect law reform: Lilly, Rober J., Cullen Francis T., & Ball, Richard A., Criminological Theory
Context and Consequences Sage Publications Inc., USA, (1989) p.118.
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liability to companies and separate liability to the officers of the same
companies seems to reflect the view taken of the harm occasioned.' 8a
 These
perceptions give rise to protectionist policies in favour of consumers or local
business.
7.3 Acts Which Should Be Criminalised
The question "which acts should be criminalised?", does not render itself to an
easy answer. Where do we draw the line? If the law is unduly extended: then
most students may be subject to criminal penalties for photocopying; many
teenagers may also be liable to a criminal record because of dubbing music or
videos for private use; and tourists may even be tried for buying counterfeit
products. It is highly probable that such laws will not be enforced because of
the reluctance of Jaw enforcement agents. Alternatively, such laws may be
continually suffer from public criticism until repealed, given that many people
would probably imagine being held personally criminally liable for such laws.
On the other hand, if the law is unduly restricted: those who hawk a handful of
pirated products may be free of criminal penalties. Since it is not cost effective
for industry to proceed against hawkers or other persons who may probably be
men of straw from whom no award of damages can set-off the costs of civil
litigation, there is industry preference for criminal action at least against such
men of straw.
Prior to TRIPS, there was no definitive guide on which acts should be
criminalised. TRIPS goes a little further. Article 61, requires national laws to
criminalise at least two sets of infringements: copyright piracy done wilfully
on a commercial scale; and counterfeit of trade marks done wilfully on a
commercial scale. National authorities, however, have the discretion to extend
criminal sanctions to other infringements of intellectual property rights
which are done: wilfully and on a commercial scale.
' 8a Like a human body, a company has a brain and a nerve centre, some officers are mere
servants while some represent the mind and will of the company being those entrusted with the
exercise of the company powers: Tesco Supermarket Ltd v Nattrass (1972] AC 153 at 199; Bolton
Eng. v Graham [1957] 1 QB 159 at 172.
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Following TRIPS, only infringements done wilfully and on a commercial scale
should be subject to criminal penalties and the following should not qualify:
students' personal photocopying for research purposes; teenagers for dubbing
music or videos for private use; and tourists for buying counterfeit products.
However, the institution of criminal actions against persons and companies
whose infringement is merely negligent or inadvertent, but not necessarily
"wilful" is rather unfortunate.19
It is suggested that the following acts which form a direct or indirect
unauthorised dealing with intellectual property rights should be offences
(because they are usually done on a commercial scale), unless the defendant
can establish that his activity was for private use:- the importation, possession,
distribution, reproduction, copying, and supply of materials, moulds, plates and
contrivances which are to be used to infringe. 20 Nevertheless, two other
problems arise: the undue limitation to registered trade marks as against
unregistered marks; the suitability of criminal sanctions for patent infringements
and the difficulties posed by the prosecutor's onus to prove the defendant's
guilty mind.
7.3.1	 Limitation to Registered Trade Marks
By limiting the definition of trade mark counterfeiting to registered trade
marks21 , TRIPS permits national laws to refrain from extending criminal
sanctions to the unauthorised copying of unregistered marks and get-ups
(famous and otherwise). It is not clear what the rationale is. Suffice it to say
that unregistered marks can be likened to copyright which does not necessarily
19 See for instance Thames Hudson Ltd. v Design and Artists Copyright Society Ltd & ors.
[19951 FSR 153, criminal action was instituted against the plaintiffs, a well-known art publisher and
its directors for including a drawing (whose copyright was owned by the second defendant) in a
publication. The fact that the parties had previously had a commercial relationship was held to be
irrelevant. It would appear that the act is not wilful within the context of TRIPS.
20 As illustrated in para. 4.4.4 ante, infringers sometimes have a division of labour. The covers
of a book or the labels for a shirt may be pnnted in one place and other accessories may be added
by others in another place to prevent detection.
21 See para. 4.1 ante.
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need any formalities such as registration which may serve as notice to the
public. It is doubtful if the rationale can be based on property concepts. Most
laws permit the assignment of registered trade marks and copyright since
theyare treated as property in themselves. At least unregistered marks are
assignable with the goodwill of the business. If criminal law sanctions can be
extended to copyright, there is no reason why they cannot be extended to
unregistered marks. Though it may be argued that if the "owner" of an
unregistered mark wants criminal sanctions to be applied against unlawful
copying of his mark, he should registered it, the best way forward is to make
the infringement of unregistered marks an offence considering the number of
unregistered marks and given the definition of counterfeiting in paragraph 4.1
above, to include unregistered marks.
The position in Nigeria and the UK is not the same. Only the infringement of
a registered mark can constitute an offence under section 92 of the new UK
Trade Marks Act 1994. However, it is arguable that to a limited extent, it was
possible to prosecute the unlawful use of unregistered marks under the Trade
Descriptions Act 1968, notwithstanding the difficulties that surrounded the
regime.22 The unauthorised use of an unregistered mark does not constitute
an offence under Nigeria Merchandise Marks Act, 1916, but it could be an
offence under the new Trade Maipractices Miscellaneous Offences Decree,
1992 which penalises among other things, false descriptions or misleading
application of marks or brands on goods. However, it is not clear whether the
provisions of the Penal Code which is in force in some northern states in
Nigeria applies to unregistered marks but the author has no record of any
prosecution conducted pursuant to the Code.23
7.3.2	 Suitability of Criminal Sanctions to Patents
Unlike the case with copyright and trade marks, most national laws do not apply
See for instance R v Price [1993] 9 EIPR D-224 and A v Veys [1993] 9 EIPR D-223.
23 ss.373 - 377, Penal Code. Cap. 89 Laws of Northern Nigeria 1963; ss. 425 & 426, Penal
Code, Cap. 345 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 1990.
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criminal law to patent infringement neither does any international treaty require
such application.24
 Three reasons are suggested for this stand. Civil
proceedings seems adequate to address the patent problem, hence industry
has rarely lobbied for the introduction of criminal sanctions.25
 Secondly,
unlike criminal prosecution of trade marks and copyright which can be done
without much involvement from the injured parties, the prosecution of patents
infringers will probably involve the injured party. The expense and technical
nature of patents especially where the defendant challenges the validity thereof,
are major disincentives for the inclusion of patents infringement offenses, It
is possible, however, that patents which have been held valid in a civil
proceeding may in future be used in criminal proceedings.
TRIPS envisages the possibility of criminalising patent infringement since it
permits members to provide criminal penalties in other cases of infringement
other than "trade mark counterfeiting" or "copyright piracy".26
The proposed Nigerian Industrial Property Law seeks to criminalise the
infringement of patents. A defendant may be convicted if he exercises any of
the exclusive rights of the patentee without permission, if he knows or has
reason to believe there was patent protection for the relevant process or
product.27
 It is not clear whether the mens rea requirement here only
pertains to knowledge of existence of a patent in respect of the invention or
whether the particular act is an infringement of the patent. In this wise, this
24 But note that in some nations, it is an offence to make false claims that about a product
being patented when it is not: s. 110 of the UK Patents Act, 1977.
25 For example the issue was not raised either in the UK Banks Report (The British Patent
System - Report of the Committee to examine the patent system and the patent law, HMSO 1970),
or the Canadian Report, (proposed Patent Law, Dept. of Consumer & Corporate Aftairs). It
probably would have been raise had it been important to industry. Compare this with the Working
Paper on the Reform of Industrial property Law in Nigeria, op cit., where the issue was raised
directly by the Law Reform Commission without any calls for it by industry.
Article 61 bid.
27 S.91-93 of the Bill.
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provision is most peculiar.
Unless narrowly interpreted to mean "knowledge that the act in question
constitutes an infringement", the law may be creating an offence of strict liability
in respect of patent infringements. Everyone including every defendant is
deemed to have knowledge of the existence of a patent by virtue of the fact
that the publication of patents is regarded as notice to the world of the
existence of the patent. Hence, no defendant can argue that he does not
know, or have reasonable grounds to know of the existence of a patent, at least
in the case of published patents. Under such strict liability interpretation, it will
be no defense that an infringer did not know that the act in question by itself
infringes the patent. It is strongly suggested that such an interpretation is
unreasonable and will defeat the purpose of the proposed law. More reasons
would probably have been offered if the intention was to move from a position
where an act is not an offence to one where it becomes an offence of strict
liability. Further, if strict liability was intended, phrases such as knowledge or
reason to believe would not have been used. 28
 The foregoing
notwithstanding, a provision that a defendant will only be convicted if he knows
or has reason to believe that the act was an infringement of the patent would
have been a better attempt at drafting statutory. On the other hand, while the
term of imprisonment for one or two years is sufficiently deterrent, the N2000
or N3,000 fine is not!.
Although the Nigerian proposed position is well intentioned, it is submitted that
such infringement should only be criminalised in the case of wilful commercial
acts. It remains to be seen what the response of law enforcement agents and
prosecuting officers will be towards the prosecution of a patent offence.29
Note that s.92 of the Bill which creates another patent offence uses the term "Knowingly",
suggesting that the second offence will not be one of strict liability.
See chapter 8 for a discussion of the responses of law enforcement agents.
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7.3.3	 Actus Non Facit Reum Nisi Mens Sit Rea
According to Article 61 of TRIPS, only acts done wilfully should be criminalised.
This derives from the maxim actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea, a maxim
of considerable antiquity, which disallows the application of criminal sanctions
without the concurrence of a guilty mind with a forbidden act or omission.
Given the gravity of the harm caused by some acts or omissions and the
difficulty of establishing the guilty mind of a defendant, 3° some laws are
passed with strict liability (where the issues of the guilty mind of the defendant
is irrelevant); some laws reverse the burden by requiring the defendant to
establish lack of a guilty mind; while others require that offences are committed
only where the defendant knows or reasonably ought to know that the act or
omission constitutes an offence.
if piracy and counterfeiting are (harmful) infringements on a commercial
scale,31
 and if it is unfair to penalise defendants without a guilty mind, it is only
reasonable to require defendants to establish an absence of guilty mind, in
order to be absolved of liability. Whilst the prosecutor and the defendant will
have knowledge of the guilty act, the experience of the requisite guilty mind is
often solely within the knowledge of the defendant. It therefore makes good
sense for the onus to be on him to confirm or refute the requisite guilty mind.
3° The difficulties posed by the mens rea requirement in nineteenth century America is
illustrated by Voqt v People 59 III. App. 684., where an Illinois court held that guilty knowledge on
the part of the defendant is not established even where two strangers had informed the defendant
before hand, that the marks on the goods were counterfeit. To remedy similar problems in her own
state, the Massachusets Congress enacted a provision of law which required defendants charged
with selling goods with spurious marks to show that he bought them innocently: Hopkins note 10
supra, p.345-346. Across the Atlantic, mens rea caused problems at the turn of the century. The
attempt by the Bill (that became the 1911 Copyright Act) to extend the full scale of the Musical
Copyright Act, 1906, to other works was strong opposed in the UK House of Commons. The later
provided that unauthorised dealings with musical works will constitute an offence unless the
defendant shows that he acted innocently, a shift in the burden of establishing mens rea. The
compromise was section 11 of the 1911 Act, which though applied to all works, provided that
offences are only committed if a person does some acts knowingly: F.E Skone James, Copinger
on the Law of Copyright, London: Sweet & Maxwell, (1936), p.170-178.
31 See definition in para.4.1 and see the harm done in para.4.0.
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Thus in Nigeria and Malaysia, once the prosecution has proved that an act
which infringes copyright was done, the defendant will be liable unless he
establishes lack of guilty mind eg. lack of knowledge or that he acted in good
faith and that there was no reasonable ground for him to suppose that a
copyright offence was being committed. 32
 This position is preferable. While
it does not eradicate mens rea, it removes a heavy burden on prosecutors by
requiring defendants to prove what is easily within their knowledge.
This suggestion is not strange. The argument canvassed here is not that
mens rea be abrogated in intellectual property offence, rather, that the
defendant should bear the onus of proving the absence thereof.
Defendants should only be absolved from liability if they can establish absence
of guilty mind. Nonetheless, the infringing goods should still be confiscated just
as a party who buys stolen goods without any knowledge of the theft must
forfeit such goods. This is sufficient punishment for an innocent, careless or
negligent pirate or counterfeiter.
Unfortunately, whilst TRIPS requires the criminalisation of wilful (commercial)
activities it does not specify that national laws should put the onus of
establishing lack of guilty mind on defendants. Consequently, countries which
do not shift the burden of establishing the absence of a guilty mind cannot be
enjoined to do so pursuant to TRIPS. This may be a cause of concern in
future. It is hoped that more attention will be given to this aspect of anti-piracy
in the near future.
See sections 18 & 27, Nigerian Copyright Act; Section 41, Malaysian Copyright Act, 1987.
At least in Nigeria (and as it was in the UK before the Trade Marks 1994), where a
defendant in an action for the infringement of a Class-B mark is found to have infringed the mark
he is not liable to damages if he establishes lack of knowledge. Such a defendant is only liable
to forfeiture of the goods.
' For contrary views, see Lewin, Russell, The new Trade Marks Law - A Godsend for trade
mark owners or a Goldmine for their lawyers" [1994 3 EIPR 91.
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7.4 The Standard of Proof
The standard of proof in criminal cases is higher than that of civil. Unlike the
latter which can be established on a preponderance of evidence, criminal
liability can only be established by prove beyond reasonable doubt of every
ingredient of the offence, the guilty act and the guilty mind. 35
 This may raise
some problems.
The difficulty of discharging this burden has sometimes led to the belief that
criminal law is very technical compared to civil law and that judges are more
stringent in the application of its principles, a view which is not completely
correct. 36
 It has been demonstrated in chapter 5 that civil procedure has its
own share of technicalities which make proof and evidence difficult.
The view that criminal law is technical seems to stem from two main problems.
The extent to which inferences can be drawn in criminal law and the absence
or presence of presumptions.
For instance Hopkins suggests that the penal sanctions some US states had in the late 19th
century did not encourage prosecution because the uneasy burden of proof imposed upon the
states deterred such prosecution : Hopkins note 10 supra, p.345.
It must however, be conceded that criminal law like civil law has its fair share of technicalities
such as duplicity: Harbottle, note 2 supra and Kinnier-Wilson, "Criminal copyright offences under
sections 107 and 110 CDPA 1 988 [1995] 1 EIPR. But in refuting the assertion that criminal law
is technical, see Scott note 14 supra, who cited - R v Hommerton Cars [1976] 1 WLR 1243; Cottee
v Douglas Seaton [1972]. Though the following cases are based only on one statute, the
Merchandise Marks Acts, they suggest that courts do not necessarily apply criminal law too strictly:
Allard v Selfndge & Co. Ltd. [1925] KB. 129 involved a sale of a pair of stockings which were not
silk, though sales assistant had good faith, it was held on appeal, that the magistrate was wrong
that the mens rea required was intention to defraud, that there only need be an intention to the
forbidden act. In Stone v Bum [1911] 1 K.B. 927, a bottler who got hold of bottle bearing the
embossed name of another company but filled the bottle with Bass beer and sold them as beer was
held to apply a false trade description though a reasonable purchaser would realise he was not
buying the beer of the brewery company who owned the bottle. Starey v Chilworth Gunpowder
(1889) 24 QBD 90, 97, involved the sale of gunpowder. Though it was as good as what the sellers
purported to sell, the fact that it was sold with a false trade description was an offence.
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7.4.1	 Inferences
While civil courts can draw certain inferences, such may be inappropriate in a
criminal trial. Inferences may only be drawn in criminal trials in the absence
of any plausible explanation. For instance, it has rightly been suggested that
the decision in Reid v Kennett37 could have been otherwise if it had been a
civil case as the court would have drawn necessary inferences. The
appellant, a part-time employee in a video hire shop, had been convicted of
possession of illicit material by way of trade. The conviction was quashed on
the grounds that it was not enough to show that the films in question were
bought from a pirate. The possession had to be in the course of trade. Had
this been a civil action, it is likely that the court would have inferred that the
possession of a video film by an employee in a video hire shop is possession
in the course of trade.
It is trite that "circumstantial evidence is receivable in criminal as well as civil
cases; and indeed, the necessity of admitting such evidence is more obvious
in the former than in the latter; for, in criminal cases, the possibility of proving
the matter charged by direct evidence and positive testimony of eye-witnesses
or by conclusive documents is much more rare than in civil cases; and where
such testimony is not available, the jury are permitted to infer from the facts
proved, other facts necessary to complete the elements of guilt".39
However, such inferences may only be drawn in criminal cases when it is
certain that there are no other co-existing circumstances which would weaken
or destroy the inference. 40 For instance, where two people break into a store
[1986] Crim L.A. 456; 83 Cr. App. Rep. 63.
Firth note 5 supra.
Richardson et al., Archibold: Criminal Pleading Evidence & Procedure, (1993), London:
Sweet & Maxwell, para. 10-3.
4° Per Lord Normand in Teper v A [1952] AC 480 at 489.
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to steal, it can be inferred that they conspired to steal. 41
 It is interesting to
note that under sections 34 to 36 of UK's Criminal Justice and Public Order Act
1994, a court or jury is now permitted to draw inferences as may appear proper
due to the failure of an accused person's silence at trial or for failure to answer
questions after arrest.
7.4.2	 Presumptions
As argued in chapter 5 presumptions are an indispensable tool is establishing
facts which may be difficult to prove. Unfortunately, they are not always
applicable to criminal actions. However, the use of presumptions in criminal
law is not novel, hence it should be acceptable for intellectual property
sanctions. The latin maxim omnia praesumuntur rite et solemniter esse acta
donec probetur in contratium is accepted in criminal proceedings.42
Presumptions are even relevant in establishing mens rea as confirmed in Rv
Adema Arubi43 where a man who posted letter containing criminal libel was
held to have delivered it with the intention of its being read by the addressee.
Another example can be found in s.422 of the Nigerian Criminal Code and
s.317 of the Penal Code which create a presumption that a person held in
possession of stolen goods is presumed to have received them knowing they
were stolen. This is similar to the presumption in the Nigerian Evidence Act,
1945 that a man in possession of stolen goods soon after the theft is either
the thief, or has received stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen, unless he
Onoiie & ors v A [1966] 1 All NLR 86.
42 Until the contrary is proved, it will be presumed that a man who acted in public capacity or
situation was duly appointed and has properly discharged his function: Phillip Dim v A (1952) 14
WACA 154; R v Gordon (1789)1 Leach 515. Again, in Cambell v Watksend Shipway Enqineenng
Co. Ltd. [1977] Grim L.A. 351 DC, a case involving the prosecution instituted by a health officer,
a presumption of valid appointment of a health and safety inspector was applied and it was held
that the presumption could not be weakened by a mere challenge. It was held that the defendant
who disputed the validity of the appointment had the onus to prove the contrary.
(1933) 11 NLR 27
s.148.
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can account for his possession, has been applied in a number of cases.45
These are but few examples of presumptions applicable in criminal
proceedings.46
In the UK, the presumptions which are invaluable in civil proceedings for
copyright infringement are not applicable to criminal actions. 47
 On the other
hand, it has never been (successfully) disputed that the presumptions of
ownership, authorship and subsistence raised by the registration of marks are
not relevant and applicable in oftences against trade marks 48. Although it is
arguable that this double standard, a different approach for the use of
presumptions in trade marks and copyright, derives from the fact that
registration of marks (unlike copyright) puts a defendant on notice, the position
in Nigeria and Singapore seems preferable.
In Nigeria, and Singapore, apart from presumptions arising from trade mark
registration which are applicable in criminal proceedings, those pertaining to
copyright are also applicable to the criminal prosecution for copyright
infringement.49
Lawani v Police (1952) 20 NLR 87; A v Isa Braimoh (1943) 9 WACA 197; Otto Georci
Ghefeller v R (1943) WACA 12 (P.C.); A v Palmer lyakwe (1944) 10 WACA 180; A v Sunday
Jumbo 1960 LLR 192.
46 Another is the presumption of sanity: R v Layton (1849) 4 Cox 149.
Although ss.104-106 of the CPD Act, 1988, are supposed to apply to proceedings brought
under that chapter, and the criminal provisions of the Act are under the same chapter, the criminal
provision, s.107(6), specifically excludes the application of presumptions. Copinger 12th ed. states
at para 685, that the presumptions in s.20 of the 1956 Act only applied in civil actions but states
no authority for this.
The author did not come across any case where this was in issue, least of all, where it was
successfully contested.
S.35 of the Copyright Act, 1988 provides that presumptions are applicable in "any action for
an infringement of copyright in a work...". It is submitted that action includes civil or criminal
actions. It also appears that the presumptions under the Singapore Copyright Act can also be
extended to criminal actions under the Act. Under the Singaporean Copyright act, 1987, the
presumptions cover all actions in that part of the Act, including both civil and criminal proceedings.
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It is suggested that strong presumptions 50 should be applicable to criminal
trials in intellectual property field. Given the harm caused by piracy and
counterfeiting51 , the application of presumptions to their criminal prosecution
is a rising need today.
7.5	 Novelty of Criminal Sanctions in Intellectual Property
To the average non-intellectual property lawyer, intellectual property law is
esoteric and technical. This perception is also shared without exception by
those traditionally used to prosecuting crimes: prosecutors, magistrates and
judges.52 On the other hand, the average intellectual property lawyer being
more conversant with commercial litigation may be relatively inexperienced as
far as criminal litigation is concerned. The high standard of proof and the
absence in some cases of presumptions may discourage prosecutors from
pursuing pirates. 53 As suggested in chapter 8, these perceptions may affect
the use of criminal sanctions and procedures, even when they have been
introduced to intellectual property. The prosecutors may be reluctant to
prosecute offenders, while the average intellectual property lawyer who is more
conversant with commercial litigation may have reservations about using the
criminal law option.
7.5.1	 Private Prosecution
As earlier argued, 54 one of the problems with criminal sanctions is that the
5° See para. 5.8 ante, for the subtle difference between strong and weak presumptions.
51 Chapter 4
Firth argues that the ignorance of the existence of the nature of intellectual property rights
leads to technical difficulties. She cited an example of a criminal trial which was adjourned to
established whether a copyright notice was essential to the subsistence of copyright in a film but
also to cultural misunderstanding: Firth op cit.
This point is alluded to by Cranston, Regulating Business - Law and Consumer Agencies,
London: Macmillan, (1979), p.1 17, with regards to trading standard offences.
Para.7.O above.
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prosecution is invariably conducted by a public body vested with powers to
prosecute offences. This means the decision whether to prosecute and the
speed of prosecution is left to the discretion of the public prosecutor. The
point has also been made that between 1970 and 1980, less than 20
prosecutions were conducted in England.55
Fortunately, some national laws permit private prosecution of offences. 56 In
such nations, there is nothing stopping injured parties from privately prosecuting
offenders. 57
 Admittedly, there are difficulties with this procedure 58 especially
in Nigeria where the right to conduct a private prosecution for an offence
against a state law has been limited to perjury.59
With the exception of private prosecution, prosecution depends on the
discretion and priorities of public authorities. "Thus it is in the interest of
copyright owners to band together to form industry organisations which carry
out policing activities on their behalf, including the gathering of information, and,
where appropriate, notify the prosecuting authorities with a view to
prosecution". 6° Where the prosecuting authorities fail to prosecute,industry
organisations can conduct private prosecutions.
Dworkin, note 12 chapter 4 supra.
For UK see s.6, Prosecution of Offences Act, 1985: Richardson et al., note 39 supra at
para.1-291.
For brief accounts of the use of these proceedings in the UK, see: "Ex-mayor convicted of
infringing photographer's copyright by distributing "political smear" leaflet in UK first case",
Copyright World, issue 19, Nov/Dec. 1991, p.10; "Vigilant fashion girl halts piracy on the High
Streets", Daily Mail, Sat. July 10 1993.
Fawehinmi, Gani, The nght of a private prosecutor Lagos: Nigerian Law Publications narrates
the attempts by Fawehinmi to prosecute two Nigerian defence chiefs for the murder of his client,
Dele Giwa, who was murdered by the first letter bomb in Nigeria. The Lagos State director of
public prosecutor refused to prosecute under a mandamus was issued by the Supreme Court.
When they decided to prosecute, the case was handled with little enthusiasm. It may be noted that
the Attorney General in Nigeria may enter a nolle proseque, to stop the continuation of a private
prosecution, at any stage, without being questioned.
Okague, Isabell, "Private Prosecution (1990) Journal of African Law.
60 Dworkin & Taylor op cit, p.122.
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The right to conduct private prosecution can safeguard a state prosecutor's
inaction, negative response, negligence or otherwise. 61 On the other hand,
private prosecution may be abused. It may be motivated by malice or
personal gain and the only check seems to be the right to sue for malicious
prosecution. Despite the merits of private prosecution, it is not available for
the prosecution of intellectual property offences in Lagos State in Nigeria62
and the US.63
Once members of the public are protected against the misuse of the right to
private prosecution, there is no reason why injured parties should not be able
to institute actions to prosecute offences against their intellectual property
especially where the state authorities refuse or are slow to prosecute.
Unfortunately, TRIPS does not require member states to establish a right to
private prosecution. This may create difficulties in the near future particularly
where right holders are not satisfied with a state prosecutor's decision not to
prosecute.
7.6	 Goals of Criminal Punishment
The preferred view is that the aim of punishment for intellectual property
offences should be to deter further offences, rather than the retribution or
reformation theories.	 Apart from ensuring that the relevant acts of unfair
61 Dression, "Private prosecution: a remedy for district attorneys' unwarranted inaction", (1975)
Yale L.J. 210 at 227; Williams, "The power to prosecute", [19551 Crim. L.R. 596 at 599; cardenas,
"The crime victim in the prosecutorial process", (1986) 9 Harvard J. of L & Public Policy, 357 at
361. It may even reduce costs see note 57 supra where it has been reported to have reduced
costs in the UK because it is conducted in the magistrates courts where counsel need not be
instructed.
62 See notes 58 & 59 supra.
In the US, the public prosecutor has the exclusive power to initiate proceedings for most
offences: Sidmar,, A., "The outmoded concept of private prosecution", (1976)25 Am.U.LRev 754;
Cadenas, supra note 61, at 374-375. However, an injured party may instruct his counsel to assist
the prosecutor.
64 Article 61 of TRIPS specifies that criminal remedies must be sufficient to provide a deterrent.
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competition are criminalised, the punishment attaching to the offences must be
stiff enough to be deterrent. The main criticism against some laws which had
made relevant acts as offences, had been the small fines or inadequate prison
terms.65
 Fortunately, the internationally trend today is to couple relevant acts
with stiff penalties.
Nonetheless, there is no agreeable yardstick for what is deterrent. TRIPS is
not very helpful in this regard. Article 61 provides that penalties must be
deterrent, consistently with the levels of penalties for crimes of a corresponding
gravity". What is a crime of corresponding gravity? Left to any nation which
benefits economically from piracy, it should not be a crime, least of all a crime
of any serious gravity. To other nations like Nigeria where the infringement of
copyright was a mere misdemeanour up to 1988,66 TRIPS offers no useful
guide. What makes an offence which was a misdemeanour or simple offence
yesterday, become of equal gravity to a felony today? Perhaps the graveness
of the activities stems from the illicit profits made by pirates, the harm done to
legitimate trade and to consumers and the fact that it is not fair to continue to
rip off the proprietary rights of other nations if we want other nations to give us
a most favoured nation treatment.67
Whatever position taken on the theories of criminal punishment, there is
corresponding need to ease the difficulties of detection and proof such as those
addressed in paragraphs 5.2 to 5.8 above: the reversal of the burden of proving
guilty knowledge; the use of presumptions and a regime conducting searches
and seizures of infringing products.
65 Ss. 491-493 of the Nigerian Criminal Code specified penalties of up to two months
imprisonment and a maximum of N100, compared to s. of the Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988 which
specifies penalties of up to 5 years imprisonment with no maximum fines.
For instance, s. 3 of the Nigerian Criminal Code (operating in the states constituting Southern
Nigeria) divides offences into misdemeanours, simply ottences and felonies depending on the
penalties.
67 See para.2.8 ante.
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However, where statutory increment in penalties is not followed up by incessant
prosecutions, convictions and fines or imprisonment, the activities may increase
as pirates would assume that there is no will to enforce the law. 68
 Again
there must be a corresponding willingness on the part of courts to punish
whenever a conviction for piracy and counterfeiting is secured. 69
 In essence,
it is necessary to direct resources into the detection and prosecution of these
crimes if the stiff penalties are to be deterrent.
7.7	 Suitability of Other General Property Offenses
Coleman points out that the application of other general property offences to
intellectual property by virtue of the proprietary rights involved has not always
been successful for a number of reasons. 7° The problem may be that the
subject-matter is not property properly so called. Where it is property properly
so called, the nature of the proprietary rights may not even fit the definition of
relevant offences. Another problem may be the susceptibility of the interests
to multiple use so that unlawful exploitation or interference, may not destroy
them.
7.7.1	 Not Property - Cannot be Stolen
For instance, the "short-hand" reference to owners of confidential information
by some judges gives the impression that it is property. 71
	Instead, in the
It may be that offenders regard prosecution as unlikely and any punishment or raid as
acceptable tax on their activities.
69 The will of the courts and law enforcement agents to prosecute and pass sentences are
given further consideration in chapter 8.
° See Coleman, Allison, The Legal Protection of Trade Secrets, Sweet & Maxwell, 1992
chapter 7, for an excellent expose on the suitability of general property offences to trade secrets.
See also, Coleman, A., Trade secrets law in Canada" [1988] EIPR 15.
71 The reference to the use by judges being "shorthand description" was made by Coleman
cit. at chapter 7 and p.30
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Spycatcher case72, the House of Lords took the view that it is an action based
on equitable obligations of good faith and not on any proprietary rights.73
This is doubtful as a general proposition for all types of confidential information!
It means that ordinarily, where there is no relationship between the owner of the
information and the person who obtained it, no obligation will arise which may
form the basis of restraining the publication or use of the information. Were
this the case, the court would not have granted any relief as it did in Francome
v Mirror Group.74 Although it is arguable that this is an exception to the
relationship rule in confidential information - that is, courts will intervene where
the information is acquired by surreptitious means, this suggestion is not crystal
clear from the case.
There is no international consensus on whether information is currently legally
regarded as property. But it is at least arguable that confidential information
being capable of being owned and transferred, is for many purposes a
proprietary interest. This view is supported by the judicial references to its
being owned and the rationale in the Hong Kong case of Linda Chih Linci Koo
v Lam Tai Hinci On the other hand, the Canadian Supreme Court has
held that confidential information is not property capable of being stolen.76
72 A.G. v Guardian Newspapers Ltd (No.2) [1988] 3 All E. R. 545, relying on Moorgate Tobacco
Co. Ltd v Phillip Morris Ltd. 1984 56 ALA 193.
cf. the Hong Kong case of Linda Chih Ling Koo v Lam Tai Hing (1992) 23 IPR 607
[1984] 1 WLR 892.
(1992) 23 IPR 607. See a review of the case by Hull, John, "Property rights in
questionnaires: an academic question in the Hong Kong Court of Appeal" [1994] EIPR 404.
76 R v Stewart (1983) 42 OR (2d) 225 reversed in (1988) 5 DLR, Supreme Court revered the
Ontario Court of Appeal's judgement against a defendant for counselling the theft of confidential
information by an employee. The Supreme Court held that this was not information properly so
called and held that the question of whether it should be because of the serious nature of the
offence should be left to the Parliament. See also A v Offley (1986) 28 CCC (3d) 1 where the
Alberta Court of Appeal had rejected the Court of Appeal's decision in R v Stewart supra before
the latter was reversed on appeal.
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The major argument for asserting that confidential information is not property,
is based on the failure to establish theft in some trials where information has
been wrongfully obtained.77
 It is, however, submitted that conviction for theft
could not be reached in such cases for other reasons other than because the
interest is not of a proprietary nature. The main reason is the nature of the
offence of theft.
Property can only be stolen if there is an intention of depriving the owner
thereof permanently. Thus even where there is no dispute on the question of
whether an interest is proprietary or not, it may yet remain impossible to
establish the theft thereof. Hence, the proprietary copyright interests in films
may not be stolen by a cinema projectionist who wrongly removes a film
overnight to copy it but returned it the following day.78
This analysis seems to fail in distinguishing the proprietary interest in the film
from the copyright in it. It can be argued that since the proprietary interest is
the right to restrain the copying thereof, copying without authorisation amounts
to depriving the copyright owner from that portion of the property, permanently.
This is more so as the act done depreciates the value of the property 79. This
is regardless of the multiple use to which most intellectual property rights can
be put. Indeed, it is arguable that any dealing by the pirate or counterfeiter is
intended to, and actually deprives the right owner of that portion of the property
permanently.
Oxford v Moss (1979) 68 Crim. App. A. 183- university student who took examination paper,
memorised contents and returned same; A v Offley supra; A v Absolom The Times, September
14, 1983- defendant obtained valuable secret geological information and attempted to sell it; Grant
v Procurator Fiscal [1988] RPC 41 (Scot) - where Grant made copies of computer printouts of his
employers and attempted to sell them to rival groups.
78 R v Lloyd [1985] 2 All ER 661. Firth note 5 supra.
McFarlane, Gavin, Theft of intangible property, 1985 Nil 650. The depreciation in a
product lies in the fact that the right holder may be unable to charge the price he would have
wanted because of the counterfeits. Smith argues that in the case of examination papers, virtue
goes out of the paper by reason of memorising or copying its: Smith, J.C., [1979] Crim. L. Rev 119-
121.
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7.7.2	 Other offences
Other general offences may also be relevant. Under the Criminal Damage
Act, 1971 (UK), damage to property such as obliterating a computer program by
damaging a control card is actionable.8° It is possible to convict pirates and
counterfeiters for conspiracy to defraud the owner even where third parties are
not deceived.8'
7.8	 Disclaimers
A rather perturbing development is the use of disclaimers by counterfeiters.
These are notices on products which warn consumers that the product is
counterfeit. Depending on the phraseology of a statute importing criminal
liability, a defendant who uses a disclaimer may not be liable where an intention
to pass off the counterfeit as the original is an ingredient of the offence.82
For example, in R v Price83 a disclaimer was held to absolve a defendant of
criminal liability in that he never intended to deceive the consumer. While it
is arguable that disclaimers may ensure that consumers are not deceived at the
point of sale, other consumers may be deceived through a resale of the same
products after the disclaimer has been removed. Moreover, that the consumer
is not deceived should be irrelevant unless the law is primarily aimed at
protecting the consumer and not industry, as the case with the UK Trade
Descriptions Act, 1968 pursuant to which Price was prosecuted. However,
80 Cox v Riley (1986) Cr. App. A. 54.
81 R v Scott [1975] AC 819. A v Willets (1906), 70 J.P.127; R v Bokenham Times, July22
1910; Copinger cites Jarman & Platt Ltd. v Barget Ltd. [1977] F.S.R. 260 as an example of an
alleged tortious conspiracy to injure. To constitute this offence at common law, two or more
persons must have conspired together to deprive the proprietor of the copyright in his property eg
by printing for sale piratical copies. Even though the conduct contravenes a particular section of
the 1956 Act, a charge for conspiracy to defraud may still lie. Where two or more agree to
dishonestly deprive a person of what belongs, or would have belonged to him, or to dishonestly to
injure some proprietary right.
Dune, A., Threipland, M., Profits from counterfeits", 1991 T.S. Rev.
[1993] 9 EIPR 0-224.
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intellectual property should not only protect consumers. It should protect those
who have invested time, skill or money in any endeavour from unfair
competition.
By inserting a disclaimer notice, a defendant is not denying that his act may
affect the business of the right holder, neither is he saying that the act is not
committed wilfully or on a commercial scale. It is arguable that any member
nation of TRIPS which permits the use of disclaimers as a complete defence
is in breach of the obligations under Article 61 of TRIPS which requires wilful
commercial trade mark counterfeiting to be made an offence. This is because
the act done by those who use disclaimers is done with full knowledge that it
is unauthorised/un lawful copying which is a wilful act. TRIPS does not require
that the act should only be made an offence if it attempts to deceive a
consumer. Fortunately, it appears that the UK position as regards criminal
sanctions has changed since A v Price given that s.92 of the new UK Trade
Marks Act makes no reference attempts to confuse the consumer. 84 Rather,
it stipulates that an offence is committed when an infringing act is done by a
person with a view to gain for himself or with intent to cause loss for another,
consequently, disclaimers appear to be irrelevant where registered marks are
involved.
7.9 Remedies
Presently, most statutes which make the infringement of intellectual property an
offence provide for remedies required in the national laws of member states
pursuant to Article 61 of TRIPS such as: monetary fines and terms of
imprisonment; "seizure, forfeiture, destruction of infringing goods and of
materials and implements the predominant use of which has been in the
Rawlinson, Paul, The UK Trade Marks Act 1994: Its cnminaI [1995] 1 EIPR 54.
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commission of the offence".85
Whilst monetary fines and terms of imprisonment are expected to be mandatory
provisions of national laws pursuant to Article 61 of TRIPS, the other set of
remedies (which are cited in inverted commas above), appear more
discretionary because of the proviso "In appropriate cases, remedies available
shall include ....". Though right holders may complain, any member state
which creates offences with penalties of monetary fines and terms of
imprisonment but fails to include penalties such as forfeiture and destruction of
infringing goods cannot be said to be in breach of its obligations. Terms of
imprisonment and fines may be sufficiently deterrent. Moreover, each country
should have the discretion to distribute the infringing goods (provided they are
not harmful) outside the chains of commerce, just as goods seized for breach
of customs and other regulations are sometimes distributed to charity rather
than destroyed.
Right owners could have found some other provisions most useful within the
TRIPS context. For example, section 100 of UK's CDPA, 1988 gives right
owners the authority to seize infringing goods which are exposed or otherwise
immediately available for sale or hire, provided notice of an intended seizure is
given to a nearby police-station, the premises where the goods are displayed
is not a permanent place of business and a notice of the seized goods and the
person who seized them is left at the place of seizure. On the other hand,
whilst this sort of authorisation may bypass uncooperative responses from the
police, it is fraught with dangers. Apart from possibilities of abuses to the
procedure in developing economies, such a procedure may be seen as granting
foreign right holders too much powers. Another useful provision which is
missing in the TRIPS is the criminal liability of officers of a corporate body in
addition to the liability of the corporate body for any infringing act done with
eg. UK s.109 CDPA, 1988; s.18 Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988. It may be noted that in the
Nigerian case of Bartholomew Nwaiwu unreported charge No. OW/225c/86 of Thursday February
20 1986, the magistrate ordered the forfeiture of a Helio pnnting camera which was used in
committing the offence, by the defendant.
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their knowledge, consent or connivance. The lifting of corporate veil is fast
becoming the trend.86
7.10 Conclusion
The application of criminal law to intellectual property raises some problems
some of which have been highlighted eg: the burden to establish a defendant's
guilty mind, the absence of presumptions, the use of inferences, the difficulties
of extending provisions on general offences to intellectual property and the
absence of a right to conduct private prosecutions. It is disappointing to note
that TRIPS fails to directly address some of these issues. For instance it
would have been preferable if TRIPS had stipulated that the onus to establish
the presence of, or absence of a guilty mind rests on a defendant who may be
absolved of liability if he proves absence of guilty mind. Another useful
provision would have been the right to conduct private prosecution or at least
to act jointly with a public prosecutor in so doing. The right of a private
prosecutor is invaluable especially where the public prosecutor unjustifiably
refuses to prosecute. The collective administration of rights through trade
associations who pursue private criminal prosecution may be a good option in
jurisdictions where it is easy to conduct private prosecution.
Given the harm caused by piracy and counterfeiting the TRIPS requirement that
certain wilful commercial infringements should be criminalised is not surprising.
Criminal procedure is preferred by right holders because of the shock value, the
stigma of a criminal record (even for officers of a corporate body), the
possibility of a term of imprisonment and the fact that they do not often have
to be seriously involved with the prosecution of the case. TRIPS is also
commendable in that it requires that deterrent penalties should attach to
criminal infringements, though what is deterrent remains to be seen.
s.11O CDPA, 1988; s.19 Nigerian Copyright Act, 1988.
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The response to these TRIPS obligations will vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. Absent the difficulties highlighted above, criminal prosecution is
preferred by the industry which suffers piracy and counterfeiting. However, it
remains uncertain whether lawyers will be happy with what appears to be an
increasing tendency among right owners to rely on criminal sanctions87
particularly as this may reduce the reliance on private legal services in
jurisdictions where criminal prosecution is conducted mainly by the state.
Dibb Lupton Broomhead, "Criminal Prosecutions for Copyright Infringement", 16(1) Business
Law Review 19 (1995).
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Chapter 8
THE WILL TO FIGHT
8.0	 Introduction
Although several multilateral treaties prescnbed minimum standards, prior to
TRIPS, it seems true to say that the question of effective enforcement of
national obligations under the treaties remained a most significant issue under
the treaties. 1 The incorporation of intellectual property issues in the GATT
TRIPS, stems partly from the absence of a dispute resolution mechanism in the
other treaties - neither WIPO nor UNESCO could penalise member states who
failed to abide by their treaty obligations. 2 TRIPS is partly premised on the
assumption that member states will align their intellectual property laws and
enforce same in the bid to enjoy GATT's most favoured national treatment and
avoid trade retaliatory measures. However, the discussion that follows
suggests that besides trade, other economic/social factors can significantly
influence the enforcement of intellectual property laws even in nations that
appear to demonstrate a commitment to fight piracy through the making of
goods laws. Undoubtedly, the response of right owners, law enforcement
agents, judges, and national governments to the review, administration and
enforcement of the laws must be taken into account in assessing efforts against
piracy and counterfeiting in a post-TRIPS era. For the success of TRIPS,
these groups must display a positive attitude, they must exhibit the will to fight -
enthusiasm and commitment to the intellectual property system. The will of
any group to fight will be derived from their understanding of the function of
intellectual property laws. Unless action is taken to arouse positive responses,
the will to fight will be lacking and this will impede any post-TRIPS efforts.
1 Ricketson alludes to this with respect to Beme: Ricketson, The Beme Convention for
Protection of Literary and ArtIstic Works 1886-1 986, CCLS para.16.25.
2 Para 1.5.3 ante.
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There are three underlying objectives in this chapter: the identification of some
generally acceptable responses within the groups, which responses the author
demonstrates are negative; the identification of issues which can attract
negative responses (from the groups) to intellectual property; and suggestions
to arouse more positive responses among the groups.
8.1	 Right Owners
The need to assess the response of right owners to the protection of their rights
derives from a general premise that right owners should be more interested in
the protection of their rights, than third parties (including law enforcement
agents), who do not have any claim to these rights. Consequently the owner
of a property must not blame third parties for displaying an indifferent attitude
to his property, if the right holder's attitude is no better. This discussion raises
the following issues: whose duty is it to enforce rights - right holders or
governmental agencies?; the consideration given by right holders to special
anti-piracy budgets; the response of right holders to the protection of their
products in predominantly pirate markets; the approach of right holders to
lobbying for law reform; and the readiness of right holders to share
experiences with counterparts in the industry to increase knowledge on how to
combat pirates. An examination of these issues reveals two general types of
right holders, the proactive and the passive. It is argued that the administration
and enforcement of intellectual property rights would be enhanced if right
holders are proactive towards the enforcement of their rights.
8.1.1	 Whose Duty
 is Enforcement?
Right holders or their agents are essential in most civil or criminal proceedings.
They are often needed for the following: to identify infringing articles or confirm
that the products are merely copies of the original; to accompany enforcement
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agents on raids; to give evidence or be called as witnesses to prove the case
against infringers, and also offer help in preparing the case for prosecution by
giving technical and know-how back-up. 3 Despite the significance of this role,
the response of some holders to the enforcement of their rights is passive.
Proactive right holders appear to demonstrate a better understanding of the
importance of their roles by supporting anti-piracy campaigns including litigation.
On the other hand passive right holders often take a "wait and see" approach
and complain about the circumstances generating piracy and counterfeiting
without taking positive steps to enforce their rights. By being proactive and
fighting piracy, commerce plays a law enforcement role, which is beneficial to
right owners, consumers and the economy at large. 4 A proactive response
reflects an appreciation of the fact that anti-piracy action is an investment in
marketing. 5 A passive response suggests a belief that it is the duty of any
state where piracy is committed to enforce the law, irrespective of any level of
assistance or support from right holders.
Thomas, Ian, "Hong Kong & Singapore", in Cornish, W.R., Piracy and counterfeiting of
industrial property and copyright, London: the Common Law Institute of Intellectual Property & the
British Institute of International and Comparative Law, (1983) p.67 (hereafter called CLIP
monograph); Lyimo, Theo, "Customs enforcement: Prospects of international cooperation" CLIP
monograph, p.133 argues that customs need the cooperation of right owners to confirm that the
goods detained are infringing. Koroye-Crooks note 102, chapter 4 supra, states that IFPI officials
or their agents have a vital role to play and that they usually respond positively. Sullivan, Sherwood
E. & Bradley, John F., "Counterfeiting trademarks and labels", 46 TMR 522 at 528 add that
counterfeiting cannot be eradicated any more than rape or theft but that it can at least be reduced
by stronger laws and the cooperation of the aggrieved ...".
Carlisle note 20, chapter 4 supra at 314.
This statement follows from the conclusion of the British copyright industries that anti-piracy
is an investment in export marketing: International Piracy: a threat to British copyright Industries
note 21, chapter 4. For those who only have a local market, it is an investment in developing the
market further. Tan, Loke Khoon, argues that "foreign intellectual property owners should recognise
that active participation on their part will accelerate the further advance of intellectual property law
in the People's Republic of China": "Recent Developments in the Intellectual Property Law in the
people's republic of China" [1993] 5 EIPR 176 at 179.
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8.1.2	 The Criminal/Civil Litigation Options
The preference of some right holders for criminal prosecution is not necessarily
based on the advantages of the procedure, 6 rather it may derive from the
perception that the enforcement of intellectual property rights is a state duty.
But a state may display a negative attitude by being unwilling to prosecute, or
it may lack the resources to do so. Nevertheless, right holders who complain
of the ineffectiveness of some local laws, or a state with such negative attitude,
have the option to use civil litigation. The failure of any right holder to use this
option may suggest that he is passive. There is a temptation to suggest that
states which do not diligently prosecute offenders may be in breach of TRIPS,
even of its laws satisfy TRIPS standards. However, unless right holders
explore a country's civil litigation options any conclusion reached on the efficacy
of intellectual property laws in that country may be open to challenge. Thus,
the complaint by the international copyright industry that the Nigerian Copyright
Act, 1988 has not been enforced is unjustifiable given that no multinational
company has instituted a civil action under the Act, even though it has been
acknowledged as a good law.7
Problems may be associated with the adoption of criminal prosecution in any
country. For instance, though the Nigerian Copyright Council has conducted
many raids, the Department of Public Prosecutor's office remains unpersuaded
that there has ever been sufficient evidence to sustain convictions.8 This
response may be due to a variety of reasons including lack of expertise in the
6 See para.7.O supra, which suggests the fact that criminal actions are borne at the expense
of, and the instance of the state as an advantage. But note the difficulties of criminal prosecution
in the same chapter.
See the report by IIPA: International Intellectual Property Alliance, US Government Trade
Policy: Views of the Copyright Industries, Washington DC.. (1989).
8 Sodipo, Bankole, "The Nigerian Copyright Council and the Administration of Copyright in
Nigeria", July/August 1993 Copyright World, p.37.
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field, 9 lack of enthusiasm, or insufficient manpower resources. Problems
relating to zeal and manpower resources may be resolved with help from right
holders to educate state prosecutors and the govemment to increase
resources. In countries where intellectual property litigation is relatively new,
right owners may wish to adopt civil litigation and hope that the expertise
developed will influence criminal prosecution. Alternatively, right holders may
either pursue private criminal prosecution or work in close association with the
state prosecutor in the conduct of criminal litigation. Irrespective of any
preference, right holders must litigate or assist in litigation after TRIPS if laws
are to be enforced in all member states.
8.1.3	 Training
Offering special training to law enforcement agents is a prerequisite to the
effective enforcement of intellectual property laws. Such training is in the best
interests of right holders hence it is not unreasonable to expect right holder to
offer some form of assistance towards training. Given the expertise developed
by right owners in identifying whether or not a product is original, they are best
placed to offer training on how to catch pirates and how to distinguish originals
from pirated copies'° Although the onus should not fall exclusively on
rightholders, it is regrettably noted that they are sometimes unwilling to help.11
copyright offences were misdemeanours under the old laws, attracting small fines. They
were prosecuted by the police and not the lawyers in the DPP's office, hence, not being conversant
with copyright, the lawyers are reluctant, or not sure whether they can secure a conviction.
10 See note 3 supra.
For instance, the Nigerian Copyright Council approached some international groups for
assistance with the training of agents but they were rebuffed. The author was part of a delegation
of the Nigerian Copyright Council to some international associations in the copyright industry in
1991 to seek assistance in the training of police officers and customs men. No group was willing
to help, the excuse being that each group had its priorities.
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8.1.4.	 No Anti-Piracy Budget
One of the strategies listed by the International Federation of Phonographic
Industries (IFPI) for a successful anti-piracy campaign is the existence of a
special anti-piracy budget. 12
 This is a necessity notwithstanding complaints
made about litigation costs. Although there are no reliable statistics generated
by trade associations to show that adequate sums are included in the budget
of member firms specially for anti-piracy campaigns and litigation,' 3
 it is
uncertain whether all companies or associations have special funds to support
anti-piracy campaigns. 14
 Some multi-nationals in developing economies do
not pursue their rights because their local managers are never exposed to the
problem, 15
 consequently, they do not budget for it. Budgetary considerations
affect the choice of territories where rights are registered. 16
 The reluctance
of right holders to register their rights in some jurisdictions may reflect the
budget the companies will probably allocate to fight piracy in those jurisdictions.
This passive response can cause negative effects on anti-piracy litigation.
There is no reason why an anti-piracy budget cannot be allocated by a
company which has a budget for advertising and promoting its goods. Given
12 Davies, Gillian, Piracy of Phonograms 2nd ed., Oxford: ESC Publishing Ltd p..lO-ll (1986).
13 Plasseraud suggests that most companies devote about 2% of their budget to fight piracy.
But there is no evidence to back up his assertion: Plasseraud, note 182 chapter 4 supra.
14 In an interview I had with the President of the Nigerian Publishers' Association in May 1991,
it was confirmed that very few Nigerian publishers had a separate budget for anti-piracy litigation.
In fact, the author had to abandon some cases he was prosecuting pursuant to instructions from
members of the association who had difficulty in paying, not because they were not economically
buoyant, but because they had no contingency fees to pursue pirates. It must, however, be
conceded that some right holders may not be financially endowed to fight piracy. To these
category of right holders, a system of legal aid may be invaluable.
15 Brown, Richard Nicholas, "The little recognised connection between IP and economic
development in Latin America 22 lIC 348 (1991). Essien argued that many multinational drug
companies owners in the pharmaceutical industry Nigeria (who have branded products) have not
done much to support the battle against counterfeit drugs in Nigeria: Essien, note 3 chapter 4
supra.
16 Some manufacturers are reluctant to register their marks and patents in territories where they
do not have established markets, forgetting how cross-border advertising and modern
communications may create a market for their goods in such territories. Some only register their
patents in territones they believe pose the technology to infringe their patent
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the rising scale of international piracy and counterfeiting, right owners must
show a positive response to the anti-piracy campaign by devoting definite
budgets for the campaign.
8.1.5	 No Justice Abroad
Right holders sometimes complain about the difficulty of enforcing intellectual
property rights in some foreign jurisdictions, blaming foreign legal systems and
laws whenever they obtain an unfavourable judicial decision. If member states
align their laws to TRIPS, the positive approach may be a re-examination of the
procedure adopted, the law firm used, or an appeal which may reverse a bad
decision. It is doubtful whether more than a handful of jurisdictions can be cited
where right holders are persistent but fail to succeed in litigation despite good
laws. It is safe to argue that if a positive approach is not adopted in every
judicial system, right holders will probably have lost faith in all jurisdictions.
For instance, International Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI), has
secured over 100 convictions for infringement of sound recordings in Thailand
between 1986 and i gg ,' whereas, American companies complain of the
inefficacy of the Thai law. 18 Despite the weaknesses in the Latin American
copyright laws, foreign industries who have taken the pains to conduct
relentless litigation succeed in securing the enforcement of their rights.'9
17 IFPI Newsletter, Vol.8 No.4 September/October 1990 p.12.
18 International Intellectual Property Alliance, submission to United States Trade
Representatives, February 1992.
19 Many pharmaceutical companies suffer from counterfeiting in Nigeria. Those of them (like
WELLCOME), who litigate and conduct campaigns have reduced the level of counterfeiting of their
products: Adams, in Sodipo & Fagbemi, log cit. COPYRIGHT PIRACY IN LATIN AMERICA, Trade
losses due to piracy and the adequacy of copyright protection in 16 Central and South American
countries hereafter referred to as IIPA: Due to intense industry anti-piracy efforts and successful
litigation, progress has been made in Panama to reduce the interception of U.S. programming on
satellites and unauthorized retransmissions of copyrighted programming - IIPA p.16. In Brazil,
although other industries complain, the Business Software Alliance has successfully brought several
actions against large end-user corporations, a bank, a state company and other private companies.
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Again, notwithstanding the short comings of the repealed Nigerian Copyright
Act, 1970, the IFPI successfully conducted some successful cases whereas the
UK Publishers Association and the Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA) blamed their faiiure to secure judgement in their Nigerian cases entirely
on the laws.2°
8.1.6	 The Call for Laws and Law Reform
As shown in chapter 1, intellectual property laws usually evolve primarily to
serve trade interests. 21 They are not usually reviewed or passed unless
relentless calls are made. This pattern does not seem to have changed.
Hence the formation of modern anti-piracy and other trade associations in
recent times is a move in the right direction (see the introduction to this thesis).
The purpose of associating is to share experiences, information, compile data
and to lobby.
If right holders view the response of governments, law enforcement agents and
sometimes, the public to the enforcement of intellectual property rights as
negative, they should take up the challenge to reverse this attitude by educating
these groups on the effects of piracy. Lobbying governments demands the
These law suits had a positive effect in decreasing software piracy in Brazil - IIPA p.46. In Chile,
the MPAA has reduced film piracy from 100% to 20-30% in four years of court actions and publicity,
with over 200 complaints filed - IIPA p.56. Since 1989, the film industry local/foreign in Colombia
have brought almost 90 actions against pirates. MPAA has also successfully sued a cable
operator in Panama in 1984 - IIPA p.136. In Venezuela, despite lack of cooperation on the part
of the police, many cases have been instituted against video and software pirates and a few
seizures have been made under cease and desist orders of courts - IIPA p.175. In Costa Rica,
before the suspension of the 1982 Act, the recording industry had successfully prosecuted pirates -
IIPA p.76. El Salvador - MPAA's "Quitclaim Program" has not been as successful with cable
operators - In El Salvador, despite the apparent lack of protection for phonograms, the recording
industry has conducted several raids with the help of the police. Honduras marks an exception as
it has been suggested that no action has been taken here because of weak copyright laws - IIPA
p.117.
20 For an analysis of some of the cases, see, Sodipo, Bankole, "Enforcing Copyright in Nigeria",
in Sodipo & Fagbemi eds. Nigeria' Foreign Investment Laws op cit.
21 In industrialised economies, they are often passed pursuant to local interests while some
developing economies pass the laws pursuant to foreign trade interest In both economies, trade
is paramount.
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production of information/statistics. Unless legislators realise the extent of the
damage occasioned by piracy, they cannot accord sufficient importance to the
issue to effect a change of policy or laws. 22 This is not peculiar to intellectual
property law. Changes in laws and regulations are better effected through
persistent litigation and lobbying to demonstrate difficulties encountered. This
is a task that right holders must discharge in a post-TRIPS era.
8.1.7	 Exchanging Information and Cooperation
Right holders need to exchange information and share experiences gained in
pursuing and litigating pirates. 23 This goal is not always realised because of
data protection laws, rules of confidential information and because many
member firms of associations being competitors may be unwilling to divulge
certain information. 24 Professor Ogunlana confirmed that the pharmaceutical
companies in Nigeria do not always have a common front in fighting
Carlisle, David, "Counterfeiting: The European Perspective", Issue 13, June 1988 Trademark
World p.50. Realising that the Community negotiation's needed to be informed about factual details
of the counterfeiting problems and industry's views and suggestions on an on-going basis AIM
conducts studies and reports regularly. Based on this industry move, the Commission does not see
the problem of counterfeiting in a vacuum any longer as they see it more as a trade problem thus
in 1986, when South Korea came to the EC with a powerful trade delegation, the Commission
allowed the industry to make representations. EC industry suggested a law similar to s. 301 of the
US Trade Act of 1974 - thus EC Commercial Policy Instrument of 17th of September 1984, an
instrument which was tested on Indonesia by IFPI. See also Antos, C., "Intellectual property law
in ASEAN Countries: a survey" [1991] 3 EIPR 78.
23 Dworkin & Taylor op cit. at 122.
24 Carlisle note 22 supra, suggested that information be exchanged between member firms of
associations. This is an accepted fact, but in reality, competition between each other does not
always afford member firms such luxury. This researcher was particularly frustrated by the fact that
very little information is available that can be considered by third parties objectively to test the
veracity of the claims by nght owners. For instance, at a London conference of one of these
associations, the Groups Manager of a liquor company mentioned in passing, how his company
had developed a cheaper range of liquor for the Latin American market and suggested that this
move had reduced his companies efforts in reducing counterfeiting. But the speaker avoided a
question I posed from the floor on how such a strategy can be developed by the association for its
members. During the lunch break, the speaker approached me, apologising for evading the
question and explained that he could not divulge details on how his company dealt with the matter
in order to keep ahead of its competitors.
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counterfeiting. 25
 In the UK, most prosecutions initiated by Trading Standard
Officers, police prosecutors, the Federation Against Copyright Theft, (FACT)26
and the Federation Against Software Theft, (FAST) are conducted in lower
courts - magistrate courts, making it impossible to obtain transcripts of the
judgement for academic analysis. Nonetheless, some information can be
obtained by member firms if their trade associations like FACT and FACT,
prosecute offenders on members' behalf.
8.1.8	 Predominantly Pirate Markets
Some of the motivations for piracy include: the scarcity of the products; high
price of products; or the inadequate enforcement or absence of intellectual
property laws. 27
 Loosely defined, a predominantly pirate market for a product
is one in which pirate products account for 50% or more of the sales of the
product. Such a market usually develops in environments where either of the
three motivations herein mentioned prevails. Right holders should be proactive
and not passive in all efforts to eliminate these motivations.
(i)	 Response in the Absence of Laws
Two different approaches prevail among right owners in countries where laws
are absent or inadequate, one of which may create a conducive atmosphere
for a predominantly pirate market. Passive right holders see no point in
licensing or investing in countries where there is no protective legislation in
place. This is because of the view taken that setting people up in business in
such territories may lead to the failure of their business. Proactive right holders
25 Ogunlana, note 36 chapter 6 supra.
Dixon, Reg, "FAcT, T.S. Rev. July 1989 p.12.
27 See chapter 4, paras.4.5.4 & 4.5.7. See also the statement of Warren Khow noted in
para.4.6.8 above.
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on the other hand, believe that plans should be made to establish businesses
directly or indirectly in such markets because even where laws are made,
pirates will still flourish if there is a gap in the market. 28 The approach differs
from industry to industry. Unfortunately, there is insufficient material to
generate an objective guide on the better of the two alternatives. Suffice it to
say that piracy can only be curbed if the introduction of laws and simultaneous
attempts to bridge the demand gap by establishing good outlets in pirate
markets should go hand in hand, whatever the order.
(ii)	 Scarcity
Scarcity often derives from poor marketing strategies. 29 Right owners may
either be ignorant of the demand for their goods, or they may have an
inefficient supply system. Ignorance of demand may stem from the fact that no
presence is maintained on the market to appraise it. 3° Where a presence is
maintained, scarcity may result from poor market evaluation. 31 Inefficiency
in the supply system may be a deliberate act, for example, avoidance of the
market given difficulties such as poor intellectual property rights protection,
trade barriers or embargoes, 32 war or natural disasters. On the other
hand, inefficiency in supply may persist not as a deliberate policy but as a
result of poor marketing. Where a demand for original goods is not met (for
28 Tarouca and Hegedus canvassed these contrasting views at the IFPI Piracy Seminar held
at MIDEM in 1992. See transcripts of their talks in IFPI for the record, June 1992 pp.4 & 5:
Beatrice von Silva Tarouca & Laszlo Hegedus.
This may also result from problems with production which though may not be the fault of the
manufacturers, is still seen by the consumers who demand the products, as marketing problems.
3° Presence is used in the sense of having an agent or a subsidiary, and the like who can
directly look after the interests of the right owners.
31 In may cases, right owners lack foresight, they never appreciate the demand for their
products. When the video market began to experience a boom, the film industry was ill-prepared
to meet the demand - see analysis by Chesterman note 22 chapter 4 above.
See paras.2.9.1 & 2.9.3, chapter 2 above.
See Aghabian note 65 chapter 4 supra. The effect of World War II on German products
whose trade marks were compulsorily acquired or copied is a vivid example.
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any reason), pirates will invariably fill the gap in the market.
Right holders may be proactive in addressing scarcity derived from ignorance
of demand, by improving their knowledge of the market. Right holders must
invest in measures which will improve market appraisal and evaluation. 35
 In
the absence of any arrangement by right holders to meet the demand, it may
be futile to enforce anti-piracy measures against suppliers of pirated products
who are "offering a service" by meeting legitimate demand. 36
 But the pirates
cannot be totally excused. Generally, any person who identifies this gap may
inform the right owner and negotiate a licence to enable him fill the gap but a
major problem for those seeking licences in developing economies is where to
go and who to approach.37
There is no guarantee that the licence will be granted to them. Rather than
legitimising the pirate/informant's operation, a right holder may prefer to bridge
the gap himself or through persons other than the informant. Advisedly, some
owners use informants who were originally pirates and rely on the pirate's
knowledge of the local market and his distribution. Some pirates will probably
apply for licences and desist from infringing if it is the norm that right holders
prefer to legitimize pirate entities who approach them for licences. On the
other hand, it should not be forgotten that the main motivation for piracy is
profits without substantial initial outlay. Some will continue to pirate despite
any licence.
Piatti, Marie-Christine "Measures to combat international piracy" [1987] 7 EIPR 239 in
confirming this point, narrates how the German industry met the demand in France of French
pharmaceuticals, when the French companies abandoned production during the war. The Germans
filled the gap in the market by supplying counterfeit French drugs.
One of such measures is the appointment of agents in different countries to keep a
surveillance on their products. This may be difficult for new products or new companies which are
yet to establish a market.
See para.4.5.4 supra.
Phillips, Jeremy, "Some Thoughts on the Transfer of Technology", [1981] 6 EIPR 171.
See paras.4.3.3 to 4.3.4.
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Since 1989, the United States film industry introduced an exchange scheme
that discounts the purchase of legitimate videos to video stores that surrender
their pirate tapes in Columbia. In 1989, the first year of operating the scheme,
about 10000 tapes were surrendered and exchanged for legitimate ones.39
In Costa Rica, the American film industry through the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA), developed a programme to allow cable
operators pay fees to copyright owners. Called the Quitclaim program, it has
led to the legitimization of the business of Cable Colour, the largest local pirate
cable operator. 4° According to the umbrella group of the American copyright
industry, the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA), the success of
the quitclaim program of the MPAA in Panama demonstrates that cable
operators in the region can stop pirating. The MPAA has also successfully
sued a cable operator in 1984 . 41 Even in Venezuela, where the police have
refused to cooperate to enforce actions, the Quitclaim Program has legitimized
many businesses, It may, however, be noted that the while MPAA's "Quitclaim
Program" has successfully converted some pirate stations to legal in
Nicaragua,42 it has been unsuccessful in some jurisdictions like El Salvador
where it has not been as successful with cable operators. It is not clear why
this is so.
The legitimization of pirate businesses, or the licensing of local manufacture by
informant/pirates appears to be more prevalent in the copyright industries where
the pirate/informants already have the technology to conduct the business or
where they can easily acquire the technology. Where such technology is
absent, it is suggested that joint ventures with such informants could be
explored, whereby the right owner may provide the requisite know-how, while
the distribution network of the pirate is utilised.
IIPA report, note 19 supra, p. 67.; hereafter called IIPA.
4° 11PA76
41 IIPA p. 136.
42 IIPA p. 125.
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Legitimizing pirate businesses may not be a good business decision where the
right holder or his licensee has established a local presence. When faced with
piracy which results from scarcity, a right holder who has already established
a local presence should endeavour to improve his marketing strategies in order
to meet demand effectively. Irrespective of how effective intellectual property
laws may be, piracy will thrive where poor marketing strategies prevent right
holder from meeting legitimate demand.
(iii)	 Highly Priced Goods
A complex situation is faced where the goods are available but unaffordable
because of high prices. The spare parts industry in Nigeria 43 and the
international luxury goods industry represent two examples of unaffordable
goods: necessities and luxuries. While it is arguable that there is no excuse for
people to demand luxury goods if they cannot afford it, the same argument may
not be applicable for necessities. 44 In order to reduce the price margin, two
practical means may be adopted. The first is the introduction of less expensive
items with same marks but different from more popular products. 45 The
introduction of paperback editions or cheap editions is also useful. 46 Another
alternative is to situate plants and commence regional manufacture in areas
where labour is cheap and export to the neighbouring regions. If the originals
of the goods pirated are affordable, right holders will have a better chance of
competing with pirates in the market place other than completely relying on the
law. The point being canvassed here is not a type of compulsory licence.
Ogunkeye 0., "Driving counterfeits off the street in Nigeria" in Driving counterfeits off the
Street op cit. at 28; Kalu, "Copy technology as the bedrock for gradual technological take-off" 1991
MIP No.6 p.48.
' Plasseraud argues that luxury goods which present a case of societal status seeking
problems: Plasseraud, Yves (1990) Ind. Prop. 118; see also para.2.11.5above.
Plasseraud note 44 supra. See this researcher's experience with the groups manager of a
liquor company in note 24 above.
The ELBS scheme introduced by UK publishers to make hard cover educational books
available in paper back is a good example.
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They are simply practical measures right holders may adopt by becoming
proactive in the protection of their rights.
8.2 Law Enforcement Agents
The role of law enforcement officers - the police, the department of customs,
and private agents, in intellectual property cannot be over-emphasised. They
are instrumental in restraining infringement, apprehending infringers, seizing
infringing goods and enforcing laws against infringers. Unfortunately, they face
certain impediments which may promote negative responses to the enforcement
of rights and may influence their view of intellectual property. These include
limitations imposed on them by their enabling statutes; poor training for the
task; lack of equipments; lack of funds; non-deterrent liabilities imposed on
infringers and the prosecution process. Between competing claims by different
crimes, priority may be given to 'more important crimes'. This section
examines some of these difticulties and prejudices and offers suggestions for
improving the effectiveness of law enforcement agents.
8.2.1	 Differentiating Legitimate from Pirated Products
Perhaps the most significant problem faced by law enforcement agents is the
ability to differentiate pirated goods from the originals. 47
 Even for
professionals in intellectual property intelligence, the difference is sometimes
undetectable on the face of it. In the case of poor quality looking copies,
suspicion of enforcement agents is more easily aroused. However, with
improvements in technology, pirated copies now look increasingly as good as
Nockles posits that 'no matter how experienced or trained a customs officer is, it is difficult
for him to differentiate between the two: Nockles, Maurice "Commercial Piracy - Restricting Imports
into the UK", [1979] EIPR 103.
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originals, at least in terms of packaging.48
Law enforcement agents are acquainted with most crimes, such that if they are
on the scene and a crime (like theft or mugging) is being committed, they would
know and apprehend suspects without any complaints being filed. On the other
hand, pirated goods may be sold under the nose of enforcement agents without
any suspicion being raised. Often, the training for the average law enforcement
agent (especially in developing economies) does not include techniques to
detect the differences between original and pirated products. 49
 Such training
cannot be adequately undertaken without the help of the relevant industries
both financial and technically, underscoring the role of right holders in offering
some training.50
8.2.2	 Nature of Each Intellectual Property Right
Another problem posed is the propriety of enforcement agents to determine
what is an infringing copy. It may be unreasonable to vest law enforcement
agents with powers to make arrests or seizures based on infringement of
patents in the absence a court order. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
infringement of patents is not a criminal offence in most jurisdictions, 51
 neither
do customs border measures against the importation of infringing goods in
many jurisdictions apply to patented goods, or (even computer programs in
48 For instance, in Nigeria, some locally produced licensed goods may not be better in quality
than pirated or counterfeit goods imported from the Far East.
Membere suggests that a policeman's power of observation comes through training, practice
and experience: Membere, C.F.L., Police and Law Enforcement, 2nd ed. Port-t-larcourt: Membere
Foundation Books, p.180 (1982). In Nigeria, the Nigerian Copyright Council has influenced the
introduction of copyright anti-piracy measures at the Police College in Lagos: Uvieghara in Sodipo
& Fagbemi eds. op cit., p.158.
5° Para.8.1 .3 above.
Para.7.3.2 ante.
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some jurisdictions). 52
 While a trained eye may make a preliminary decision
on infringement of copyright, trade mark, packaging of goods, simply by a
simple examination decisions affecting patents not being so easy, are left to the
courts. It is proper for enforcement agents to make arrests or seizures, after
a competent court has ruled that a product infringes a patent.
Opinion seems divided on whether it should be in the domain of law
enforcement agents to seize borderline or non-apparent pirated goods. It may
be improper for enforcement agents to make a determination where an alleged
infringing product only takes a substantial part of another, for example, where
the plagiarism of a literary work and not an exact copy. 53
 Another border-line
example is an infringing computer program which is not an exact copy but
which only take substantial parts of another program. It is suggested that
agents should only be empowered to seize goods which are prima facie exact
or near-exact copies as it is inappropriate for them to determine borderline
cases.54
8.2.3	 Political and Departmental Discretion: Priorities
Given the limited resources available to law enforcement agents, priorities must
necessarily arise between competing interests between "crimes or wrongs" and
"serious crimes and wrongs". The discretion exercised in classifying priorities
is either a political decision or a departmental decision. Political discretion is
reflected in government policies which are demonstrated by laws and the funds
allocated for the administration or enforcement of any law. By passing effective
laws with deterrent remedies and allocating sufficient funds to fight piracy, a
government signifies to enforcement agents that it intends priority to be given
Para. 5.6.3 above.
Copinger & Skone James on Copyright, 10th ed. London: Sweet & Maxwell (1965)
As argued in para.7.8 above, it should not be possible for infnngers to escape liability simply
because of the indication on the goods that the goods are counterfeit.
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to the laws.
Departmental discretion is exercised by law enforcement agents when they
decide not to invoke the criminal process against certain persons or certain
crimes. It is reasonable to expect enforcement agents to give priority to
offences which attract stiff punishments. Where offences are categorised into
simple offences or misdemeanours and minor offences, or felonies or serious
offenses, it is reasonable to expect officers to accord priority to the latter. Until
the recent reviews of intellectual property rights in the eighties, many laws
attached low penalties against piracy and counterfeiting, hence the classification
into serious and less serious crimes.55
Enforcement agents should not be blamed for having an indifferent attitude to
piracy if political discretion is not exercised to make intellectual property
offences "serious offences". A police department may be accused of
inappropriately directing the use of resources to piracy if intellectual property
offenses remain a minor offence/misdemeanour as compared with felonies such
as mugging, murders, stealing, and trafficking. This raises an issue which is
beyond the scope of this dissertation: the significance in any society of
economic crimes.
The average policeman's satisfaction for successfut investigation is only derived
from successful prosecution and adequate punishment. Where laws provide
inadequate penalties or raise certain difficulties for any offence, enthusiasm to
investigate such offences will be lacking.56
See para.7.6 above.
Sherwood E Sullivan and John F. Bradley- 46 TMR 522. Essien suggests that obsolete laws
(with unreasonably low penalties) do not help matters in the fight against drug counterfeiting:
Essien, note 3 chapter 4 above. Other examples: the border seizure regimes in some countries
(paras.5.6-5.6.3 above) only permit seized goods to be forfeited with no attendant liability to the
importer under customs procedure, or to the right holder for a breach of statutory duty. Others
allow such seized goods to be given to government agencies or charities. Some allow goods to
be released where they are properly marked with the indication of origin despite being pirated
goods : That was the position under the repealed UK, Merchandise Marks Act, 1887. In some
other countries the marks can only be obliterated from the infringing goods then the goods can be
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Although they can be challenged and criticised for refusing to investigate or
cause an offence to be prosecuted, law enforcement agents have a discretion
whether to investigate any offence. Thus it has been argued that "the police
are among the most important policy-makers of our entire society. And they
make far more discretionary determinations in individual cases than any other
class of administrators: I know of no close second".57
The role of law enforcement agents in the implementation of intellectual
property laws is highly significant especially as they control the entrance to the
criminal justice system by their decision on allocation of resources. Although
they claim to enforce all the law all of the time, there are certain preferences.
When enforcing a particular law, situational differences may modify their
decision to act. 58
 "Every constable has a discretion to ignore an offence, to
give a caution, or to lay a charge and the police service as a whole has
substantial discretion as to which laws and which offenses will be allocated
resources; a discretion as to how those resources will be allocated and
organised across geographic areas; and a discretion as to methods and
strategies to be employed". 59
 This is not surprising as the society does not
provide sufficient resources, to enable all offenses to be prosecuted, neither
does the society expect that. Unfortunately, there is a dearth of studies on the
police60
 to provide sufficient background to analyse these problems.61
sold. Irrespective of their oath of office, such laws may discourage law enforcement agents from
having a serious approach to seizing pirated goods.
La Fave, Wayne R., "Controlling discretion by administrative regulation: The use, misuse, and
nonuse of police rules and policies in fourth amendment adjudication", 89 Mich. Law Rev (1990)
442 cited Kenneth Davis, Discretionary Justice 4 (1969) at 222
The Police - A policy paper Canadian Criminal Law Series, Comm of Canada, 1981 Alan
Grant.
Jackson, Sir Gordon, "Reforming of policing in New South Wales", 199 20 Anglo-American
LRev. 15.
60 Reiner, Robert "In the office of a chief constable" 1988 Current Legal Problems 135 - "The
character of police work at the senior levels of the organisation is the greatest gap in the growing
body of knowledge which social scientists have accumulated about the police.
61 Note, however, that a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Given their limited resources, however, - manpower, equipments, training and
funds, the police must necessarily give priority to some offenses over others.
As police powers especially of arrest and seizure involve deprivation of liberty
and intrusion of privacy it involves the exercise of a discretion62
 which must
be exercised according to reason and justice ... "not arbitrary, vague, fanciful,
but legal and regular1.63 The factors discussed above influence the exercise
of such powers.
The classification of priorities is sometimes informed by the views taken of the
offenses concerned. These views are in turn influenced by the "obviousness"
of the crime, the harm enforcement agents believe is occasioned to the society
by the offence, the newness of the crime, the reaction of the injured parties to
the enforcement process, the penalty that attaches to the offence, the
administrative process in prosecution, and the resources needed to enforce the
law. Thus it remains a common complaint of injured parties that most police
commands do not cooperate with right owners or treat piracy as a priority,64
although this is not always true.65
62 Ryan, C.L. & Williams, K., "Police discretion", 1986 Public Law 285.
Per Lord Mansfield in A V Askew (1768) 4 Burr. 2186 at 2189 and Lord Halsbury L.J. in
Sharp v Wakefield [1891] AC 173 at 179. Although the discretion of the police is not absolute,
courts are sometimes reluctant to intervene and review any exercise of discretion: R v Metropolitan
Police Commissioner ex parte Blackburn [1968] 2 QB 118; (No.3) [1973] QB 24. Even where
courts are willing to interfere, it will cost an applicant time and money.
' Frisanco, Marc, 'Counterfeiting in Singapore and Thailand', issue 34 Trademark World Feb
91 p.28. As illustrated by Baumgartner et al, even in the USA, until of recent piracy was given low
priority for federal criminal enforcement. The right owner must obtain as much
evidence/information, present this to the US Attorney and FBI who will decide whether to take
action, advise owner of decision - conduct investigation (with help of owner at times), is sufficient
evidence is got, presents to a federal grand jury for issuance of an indictment: Bruce 0
Baumgartner, Karla R. Spalding, Belinda j Scnmenti, "Counterfeiting and piracy in the US - A
general overview of the law and practice to combat counterfeiting and piracy" CLIP monograph p.
79; Carratu, v., "Trade mark infringement in Russia" August 1990 Trademark World p.37 - Police
in Russia will not be willing to assist in anti-piracy which they class as trivial matters and no agency
to deal with it.
For an example of police cooperation see "Counterfeiting Audio Cassettes", T.S. Rev. July
1989 p.11
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	8.2.4	 Obvious Crimes
A crime is obvious if the ordinary man in the street who sees it being committed
can know or will suspect that something is amiss. Stealing, murder, mugging,
arson, rape, and the like, fall into this category. Piracy is not only non-obvious,
it often requires special skills of detection and the filing of a complaint or report
by right owners before law enforcement agents can act. This follows from the
nature of the rights discussed in paragraphs 7.3 to 7.3.2 above. Even where
the police suspect that some goods are being, or are pirated, they often need
to confirm this with the right owners given the difficulty of differentiating
legitimate goods from illegitimate goods as highlighted in paragraph 8.2.1
above.66 Thus it may be understandable why law enforcement officers fail
to act with regard to intellectual property the same way they do when an
obvious crime is being committed.
	
8.2.5	 Harm to Society
Although piracy is usually initiated by producers and manufacturers, the first
time it is often noticed is when retailers distribute the goods or when the
consumers purchase them. In most cases, retailers are not directly connected
with the production line, they concentrate on distribution. Generally, when
piracy begins to escalate in any jurisdiction, the police are initially uninformed.
They cannot understand how a person who produces his own goods and the
distributors thereof, can be committing a crime by virtue only of the use of a
mark, or the copying of a work. When they are educated to appreciate that it
is an offence on the statute books, they may still find it difficult to understand
how this crime offends against the society. This seems more difficult where
societal needs for the relevant goods are being met by a pirate who bridges a
gap unfilled by the right holder. 67 Again, they may see it as a battle between
Lyimo, Theo, "Customs Enforcement: Prospects of International Cooperation", CLIP
monograph op cit. at 133.
67 See paras.4.6.8 & 8.1 .8(u) &(ii) above.
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foreign companies, big businesses and small retailers. 	 Where the penalty
is small, a senior officer may ask why he should allocate his resources to anti-
piracy when "more serious crimes" which appear to cause more harm to the
society are still rampant.69
For instance, before the introduction of the EC Regulation 3842/86° it was the
practice of Her Majesty's Customs and Excise to refuse to act where infringing
consignments which are about to be imported into the UK fell below a certain
volume. 71
 This was an exercise of departmental discretion based on the
perception of the wrong done, It is doubtful if the Customs would clear some
other prohibited goods such as hard drugs or refuse to act on the grounds that
the volume of the prohibited consignment is low.
Before important regard can be given to piracy, law enforcement agents must
be educated on the harm occasioned by piracy. While governments can play
a very supportive role in this campaign, right owners must ensure that the
police appreciate that piracy harms not only right owners, but the public at
large.
8.2.6	 Reactions of Right Holders
It has been argued that two positive reactions on the part of right owners are
a prerequisite to any successful police involvement in anti-piracy campaigns:
making a complaint, or informing the police of the commission of such crimes
See the observation of Malaysian Judge Hashim Yeop SA. Sani in paragraph 8.4.1 below.
69 Bouwman, Seizure of counterfeit goods in the Netherlands, (1987) 1W April 22.
° See para.5.6 above for more discussion on the Regulation.
71 Billins, Shereen "EEC Council Regulation 3842/86: An Effective Piracy weapon?" [1988111
EIPR 346 cited the old practice. It appears from Billins that for the customs, low volume was higher
than the de minimis rule of a couple of infringing copies for private or domestic use but not high
enough to warrant interference or seizure. Once the infringing imported copies are more than two
or three which could be allowed for private use, the customs should have prevented the imports.
The argument here is that the same customs will not allow the importation of prohibited goods such
as hard drugs because the volume is low.
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and giving evidence and support to the police in proving the case. 72 In most
jurisdictions, intellectual property offences being non-obvious crimes only can
come to the knowledge of the police based on the information and complaints
of injured parties. Hence, anti-piracy campaigns can only succeed where right
owners have a machinery of detecting piracy, reporting these to the police and
assisting the police to see the prosecution to the end.73
Though enforcement agents do not need much help in enforcing some
offences, most offences cannot be successfully prosecuted without evidential
support of the injured party, least of all intellectual property offences. This
means that right holders must have local agents and investigators who must
work hand in hand with law enforcement agents at every stage. This is a very
important factor which is sometimes overlooked by right holders especially in
their bid to enforce their rights in developing economies where they are yet to
establish a viable market. It is not enough to have good laws on the books.
Cooperation between the enforcement agents and right holders is a sine qua
non in the enforcement mechanism. In the absence of such cooperation,
agents may be reluctant to place piracy on the priority list.
8.2.7	 Newness of Crime
While piracy is not necessarily new in many jurisdictions, the enforcement of
anti-piracy laws is a recent practice in many jurisdictions. 74 The police need
help in order to come to terms with new forms of crimes. 75 A policeman's
72 See para.8.1.1 above.
Chaimungkalanont argues that right owners need to constantly survey markets to determine
if infringing activity is taking place and it is their responsibility to ensure that their rights are
vigorously defended: Chaimungkalanont, Suchint, "Thailand: Taking the fight to the forgers", IP
Asia December 29, 1993, vol.10 p.13 at 15.
' This is particularly true of developing economies and other countries which did not hitherto
have laws against such practices. Unfortunately, most of the criminal prosecution of intellectual
property cases are tried in lower courts whose decisions are not reported.
' Feldman, David, "The Developing debate on policing and management" 20 Anglo-American
L. Rev. 1.
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knowledge of criminals and their habits are useful in fighting crime, this
knowledge is relatively lacking where the crime is new. 76 For new crimes,
the training received by older members of the force, those who can make or
influence departmental decisions is invariably unsuitable to grapple with new
intellectual property offenses. Training affects orientation, and is necessary for
the orientation to change.
3.2.8	 The Enforcement Process
Like any human being, the experiences and lessons of policemen inform their
attitudes. 77 Where in an intellectual property matter, a policeman makes an
arrest but the body responsible for prosecution refuses to prosecute say,
because of insufficient evidence or other "priorities", or the case is lost say on
technical grounds, the policeman may be discouraged from investigating such
matters in future. In Nigeria, with the increment of fines and prison terms for
infringement of copyright, magistrates courts no longer have jurisdiction to try
most offences. In the same vein, policemen who prosecute cases in
magistrates courts do not have a right of audience in high courts where the
cases can now be conducted. Despite the number of arrests and seizures, no
case has been prosecuted by the legal officers in the department of public
prosecution's office, who opine that they do not have satisfactory evidence to
prosecute. 78 This discourages law enforcement agents from investigating
complaints or making arrests in future.
8.2.9	 Specialised Agents vs More Powers
Given the inadequate training that most popular forces, the police and the
76 Membere supra note 48 at p.l62.
Brian, Hilliard, "A reformation operation", V.139 N.L.J. Dec. 89 1660.
78 Sodipo note 8 supra.
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customs receive, specialised agents 79 such as the Trading Standards Officers
in the UK,8° the Copyright Inspectors in Nigeria may be better equipped to
address the problems. 81
 The powers of such agents are often wider than
police powers with respect to checking company records and examining
products without any search warrants. The protection of intellectual property
rights is a priority to agents thus the unfavourable exercise of discretion towards
infringements is more unlikely. In France, there is a special section of the
police in big cities which specialises in couture and copyright but they would
only act on receipt of information from owner.82
 Few jurisdictions can afford
specialised agents. The alternative may be to train the police and increase
their powers, but there are constitutional implications to be considered in
Thomas, note 3 supra; Local agents may be better because factors such as cultural
differences, though inexperience may demand that they work in close association with foreign
experts, at least to start with. For instance, Farmer suggests that American detectives face
problem of oriental subterfuges and devices quite alien to them: Farmer, Max. D., "Counterfeiting
of products and trademarks in foreign countries", 43 TMR 566 (1953).
80 See s.93 of the new UK Trade Marks Act 1994 and s.107A and 198A of the CDPA
(introduced bys.165 of the Criminal Justice Act 1994). Seethe following for some discussion of the
operations of Trading Standards Officers: Galland, Paul, "Special Investigations - Taking up the
Challenge", July 1989 T.S. Rev., p.13; Sheperd, Harry, "Trading Standards Departments and
Prosecution Policy", February 1989 T.S. Rev. p.10; Dalkeith, Crocodile, "Faith, Hope ... and lots
of Charity", T.S. Rev. Jan. 1989 p.15 - on suggestions on how to dispose of counterfeit goods;
Galland, Paul, "The tape recording of interviews with suspects", November 1991 T.S. Rev. p.20.
Wright, Robert, "The trading standards service", CLIP monograph, p. 127 argues that the main
problem lies in the detection, investigation and prosecution. Trading Standards Officers grew out
of local weights and measures inspectorate - Magna Carta 1215- "There shall be but one measure
of wine through the realm, one measure of ale, and one breadth of dyed cloth, rusts and haberjects,
that is to say, two yards within the lists. And it shall be of weights as of measures" - so they are
used to visiting trading premises on a regular basis to examine and test weighing and measuring
equipments to sample food stuffs and knowledge of local business and market place continually
monitoring commercial trends. They have examinations to pass before qualification and they are
reputed to be impartial. Powers include inspection of goods and premises other than privateS.28
of TDA), inspect books, or documents relating to trade or business, make copies thereof, seize of
detain goods suspected of infringing f or the purpose of testing same, or using them in evidence,
may order that a container be broken or open a vending machine and do so himself if the person
so ordered refuses. The Office has a weekly confidential bulletin which it circulates to local
authorities giving information about investigations and prosecutions - affords industry opportunity
to file information. Wright advocates more cooperation between TSOs and industry exchange of
information, advice and technical knowledge. See also Rawlinson, Paul, "The new UK Trade Marks
Act 1994: It is criminal" [1995] 1 EIPR 54.
81 Sodipo, Bankole, notes on the "Copyright Amendment Decree", No.98, 1992, ENT.L.R. p.E7
(1994).
Hams, Brian, "French Law and Practice" in Comish ed. CLIP monograph p.55.
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increasing police powers. 	 It is arguable that the proper utilisation of police
resources with the considerations identified above should prove effective in the
enforcement of intellectual property laws.
8.2.10	 Getting Positive Response: Enforcement Agents
In order to secure a change in police attitude to piracy, the penalties must be
deterrent enough, agents must be trained to differentiate pirated goods. They
must be shown that piracy has harmful effects not only on right owners but on
the society at large; that it extends beyond competition between the big and
small companies. Education can cause more favourable exercise of agent
discretion. Crimes which are seen as 'unserious' today will not automatically
be taken to be serious tomorrow merely because of change of Jaws and some
training in anti-piracy measures. Reasonable funds must be allocated to
enable agents pursue pirates. While the support and cooperation of right
owners with agents must be encouraging, it must be emphasised that no anti-
piracy campaign can be successful without a positive response from law
enforcement agents.84
8.3 Attitudes of Judges
Given the fact that anti-piracy campaigns are a relatively recent practice in
many jurisdictions, it appears that the concepts are yet to be adequately
comprehended by many lawyers and judges. 85 In territories where laws have
only recently been passed or reviewed to be more effective, lawyers often have
Weir, J.A., "Police power to seize suspicious goods" Cam L.J. 193 discusses some of the
pros and cons of extending some police powers.
° Hong Kong was the shining example of the 1 970s. Piracy which was rife was greatly
reduced before the end of the decade. Thomas, note 3 supra at 67, attributes the success in Hong
Kong mainly to the special unit created Copyright Protection Sub-DMsion of the Customs and
Excise who discharged their functions with enthusiasm.
Even in industrialised economies where there is more litigation on the scope of these
concepts, lawyers and judges are still grappling with issues raised by emerging technologies.
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to explain concepts such as the different proprietary rights in intellectual
property, the incorporeal and the materials which they protect -
corporeaVtangible.86
 Whilst it is expected that judges will apply laws, the
discretionary powers they exercise may be wrongly discharged if they have a
negative attitude to intellectual property. Negative attitudes may be developed
by judges who have wrong perceptions of the functions of intellectual property
rights and their relevance to society. Such misconceptions can influence a
judge in refusing to grant an interlocutory injunction or inspection order where
ordinarily, he ought to; 87 to rule against the admission of admissible evidence;
to require plaintiffs to procure evidence which is unduly difficult or expensive to
obtain or prove; or to award unreasonable damages, 88
 or fines and penalties
where an infringer is found to be liable or guilty. With respect to English
judges, Professor Dworkin suggests that "the attitude of the courts has been
ambivalent" in responding to new problems in the sense that while they seem
to positively encourage the development of the law at times, they are
sometimes reluctant to intervene even in the most blatant cases of unfair
competition, particularly where the rights are ill-defined.89
8.3.1	 Perceptions of Intellectual Property
Sullivan & Bradley, note 3 supra, highlighted the problem of intellectual property rights being
new concepts to magistrates and judges in some territories and stressed the need to educate them
during the conduct of a trial.
The argument that such rulings can be appealed is not potent when viewed against the fact
that the harm may already be done by the time the ruling is reversed. More importantly, the
exercise of a trial judge's discretion is rarely interfered with on appeal.
Arrigucci, M., "Counterfeiting: A world wide scenario" February 1994 Trademark World p.24
attributes the reluctance of Chinese judges of the Peoples Court (in smaller towns) to render
decisions or require unreasonably additional documents which cause delays to inexperience.
Floum supra suggests that the attitude of Chinese judges to infringement of local and foreign rights
differs. He cited the low damages awarded for the breach of Miscrosoft rights as against the
damages awarded for the infringement of a local mark. This view is not entirely justifiable when
it is recalled that a death sentence has been passed for infringement of a foreign right in China.
Dworkin, note 12, chapter 4 supra at 13. He illustrates this point with the example of the rise
and decline in judicial activism connected with bootlegging and the possibility of taking out personal
action under the repealed Performers Protection Acts, 1958-1972.
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While some judges rightly strive to balance the interests of right owners and the
public as defined by the law, 9° some see the campaign against pirates as a
fight between the weak/poor and the strong/rich, the former representing
pirates. This may stem from a number of factors such as: ignorance of the
extent of modem piracy and the harm it causes; whether a judge leans in
favour of monopoly or competition; or even less probable, the territory where
the judge sits. For instance, a judge rightly pointed out that
"Infringement of copyright raises questions of bread and butter.
As at the end of September 1984 alone there were 3000 video
tape dealers in operation in Malaysia. This was an official
estimate. If video tape piracy constitutes a flourishing industry
infringement of copyright then becomes a question of economics.
It will boil down to a long drawn battle between multi-national
firms and native cottage industries. It will indeed call for a difficult
decision for the government especially in times of recession".91
Like politicians who must make important decisions between native cottage
industries and multi-nationals, some judges seem to believe that it is their
responsibility to protect small local companies from the latter. A judge may
believe that intellectual property is irrelevant to his society being an anti-
9° Halliday, Ardene C., "Judicial approach to copyright infringement" 27 IDEA 83.
91 Justice Hashim Yeop A. Sani, Judge Supreme Court of Malaysia, The Judiciary and the
intellectual property system in Malaysia, Regional Forum of the Judiciary and intellectual property
System, Pakistan WIPO 1986 p.275 at 278. Again judges sometimes "bear in mind the necessity
in this branch of the law of the balance to be maintained between the protection of a plaintiff's
investment in his product and the protection of competition. It is only if the plaintiff can establish
that a defendant has invaded his intangible property right ... that the law will permit competition to
be restricted. Any other approach would encourage a monopoly. The new, small man would
increasingly find his entry into the existing market obstructed by the large traders already well
known as operating it" - as per Lord Scarman, in Cadburv Schweppes v Pub Squash [1981] 1 All
ER 213. Singaporean Mr. Justice T.S. Sinnarthuray observed that "as we all know, when it comes
to enforcement of the laws in any one country that is dictated by priorities relevant to the socio-
economic and politicai considerations of the particular country. Therefore, we judges may often
wonder why it is that today in many countries of the world, notwithstanding the existence of laws
for the protection of intellectual property, there is a flagrant and massive plunder of the world's
intellectual property" - "The laws relating to intellectual property and their applications in Singapore"
in the IP Colloquium of Judges in Asia and the Pacific WIPO (1986) p.239 at 242.
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competitive propaganda on the part of established firms and industrialised
economies to maintain their market monopoly. This belief is reinforced
particularly where the originals of the relevant products concerned are scarce
or unaffordable to those in the middle class in the society concerned.92
Interestingly, views expressed in this paragraph are not peculiar to developing
economies.
8.3.2	 Effects of Negative Responses
Where they fail to appreciate its relevance, search warrants or inspection
orders will not be granted. 93 It is arguable that some of the problems faced
by right holders are caused by the lenient attitude of the judges who order non-
deterrent penalties. 94 In the American case of Louis Vuitton v Helene
White,95 the judge failed to grant an order for inspection and seizure
notwithstanding that he had found that the plaintiff was likely to succeed at trial,
and that the defendant was likely to hide or destroy evidence on which the
plaintiff hopes to rely. Worse still, the plaintiff had obtained a permanent
injunction against some of the defendants in an earlier case for infringing similar
rights. It was obvious from the case that the judge was bent on preventing US
marshals from executing such an order. However, the case was reversed on
appeal.
The author was perturbed by a well respected Nigerian judge who called him a few months
after retirement and said "Mr. Sodipo, while I respect you for your efforts in the copyright campaign
in Nigeria, I do not think history will forgive you for your role. I can understand the case of piracy
of records which even affect local musicians but in the case of books, where do you want the
ordinary man to get money to buy books for his children given the unreasonable prices the books
are sold. The pirates are doing a social service".
IIPA, p.56 cites examples of Chile where judges are reluctant to authorize search warrants
and by so doing, have hampered software anti-piracy efforts. Bouwman suggests that where
judges appreciate the importance of intellectual property, legal rules are stretched (to cope with
technical difficulties which may be encountered in establishing infringement), by the resourcefulness
of lawyers and judges: Bouwman, "Seizure of counterfeit goods in the Netherlands" Trademark
World April 1981 p.22
Marc Frisanco, 'Counterfeiting in Singapore and Thailand', issue 34 Trademark World Feb
1991 p.28.
945 F. 2d. 569.
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In General Electric Co. v Speicher, 96 an American judge in ruling against the
weight of evidence accepted a defendant's exceedingly implausible testimony
to that of the plaintiff. After a finding of infringement of the plaintiff's trade
mark, the judge failed to award damages to the plaintiff but instead awarded
damages to the defendant for wrongful seizure. The trial judge's decision about
wrongful seizure was reversed because he had granted a seizure order which
was wide enough to allow the items seized. He held that the defendant was
an innocent infringer who acted in good faith ... a reputable businessman who
had always enjoyed a spotless business record and whose infringement was
confined to one job. In actual fact, the defendant had lied to Chrysler
company that the goods were original notwithstanding that he had falsely
applied the marks on the goods himself. He had supplied the goods to meet
Chrysler company's specific order for "Grade 570 with GE 570 inserts and "NO
OTHER EQUIVALENTS". Although the judgement was reversed on appeal,
it reflects the results that such biases can give. The trial judge was castigated
by the appeal judges, for berating the plaintiff who made a claim for damages.
In another case, Louis Vuitton v Lee, 97 while commenting that the case was
rather unfortunate, the trial judge held that
"trademark laws entitled plaintiffs to protect their
merchandise, as they did and should, but this court need
not, and will not, allow plaintiffs to use the laws as a mace,
to crush two small, unsophisticated and unwary immigrant
merchants".
The trial judge had initially discharged the defendants after asking and
confirming from counsel from both sides that intentional sale was an ingredient
of the statute. On appeal, his judgement was vacated and sent back.
11 USPQ 2d 1125; 877 F.2d. 531 at 534-5.
8 USPQ2d 1609; see the appeal in 10 USPQ2d 1935.
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Thereafter, the same trial judge held that the defendant was not liable because
according to him, knowing and wilful means that the defendant's must know
that the goods were counterfeit. Though the defendant's statement at trial that
she did not know that the goods were counterfeit contradicted her earlier
deposition (which deposition was admitted without objection from her lawyer),
the trial judge believed the defendant and disbelieved the plaintiff's witness.
This was notwithstanding the fact that the Lees who had lived in the US for
over four years engaged in retail trade, of bags, luggage and similar
merchandise, accepted all major credit cards, deposited over a quarter of a
million dollars in their business account the previous year, factors which made
their denial questionable. However, the case was reversed on appeal and
remanded for retrial before another judge.98
Had these American judgements been given in a developing economy, the
plaintiff would probably not have appealed and the jurisdiction would have been
labelled a difficult terrain to enforce intellectual property rights.
Negative attitudes could also cause a judge to pass minimum fines and to
refuse to sentence offenders to prison. For example, in Chile, judges penalize
software pirates with the minimum fine of about $190 and the minimum prison
sentence knowing this can even be avoided by applying for suspended
sentences. 99 In Uruguay although several actions have been instituted
against video pirates, and defendants have been convicted, courts refused to
imposed strict sanctions.'°° Thai judges have never convicted manufacturers
or wholesalers although retailers have been convicted. 10' Statements as to
the negative nature of intellectual property monopoly made by Lord Templeman
One of the appeal judges, Ripples J., in a minority ruling, held that the case should not have
been reversed, but this was more on procedural grounds, that is, the propriety of an appellate court
in questioning the factual findings of a trial court.
!1! p.56.
100 IIPA p.164
101 Eric Smith, IIPA USTR submission, September 1992 p. 6.
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in British Leyland v Armstrong Patents, 102
 are unhelpful especially as they
can send wrong signals to judges in developing economies.
Another example is the pattern of decisions given by the recently established
UK Copyright Tribunal which seems to suggest that the payments set by the
Tribunal is likely to be lower than that which would have been obtained by
statute or by negotiation between the parties. 103
 If payments set by courts
are lower than those negotiated, or those imposed by a democratically elected
legislature, it is arguable that courts do not appreciate the market significance
of the rights involved.104
It must, however, be emphasised that some "alarming "
 decisions may be
attributable to bad laws and not necessarily bad judges. At least some of the
problems raised by legal systems (which are due to no fault of judges), such
as the difficulties of proof, and the requirement to prove guilty mind have been
addressed in chapters 5 and 6.
8.3.3	 Positive Reactions
On the other hand, judges in many countries are not reluctant to enforce
intellectual property rights. They are willing to grant inspection orders and
mareva orders.'°5 It is now a well accepted fact in many jurisdictions that
in intellectual property cases that surprise inspection orders applied for ex parte
are a necessary tool. They provide a quick and efficient means of recovering
102 
supra. ee para.3.8.6 ante.
103 Arnold, Richard The Copyright Tribunal Strikes Again: AIRC v PPL" (1993) ENT L.A. 145.
104 The contrary argument is that the right holders have a stronger bargaining power and force
licensees to pay more than is necessary. But this argument seems weak when viewed against the
fact that statutory tariffs under the previous 1956 Act was placed higher. Surely judges do not
necessarily have a better assessment of the market value of rights that the Parliament, right holders
and their licensees.
105 See paras.5.3-5.3.4 & 5.5
	
for more discussions on inspection and seizure orders and
mareva injunctions and the problems they raise.
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infringing products, discovering the sources of supply, and the persons to whom
they are distributed before those concerned had time to conceal or destroy the
pirated products (as is the custom of pirates), which may form the only
evidence the plaintiff can use to establish his case. 106
 Indeed, the modus
operandi of pirates is so notorious 107
 that a court strongly recommended that
the privilege of a pirate against self incrimination which ordinarily allows him to
refuse to answer some questions posed to him on the ground that the
information he offers may be used against him, be removed.' 08
 As Lord
Scarman opined, the enforcement of intellectual property law can be improved
by judges.'°9
 Where judges believe in intellectual property, they will not
tolerate a pirate's attempt at using unreasonable technicalities associated with
the difficulties of proof to frustrate an injured party,"° (where the law permits
judges to exercise such discretion).
8.3.4	 Getting Positive Reactions
It is suggested that where judges are enlightened on the role of intellectual
property to national development, the harm suffered by big companies when
small firms either produce or distribute pirated products, the clandestine nature
of piracy and the unfair profits they reap, their response to intellectual property
cases will invariably be positive. This campaign cannot be successful without
the assistance of right owners, governments and institutions such as the WIPO.
106 Rank Film Distributors & ors. v Video information Centre & ors. [1981] FSR 363; see Lord
Wilberforce at 366; International Electronics Ltd. v Weicih Data Ltd. & anor [1980] FSR 423.
107 See paras.4-4 to 4.4.7 above
108 Per Lord Russell in the Rank Film case p.448 made this suggestion which is similar to S.31
of the UK Theft Act, 1968. For an interesting reading of the practice of the privilege, see T.V.B.
Ltd v Mandarin Videos [1984] FSR 111. Field J. in Lamd v Munster (1882) 10 QBD 110 at 111
stated that the principle, tightly or wrongly is that a man cannot be compelled to say anything which
may be used to bring him into peril of being convicted as a criminal. See para.5.3.4 for more
discussions on the privilege against self incrimination.
109 Scarman, "Looking forward" Cornish ed. CLIP monograph supra, p.143.
110 See paras.5.7 to 5.9 above on some of these difficulties. See also the reference to Musa
v Le Maitre [1987] FSR 272.
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This should be given equal attention as the lobby for new laws.
8.4 National Governments
The point made by the judge that the infringement of intellectual property rights
raises a question of bread and butter has already been alluded to.1
Indeed, it may become difficult for a government to make the businesses of
many citizens illegitimate especially where the particular market for the goods
is predominantly a pirated one or where the introduction of effective
enforcement may reduce the scope of a large local industry to copy. 112 Not
only may piracy and counterfeiting be a question of bread and butter for its
residents, it may also be a major source of income for the governments.113
In the same vein, governments may find it difficult to justify the enforcement of
laws if there are no plans by right owners to meet demands for the original
goods especially where these goods are necessities. 114 Stewart alluded to
this problem when he said that "No politician in a democracy can totally ignore
the fact that there are no votes in copyright when taking a position on a
copyright issue", 115 unless local groups will directly benefit since it can cause
political riftsU6. The same assertion applies to other intellectual property
rights. In essence, the problem of protection is not limited to the legal regimes
but also must be viewed from the standpoint of the national will to guarantee
" Para.8.3.1 above.
112 Sethsathira, "copyright amendments cause pandemonium in the House", 1 IP ASIA 17
(1988); Nopakun, Rotorm, "Thailand's new copyright law" Copyright World September 1994 p.22;
O'Neil, Thomas N Ill., "Intellectual property protection in Thailand: Asia's young tiger and America's
growing concern" 11 Univ. of Penn. J. of tnt. Business Law 603 (1990); Davis, Theodore H.,
"Combatting piracy of intellectual property in international markets: a proposed modification of the
Special 301 Action" 22(3) VANDERBILT J of TRANS. LAW. 505; Ahudja, S., "GAIT and TRIPS:
the impact on the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry" Patent World September 1994; Redwood, op cit.
113 para.4.3.11 above.
114 See the arguments in paras. 4.6.8 & 8.1.8(ii)&(iii) above.
115 Stewart, "Two hundred years of English copyright law", Copyright July/August 1977 225 at
p.281.
116 Note 111 supra.
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their effectiveness.117
Although few and far between, a few cases of government interference with the
proper administration and enforcement of intellectual property rights can be
cited. 118
 What is more common is indifference on the part of governments
either in passing effective laws or to encouraging the enforcement of the laws,
rather than conscious actions against the system.
8.5.1	 Response Depends on Sta ge of Development
Given the former perceptions of the relevance of intellectual property rights, the
governments of most developing economies were either indifferent to, or anti
the system. As suggested in Chapter 2, some of the reasons for these
perceptions include the non-correlation between the level of economic
development of some developing economies who administered the system but
did not make significant technological advance as compared to the Tigers of the
Far East. The latter's administration of the system was questionable, yet
significant technological advance was made in those regions.' 19
 Another
point argued in chapter 1 is that the system was relevant to industriaiised
economies because the growth of the system was predicated on local societal
and economic interests. 120
 On the other hand, the system seemed irrelevant
in developing economies (at least of the Commonwealth), where it was
117 Coriat & Linares note 62 chapter 4 supra; Liu, Paul C.B., "A review of intellectual property
laws in Taiwan: proposals to curb piracy and counterfeiting in a developing country" 1988 Bingham
Young Univ. L.Rev. 619.
118 For instance, in Paraguay, a case was transferred by the state from a judge who granted
a search warrant to raid cassette pirates, to a judge who held that the search was improperly
granted because it lacked the information required under trade mark law. This was
notwithstanding the fact that the raid was based on copyright. In fact, the government had
pressurized the Recording Industries Association of America (RIAA), to drop the case but the RIAA
did not bulged, hence the case is still on appeal: IIPA supra, p.145.
119 For a discussion of this and other suggestions, see paras.2.4.2 & 2.9 to 2.9.3 above.
120 National governments of industrialised economies have an even more positive response
because of the damage caused to their image by any significant level of local piracy and
counterfeiting: Brunot, Patrick, Counterfeiting: a French perspective, Oct 89 7 TW 30.
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introduced and administered primarily to foster foreign interests. In chapter 3,
it was suggested that negative response to the system sometimes stems from
the inaccurate perception of the rights per Se, as monopolies and the
possibilities of abuse inherent in the rights. Nations which had negative
reactions to the system went unpunished partly because the major conventions
did not have an effective means to enforce treaty obligations.121
It is arguable that where laws are passed by national governments solely due
to foreign pressure without any significant advantages enhancing local interests,
there may be no political will on the part of the government to enforce the laws
especially as there may be ignorance of the relevance of the system. On
the other hand, where local interests are affected whether economically or
otherwise, it is easier to attract sufficient government interest for law reform and
enforcement. 123 This is irrespective of whether the government is that of a
developing or industrialised economy. Further, it is easier for governments to
appreciate these issues when interest groups of right holders make
representations to them. 124 Thus, the response in the newly industrialised
economies is becoming increasingly positive partly because of their increased
share of intellectual property repertoire.125
121 See chapter 1, para.1.5.3 to 1.5.4 above.
' See the differences between the growth and development of intellectual property laws in
developed and developing economies derived from the way the laws were introduced and
administered in chapter 1. Brown, Richard Nicholas, "The little recognised connection between IP
and economic development in Latin America- 22 lIC 1991 348. Thus the IIPA has argued that
despite the 1991 improvements in Mexican copyright law, made as a result of the NAFTA
negotiations, enforcement is still a problem given that the Mexican government is not living up to
its commitments on enforcement: Smith, Eric, Sept 92 supra p. 5.
123 See note 3 chapter 4 supra on the harm occasioned by counterfeit drugs leading to the
death of 108 children in Nigeria and the speed with which the Nigerian government passed laws
against counterfeit drugs.
124 The following laws were only changed or made after representations by the industry: the
US 1984 Act: Harvey note 1 chapter 4 supra; the UK Supreme Court Act 1981 after the Rank Film
case supra; Nigerian Copyright Act: chapter 1 paral .7.2 above.
125 Cornish, note 1 chapter 1 ante. Note, however, Ricketson observes that "There is no
general appreciation of the importance of intellectual property laws on the part of the executive of
the Government, the legislature, or the wider public in Australia"- in "The future of Australian
intellectual property reform and administration" 3(1) Aust.IPJ 3 at 9 (1992).
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8.4.2	 Trade: Incentive to Secure Positive Response
As argued in chapter 2, irrespective of the perception of any nation as to the
relevance or influence of the intellectual property system, one impeachable
justification for having a positive response to the system is trade. 126
 A
nation A, which is indifferent to piracy and counterfeiting because of a
perception that the system is not in its national interests should not complain
if another nation B, whose intellectual property repertoire is being copied
without authorisation retaliates through trade measures such as bans or high
tariffs on imports from A into B. The most notable trade measure adopted by
any nation is that employed by the USA against nations which fail to provide
protection or encourage the enforcement of US' intellectual property rights is
the procedure under s.301 of the US Omnibus Trade Act and s.337 of the Tariff
Act, 1930. The EC also has a somewhat similar regime, Regulation 2641/84.
Under the US regimes, US right holders could mount trade pressures on
countries where infringement is rampant and they could also apply fast seizure
and trial remedies. 127 Under s.301, right holders compile lists of the
countries which they view to have "unfair" or "unjustifiable" practices against US
companies. This list is passed to the US Trade Representative (USTR). The
USTR is empowered to open discussions with the relevant nations and request
them to change their response to US rights or face import or other retaliatory
measures. 128	S.337 offered US right holders the right to prevent the
importation of infringing products by obtaining fast exclusion orders from the US
126 Para. 2.8 ante. For more arguments on the merits and demerits of the intellectual property
system, see chapter 2 above. Zhang, Weimin, "Return trip to China: IP struggles to keep up with
speed of change" Patent World February 1994 p.37.
127 See Rakoff & Wolfe; Bradley, Harvey; Abbot; Hoffman and Noble in note 1 chapter 4 supra.
See also note 86, chapter 1 supra.
128 It has been suggested that in the case of Thailand, the benefit of the system is obscure and
that the trade regime is unfair. The allegory used to support the unfaimess of the regime is that
of a father (infringing nation) who has many daughters (trade interests). School officials (the US)
threaten to withdraw all the daughters from school unless the father disciplines one of the daughters
(the trade interests that benefit from the negative response to the system): Counterfeiting in
Thailand: Some personal remarks (1986) Trademark World 45.
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International Trade Commission. In response to this regime some nations
introduced or improved protection for US intellectual property rights.
Lewinski has argued, (although not very convincingly) that the EC regime is
less drastic than the US regimes in two respects: it requires changes to be
made within five years and unlike the US s.301, only "illicit trade practices"
which are determined from international law and not simply the view of EC
md ustries.'3°
The usefulness of such regimes are, however, limited in the sense that it only
led to a positive response from the relevant nations to US or EC rights. For
instance, the US did not use this regime to induce the relevant nations to
extend protection to other nations. Secondly, US or EC retaliation (against the
relevant nations) could only be effective if the US or EC is a major market for
the relevant nation and there are no viable alternative markets. Finally, only big
markets with sufficient economic clout like the US or the EC can administer
such regimes. Small nations may not be able to induce a positive response
from other national governments through the use of a regime similar to s.301.
Although it is inconclusive that the intellectual property system by itself can
attract foreign investments, 131 positive response to intellectual property may
also be effected if the system is predicated as one of the conditions for national
governments desirous of attracting substantial foreign investments. China is
a good example of a nation which has changed its intellectual property laws in
order to attract foreign investments, yet the threat of special 301 has brought
limited success in the national will to enforce the laws, a situation which is
129 Note 126 supra see also Antos [1991] EIPR. There are moves by the US government to
amend the trade retaliatory measures to align with GAIT at least in the sense that the procedure
should only be open after GAIT dispute resolution procedures have been exhausted: Bikoff, James
L., & Wilson, David I., intellectual Property Protection Under NAFTA and TR1PS and the Future
of Bilateral Intellectual Property Initiative?, No. 1994 copynght World 32.
'3° Lewinski, note 88 chapter 1 supra. See the other references in the same footnote.
131 Para. 2.9 ante.
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causing friction between the USA and China.'32
On the other hand, there are more chances that a trade retaliatory regime
internationally acceptable and administered by a central organ, has more
chances to effect positive response to intellectual property by most national
governments. It is in the light of this that TRIPS is a promising development.
Under the GATT trade dispute mechanism,' a complaint may be filed
against any nation which fails to give the minimum adequate protection and
procedure for the rights of any other nation. It is highly unlikely that any nation
will prefer to opt out of GATT because it has a negative response to the
intellectual property system as this may mean that such nation will have to
negotiate with all the 116 countries signatories to GATI, an unimaginable
option.'
It is not clear whether third countries who are not party to any GAIT dispute
can retaliate against a country held by the dispute panel to be in breach. On
an initial consideration, it would appear that this may cause problems which
may make GAIT-TRIPS dispute resolution panel of limited advantage to small
countries. Let us consider two small countries, states A and B. If a panel
holds that A has breached its TRIPS obligations to state B and that B can
retaliate if A fails to amend its regulations, state A may not feel the impact of
B's trade embargo if B is not a major trade partner of A. On the other hand,
if state A is a big country, a major trading partner of B, B may be unable to
apply effective trade sanctions against A. It can only be hoped that the
132 Zhang note 125 supra; "Special 301: China and the US to the brink", Managing Intellectual
Property March 1995, p.5.
133 Pescatore, Pierre, Darvey, William J., Lowenfield, Andrea F., Handbook of GATT Dispute
Settlement New York: Transnational Juris Pub. Inc., (1994); Das, Bal Gopal, note 85, chapter 1
supra.
134 It has been reported that India which has been at the fore-front of the campaign by
developing economies against certain aspects of the intellectual property system would rather adopt
the TRIPS' standards for pharmaceutical patents (see para.6.3.2 much against local lobby
than have to negotiate with the 116 countries, particularly as India has other things to benefit from
GATT: Heinz, op cit.
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second scenario may never occur since many major economies seem to be
contemplating changes in their laws to align to TRIPS. Unless third states can
legally retaliate on behalf of B, the impact of the decision of a GATT panel may
be limited.
8.4.3 Support of the WIPO, WTO, Ri ght Holders and Developed Economies
It has been argued that one of the best ways of securing positive responses
from national governments is through representations made either by local
industries or by foreign industries affected by ineffective protection or
enforcement of intellectual property rights. In addition, right holders must
support efforts of national governments in law reform, administration and
enforcement.
The role of the WIPO in giving assistance towards drafting laws, education,
training is invaluable. Certainly, it will be difficult to effect positive responses
if no assistance is given to national governments especially of developing
economies. Industrialised economies should also step up the level of
assistance given. In the light of this, Articles 66 & 67 of TRIPS is
commendable in that it recognises the need for assistance in developing an
effective intellectual property system particularly in developing economies. It
is also important for member states to cooperate in the fighting piracy 137. In
order to introduce reliable and efficient structures for the minimum standards
required by TRIPS, this WTO plan must be vigorously pursued by the
monitoring TRIPS Council) To this end, the experience of the WIPO is
indispensable and it is only reasonable that the TRIPS Council intends to
135 Para.8.1 .6 ante
136 Para.8.1.1 above.
137 Article 69 of TRIPS acknowledges this.
138 Article 68 of TRIPS.
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establish appropriate arrangements for cooperation with W1PO.139
8.4.4	 Enforcement Mechanisms in TRIPS
As a treaty, TRIPS is a major departure from the other intellectual property
treaties because of the enforcement mechanisms available in GATT.
However, it is not intended that a detailed account of this be given here
especially as it is more a part of the wider GATT treaty than intellectual
property.' 4° Essentially, before any trade retaliatory measures can be
applied on any nation which fails in its TRIPS obligations, a country which is
adversely affected will be expected to have opened discussion with the
"offending nation". Thereafter, a complaint must be filed against the "offending
nation" under Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT. 141
 The complaining country
and the country complained against may be represented at the TRIPS Council
and if the laws of the latter are found to be in breach of TRIPS' obligations, it
will be requested to amend the laws accordingly or face trade retaliatory
measures from the former. To prevent delays characteristic of GATT dispute
settlement mechanisms, deadlines have been set for every stage of the
process and disputes have to be settled within 12 to 18 months even if there
is an appeal.142
(I)	 The TRIPS' Grace Period
The significance of the enforcement mechanism attribute of TRIPS may not
become immediately relevant because TRIPS' transitional arrangements specify
certain periods of grace before developing countries and countries in the
139 See para.6.2 above for a brief discussion of the relationship of TRIPS to the other major
treaties administered by WIPO.
140 For a magisterial treatment of the enforcement mechanisms under GAIT, see Pescatore
et al., note 131 supra.
141 Article 64 of TRIPS.
142 Bikoff & Wilson, note 128 supra. They argue that delays such as appeals and interferences
by defendant nations will be reduced.
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process of transformation from a socialist to a capitalist system become obliged
to enforce the TRIPS' standards. Whilst all developed countries are obliged to
provide the minimum standards within a year after TRIPS becomes effective,
developing countries and former socialist economies are permitted a further four
year extension. 1
 In addition to the four years' grace, developing countries
may have an additional five year grace before the obligation to introduce patent
protection to areas of technology such as patents becomes binding."
This calls for an amendment of the US s.301 trade retaliatory regime not only
to accommodate the filing of an initial complaint to GAIT after bilateral
discussion have proved futile, but also to put a hold on the application of the
regime to developing and former socialist countries during the grace period.145
S.337 of the US Tariff Act is also to be amended to align with GAIT given that
it violates the national treatment provision in Article Ill of GATT. 146
 It may
however, be noted that this enforcement mechanism is immediately applicable
to developed countries who are in breach of TRIPS' obligations when they
become effective.
(ii)	 Viability of Changes: Lower Standards Durin g Grace Period?
TRIPS seeks to prevent developing countries who had a higher standard prior
to TRIPS, from reducing the protection presently offered to one below the
143 Article 65(1),(2) & (3) ibid.
144 Article 65(4) ibid. See para. 6.3-6.3.- for a discussion of the patent issue as it applies to
pharmaceuticals and the balance sought to be created through the mechanism of exclusive
marketing arrangements before the period of grace is over.
145 Bikoff & Wilson note 128 supra. The article makes reference to legislative attempts at
effecting these changes. For the opposition of US industry to these changes, see "Future conflict
between US and WTO may be on the horizon" Copyright World Issue 43 September 1994 p.17.
146 The Morrison & Foerster Intellectual Property Law Briefing, December 1994 cites a GATT
panel report in the Aramid Fibres case as authority for this violation. The most objectionable
provision was the unavailability of counter-claims for foreign defendants, presently, they cannot use
the procedure; secondly there is a double actionability liability rule (a US plaintiff could sue in the
District courts and pursue an action at the US International Trade Commission).
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TRIPS' standard, during the grace period within which the national laws of
developing countries should be aligned with TRIPS. Article 65(5) provides that
"Any PARTY availing itself of a transitional period under
paragraphs 1, 2, 3, or 4 shall ensure that any changes in its
domestic laws, regulations and practice made during that period
do not result in a lesser degree of consistency with the provisions
of this Agreement".
On the basis of Article 65(5), it is arguable that a developing or former socialist
economy where product patents are granted for pharmaceuticals prior to TRIPS
cannot rely on the transitional provisions of TRIPS to remove such protection
during the grace period. However, the use of the phrase "do not result in a
lesser degree of consistency" rather than "do not result in any consistency",
may give rise to mischievous interpretation hence it should be given immediate
consideration by the TRIPS Council.
(iii)	 Options at Enforcement Durinci Grace Period
While it is arguable that the grace period compromise seeks to balance the
conflicting interests of right holders and consumers, (a theme explored
throughout this dissertation), the compromise reduces the efficacy of TRIPS
as a better option to other treaties, at least until the grace period is over. It
means that developing or former socialist economies can continue to administer
national laws which permit unauthorised copying (below TRIPS standard) during
the TRIPS' grace period after TRIPS takes effect without being in breach of
TRIPS. It is not certain whether the countries and regions whose rights can
be "legally" copied (in developing and former-socialist economies whose laws
are below the TRIPS standard) during the grace period will seat back and
watch. Further, it is uncertain how long it will take to prosecute a complaint
procedure under GATT, when the grace period is over. Consequently, it will
not be surprising if other interim measures which will induce TRIPS' standard
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(from the developing countries and former socialists countries concerned), are
explored during the grace period.
However, national governments may be encouraged to adopt the TRIPS
minimum standards before the grace period is over through trade concessions.
For instance, GATT granted the US a dispensation to continue to use the
General System of Preferences (GSP.) 147 The US can use this regime to
offer better market access to developing and former-socialist countries should
they subscribe immediate to the minimum standards of TRIPS, rather than
exercise the options open to them during the grace period. 148 It will,
however, be unfortunate if any nation including the US will breach its GATT
obligations and apply a retaliatory trade measure on another nation outside the
GATT framework, as this may undermine the new trade order under the new
GATT dispensation.'49
While it is clear that developing nations party to GATT have a grace period, it
is not clear whether by the strict interpretation of GAIT, a developing nation
which is seeking to sign GAIT may be forced to adopt the TRIPS' minimum
standards before joining GAIT. There is no intention to examine the issue
here. But trade retaliatory measures may be employed against nations which
are yet to become party to GAIT but who do not conform to the TRIPS'
standards.
8.6	 Conclusion
To curb piracy and counterfeiting, the statute books should not only be
adequate, there must be a corresponding will to enforce the law in the streets.
TRIPS establishes certain minimum standards for substantive and procedural
147 Bikoff & Wilson note 128 supra.
148 Bikoff & Wilson, note 128 supra.
149 Bikoff & Wilson supra suggest that this option is open to the US.
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laws to protect intellectual property rights. It is the belief of the TRIP
negotiators that the next decade will witness changes in many national laws
seeking to align with TRIPS, at least as far as the law books are concerned.
But this is just an aspect of the swill to fight", a prerequisite for attempts to curb
piracy and counterfeiting. The fight against piracy and counterfeiting can only
be successful if there are simultaneously efforts to make the law work on the
streets. To this end, right holders, law enforcement agents, judges and national
governments must demonstrate a "will to fight". This chapter has argued that
the responses of these groups are not always positive in signifying a "will to
fight". In order to arouse positive responses, some of the suggestions given
in this chapter must be adopted.
Right holders must regard it as their duty to enforce their rights, assist in
training law enforcement agents, have an anti-piracy budget, relentlessly call
for law reform where necessary, and exchange information and experiences on
anti-piracy with colleagues in their industry. Further, right holders must make
efforts in bridging the gap which pirates claim to fill, when the products subject
matter of protection are not available or affordable in some markets.
Intellectual property laws may be undermined where the products subject
matter of protection do not meet the demands of the public in reasonable
quantity and price.
Law enforcement agents need training to differentiate legitimate from pirated
goods and education to appreciate the harm occasioned by piracy and
counterfeiting. They will probably be more effective at enforcing intellectual
property laws where the laws provide penalties which demonstrates a
government's view that intellectual property is a serious issue. There must also
be a commitment in terms of resources given to them to discharge their duties.
Finally, law enforcement agents need the cooperation of right owners and a
commitment from the prosecuting authorities that civil or criminal action will be
taken against those arrested.
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Judges may need some enlightenment about the harm caused by unauthorised
copying and the possible merits of the intellectual property system as this may
make them more disposed to exercising their discretion (to grant injunctions
and other remedies such as damages or prison terms) in favour of an injured
party who has established his case. A negative view of the intellectual property
system may lead to an alarming exercise of discretion or alarming judicial
pronouncements which stems from the belief that the system is a battle
between the rich and the poor or the big and the small.
National governments seeking to enjoy the new world trade order will have to
align laws to TRIPS. In so doing, some developing or former-socialist
economies may require assistance in establishing the necessary regimes and
to give training. Hopefully the World Trade Organisation will discharge this
function with the help of WIPO. As these efforts are being made, developing
and former-socialist economies in particular will be eager to see how their plight
improves as a result of GAIT TRIPS. There must be some signs that they are
beginning to realise some of their hopes and aspirations within the next decade
else they will begin to question the wisdom behind GATT TRIPS. The task
ahead is daunting.
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CONCLUSION
The terms piracy and counterfeiting evoke two main types of responses: one
group advocate a greater scope and stronger regimes for the intellectual
property system while the other group advocate the narrowing of the rights and
call for a wider freedom to copy. Right holders, creators, inventors and most
industrialised economies who hold a greater part of the world's repertoire of
intellectual property rights belong to the first group - intellectual property
movement, while users, members of the public and most developing economies
belong to the second group - the freedom to copy movement.
Stewart's prophecy referred to in the introduction to this thesis suggested that
the freedom to copy movement which he called "consumer politics" will grow
in the eighties because of economic recession. The authenticity of his claims
is confirmed by the attention which unauthorised commercial copying of
intellectual property received during the decade, which culminated in the GATT
TRIPS. This study attempts to examine the future of "consumer politics" in a
post TRIPS era in the light of deepening global recession. The study is
imperative given the expectations that the GATT TRIPS will reduce the level of
piracy and counterfeiting considerably.
In discussing the conflict between the intellectual property and the freedom to
copy advocates, two central themes run through this study: that the fight
against piracy and counterfeiting must be conducted on two fronts - the legal
and the economic/social fronts. The substantive and procedural laws must be
improved while a positive response from national governments, law
enforcement authorities, judges and right holders towards the intellectual
property system must be induced simultaneously.
Chapter 1 of this study suggests that one of the reasons for a negative
response to the system particularly in developing economies is the perception
of the relevance of the system and its influence on the economic development
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in the different economies. The growth of the system in industrialised
economies derived primarily from societal, economic and political needs, thus
the utility of the system was immediately appreciated. Local creators, inventors
and traders in industrialised economies needed protection from local and
foreign competitors who took to copying without authorization rather than
innovation. On the other hand, the manner of introduction of the system in
some developing economies and the administration of the system did not
necessarily serve local interests. Thus the system is viewed mainly as a
vehicle for protecting foreign interests. This often affects the response to the
system.
It is suggested that in the case of Nigeria and some Commonwealth countries,
the re-registration of UK patent system as introduced and administered did not
serve and could not have served local interests. However, trade marks have
been more relevant and thus appreciated in Nigeria because they serve a
function - the prevention of customer deception and the protection of local trade
interests (even if thereby indirectly protecting the foreign manufacturers who
were represented locally). The copyright system remained largely irrelevant
in Nigeria until the piracy of local works became rampant and local authors
needed better protection.
The discussion on Nigeria corroborates the view that irrespective of the manner
of introduction and initial administration of the system in any country, the
system acquires more importance to a domestic government when there is
sufficient local repertoire which must be protected against unauthorised copying
by local and foreign groups. In order to induce a positive response to the
intellectual property system in any country, efforts must be made increase the
level of local repertoire. However, a discussion of what such efforts involve is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
Another way of inducing a better response among the freedom to copy
movement particularly in developing economies is to investigate the extent to
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which intellectual property concepts are alien to their culture. If there are
concepts which are somewhat similar, the freedom to copy group may better
appreciate the system as a hlcousinN of the concepts in their indigenous culture.
This study suggests that the recognition and protection of proprietary rights in
intangibles was part of the rich cultural heritage of Nigeria, the Australian
Aborigines and some other cultures. Hence intellectual property concepts are
not completely alien. Without attempting a detailed comparison, the study
suggests that in some respects the older traditional system offered stronger
protection than the modem intellectual property system. To this end, it is
suggested that more studies should be conducted on these issues as they may
aid a better understanding and response to the intellectual property system.
Yet the each group's response to the intellectual property system and to piracy
and counterfeiting continues to be influenced by their views as to whether the
system is justifiable. Some of the arguments advanced in support of the
intellectual property are unpersuasive or at least questionable. This was the
focus of chapter 2. For instance, it is sometimes suggested that the system
led to the industrial revolution in industrialised economies. The innuendo in the
suggestion is that the system can initiate an industrial revolution in developing
economies. Although the system could have had some influence on industrial
revolution, I argued that the evidence about any correlation between the
industrial revolution and the intellectual property system is inconclusive.
Further, the suggested correlation between the system and industrial revolution
seems to have been refuted by the developments in the Tigers of the Far East.
Despite their somewhat negative response to the system, they have
experienced an "industrial revolution".
The argument that the system encourages activities such as creativity,
innovation, foreign investments and research and development is questionable
in developing economies who administer the system but have not experienced
any increased level of these activities. However, as I argued, it may be unfair
to test the efficacy of the system in developing economies when "extra-
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intellectual property considerations" weigh heavily against any result which the
system would probably have induced.
Comparing free trade measures, the ease of remittance of proceeds, the non-
discrimination against foreigners, the democratic government and the
infrastructure in Singapore to the trade barriers, restrictions in remittance of
proceeds and the uncertainty that surrounds a military rule in Nigeria, this study
argues that the efficacy of the system cannot not be measured in vacuum.
These "extra-intellectual property considerationsN may reduce any positive
effects the system could have had. Nevertheless, the relevance of the system
in fostering growth in some developing economies remains to be seen, hence,
the poor response to the system in some countries.
Chapter 2 ends by submitting that irrespective of any views about the relevance
or influence of the system, the signing of the GAIT underscores an
unimpeachable justification for the system: intellectual property as a trade issue.
Any nation that continues to pirate and counterfeit the products of others cannot
benefit from the new trade order to be established under GAIT. Such nation
will also be subject to retaliation. Alternatively such country may attempt the
herculean task - negotiate a different trade arrangement with over a hundred
nations party to GAIT, or reach regional arrangements. Advisedly, in a post
TRIPS era, the overall best interests of most nations including Nigeria seems
to be better served by subscribing to the intellectual property movement than
aligning itself with the freedom to copy doctrine particularly with regards to
piracy and counterfeiting.
Another reason the intellectual property system is regarded with suspicion by
the freedom to copy movement is the mistaken view that the rights are
monopolies. As such, it is often feared that the rights can always be abused.
This thesis submits that intellectual property rights per se are not all
monopolies. Monopolies result not just because a person is granted a right to
restrain third parties from dealing with a thing, else, the right of the owner of
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Blackacre to restrain third parties from dealing with the property or your right
to your clothes will be monopolies.
Monopolies arise because the things over which the rights are exercised are
not easy to substitute in the sense that the market may be adversely affected
if the particular thing is withdrawn from the market. It is this attribute that
allows a monopolist to raise prices, hoard his goods and indulge in other
abusive practices. Therefore intellectual property rights only become
monopolies when the product which the right protects is not easy to substitute
without the right being infringed. Not all products which are protected by
intellectual property rights enjoy this attribute.
Given the available regimes surveyed which can check and punish any abuse
to a monopoly position that may be attained by an intellectual property right
holder, it is argued that the intellectual property system should be condoned.
Some of these checks include revocation, compulsory licensing, licensing
regulations and competition rules. The regimes have even been used in certain
cases to force the right holder to grant a freedom to copy. Chapter 3 suggests
that a better response to the system will probably be induced if the inarticulate
reference to intellectual property rights as monopolies is discouraged and each
nation (especially developing economies) is encouraged to conduct detailed
studies as to how it can check any abuse by right holders. In a post-TRIPS
era, this approach (but not piracy and counterfeiting) is the only viable option
for a sensible nation.
Chapter 4 proceeds on the premise that the best way of dealing with piracy and
counterfeiting is to understand the motivation, types and reasoning of the
persons who are involved. It reveals the clandestine nature of their operations
and the harm occasioned to consumers and businesses. By categorising
pirates and counterfeiters, this study reveals that some of the persons involved
are in quasi-fiduciary relationships with right holders: former business
associates, employees, licensees, right holders and distributors. Some
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countries also appear to tacitly encourage this illicit trade by their lack of
enthusiasm to enact or enforce intellectual property laws.
This study suggests that these activities are not only unfair, they are sometimes
in breach of the quasi-fiduciary relations. As such, further causes of action are
recommended. In support of this new criteria, the examples of additional
causes of action against professionals like solicitors and businessmen such as
company directors are employed. Solicitors who breach certain client-solicitor
fiduciary duties are open to claims by their clients. Additionally, they can be
penalised by their Law Society or the Bar Council. Penalties include striking off
the list, suspension or fines. Company directors who breach certain "fiduciary
duties" are claims by shareholders or third parties. Additionally, they may be
subject to additional penalties as per their positions as directors. These include
being barred from holding the position of a company director either for a period
or for life or fines. Similarly penalties which affect the position of some pirates
and counterfeiters qua their quasi-fiduciary position to right holders are
suggested.
Although chapter 4 criticises some justifications for piracy and counterfeiting,
it suggests that where the activities fill a gap in the market right holders must
strive to bridge the gap. Only two types of gap are considered - where the
products are not available locally or where those available are priced beyond
the market. Where laws are reviewed in a post-TRIPS era, but these two types
of gaps remain in the market, the efficacy of the laws will be undermined. This
last issue is given further consideration in chapter 8 under the response which
right holders should have in such circumstances.
The second theme of this dissertation: the importance of more effective
procedural and substantive laws is explored in Chapters 5, 6 & 7.
Where a law is good, the procedure for enforcing the law may raise difficult
hurdles for a litigant. Chapter 5 discusses the extent to which TRIPS offers
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adequate minimum standards on some significant areas of procedure, proof
and evidence such as customs border provision. While commending these
standards in some respects, the study reveals the effects of the inadequate
attention given in TRIPS to some issues. It suggests that the failure of TRIPS
to prescribe the following may thwart the efforts of right holder in enforcing the
TRIPS' standard rights that may soon be granted to them:
a right for exclusive licensees to institute actions for infringement
in his territory without a statutory period of waiting for the right
holder to take action;
ii. the introduction of strong presumptions of ownership or existence
of rights particularly for copyright actions;
iii. the removal of the privilege against self incrimination; and
iv. a right to conduct civil and criminal actions simultaneously.
v. the creation of special courts to deal with intellectual property
which can help build up teams of specialist judges and lead to
speedy trials.
In attempting an examination of the scope of the TRIPS' minimum standards
for substantive law, Chapter 6 employs the use of pharmaceuticals and
computer programs. The choice of the products derives from the fact that they
offer good paradigms to illustrate the sentiments evoked by the intellectual
property and freedom to copy movements. The former tend to rely strongly on
intellectual property protection for the products while the latter appear to have
strong reasons for calling for a wider scope to copy the products.
Despite the discretion offered by the Paris Convention which allows national
laws to discriminate against inventions (such as pharmaceuticals) or the place
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of invention, TRIPS member nations are required to offer patent protection to
pharmaceuticals, irrespective of the place of invention. To effect a
compromise between the intellectual property and the freedom to copy
movement, TRIPS offers a grace period of between five and nine years for
developing nations which presently (pursuant to Pans Convention) do not offer
patent protection for pharmaceuticals. On the other hand, during the grace
period, such nations are to grant pharmaceutical patent applicants an exclusive
marketing right. This thesis posits that the TRIPS exclusive marketing rights
regime is unreasonable. It is stronger than a patent in some respects. The
exclusive marketing right is the most significant right of a patentee. However,
unlike a patent which may be examined and whose validity can be challenged,
TRIPS offer no procedure to examine applications or to challenge this right.
TRIPS does indicate whether the right is subject to compulsory licences.
Nonetheless, the freedom to copy movement can adopt my suggestion - that
while this exclusive marketing right may be granted immediately, its exercise
may be conditioned on marketing approvals for such pharmaceuticals being
obtained in a market like the US. Given the long period it takes to obtain such
marketing approval in the US, my suggestion will at least provide a period of
grace for developing countries before the possible exercise of any exclusive
marketing right that may be granted.
Computer software raise patent and copyright issues. Following the trend in
the EC and the USA, the study suggests that the non-discrimination
requirement of TRIPS' patent regime should not be interpreted to make
computer programs as such, patentable. To do so will be to permit the
patentability of things like business methods (which are ordinarily unpatentable)
simply because they are done by a computer program. Conversely, computer-
related inventions should not be unpatentable simply because they are driven
by computer software as this may unduly restrict the freedom to copy.
The debate as to whether literary works under Beme extends to programs has
been laid to rest by a specific TRIPS requirement that TRIPS member states
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should treat software as literary works under Beme. Unlike books, investors
in the computer software industry require protection against the loading, display,
running and using of the program. Unfortunately, TRIPS does not seem to
make any direct reference to whether the scope of rights required under
national laws will extend so far particularly as Beme does not require such
rights with respect to books. In the UK and the EC, the practice is that these
rights are specifically provided for. This study argues that the reproduction and
public communication rights as required under Beme for literary works should
suffice, thus the call for a display right for computer programs under the
proposed protocol to Berne is unnecessary. Every time a computer program
is used, it is copied, hence reproduced. It is also arguable that the switching
on and use of a computer on a network amounts to the communication of the
program to the public.
Although compilations are generally susceptible to copyright protection, this
study reveals the disparity between the US/continental Europe and UK and
Nigerian approach to compilations of data. The former only give copyright
protection to compilations of data which amount to intellectual creations by
virtue of the selection and arrangement of the data. The latter generally offer
protection irrespective of the quality provided it is not copied hence unlike in the
former jurisdictions, compilations of facts per se or a white pages directory of
telephone subscribers is susceptible to protection. The study suggests that by
leaning towards the former, TRIPS will open a floodgate for the unauthorised
copying of data which is important to many companies. It recommends that a
review of the database provisions are necessary along the lines of the
proposed EC database Directive which creates a sui generis right with lesser
scope than copyright. The rationale for the approach of the proposed Directive
is that databases which are not intellectual creations should be subject to
compulsory licences and a wider scope of fair dealing.
The TRIPS trade marks regime is commendable for improved procedural
requirements like:
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prompt publication of marks, opportunity for oppositions and
written/reasoned decisions as against oral decisions;
a restriction on cancelling marks for non-use where such non-use
is caused by factors beyond the control of the proprietor like trade
barriers;
the requirement for a presumption that the use of identical marks
on identical goods will cause confusion;
the extension of the scope of well-known mark as prescribed
under Paris to their use on dissimilar marks.
However, TRIPS offers a poor guide by leaving legal gaps which favour
counterfeiting. These include the failure to
specify strong regimes for unregistered marks, despite the fact
that most proprietors find it onerous to register their marks in all
countries of the world. In Nigeria, such proprietors can only rely
on passing off which may fail if they do not have any business
presence or reputation;
specify that only the proprietor or authorised persons can apply
to register marks, a provision which can curb the mala-fide
application by agents or other third parties;
specify that new forms of marks such as shapes and fragrances
be registrable. This approach ignores a growing practice and
leaves some products without effective protection;
recognise the increased need to prevent the dilution of marks,
that is the use of identical marks of repute on dissimilar goods
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(except in the case of registered well-known marks).
Although the room for improvement has been highlighted, the TRIPS regime for
the protection of intellectual property rights in the pharmaceutical and computer
industries has gone a few steps further in eliminating the scope for
unauthorised copying derived from the lacuna in the previous treaties.
Nonetheless, urgent attention has to be given to the foregoing suggestions if
unauthorised (copying caused by the inadequacies in the legal regimes) is to
be curbed.
Given the fact that criminal actions are advantageous to right holders in the
sense of the shock value to offenders, the possibility of imprisonment or a
criminal record, the unproven claim to considerable swiftness and the fact that
the expense is borne by the state, the intellectual property movement often
lobby for criminal sanctions. Chapter 7 considers some of the problems
associated with criminal proceedings and the TRIPS standards on criminal
sanctions. It argues that the introduction of criminal sanctions is not new and
is justifiable in the light of the harm often occasioned. It suggests that such
sanctions may, however, be unsuitabile to all intellectual property rights,
particularly patents, and those literary works (including computer software)
where the question of the extent copied may become particularly problematic.
It illustrates the difficulties arising from the onus on the prosecution to establish
a guilty mind and suggest that TRIPS would have been more helpful had it
prescribed that the onus of establishing the presence or absence of the guilty
mind requirement lies on the defendant. Alternatively, TRIPS could have
specified that a defendant will be absolved from liability if he establishes an
absence of guilty mind. This study questions the inadequate use of
presumptions in criminal sanctions against breaches of intellectual property
rights and suggest more use of presumptions in the criminal process. It
highlights the difficulties associated with the high standard of proof in criminal
cases but suggests that this requirement is sound in the light of the nature of
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penalties - imprisonment and a criminal record. Finally, it discusses the
problems associated with private prosecutions, draws out inferences in TRIPS
that national laws are obliged to offer such alternatives but suggests that
specific TRIPS provision is preferred to inferences.
Chapter 8 returns to the first theme of this study, the social and economic
factors which foster piracy and counterfeiting. It emphasises the importance
of the response of right holders, law enforcement agents, judges and national
governments to the intellectual property cause. It reveals certain negative
responses displayed by these groups which may undermine the enforcement
process. In the main, it questions the will (of these groups) to fight piracy and
counterfeiting and suggests ways to induce positive responses.
For instance, it suggests that right holders are wrong to imagine that the onus
of enforcing rights especially in developing economies lie solely on the relevant
national governments instead of the right holders. The negative response of
right holders is also reflected by the fact that some do not have a budget for
anti-piracy; they often canvass only the criminal option; and they may be not
be eager to offer assistance towards the training of law enforcement agents or
to give continuing education assistance to judges in developing territories. It
is hoped that right holders will change this attitude.
This study argues that right holders need to address the justification for piracy
and counterfeiting proffered in chapter 4: that pirates offer a unique service in
markets where original goods are not available or where their prices are not
affordable. It suggests that apart from improving their marketing strategy to
bridge this gap, right holders may in some circumstances, need to introduce
cheaper line of goods particularly in developing economies.
Law enforcement agents often classify breaches of intellectual property as
"unseriou? when compared to some other breaches of law. Given their limited
resources, they have priority crimes. The situation is made worse by the fact
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that their training may be unsuitable for the task. Some of the following factors
generate negative attitudes on the part of law enforcement agents: the relative
newness of the concepts in some societies; the difficulty of identifying and
differentiating infringing products from originals; non-deterrent sanctions in
some jurisdiction; and the inability of law enforcement agents to influence the
litigation process which means the prosecuting authorities may decide not to
prosecute. The introduction of deterrent penalties pursuant to TRIPS, the
improvement of skills through training (with the help of right holders),
enlightenment and the allocation of resources can induce positive responses
from the agents. There must also be a commitment on the part of right holders
and public prosecuting authorities that civil and or criminal action will be taken
after law enforcement authorities have discharged their functions.
Although most judges are enthusiastic about enforcing all laws, this study
reveals that some judges have responded negatively to the intellectual property
system as if it merely protects the interests of the weak against the strong. To
remove this prejudice, efforts must be made to educate all judges about the
harm that piracy causes.
National governments tend to align either to the intellectual property or the
freedom to copy movement depending on the perceptions of the relevance of
the intellectual property system to their national needs and the level of national
repertoire of intellectual property protected products. Since the system has
attained a more significant trade dimension, more nations are now prepared to
respond favourably towards the system in order to benefit from the new trading
order under GAIT and to prevent trade retaliatory measures under GAIT.
Yet it is one thing to align laws to TRIPS standards, while it is another task to
effect a change of response from the judges, the law enforcement agents, and
to induce an atmosphere conducive to an effective administration of intellectual
property rights. Happily, TRIPS recognises this and intends to offer help to
nations which need it. It is argued that in this regard, help (particulatly to
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developing economies) must also be forthcoming from developed economies
and that a good level of cooperation must be forged between the WTO and the
WIPO given the latter's unrivalled experience in this field.
Unfortunately, the efficacy of the enforcement mechanisms under TRIPS may
be delayed in respect of developing and former-socialist countries who may
choose to use the grace period before aligning their laws to the TRIPS
standards. In this regard, nations like the US may use further trade
concessions such as the Generalised System of Preferences to encourage
developing economies to adopt the TRIPS standards as soon as possible rather
than exercise their privilege to continue to maintain weaker regimes during the
TRIPS grace period.
In general, this study reveals that in the bid to combat piracy and counterfeiting,
TRIPS has given attention to the legal factors affecting piracy and counterfeiting
- the need to improve substantive and procedural laws, though some gaps
remain. On the other hand, an equally significant issue, the economic/social
factors - the need to induce a more positive response from national
governments, law enforcement authorities, judges and right holders towards the
problems raised by piracy and counterfeiting appears to remain neglected. In
a post-TRIPS era, unless efforts are made to bridge the gaps identified in the
legal, and economic/social factors affecting piracy and counterfeiting the scale
of these activities will continue to soar notwithstanding the TRIPS Agreement.
Even if these gaps are bridged, these activities cannot be completely eradicated
since they are in the nature of theft and stealing is still a problem today. The
task before us in a post-TRIPS era is immense.
If readers are sufficiently challenged to take up and advance my suggestions
for filling the legal gaps identified in the substantive and procedural aspects and
to address the economic/social factors through the improvement of efforts at
inducing the necessary positive responses to the intellectual property cause, the
purpose of this dissertation will have been fulfilled.
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